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%ĖĕĚĔĒĥĖĕ ĥĠ ĞĪ ġĒģĖğĥĤ ,ĖğğĖĥę Ēğĕ .ĒģĘĒģĖĥ ,ĒğĖ Ēğĕ ĞĪ ĒĤġĚģ
ĚğĘ ĤĔĚĖğĥĚĤĥ ėĚĒğĔţ +ĖģĖĞĪ 5Ġĕĕ
JY
"ĦĥęĠģ -ĚĤĥ
ɥF BVUIPS GPS $IBQUFS ǹ JT &MJ[BCFUI " ,BOF
ɥF BVUIPST GPS $IBQUFS Ǻ BSF &MJ[BCFUI " ,BOF.BSD (FSTIPX BOE"SBWJOUIBO
% 5 4BNVFM
ɥF BVUIPS GPS $IBQUFS ǻ JT &MJ[BCFUI " ,BOF
Y
"ĔĜğĠĨĝĖĕĘĞĖğĥĤ
ɥJT UIFTJT JT UIF DVMNJOBUJPO PG IFMQ CZ NBOZ JOEJWJEVBMT PWFS UIF QBTU mWF
ZFBST * DBOOPU IPQF UP MJTU UIFN BMM IFSF CVU *E MJLF UP UIBOL B GFX PG UIF NPTU
JNQPSUBOU
'JSTU NZ BEWJTPS "SBWJOUIBO % 5 4BNVFM GPS UBLJOH B DIBODF PO B TFDPOE ZFBS
HSBEVBUF TUVEFOU XJUI OP CBDLHSPVOE JO UIF QIZTJDBM USBJOJOH IJT MBC JT GPVOEFE
PO "SBWJT UIPVHIUGVMNFOUPSTIJQ HVJEBODF BOE JOUFHSJUZNBLF UIF MBC B VOJRVFMZ
GSJFOEMZ BOE JOUFOTFMZ DPMMBCPSBUJWF QMBDF UP QVSTVF BNCJUJPVT TDJFODF *U JT IBSE UP
JNBHJOF B CFUUFS QMBDF UP CF B HSBEVBUF TUVEFOU * BMTP PXF UIBOLT UP NZ VOPċDJBM
DPNFOUPS BOE GSJFOE #FOKBNJO EF #JWPSU GPS QVUUJOH NF JO UPVDI XJUI "SBWJ BOE
DPVOUMFTT TDJFOUJmD EJTDVTTJPOT PWFS UIF ZFBST
*O UIF 4BNVFM MBC .BSD (FSTIPX IBT CFFO NZ SJHIUIBOE NBO UFBDIJOH NF
UIF CBTJDT PG QSPHSBNNJOH BOE FOHJOFFSJOH BOE OFWFS GBJMJOH UP IFMQ NF TPMWF B
TFFNJOHMZ JOTVSNPVOUBCMF QSPCMFN ɥF JOnVFODF PG IJT BNCJUJPVTOFTT ESJWF BOE
EJMJHFOU OBUVSF IBWF VOEPVCUFEMZ SBJTFE UIF RVBMJUZ PG NZ HSBEVBUF XPSL * UIBOL
.BTPO ,MFJO GPS IJT IFMQ PO FWFSZUIJOH GSPN PQUJDT UP QSPQPTBMT BOE GPS TIBSJOH
DPVOUMFTT MBC TOBDLT XJUI NF * UIBOL "TIMFZ $BSUFS GPS IFMQ XJUI QSFMJNJOBSZ
FYQFSJNFOUT BOE TIPXJOH NF UIF SPQFT XIFO * mSTU KPJOFE UIF 4BNVFM MBC * BMTP
UIBOL UIF PUIFS HSBEVBUF TUVEFOUT JO UIF 4BNVFM MBC "TIMFZ 7POOFS BOE "OESFX
-FJGFS GPS DSJUJDBM HSBEVBUF TUVEFOU TPMJEBSJUZ
* IBWF IBE UIF QMFBTVSF PG XPSLJOH XJUI UISFF HJGUFE VOEFSHSBEVBUFT ,SJTUFO
)VOUFS 4BNBOUIB 8IJUNPSF BOE )BOOB 3FUBMMBDL * UIBOL UIFN GPS UIFJS EFEJ
DBUJPO BOE SFGSFTIJOH FOUIVTJBTN
ɥBOLT UP PVS DPMMBCPSBUPST 4JNPO 4QSFDIFS BOE 1BVM (BSSJUZ GPS SFBHFOUT BOE
DSJUJDBM TDJFOUJmD UIJOLJOH BOE BEWJDF
* XPVME MJLF UP UIBOL NZ VOEFSHSBEVBUF SFTFBSDI BEWJTPS +VTUJO #MBV GPS IJT
DIBMMFOHJOH ZFU FODPVSBHJOH HVJEBODF BOE GPS JOTQJSJOHNF UP QVSTVF BO BDBEFNJD
DBSFFS QBUI
ɥBOLT UP UIFNFNCFST PGNZ%JTTFSUBUJPO "EWJTPSZ $PNNJUUFF )PXBSE #FSH
1BVM (BSSJUZ %BWJE 7BO 7BDUPS BOE #FOKBNJO EF #JWPSU BOENZ%FGFOTF $PNNJU
UFF %BWJE 7BO 7BDUPS .JDIBFM 'SBODJT )PQJ )PFLTUSB BOE 4BN ,VOFT ɥBOLT UP
UIFNFNCFST PG UIF #JPMPHJDBM BOE #JPNFEJDBM 4DJFODFT BENJOJTUSBUJWF PċDF ,BUF
YJ
)PEHJOT .BSJB #PMMJOHFS BOE 4UFQIFO 0CVDIPXTLJ
* BN GPSUVOBUF UP VOXBWFSJOH TVQQPSU PGNZNZQBSFOUT.BSHBSFU BOE,FOOFUI
,BOF ɥFZ IBWF BMXBZT CFFO JODSFEJCMZ TVQQPSUJWF PG NZ TDJFOUJmD DVSJPTJUJFT *
UIBOL UIFN GPS BMMPXJOHNF UP UVSO UIFJS IPVTF JOUP BO BNBUFVS TDJFODF MBC XIFO
FWFS * XJTIFE * BMTP UIBOLNZ TJTUFS BOENJTTFE GPSNFSSPPNNBUF 7JDUPSJB ,BOF
GPS IFS TVQQPSU "OE BMUIPVHI UIFZ DBOU SFBE UIJT * UIBOL NZ EPHT ɥJTUMF BOE
&MMJF GPS UIFJS XBHHJOH UBJMT BOE IBQQZ GBDFT XIJDI OFWFS GBJMFE UP CSJHIUFO FWFO
UIF NPTU DIBMMFOHJOH PG HSBEVBUF TDIPPM EBZT ɥFZ QVU UIF iDPNQBOJPOw JO iDPN
QBOJPO BOJNBMw
-BTUMZ * XBOU UP UIBOL NZ TPPOUPCF IVTCBOE +FSFNZ 5PEE XIP IBT QMBZFE
NBOZ EJĊFSFOU TVQQPSUJWF SPMFT UISPVHIPVU HSBEVBUF TDIPPM DPQZ FEJUPS EPH
DBSFUBLFS LJUF CPBSEJOH JOTUSVDUPS ɥF FOFSHZ IF CSJOHT UP BMM PG IJT JOUFSFTUT
JT DPOUBHJPVT BOE IJT [FTU GPS UIF VODIBSUFE JT B XPOEFSGVM CBMBODJOH GPSDF JO NZ
MJGF UIBU IBT JOTQJSFE NF JO NBOZ XBZT
* SFDFJWFE mOBODJBM TVQQPSU GSPN UIF /BUJPOBM *OTUJUVUF PG )FBMUI /BUJPOBM 3F




ǹǹ " ĤĪĤĥĖĞĤ ĝĖħĖĝ ĦğĕĖģĤĥĒğĕĚğĘ Ġė ēĖęĒħĚĠģ
"ĔĖğĥģĒĝ ĘĠĒĝ Ġė ĤĪĤĥĖĞĤ ğĖĦģĠĤĔĚĖğĔĖ ĚĤ ĥĠ ĕĖĥĖģĞĚğĖ IPXCFIBWJPS JTFODPEFE JO UIF PSHBOJ[BUJPO BOE GVODUJPO PG UIF OFSWPVT TZTUFN 7FSUFCSBUF
OFSWPVT TZTUFNT DBO CF TP DPNQMFY 	UIF IVNBO CSBJO DPOUBJOT ǹǸǸ CJMMJPO OFV
SPOT B WFSJUBCMF iDBUIFESBM PG DPNQMFYJUZw <ǹǻ>
 UIBU CFIBWJPS DBOOPU CF DPN
QSFIFOTJWFMZ VOEFSTUPPE BU UIF OFVSBM BOE NPMFDVMBS MFWFMT 'PS DPNQSFIFOTJWF
VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG CFIBWJPS BOE CSBJO POF NVTU UVSO UP USBDUBCMF HFOFUJD NPEFM
PSHBOJTNT MJLF UIF %SPTPQIJMB NFMBOPHBUTFS MBSWB XIJDI IBT GFXFS UIBO ǹǸǸǸǸ
OFVSPOT JO JUT DFOUSBM CSBJO <ǾǸ> 8JUI TJNQMFS TNBMMFS BOJNBMT POF DBO IPQF UP
HBJO B TZTUFNT MFWFM VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG CFIBWJPS BOE QSJODJQMFT PG OFVSPTDJFODF UIBU
BQQMZ UP BMM BOJNBMT
ǹ
ǹǺ 5ęĖ%ģĠĤĠġęĚĝĒĞĖĝĒğĠĘĒĤĥĖģ ĝĒģħĒ ĒĤ ĒĞĠĕĖĝ ėĠģ ĤĪĤĥĖĞĤ
ğĖĦģĠĤĔĚĖğĔĖ
ɥF%SPTPQIJMB MBSWB JT SBQJEMZ CFDPNJOH B GBWPSFENPEFM GPS TZTUFNT OFVSPTDJFODF
PXJOH UP JUT SPCVTU HFOFUJDBMMZ FODPEFE CFIBWJPST PQUJDBM BDDFTTJCJMJUZ SFMBUJWFMZ
DPNQBDU DFOUSBM OFSWPVT TZTUFN BOE QPXFSGVM HFOFUJD UPPMLJU
ǹǻ /ĒħĚĘĒĥĚĠğĒĝ ĤĥģĒĥĖĘĚĖĤ
3FQPSUT PG UIF PSHBOJ[FE NPWFNFOUT BOJNBMT FNQMPZ UP TFFL PVU QSFGFSSFE SF
HJPOT JO UIFJS FOWJSPONFOU BSF BNPOH UIF PMEFTU BOE NPTU DPNQSFIFOTJWF TUVE
JFT PG BOJNBM CFIBWJPS ɥF TQFDJmD OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ VUJMJ[FE CZ BO PSHBOJTN
DBO CF JOGFSSFE GSPN B UIPSPVHI DIBSBDUFSJ[BUJPO PG JUT NPWFNFOU JO SFTQPOTF
UP EFmOFE TQBUJPUFNQPSBM TUJNVMVT FOWJSPONFOUT ɥF DBOPOJDBM PSJFOUJOH SFBD
UJPO VTFE UP JOUSPEVDF UIF DPODFQU PG OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHJFT JT B CJBTFE SBOEPN
XBML CFTU TUVEJFE JO UIF DPOUFYU PG &TDIFSJDIJB DPMJ OBWJHBUJPO JO DIFNPTFOTPSZ
HSBEJFOUT <Ǿ ǿ> & DPMJT CJBTFE SBOEPN XBML JT DPNQPTFE PG UXP BMUFSOBUJOH CF
IBWJPSBM TUBUFT SVOT QFSJPET PG GPSXBSENPWFNFOUXIFSF UIF DFMMT nBHFMMBSNPUPS
DPVOUFSDMPDLXJTF SPUBUJPOQSPQFMT JU BMPOH B TUSBJHIU QBUI BOE UVNCMFT XIFSF UIF
DFMMT nBHFMMBS NPUPS DIBOHFT JUT SPUBUJPO EJSFDUJPO UP DMPDLXJTF DBVTJOH UIF DFMM UP
UVNCMF DIBPUJDBMMZ BOE SFPSJFOU UP B OFX EJSFDUJPO *O PSEFS UP mOE QSFGFSSFE PEPS
BOU FOWJSPONFOUT & DPMJNPEVMBUF UIFJS UVNCMJOH QSPCBCJMJUZ BT B GVODUJPO PG UIF
UFNQPSBM EFSJWBUJWF PG PEPSBOU DPODFOUSBUJPO *G UIF PEPSBOU JT BUUSBDUJWF UIF DFMM
XJMM EFDSFBTF JUT UVNCMJOH QSPCBCJMJUZ XIFO UIF EFSJWBUJWF JT QPTJUJWF SFTVMUJOH JO
MPOHFS SVOT UPXBSET UIF QSFGFSSFE EJSFDUJPO ɥF UJNJOH BOE EJSFDUJPO PG UIFTF SF
PSJFOUBUJPO FWFOUT BSF JOUSJOTJDBMMZ SBOEPN IFODF UIF OBNF CJBTFE SBOEPNXBML
ǹǻǹ ,ĚğĖĤĖĤ
"MUIPVHI DPMMPRVJBMMZ SFGFSSFE UP BT DIFNPUBYJT & DPMJT NPWFNFOU JO DIFNPTFO
TPSZ HSBEJFOUT JT BDUVBMMZ BO FYBNQMF PG LJOFTJT EFmOFE BT B CFIBWJPS JO XIJDI
SFPSJFOUBUJPOT BSF MBDLJOH B EJSFDUJPOBM SFPSJFOUBUJPO CJBT ,JOFTFT DBO CF TVC
EJWJEFE JOUP UXP UZQFT PSUIPLJOFTFT JO XIJDI UIF TQFFE PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU
EFQFOET PO UIF TUJNVMVT JOUFOTJUZ 	PCTFSWFE JO XPPEMJDF OBWJHBUJOH IVNJEJUZ HSB
EJFOUT <Ǻǽ>
 BOE LMJOPLJOFTFT JO XIJDI UIF GSFRVFODZ PG UVSOJOH JT EFQFOEFOU PO
Ǻ




0SJFOUBUJPO SFBDUJPOT XIFSF BO BOJNBMT UVSOJOH NPWFNFOU JT EJSFDUFE UPXBSE PS
BXBZ GSPN B TUJNVMVT BSF LOPXO BT UBYFT XIJDI SFTVMU JONPSF FċDJFOU OBWJHBUJPO
UIBO LJOFTFT 5BYFT DBO BMTP CF TVCEJWJEFE JOUP UXP UZQFT CBTFE PO UIF NFUIPE
CZ XIJDI UIF BOJNBM FYUSBDUT TQBUJBM JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU UIF PSJFOUJOH TUJNVMVT
LMJOPUBYFT BOE USPQPUBYFT *O LMJOPUBYJT UIF TUJNVMVT EJSFDUJPO JT EFUFSNJOFE
CZ B UFNQPSBM DPNQBSJTPO PG TUJNVMVT JOUFOTJUZ VTVBMMZ CZ TFRVFOUJBM TBNQMJOH
4JODF LMJOPLJOFTFT SFMZ PO UFNQPSBM TBNQMJOH UIFZ DBO CF QFSGPSNFEXJUI B TJOHMF
QPJOU TFOTPS *O USPQPUBYJT UIF BOJNBM DPNQVUFT UIF TUJNVMVT EJSFDUJPO JOTUBO
UBOFPVTMZ WJB B TQBUJBM DPNQBSJTPO CFUXFFO UXP JEFOUJDBM TFOTPST
ǹǼ -ĒģħĒĝ ġęĠĥĠĥĒĩĚĤ Ēğĕ ġęĠĥĠĤĖğĤĒĥĚĠğ
ǹǼǹ )ĚĤĥĠģĚĔĒĝ ĤĥĦĕĚĖĤ
1ęĠĥĠĥĒĩĚĤ
ɥF OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ VOEFSMZJOH UIF BWPJEBODF PG MJHIU CZ DPNNPO nZ MBSWBF
IBT CFFO TUVEJFE GPS PWFS B DFOUVSZ *U XBT mSTU JOWFTUJHBUFE CZ (FPSHFT 1PVDIFU
JO ǹȀǿǺ JO UIF NBHHPUT PG UIF HSFFOCPUUMF 	-VDJMJB DBFTBS
 BOE UIF CMVFCPUUMF PS
CMPXnZ 	$BMMJQIPSB FSZUIPDFQIBMB
 <ǽǼ> )F PCTFSWFE UIBU MBSWBF GFFEJOH PO SPUUJOH
NFBU XFSF MPDBUFE PO JUT TVSGBDF EVSJOH UIF OJHIU CVU XFSF IJEEFO CZ EBZ GPVOE
JOTUFBE CVSSPXFE JOUP UIF GPPE ɥJT PCTFSWBUJPO QSPNQUFE IJN UP JOWFTUJHBUF
UIF CFIBWJPS PG MBSWBF VOEFS EJĊFSFOU MJHIU DPOEJUJPOT *O IJT mSTU FYQFSJNFOUT
IF QMBDFE nZ MBSWBF PO B UBCMF UIBU XBT MJU PO POF TJEF CZ FJUIFS EBZMJHIU PS BSUJmDJBM
MJHIU BOE PCTFSWFE UIBU UIF MBSWBF DSBXMFE BXBZ GSPN UIF MJU TJEF 5P FOTVSF UIBU
UIJT FĊFDU XBT OPU EVF UP IFBU FNBOBUJOH GSPN UIF MJHIU IF SFQMBDFE UIF MJHIU
XJUI B MBSHF CPXM PG IPU XBUFS BOE PCTFSWFE UIBU MBSWBF JOTUFBE DSBXMFE UPXBSE
UIF CPXM 5BLFO UPHFUIFS UIFTF FYQFSJNFOUT EFNPOTUSBUF UIBU MBSWBF FYIJCJU B
MJHIUBWPJEJOH 	QIPUPQIPCJD
 SFBDUJPO
4PPO BGUFS 1PVDIFUT XPSL +BDRVFT -PFC CFHBO TUVEZJOH UIF SFBDUJPOT PG BOJ
NBMT UP MJHIU XJUI UIF HPBM PG FYQMBJOJOH UIFJS CFIBWJPS JO UFSNT PG QIZTJDBM BOE
ǻ
6B;m`2 RXR, h`+Fb Q7 i2M H`p2
KQpBM; rv 7`QK HB;?i@`vb- BM@
/B+i2/ #v ``Qr BM mTT2` `B;?i
+Q`M2`X h`+Fb r2`2 K/2 #v TH+@
BM;  /`QT Q7 K2i?vH2M #Hm2 QM
i?2 H`p MpB;iBM; QM TT2`X
6`QK (3)X
DIFNJDBM SFBDUJPOT UBLJOH QMBDF XJUIJO UIF BOJNBM <ǼǾ> ɥJT SFQSFTFOUFE B TIJGU
GSPN UIF BOUISPQPNPSQIJD EFTDSJQUJPOT PG CFIBWJPS 	JF iBOJNBMT NPWFE UPXBSE
MJHIU CFDBVTF JU BSPVTFE UIFJS DVSJPTJUZw
 UIBU IBE NBSLFE UIF QSFWJPVT DFOUVSZ
-PFCXBT IFBWJMZ JOnVFODFE CZ UIF TUVEJFT PG QMBOU IFMJPUSPQJTN XIJDI BU UIF UJNF
FYQMBJOFE UIF CFOEJOH PG QMBOUT UPXBSE TVOMJHIU BT B DPOTFRVFODF PG BTZNNFUSJ
DBM DIFNJDBM SFBDUJPOT EVF UP UIF MPDBM EJĊFSFODF JO MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ PO UIF QMBOUT
TVSGBDF -PFC BEBQUFE UIJT JEFB JO IJT iUSPQJTN UIFPSZw XIJDI TUBUFT UIBU CJMBUFSBM
CPEZ QMBOT BMMPX BOJNBMT UP FYUSBDU TQBUJBM JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU UIFJS FOWJSPONFOU
UISPVHI UIF TFOTBUJPO PG FYUFSOBM GPSDFT BDUJOH BTZNNFUSJDBMMZ PO TZNNFUSJD CPEZ
IBMWFT
-PFC DJUFE IJT TUVEJFT PG nZ MBSWBM MJHIU BWPJEBODF BT TVQQPSUJOH FWJEFODF GPS UIF
USPQJTN UIFPSZ )F PCTFSWFE UIBU .VTDB WPNJUPSJB MBSWBF DBO PSJFOU UIFNTFMWFT
QBSBMMFM UP JODJEFOU MJHIU SBZT 	'JHVSF ǹǹ
 XJUI UIFJS IFBET QPJOUJOH BXBZ GSPN
UIF MJHIU TPVSDF TUBUJOH UIBU
iɥFZ DSFQU XJUI B NBUIFNBUJDBM QSFDJTJPO JO UIF EJSFDUJPO PG UIF
SBZTɥFZ BDUFE BT UIPVHI UIFZ XFSF JNQBMFE PO B SBZ PG MJHIU XIJDI
Ǽ
QBTTFE UISPVHI UIFJS NFEJBO QMBOFw <Ǽǽ>
)F UIFPSJ[FE UIBU UIJT PSJFOUBUJPO DPVME CF FYQMBJOFE BT B DPOTFRVFODF PG UIF MJHIU
JOEVDJOH BO BTZNNFUSJDBM SFBDUJPO JO UIF MBSWBT CPEZ UIBU XBT QSPQPSUJPOBM JUT
JOUFOTJUZ XJUI UIF NPSF JOUFOTFMZ JMMVNJOBUFE TJEF CFJOH NPSF BDUJWBUF UIBO UIF
PUIFS ɥVT MBSWBM MJHIU BWPJEBODF XBT UIF SFTVMU PG MBSWBF BDUJOH UP CBMBODF UIF
UXP MJHIUJOEVDFE DIFNJDBM SFBDUJPOT PO FBDI MFGUSJHIU CPEZ IBMG 	BO FYBNQMF PG
USPQPUBYJT
 *G MJHIU XBT TIJOJOH XJUI HSFBUFS JOUFOTJUZ PO UIF SJHIU IBMG PG UIF
MBSWB UIF MFTTBDUJWF MFGU TJEF XPVME CF SFMBUJWFMZ DPOUSBDUFE DBVTJOH UIF MBSWB UP
UVSO JUT IFBE UP UIF MFGU BXBZ GSPN UIF MJHIU ɥJT BTZNNFUSJDBM DPOUSBDUJPOXPVME
DPOUJOVF VOUJM UIF MBSWB CBMBODFE UIF MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ PO FBDI IBMG TP UIBU JU XBT
DSBXMJOH EJSFDUMZ BXBZ GSPN UIF MJHIU <ǼǽoǼǿ>
-PFC CFMJFWFE UIBU IF IBE GPVOE QSPPG PG IJT UIFPSZ XIFO IF PCTFSWFE UIBU MBS
WBF FYQPTFE UP MJHIU GSPN UXP XJOEPXT XPVME DSBXM QFSQFOEJDVMBSMZ UP UIF MJOF
DPOOFDUJOH UIF MJHIU SBZT DPNJOH GSPN FBDI XJOEPX *G -PFCT UIFPSZ XFSF DPS
SFDU JU NBLFT UIF QSFEJDUJPO UIBU MBSWBF TIPVME EJTQMBZ BO PSUIPLJOFUJD SFBDUJPO
DSBXMJOH GBTUFS JO IJHIFS JOUFOTJUZ MJHIU "MUIPVHI -PFC EJE OPU MPPL GPS UIJT FĊFDU
IJNTFMG UXP PG IJT DPMMFBHVFT 4BNVFM 0UUNBS .BTU BOE 8JMJBN )FSNFT EFUFS
NJOFE UIF UJNF JU UPPL nZ MBSWBF UP USBWFM B mYFE EJTUBODF JO IJHI BOE MPX JOUFOTJUZ
MJHIU BOE GPVOE OP TVCTUBOUJBM EJĊFSFODF <ǻǹ Ǽȁ> SFGVUJOH -PFCT UIFPSZ
.BOZ PG -PFCT DPOUFNQPSBSJFT EJTBHSFFE XJUI IJT USPQPUBDUJD FYQMBOBUJPO PG
UIF MJHIU SFTQPOTFT PG nZ MBSWBF -PFC TVCTUBOUJBMMZ SFTJTUFE UIFTF DSJUJDJTNT FWFO
BT PUIFS JOWFTUJHBUPST XFSF DPMMFDUJOH NPVOUJOH FWJEFODF UP UIF DPOUSBSZ XIJDI
CFDBNF LOPXO BT UIF iUSPQJTN DPOUSPWFSTZw BNPOH FUIPMPHJTUT JO UIF FBSMZ UP
NJEǹȁǸǸT
" NBJO DSJUJD PG -PFC 4BNVFM )PMNFT PCTFSWFE UIF DSBXMJOH PG UIF nZ MBSWB JO
JTPUSPQJD FOWJSPONFOUT BOE OPUFE UIBU MBSWBF IBWF UXP QSJNBSZ NPWFNFOUT 	ǹ

UIF GPSXBSE DSBXMJOH BDIJFWFE CZ UIF DPPSEJOBUFENPUJPO PG UIF MBSWB UISVTUJOH JUT
BOUFSJPS FOE TUSBJHIU GPSXBSE GPMMPXFE CZ B QFSJTUBMUJD DPOUSBDUJPO GSPN QPTUFSJPS
UP BOUFSJPS BOE 	Ǻ
 UIF TXJOHJOH PG UIF MBSWBT BOUFSJPS GSPN TJEFUPTJEF WJB UIF
BTZNNFUSJDBM DPOUSBDUJPO PG UIF IFBE TFHNFOUT <ǻǼ ǻǽ> ɥF TBNF NPWFNFOUT
XFSF PCTFSWFE JO UIF QSFTFODF PG MJHIU PS PUIFS TUJNVMJ )PMNFT OPUFE UIBU JG UIF
MBSWB JT TVEEFOMZ FYQPTFE UP MJHIU JU XJMM PGUFO JOJUJBUF UIF TJEFUPTJEFNPWFNFOUT
PG JUT IFBE ɥJT MFE )PMNFT UP UIFPSJ[F UIBU MBSWBF PSJFOUBU UIFNTFMWFT CZ iUSJBM
ǽ
BOE FSSPSw )F TUBUFE
i*G B TUSPOH MJHIU JT UISPXO VQPO B MBSWB GSPNPOF TJEF JUNBZ TXJOH
UIF IFBE FJUIFS UPXBSET PS BXBZ GSPN UIF MJHIU *G UIF IFBE JT TXVOH
UPXBSET UIF MJHIU JU NBZ CF XJUIESBXO PS nFYFE JO UIF PQQPTJUF EJ
SFDUJPO *G JU JT UVSOFE BXBZ GSPN UIF MJHIU UIF MBSWB VTVBMMZ GPMMPXT
VQ UIFNPWFNFOU CZ 	GPSXBSE
 MPDPNPUJPOɥF PSJFOUBUJPO PG UIFTF
GPSNT JT FTTFOUJBMMZ B TFMFDUJPO PG GBWPSBCMF DIBODF WBSJBUJPOT PG BDUJPO
BOE GPMMPXJOH UIFN VQw <ǻǼ>
*NQPSUBOUMZ UIF JOJUJBM EJSFDUJPO UIBU UIF MBSWB TXJOHT JUT IFBE JT SBOEPN )PX
FWFS SBOEPN IFBE TXJOHJOH UIBU SFTVMUT JO NPWFNFOU UPXBSE QSFGFSBCMF MPXFS
MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ FOWJSPONFOUT JT GPMMPXFE VQ CZ GPSXBSE MPDPNPUJPO
*O IJT EPDUPSBM UIFTJT BU )BSWBSE 6OJWFSTJUZ #SBEMFZ 1BUUFO RVBOUJUBUJWFMZ EF
TDSJCFE UIF PSJFOUBUJOH SFBDUJPO PG CMPXnZ MBSWBF JO SFTQPOTF UP UXP PQQPTJOH
CFBNT PG MJHIU <ǽǺ> )F TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ WBSJFE UIF JOUFOTJUJFT PG UIF UXP CFBNT BOE
RVBOUJmFE JO FYBDUJOH EFUBJM UIF SFTVMUJOH QBUI UBLFO CZ JOEJWJEVBM MBSWBF 4JNJMBS
UP -PFC IF PCTFSWFE UIBU TPNF MBSWBF XJMM PSJFOU UIFNTFMWFT QFSQFOEJDVMBS UP UIF
MJOF DPOOFDUJOH UXP MJHIU SBZT "GUFS XBUDIJOH UIF IFBE TXJOHJOH NPWFNFOUT PG
JOEJWJEVBM MBSWBF 1BUUFO CFMJFWFE UIBU UIFJS PSJFOUBUJPO XBT BDIJFWFE CZ UIF USBJM
BOE FSSPS NFBOT TVHHFTUFE CZ )PMNFT $VSJPVTMZ IF BMTP PCTFSWFE B MBSHF NB
KPSJUZ PG MBSWBF UIBU BQQFBS UP IBWF BO JOOBUF PSJFOUBUJPO CJBT UPXBSE B QBSUJDVMBS
TJEF BT JG UIF MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ QFSDFJWFE PO UIBU TJEF JT CSJHIUFS UIBO JUT BDUVBM JO
UFOTJUZ ɥFTF BOJNBMT PSJFOUFE SFMJBCMZ UP BOHVMBS EFnFDUJPO PG UIF QFSQFOEJDVMBS
MJOF 1BUUFO XBT BCMF UP DPSSFDU GPS UIJT BOHVMBS EFnFDUJPO CZ BEKVTUJOH UIF SFMBUJWF
JOUFOTJUJFT PG UIF MJHIUT
"O JNQPSUBOU FYQFSJNFOU CZ (PUUGSJFE 'SBFOLFM BOE %POBME (VOO GVSUIFS TVQ
QPSUT UIF JEFB UIBU UIF MBSWB EPFT OPU IBWF PS DBOOPU BDU PO JOGPSNBUJPO SFHBSE
JOH MJHIU SBZ EJSFDUJPO PS JOUFOTJUZ CFGPSF JUT USJBM IFBE TXJOHJOH NPWFNFOUT <ǹȀ>
ɥFZ QMBDFE MBSWBF PO B QJFDF PG HSPVOE HMBTT UIBU XBT JMMVNJOBUFE GSPN BCPWF
ɥFZ XBUDIFE UIF NPWFNFOUT PG UIF MBSWB BOE BT JU CFHBO UP TXJOH JUT BOUFSJPS
FOE UP UIF SJHIU UIFZ XPVME UVSO PO BO BEEJUJPOBM MBNQ JODSFBTJOH UIF MJHIU JO
UFOTJUZ 	'JHVSF ǹǺ
 ɥJT NBOJQVMBUJPO PG MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ XBT TVċDJFOU UP JOEVDF
UIF MBSWB UP UVSO UP UIF MFGU TVDI UIBU JUT QBUI XBT DPNQPTFE PG DPVOUFSDMPDLXJTF
Ǿ
6B;m`2 RXk, M 2tKTH2 i`+F
7`QK  H`p i?i rb BHHmKBMi2/
7`QK #Qp2 2p2`v iBK2 Bi im`M2/
iQr`/ i?2 `B;?iX 6`QK (3)X
DJSDVMBS NPWFNFOUT
5ęĖ ĚĕĖğĥĚėĚĔĒĥĚĠğ Ġė #ĠĝĨĚĘĤ 0ģĘĒğ ĥęĖ ĝĒģħĒĝ ĖĪĖ
ɥF GBDU UIBU MBSWBF PSJFOU UIFJS IFBET QBSBMMFM UP UIF EJSFDUJPO PG MJHIU SBZT QPTTJ
CMZ TP UIBU UIFJS IFBE JT NBYJNBMMZ TIBEFE CZ UIFJS CPEZ TVHHFTUT UIBU UIF MBSWBT
BOUFSJPS DPOUBJOT UIF MJHIUTFOTJUJWF TUSVDUVSFT GPS QIPUPUBYJT ɥF JEFOUJmDBUJPO
PG UIF MJHIU TFOTJUJWF PSHBOT QSPWFE UP CF SBUIFS EJċDVMU BOE JO GBDU UIFZ XFSFOU
QSPQFSMZ JEFOUJmFE VOUJM NPSF UIBO IBMG B DFOUVSZ BGUFS UIF JOJUJBM TUVEJFT PG MBSWBM
MJHIU BWPJEBODF *OJUJBMMZ 1PVDIFU FSSPOFPVTMZ UIPVHIU UIBU UIF JNBHJOBM EJTDT PG
UIF MBSWB XFSF UIF MJHIU TFOTJUJWF PSHBOT .BOZ PUIFST CFMJFWFE UIBU UIF iDPOJDBM
UVCFSDMFTw QSFTFOU PO UIF MBSWBT DFQIBMJD PSBM MPCFT XFSF UIF QSJODJQMF QIPUPTFO
TPSZ TUSVDUVSF OPUJOH UIFJS FZFMJLF BQQFBSBODF DPOTJTUJOH PG B SPVOE DIJUJOJ[FE
SJOH UIBU XBT DPWFSFE CZ BO FYUFSOBM USBOTQBSFOU TIFFU PG DVUJDMF
8JMMJBN )FSNT <ǻǸ ǻǹ> BOE +PF &MMTXPSUI <ǹǾ> USJFE UP MPDBMJ[F UIF MBSWBM QIP
UPTFOTPSZ TUSVDUVSF CZ TIJOJOH B Ǻ NN TNBMM TQPU PG MJHIU POUP UIF BOUFSJPS FOE
PG UIF MBSWB ɥFZ XFSF BCMF UP DPODMVTJWFMZ MPDBMJ[F UIF MJHIU TFOTJUJWF TUSVDUVSFT
UP UIF MBSWBM IFBE CVU UIF TQPU XBT UPP MBSHF UP EJTDSJNJOBUF CFUXFFO UIF DFQIBMJD
MPCFT PS BOZ PUIFS QBSU PG UIF MBSWBT IFBE *O IJT EPDUPSBM UIFTJT /FJMT #PMXJH <Ȁ>
XBT BCMF UP GVSUIFS SFEVDF UIF TJ[F PG UIF MJHIU TQPU UP ǸǺǸ NN BOE PCTFSWFE UIF
SFTQPOTFT PG MBSWB VOEFS EBSL SPPN JMMVNJOBUJPO 	UP XIJDI MBSWBF BSF JOTFOTJUJWF

JO SFMBUJPO UP UIF MPDBUJPO PG UIF MJHIU TQPU 'SPN UIFTF FYQFSJNFOUT #PMXJH XBT
BCMF UP DPODMVEF UIBU UIF DFQIBMJD MPCFT EP OPU DPOUBJO BOZ QIPUPTFOTPSZ TUSVD
UVSFT ɥF DFQIBMJD MPCFT BSF OPX LOPXO BT UIF EPSTBM PSHBO UIF MBSWBT QSJNBSZ
ǿ
6B;m`2 RXj, aF2i+?2b 7`QK "QHrB;Ƕb pBpBb2+iBQM 2tT2`BK2Mib iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 HQ+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`p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PMGBDUPSZ TUSVDUVSF <Ǽ ǺȀ ǾǸ>
5P EFUFSNJOF UIF MBSWBM QIPUPTFOTPSZ TUSVDUVSF #PMXJH DPNQMFUFE B TFSJFT PG
UFDIOJDBMMZ SFNBSLBCMF WJWJTFDUJPO FYQFSJNFOUT PO IPVTF nZ MBSWBF <Ȁ> )F DBSF
GVMMZ SFNPWFE WBSZJOH BNPVOUT PG MBSWBM IFBE UIPSBDJD TFHNFOUT CZ UZJOH B mOF
TUSJOH BSPVOE UIF MBSWB TVDI UIBU UIF IFBE TFHNFOUT UIBU XPVME CF SFNPWFE XFSF
IBOHJOH GSPN UIF GSPOU PG UIF MBSWB MJLF B TBD )F UIFO VTFE B QBJS PG TVSHJDBM
UXFF[FST UP SFNPWF UIF TFHNFOUT JO GSPOU PG UIF TUSJOH 	'JHVSF ǹǻ
  4VSQSJTJOHMZ
MBSWBF DPVME TVSWJWF GPS NBOZ EBZT BGUFS UIF TVSHFSZ #PMXJH UIFO RVBOUJmFE UIF
MBSWBM EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIU PSJFOUBUJPO SFTQPOTF JO IJT QPTUTVSHFSZ MBSWBF )F DPO
EVDUFE TFWFSBM UIPVTBOE TVSHFSJFT CFGPSF MPDBMJ[JOH UIF MJHIU TFOTJUJWF PSHBOT UP
B DMVTUFS PG DFMMT MJOJOH B QPVDI OFBS UIF DPOEZMF TQJOF PG UIF DFQIBMPQIBSZOHFBM
TLFMFUPO XIJDI TFOE B TJOHMF OFSWF QPTUFSJPSMZ UP UIF CSBJO ɥJT PSHBO MBUFS CF
DBNF LOPXO BT #PMXJHT 0SHBO
ǹǼǺ $ĠğĥĖĞġĠģĒģĪ ĤĥĦĕĚĖĤ
1ęĠĥĠĥĒĩĚĤ
ɥF MBSHF NBKPSJUZ PG DPOUFNQPSBSZ TUVEJFT PG MBSWBM QIPUPUBYJT RVBOUJGZ BHHSFHB
UJPO JO CJOBSZ DIPJDF BTTBZT NFBTVSJOH UIF QFSDFOUBHF PG BOJNBMT UIBU EXFMM JO
UIF EBSL PS MJHIU IBMG PG B 1FUSJ QMBUF 	SFGFSSFE UP BT UIF CJOBSZ BTTBZ GSPN OPX PO

<ǽ ǹǺ ǺǺ Ǻǿ ǻȁ ǼǸ ǽǹ ǽȀ> *O BEEJUJPO UP UIF CJOBSZ BTTBZ "OB $BNQPT HSPVQ
Ȁ
EFWFMPQFE B UFNQPSBM POPĊ BTTBZ UP RVBOUJGZ UIF MBSWBM SFTQPOTF UP CSJFG MJHIU
QVMTFT <ǹǸ ǺǾ ǽǾ ǽȁ> 6TJOH UIF PVUMJOF PG UIF MBSWBM CPEZ UIFZ GPVOE UIBU UIF
MBSWB JT NPSF MJLFMZ UP DIBOHF EJSFDUJPO XIFO UIF MJHIUT UVSO PO )PXFWFS UIFJS
BOBMZTJT XBT MJNJUFE UP UIF BOJNBMT DFOUFS PG NBTT POMZ 	UIJT JT UIF POMZ QBSBNFUFS
FYUSBDUFE GSPN UIFJS WJEFPT PG MBSWBM CFIBWJPS
 TP UIFZ XFSF VOBCMF UP BOBMZ[F UIF
IFBE TXJOHJOH CFIBWJPS UIBU XBT IZQPUIFTJ[FE UP VOEFSMZ MBSWBM MJHIU BWPJEBODF CZ
FBSMZ FUIPMPHJTUT
#ĠĝĨĚĘĤ 0ģĘĒğ
ɥF #PMXJHT 0SHBO DBO CF FBTJMZ WJTVBMJ[FE JO BO PWFSIFBE WJFX PG BO JOUBDU MBSWB
PXJOH UP JUT USBOTQBSFOU DVUJDMF 	'JHVSF ǹǼ
 3FDFOU NPMFDVMBS TUVEJFT IBWF EF
UFSNJOFE UIBU UIF #PMXJHT 0SHBO JT DPNQPTFE PG UXP QIPUPSFDFQUPS TVCUZQFT B
DMVTUFS PG FJHIU OFVSPOT XIJDI FYQSFTT UIF HSFFOQFBLFE 3IPEPQTJOǾ 	3Iõ
 BOE
B DMVTUFS PG GPVS OFVSPOT UIBU FYQSFTT UIF CMVFQFBLFE 3IPEPQTJOǽ 	3Iô
 6OGPS
UVOBUFMZ LOPXMFEHF PG UIF DFMMVMBS TUSVDUVSF PG #PMXJHT 0SHBO IBT OPU BEWBODFE
TJHOJmDBOUMZ TJODF JUT EJTDPWFSZ *U JT UIPVHIU UIBU UIF #PMXJHT 0SHBO JT DPNQPTFE
PG DJMJBSZ QIPUPSFDFQUPST CVU UIJT IBT OPU CFFO DPODMVTJWFMZ EFUFSNJOFE CZ FMFD
USPO NJDSPTDPQZ
"MUIPVHI MJUUMF JT LOPXO BCPVU JUT TUSVDUVSF UIF HFOFUJD QSPHSBNT BOE JOUSBDFM
MVMBS TJHOBMJOH DBTDBEFT UIBU NFEJBUF QIPUPSFDFQUJPO JO UIF #PMXJHT 0SHBO IBWF
CFFO XFMM TUVEJFE ɥF IPNFPCPY USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPS TJOF PDVMJT BOE UIF [JOD
mOHFSDPOUBJOJOH USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPS HMBTT BSF CPUI SFRVJSFE GPS QSPQFS #PMXJHT
0SHBONPSQIPHFOFTJT <ǹǼ ǹǽ Ǿǹ> -BSWBMNVUBOUT JO FJUIFS HFOF EJTQMBZNPSQIP
MPHJDBM EFGFDUT JO #PMXJHT 0SHBO BOE GBJM UP BDDVNVMBUF JO MPX MVNJOPTJUZ SFHJPOT
VTJOH UIF CJOBSZ BTTBZ "EEJUJPOBMMZ UIFSF JT CFIBWJPSBM FWJEFODF UIBU #PMXJHT 0S
HBO QIPUPUSBOTEVDUJPO JTNFEJBUFE CZ UIF DBOPOJDBM BEVMU QIPUPSFDFQUPS TJHOBMJOH
DBTDBEF NVUBOUT EJTSVQUJOH UIF FTTFOUJBM BEVMU QIPUPSFDFQUPS QIPUPUSBOTEVDUJPO
TJHOBMJOH DBTDBEF HFOFT OP SFDFQUPS QPUFOUJBM 	OPSQ"
 UIF nZ IPNPMPHVF PG QIPT
QIPMJQBTF $ BOE USBOTJFOUSFDFQUPS QPUFOUJBM 	USQ
 BMTP GBJM UP BHHSFHBUF JO CJOBSZ BT
TBZT <Ǻǿ ǽȁ> %PVCMF NVUBOUT MBDLJOH CPUI PG UIF MBSWBMMZ FYQSFTTFE 3IPEPQTJOT
	3Iô;3Iõ
 BMTP GBJM UP QIPUPUBY <ǹǺ ǼǸ ǽǸ> 3FDFOU XPSL IBT TIPXO UIBU POMZ
1FSTPOBM DPNNVOJDBUJPO XJUI 7PMLFS )BSUFOTUFJO
ȁ
Bolwig’s Organ
6B;m`2 RX9, "QHrB;Ƕb P`;M Bb i?2 H`pH 2v2- pBbmHBx2/ mbBM; i?2 _?Q/QTbBM@e T`Q@
KQi2` iQ /B`2+i 2tT`2bbBQM Q7 :`22M 6HmQ`2b+2Mi S`Qi2BM U:6SVX
UIF 3Iô QIPUPSFDFQUPS TVCTFU PG UIF #PMXJHT 0SHBO JT FTTFOUJBM GPS QIPUPUBYJT
<ǹǺ Ǻǿ ǼǸ> XIFSFBT FJUIFS QIPUPSFDFQUPS TVCUZQF DBO SFMBZ MJHIU JOGPSNBUJPO UP
FOUSBJO UIF NPMFDVMBS SIZUINT PG UIF MBSWBT DJSDBEJBO DMPDL <ǼǸ>
ǹǼǻ 1ęĠĥĠĥĒĩĚĤ ĔĚģĔĦĚĥ
ɥFSF IBT CFFO TJHOJmDBOU FĊPSU UP JEFOUJGZ OFVSPOT JO UIF QIPUPUBDUJD DJSDVJU
6OGPSUVOBUFMZ UIF MJUFSBUVSF DPOUBJOT NBOZ DPOnJDUJOH SFQPSUT MJLFMZ EVF UP UIF
SFMBUJWF TJNQMJDJUZ PG UIF CJOBSZ BTTBZ VTFE CZ UIF NBKPSJUZ PG TUVEJFT <ǺǺ Ǻǿ ǻȁ
ǼǸ ǽǸ> ɥFSF BSF NVMUJQMF TUVEJFT SFQPSUJOH B SPMF GPS UIF MBSWBM DJSDBEJBO DMPDL
OFVSPOT JO QIPUPUBYJT XIJDI JT DPNQPTFE PG UISFF HSPVQT PG CJMBUFSBMMZ TZNNFUSJD
OFVSPOT UIBU FYQSFTT UIF FTTFOUJBM DJSDBEJBO DMPDL HFOF UJNFMFTT 	UJN
 B USBOTDSJQ
UJPO GBDUPS UIF TNBMM MBUFSBM OFVSPOT 	T-/T
 UIF EPSTBM OFVSPOT HSPVQ ǹ	%/ǹ

BOE EPSTBM OFVSPOT HSPVQ Ǻ 	%/Ǻ
 	'JHVSF ǹǽ
 ɥF T-/T DBO CF GVSUIFS TVC
EJWJEFE Ǽ OFVSPOT FYQSFTT UIF OFVSPQFQUJEF 1JHNFOU %JTQFSTJOH 'BDUPS 	1%'

XIFSFBT UIF mGUI OFVSPO JT 1%' OFHBUJWF *U JT MJLFMZ UIBU UIF 1%' QPTJUJWF T
-/T BSF EJTQPTBCMF GPS QIPUPUBYJT FMFDUSJDBMMZ TJMFODJOH UIFN CZ JOXBSE SFDUJGZ
ǹǸ
6B;m`2 RX8, h?2 H`pH #`BM U#H+F QmiHBM2V b?QrBM; i?2 HQ+iBQM Q7 i?2 i?`22 +HQ+F
+B`+mBi M2m`QM ;`QmTb M/ i?2B` T`QD2+iBQMbX b@GLp UbKHH Gi2`H L2m`QMb- .LR- .Q`@
bH L2m`QMb ;`QmT R- .Lk- .Q`bH L2m`QMb ;`QmT k- PG- QTiB+ HQ#2X /Ti2/ 7`QK
(kN)X
JOH QPUBTTJVN DIBOOFMT PS HFOFUJDBMMZ BCMBUJOH UIFN EPFT OPU BĊFDU BHHSFHBUJPO
JO UIF CJOBSZ BTTBZ )PXFWFS HFOFUJD BCMBUJPO PS FMFDUSJDBM TJMFODJOH PG BMM UJN
OFVSPOT EJTSVQUT CFIBWJPS JO UIF CJOBSZ BTTBZ XJUI MBSWBF TFHSFHBUJOH FRVBMMZ CF
UXFFO MPX BOE IJHI MVNJOPTJUZ SFHJPOT <ǹǺ Ǻǿ ǼǸ> 4JMFODJOH KVTU UIF %/ǹ BOE
UIF mGUI 1%' OFHBUJWF T-/T BMTP EJTSVQUT MJHIU BWPJEBODF JO UIF CJOBSZ BTTBZ TVH
HFTUJOH UIBU UIFTF UISFF OFVSPOT XIJDI BSF MJLFMZ SFTQPOTJCMF GPS UIF EFGFDUJWF
QIPUPUBYJT QIFOPUZQF PCTFSWFE XIFO BMM UJN OFVSPOT BSF TJMFODFE BSF CPOB mEF
DJSDVJU DPNQPOFOUT <ǹǺ ǼǸ> 5XP BEEJUJPOBM OFVSPOT UIBU BSF QPTUTZOBQUJD UP
UIF 1%' FYQSFTTJOH T-/T SFWFSTF MBSWBM MJHIU BWPJEBODF GSPN QIPUPOFHBUJWF UP
QIPUPQPTJUJWF XIFO TJMFODFE FMFDUSJDBMMZ PS TZOBQUJDBMMZ <Ǻǻ>
8PSL CZ UIF 4QSFDIFS HSPVQ IBT JEFOUJmFE TFUT PG DBOEJEBUF QIPUPUBYJT OFV
SPOT CZ B TDBOOJOH USBOTNJTTJPO FMFDUSPO SFDPOTUSVDUJPO PG UIF MBSWBM PQUJD OFV
SPQJM 	-0/ UIF BYPO CVOEMF GPSNFE CZ UIF #PMXJHT 0SHBO OFSWF
 <Ǿǻ> ɥFZ GPVOE
UIBU UIF 3Iô BOE 3Iõ QIPUPSFDFQUPS BYPO CVOEMFT PDDVQZ EJTUJODU DPNQBSUNFOUT
XJUIJO UIF -0/ TVHHFTUJOH UIBU UIFZ TZOBQTF POUP EJĊFSFOU UBSHFU OFVSPOT "E
EJUJPOBMMZ UIFZ mOE UIBU UIF QSPKFDUJPOT PG JOEJWJEVBM QIPUPSFDFQUPST BSF TQBUJBMMZ
ǹǹ
PSHBOJ[FE QSPCBCMZ SFnFDUJOH UIFJS QPTJUJPO JO UIF MBSWBM FZF 	B QSJNJUJWF SFUJOP
UPQZ
 ɥF T-/T JODMVEJOH UIF mGUI 1%' OFHBUJWF T-/ FYUFOE EFOESJUJD BSCPST
JOUP UIF -0/ BOE GPSN CPOBmEF TZOBQTFT POUP UIF -0/ɥF -/T UIFO TFOE UIFJS
BYPOT UP UIF EPSTBM QSPUPDFSFCSVN B UIFPSJ[FE SFHJPO PG IJHIFS PSEFS TFOTPSZ QSP
DFTTJOH
ǹǼǼ ğĠğ3ęĠĕĠġĤĚğ ĞĖĕĚĒĥĖĕ ġęĠĥĠģĖĔĖġĥĚĠğ
" SFDFOU QBQFS <Ǿǿ> IBT TIPXO UIBU MBSWBF BSF DBQBCMF PG TFOTJOH MJHIU BU IJHI JOUFO
TJUJFT XJUIPVU B GVODUJPOJOH #PMXJHT 0SHBO WJB UIFJS DMBTT *7 NVMUJEFOESJUJD OFV
SPOT UIBU UJMF UIF MBSWBM CPEZ XBMM .VMUJEFOESJUJD OFVSPOT XFSF QSFWJPVTMZ LOPXO
UP CF JOWPMWFE JO UIF QFSJTUBMUJD XBWF QSPQBHBUJPO VOEFSMZJOH GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU
BOE UIF SFTQPOTF UP OPDJDFQUJWF IFBU BOENFDIBOJDBM TUJNVMJ <ǺǼ ǻǾ ǻǿ ǾȀ> 4VS
QSJTJOHMZ DMBTT *7 NVMUJEFOESJUJD OFVSPO QIPUPSFDFQUJPO JT OPU NFEJBUFE WJB UIF
DBOPOJDBM SIPEPQTJO TJHOBMJOH DBTDBEF *OTUFBE JU JT UIFPSJ[FE UIBU UIF SIPEPQTJO
MJLF HVTUBUPSZ SFDFQUPS(Sñ÷CNFEJBUFT QSJNBSZ QIPUPSFDFQUJPO BOE TJHOBMT JOUSB
DFMMVMBSMZ UP UIF 5SBOTJFOU 3FDFQUPS 1PUFOUJBM "ǹ 	531"ǹ
 DBUJPO DIBOOFM <Ǿǿ> ɥF
SFMBUJWF DPOUSJCVUJPO PG UIF DMBTT *7 NVMUJEFOESJUJD OFVSPOT UP MJHIU BWPJEBODF JT
VOLOPXO
ǹǽ .ĠĥĚħĒĥĚĠğ ėĠģ ĥęĖĤĚĤ ĨĠģĜ
/FSWPVT TZTUFNT BSF DPNQVUBUJPOBM CZ UIFJS WFSZ OBUVSF ɥFZ UVSO TFOTPSZ JO
QVUT JOUP OFVSBM SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT BOE NFNPSJFT BOE UIFO VTF UIFTF TFOTPSZ SFQ
SFTFOUBUJPOT BOE NFNPSJFT UP DBMDVMBUF BOE FYFDVUF UIF EFDJTJPOT UIBU FNFSHF BT
QVSQPTFGVM CFIBWJPS 5P VOEFSTUBOE UIF DPNQVUBUJPOT UIBU VOEFSMJF CFIBWJPS JU
JT JNQPSUBOU UP HBJO BT NVDI JOGPSNBUJPO BT QPTTJCMF BCPVU CFIBWJPS BOE OFVSBM
BDUJWJUZ XIJMF UIF BOJNBM QFSGPSNT UIF UBTL VOEFS TUVEZ
*O DPOUSBTU UP UIF BTTBZT PG UIF FBSMZ ǹȁǸǸT UIF CJOBSZ DIPJDF BTTBZT VTFE CZ
DPOUFNQPSBSZ SFTFBSDIFST EP OPU FOBCMF UIFN UP PCUBJO JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU UIF
CFIBWJPSBM TUSBUFHZ MBSWBF VTF UP QBUUFSO UIFJS NPWFNFOUT JO SFTQPOTF UP QIPUP
TFOTPSZ JOQVUT UP TFFL BOE SFNBJOXJUIJO EBSL SFHJPOT *O GBDU JU JT UIJT CFIBWJPSBM
TUSBUFHZ UIBU JT FODPEFEXJUIJO OFVSBM DJSDVJUT GPS QIPUPUBYJT -BDL PG BWBJMBCMF BQ
QSPBDIFT UP RVBOUJGZ UIJT TUSBUFHZ IBT NPUJWBUFE NZ HSBEVBUF XPSL UP EFWFMPQ BO
BVUPNBUFE TZTUFN UP RVBOUJGZ UIF QSFDJTF NPWFNFOUT PG %SPTPQIJMB MBSWBF JO SF
ǹǺ
TQPOTF UP EFmOFE QIPUPTFOTPSZ JOQVUT UIFSFCZ SFWFBMJOH UIF OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBU
FHZ FODPEFE JO UIF MBSWBT OFSWPVT TZTUFN
ǹǻ
2
ɥF TFOTPSZ BOE CFIBWJPSBM CBTJT PG %SPTPQIJMB
MBSWBM QIPUPUBYJT
Ǻǹ *ğĥģĠĕĦĔĥĚĠğ
/ĒħĚĘĒĥĚğĘ ĠģĘĒğĚĤĞĤ ĞĦĤĥ ĖĩĥģĒĔĥ ĤġĒĥĚĒĝ ĚğėĠģĞĒĥĚĠğ BCPVU UIFJSTVSSPVOEJOHT UP PSJFOU BOE NPWF UPXBSE QSFGFSSFE FOWJSPONFOUT ɥF
USPQJTN UIFPSZ DIBNQJPOFE CZ +BDRVFT -PFC JO UIF FBSMZ ǺǸUI DFOUVSZ IBT CFFO
DBOPOJDBMMZ FWPLFE UP FYQMBJO BOJNBM PSJFOUBUJPO JU TUBUFT UIBU CJMBUFSBM CPEZ
QMBOT BMMPX BOJNBMT UP FYUSBDU TQBUJBM JOGPSNBUJPO UISPVHI UIF TFOTBUJPO PG FYUFS
OBM GPSDFT BDUJOH BTZNNFUSJDBMMZ PO TZNNFUSJD CPEZ IBMWFT <ǼǾ Ǽǿ> -PFC BSHVFE
UIBU UIF OBWJHBUJPO PG nZ MBSWBF BXBZ GSPN JODJEFOU MJHIU SBZT SFQSFTFOUFE B EJSFDU
EFNPOTUSBUJPO PG UIF USPQJTN UIFPSZ 4PNF PG -PFCT DPOUFNQPSBSJFT EJTBHSFFE
XJUI IJT NFDIBOJTUJD FYQMBOBUJPO <Ǽȁ ǽǺ> BSHVJOH UIBU UFNQPSBM DPNQBSJTPOT
QFSGPSNFE CZ NPWJOH BOJNBMT BMTP LOPXO BT LMJOPUBYJT DPVME FODPEF TQBUJBM
JOGPSNBUJPO 'PS QIPUPUBYJT UIJT EFCBUF IBT SFNBJOFE VOTFUUMFE EVF UP B MBDL PG
BWBJMBCMF UPPMT 8F TPVHIU UP SFTPMWF UIF TFOTPSJNPUPS TUSVDUVSF PG MBSWBM QIPUP
ǹǼ
UBYJT VTJOH UIF GSVJU nZ %SPTPQIJMB NFMBOPHBTUFS #FZPOE TFUUMJOH B MPOHTUBOEJOH
DPOUSPWFSTZ JO UIF QIZTJPMPHZ PG BOJNBM CFIBWJPS FTUBCMJTIJOH UIF TFOTPSJNPUPS
TUSVDUVSF PG QIPUPUBYJT SFQSFTFOUT UIF TUBSUJOH QPJOU GPS DJSDVJU MFWFM EJTTFDUJPO PG
CFIBWJPSBM DJSDVJUT JO UIF %SPTPQIJMB MBSWB
%SPTPQIJMB MBSWBF BSF OFHBUJWFMZ QIPUPUBDUJD UISPVHIPVUNPTU PG UIFJS EFWFMPQ
NFOU <ǹǸ ǺǺ ǺǾ Ǻǿ ǽǸ ǽǿoǽȁ> *U IBT MPOH CFFO LOPXO UIBU MBSWBF TFOTF MJHIU
UISPVHI TJNQMF CJMBUFSBMMZ TZNNFUSJD FZFT UFSNFE #PMXJHT 0SHBOT <Ȁ ǻǺ> FBDI
DPOTJTUJOH PG ǹǺ QIPUPSFDFQUPST MPDBUFE JO UIF EPSTBM SFHJPO PG UIF DFQIBMPQIBSZO
HFBM TLFMFUPO &JHIU QIPUPSFDFQUPST FYQSFTT UIF HSFFOUVOFE 3IPEPQTJOǾ GPVS
FYQSFTT UIF CMVFUVOFE3IPEPQTJOǽ <ǼǸ ǾǺ Ǿǻ> 3FDFOUMZ MBSWBFXFSF BMTP TIPXO
UP CF DBQBCMF PG #PMXJHT 0SHBOJOEFQFOEFOU QIPUPTFOTBUJPO BU IJHI MJHIU JOUFOTJ
UJFT WJB UIF OPO3IPEPQTJO FYQSFTTJOH DMBTT *7 NVMUJEFOESJUJD OFVSPOT <Ǿǿ> )PX
UIFTF QIPUPTFOTJUJWF TUSVDUVSFT FYUSBDU BOE VTF JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU BNCJFOU MJHIU
DPOEJUJPOT UP QFSGPSN OBWJHBUJPO IBT OPU ZFU CFFO TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ FYBNJOFE
ǺǺ 3ĖĤĦĝĥĤ
ǺǺǹ $ęĖĔĜĖģ ĝĚĘęĥĤĔĒġĖ ğĒħĚĘĒĥĚĠğ
5P JEFOUJGZ UIF SFMFWBOU QSPQFSUJFT PG BO PSJFOUJOH MJHIU TUJNVMVT JUT DPSSFTQPOE
JOH TFOTPSZ TUSVDUVSF 	#PMXJH WT OPO#PMXJH WJTJPO
 BOE UIF OBWJHBUJPOBM BMHP
SJUINT GPS MJHIU BWPJEBODF XF EFWFMPQFE B OPWFM QIPUPUBYJT BTTBZ DBQBCMF PG EFMJW
FSJOH BSCJUSBSZ TQBUJPUFNQPSBM MJHIU MBOETDBQFT 	iMJHIUTDBQFTw
 UP HSPVQT PG MBSWBF
XIJMF SFDPSEJOH UIFJS EFUBJMFE SFTQPOTJWFNPWFNFOUT 	'JHVSF Ǻǹ"
 -BSWBM OBWJHB
UJPO JOWPMWFT UXP TUFSFPUZQFE NPUPS QBUUFSOT SVOT QFSJPET PG SFMBUJWFMZ TUSBJHIU
GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU XJUI IJHI WFMPDJUZ BOE UVSOT SFPSJFOUBUJPO FWFOUT XIFSF UIF
MBSWB TXFFQT JUT IFBE UP POF TJEF 	IFBETXFFQ
 	'JHVSF Ǻǹ#
 <ǹȁ ǺǸ Ǽǻ ǼȀ> 5VSOT
BSF DPNQPTFE PG BU MFBTU POF IFBETXFFQ " MBSWB DBO BDDFQU B IFBETXFFQ CZ JOJUJ
BUJOH BOFX SVO JO UIFEJSFDUJPOPG JUT IFBE PS SFKFDU UIFIFBETXFFQCZ TXJOHJOH JUT
IFBE CBDL QBTU UIF NJEMJOF UP JOJUJBUF BOPUIFS IFBETXFFQ 	'JHVSF Ǻǹ#
 )FSF XF
TPVHIU UP EFUFSNJOF QSFDJTFMZ IPX QIPUPTFOTPSZ JOQVU JT DPOWFSUFE CZ UIF MBSWBT
QIPUPTFOTPSZ PSHBOT BOE TFOTPSJNPUPS DJSDVJUT UP UIF NPUPS QBUUFSOT UIBU ESJWF
OBWJHBUJPO





































6B;m`2 kXR, S?QiQitBb TT`imb M/ miQKi2/ K+?BM2 pBbBQM H`pH TQbim`H MH@
vbBbX UV a+?2KiB+ Q7 T?QiQitBb bbv ;2M2`iBM;  +?2+F2`#Q`/ HB;?ib+T2X 
/B;BiH T`QD2+iQ` ;2M2`i2b `#Bi``v bTiBQi2KTQ`H HB;?i biBKmHBX G`p2 `2 TH+2/
QM  k8 t k8 +K /Bb? +Qi2/ BM ;` M/ i?2B` `2bmHiBM; #2?pBQ` Bb pBbmHBx2/ #v BM@
7``2/ G1.b M/ `2+Q`/2/ rBi?  +K2`X U"V J+?BM2 pBbBQM bQ7ir`2 b2;K2Mib H`pH
i`+Fb BMiQ `mMb M/ im`MbX hm`Mb `2 +QKTQb2/ Q7 ++2Ti2/ M/fQ` `2D2+i2/ ?2/@
br22TbX
ǹǾ
FHZ CZ FYBNJOJOH SVO BOE UVSO TUBUJTUJDT BDSPTT QPQVMBUJPOT PG XJMEUZQF 	$BOUPO
4
 MBSWBF PO B IJHIDPOUSBTU DIFDLFSCPBSE MJHIUTDBQF <ǺǾ ǼǼ> 	7JEFPT ǹ BOE Ǻ

BU MJHIU JOUFOTJUJFT XIFSF #PMXJHT 0SHBO JT SFRVJSFE GPS OBWJHBUJPO 8F GPVOE
UIBU MBSWBF JOJUJBUF UVSOT XJUI HSFBUFS GSFRVFODZ XIFO DSPTTJOH GSPN EBSL UP MJHIU
TRVBSFT 	Ǹ◦
 UIBO XIFO DSPTTJOH GSPN MJHIU UP EBSL 	ǹȀǸ◦
 PS XJUIJO UIF JOUFSJPS
PG B DIFDLFS 	'JHVSF ǺǺ"
 0O UIF CPVOEBSZ CFUXFFO DIFDLFST UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG
JOJUJBUJOH B UVSOXBT B TNPPUIMZ WBSZJOH GVODUJPO PG IFBEJOH SFMBUJWF UP UIF CPVOE
BSJFT CFUXFFO DIFDLFSCPBSE TRVBSFT 	'JHVSF ǺǺ#
ɥVT MBSWBF JODSFBTF UIFJS EXFMM
UJNF XJUIJO EBSL TRVBSFT CZ QSFGFSFOUJBMMZ UVSOJOH XIFO QPJOUFE JO UIF VOGBWPS
BCMF EJSFDUJPO BU FBDI DIFDLFSCPBSE CPVOEBSZ
*O BEEJUJPO UP NPEVMBUJOH UIF GSFRVFODZ PG UVSOJOH MBSWBF CJBTFE UIF TJ[F PG
UVSOT BT B GVODUJPO PG IFBEJOH SFMBUJWF UP UIF CPVOEBSZ UIF NPSF EJSFDUMZ UIF
MBSWB XBT IFBEFE UPXBSET B MJHIU DIFDLFS UIF MBSHFS UIF TVCTFRVFOU UVSO 	'JHVSF
ǺǺ$
 5P EFUFSNJOF JG MBSWBF BMTP NPEVMBUF UVSO EJSFDUJPO UP QSFGFSFOUJBMMZ PSJFOU
UIFNTFMWFT UPXBSE UIF EBSL TRVBSF EVSJOH FBDI CPVOEBSZ FODPVOUFS XF FYBNJOFE
IFBEJOH DIBOHFT BDIJFWFE EVSJOH UVSOT PO UIF CPVOEBSZ JOJUJBUFE GSPN EJBHPOBM
IFBEJOHT "MUIPVHI MBSWBFNBLF UVSOT PG TJNJMBS TJ[F UPXBSET MJHIU BOEEBSL DIFDL
FST UIFZ FYFDVUFE GBSNPSF UVSOT UPXBSE EBSL DIFDLFST UIBO MJHIU DIFDLFST 	'JHVSF
ǺǺ%
 SFTVMUJOH JO B OFU BWFSBHF DIBOHF UPXBSET UIF EBSL 	'JHVSF ǺǺ&

5P FYBNJOF JG MBSWBF EJSFDUMZ TFOTF TQBUJBM MJHIU HSBEJFOUT QFSIBQT CZ DPNQBS
JOH UIF EJĊFSFODF JO MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ CFUXFFO UIFJS #PMXJHT 0SHBOT XF BOBMZ[FE
UIF TUBUJTUJDT PG UIF mSTU IFBETXFFQ XJUIJO EJBHPOBMMZ QPJOUFE CPVOEBSZFWPLFE
UVSOT 8F GPVOE UIBU UIF EJSFDUJPO PG UIF mSTU IFBETXFFQ XBT VOCJBTFE 	'JHVSF
ǺǺ'
 TVHHFTUJOH MBSWBF BSF JOEJĊFSFOU UP UIF MPDBM MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ HSBEJFOU CF
GPSF JOJUJBUJPO PG B IFBETXFFQ )PXFWFS MBSWBF XFSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP BDDFQU IFBE
TXFFQT UPXBSE UIF EBSL TRVBSFT 	'JHVSF ǺǺ'
ɥFTF SFTVMUT TVHHFTU UIBU UIF MBSWBF
VTF IFBETXFFQT BT QSPCFT UP FYQMPSF UIFJS MPDBM MVNJOPTJUZ FOWJSPONFOU "T UIF
MBSWB NPWFT JUT IFBE JO B TQBUJBMMZ WBSZJOH MJHIU FOWJSPONFOU JU HFOFSBUFT UFNQP
SBM DIBOHFT JO JOUFOTJUZ BU JUT QIPUPSFDFQUPST XIJDI JU VTFT UP EFUFSNJOF XIFUIFS
UP NPWF JO B HJWFO EJSFDUJPO
$4 ǺǽǶ  ǽǶ UJNF TQFOU JO MJHIU DIFDLFS Oǹǹ 	ȁǹ MBSWBF
 3Iôñ;3Iõð ǽǸǶ  ǽǶ UJNF TQFOU
JO MJHIU DIFDLFS Oȁ 	ȀǺ MBSWBF

ǹǿ
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`p2 #B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KBM BM i?2 /`FX ##`2pB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BK2Mib UMmK#2` H`p2VX 6Q` /2}MBiBQMb Q7 HB;?i BMi2MbBiB2b b22 bmTTH2K2Mi`v Ki2`B@
HbX UV a+?2KiB+ Q7 ?2/BM; M;H2b `2HiBp2 iQ #QmM/`vX hm`MBM; `i2 pbX /BbiM+2
Q7 ?2/ 7`QK i?2 #QmM/`v 7Q` @R3y◦ M/ y◦ ?2/BM;b- /b?2/ HBM2b BM/B+i2 #QmM/`v
`2;BQMX U"@6V /2b+`B#2 im`Mb BMBiBi2/ r?2M i?2 ?2/ rb BM i?2 #QmM/`vX U"V hm`M@
BM; `i2 pbX ?2/BM; `2HiBp2 iQ #QmM/`vX U*V hm`M bBx2 U`XKXbX◦V pbX ?2/BM; `2HiBp2
iQ #QmM/`vX U.V *2Mi2`- b+?2KiB+ Q7 ?2/BM; M;H2b /B;QMH iQ +?2+F2` #QmM/`vX
G27i M/ `B;?i- TQH` ?BbiQ;`Kb Q7 ?2/BM; +?M;2b +?B2p2/ #v im`Mb 7Q`  }t2/ BMB@
iBH `mM ?2/BM; #27Q`2 im`MX AMBiBH ?2/BM; BM/B+i2/ #v ``QrX U1V J2M ?2/BM;
+?M;2 +?B2p2/ #v im`Mb pbX BMBiBH ?2/BM; `2HiBp2 iQ i?2 #QmM/`vX U6V S`Q##BHBiv
Q7 }`bi ?2/@br22T /B`2+iBQM M/ ++2TiM+2 iQ H27i 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ǺǺǺ 4ĢĦĒģĖĨĒħĖ ĥĖĞġĠģĒĝ ĝĚĘęĥĤĔĒġĖ
*G UIF MBSWB VUJMJ[FT UFNQPSBM DPNQBSJTPOT PG MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ EVSJOH SVOT BOE IFBE
TXFFQT UP JEFOUJGZ TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUT JO MPDBM MVNJOPTJUZ UIFO DIBOHJOH MJHIU JOUFO
TJUZ JO UJNF CVU OPU TQBDF 	UFNQPSBM MJHIUTDBQF
 TIPVME SFDBQJUVMBUF UXP DPNQP
OFOUT PG OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ NPEVMBUJPO PG UVSO GSFRVFODZ 	'JHVSF ǺǺ" #
 BOE
UVSO TJ[F 	'JHVSF ǺǺ$
8FQSFTFOUFE MBSWBFXJUI B UFNQPSBM BOBMPH PG UIF DIFDLFS
CPBSE B UFNQPSBM TRVBSFXBWF MJHIU TUJNVMVT <ǹǸ ǽȁ> NBUDIFE JO JOUFOTJUZ 	iMPXw
JOUFOTJUZ EBSL QIBTF < ï.ï÷ 8Nñ  MJHIU QIBTF ö− ðò 8Nñ  'JHVSF Ǻǹǹ
 	'JHVSF Ǻǻ"
# 7JEFPT ǻ Ǽ
 $POUSPM X$4 BOJNBMT SFTQPOEFE UP UIF BCSVQU JODSFBTF JO MJHIU JO
UFOTJUZ CZ JODSFBTJOH UIF GSFRVFODZ BOE TJ[F PG UIFJS UVSOT BLJO UP UIFJS CFIBWJPS
BU UIF DIFDLFS CPVOEBSZ "OJNBMT MBDLJOH 3IPEPQTJO JO CPUI #PMXJHT 0SHBO QIP
UPSFDFQUPS TVCUZQFT 	3Iôñ;3Iõð
 EJE OPU NPEVMBUF UIFJS UVSOJOH SBUF PS TJ[F 	'JH
VSF Ǻǻ"#
 EFNPOTUSBUJOH UIBU #PMXJHT 0SHBO3IPEPQTJONFEJBUFE QIPUPSFDFQ
UJPO JT SFRVJSFE GPS CFIBWJPSBM QIPUPTFOTBUJPO BU UIF UFTUFE MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ 6TJOH
3Iôñ BOE 3Iõð TJOHMF NVUBOUT XF FYBNJOFE UIF EJTUJODU DPOUSJCVUJPO PG #PMXJHT
0SHBO QIPUPSFDFQUPS TVCUZQFT BOE PCTFSWFE UIBU 3Iǽ QIPUPSFDFQUPST BSF SFTQPO
TJCMF GPS CFIBWJPSBM QIPUPTFOTBUJPO BU MPX MJHIU JOUFOTJUJFT 	'JHVSF Ǻǻ"
 JO BHSFF
NFOU XJUI QSFWJPVTMZ QVCMJTIFE TUVEJFT UIBU TIPXFE UIBU 3IǾ JT OPU SFRVJSFE GPS
OFHBUJWF QIPUPUBYJT <ǼǸ>
'VSUIFS BOBMZTJT PG MBSWBM CFIBWJPS JO UIF UFNQPSBM TRVBSFXBWF MJHIUTDBQF SF
WFBMFE B OPWFM QIPUPTFOTPSZ CFIBWJPS QBVTJOH 	DFTTBUJPO PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU
XJUIPVU JOJUJBUJPO PG IFBE TXFFQT 'JHVSF Ǻǻ$ % 7JEFP Ǽ DPNQBSF XJUI ǻ
 JO SF
TQPOTF UP BO BCSVQU EFDSFBTF JO MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ %BSLJOEVDFE QBVTJOH CFIBWJPS JT
NFEJBUFE CZ UIF 3Iǽ TVCTFU PG #PMXJHT 0SHBO OFVSPOT 	'JHVSF Ǻǻ$ %
8F TQFDV
MBUF UIBU EBSLJOEVDFE QBVTJOHNJHIU CF BO FWBTJWF QSFEBUPSZ SFTQPOTF B MPPNJOH
QSFEBUPS NJHIU DBTU B TIBEPX PWFS B MBSWB XIJDI XPVME UIFO DFBTF NPWFNFOU UP
BWPJE CFJOH EFUFDUFE
6TJOH UIF UFNQPSBM MJHIUTDBQF XF OFYU FYUFOEFE PVS JOWFTUJHBUJPOT PG QIP
UPUBDUJD TUSBUFHZ UP IJHI MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ SFHJNFT UP UFTU UIF DPOUSJCVUJPO PG OPO
#PMXJHT 0SHBO NFEJBUFE QIPUPSFDFQUJPO 	QIPUPSFTQPOTFT JO #PMXJHT 0SHBO BC
MBUFE MBSWBF IBWF CFFO EFNPOTUSBUFE BU ÷÷ 8Nñ XIJUF MJHIU BOE òø
8
Nñ CMVF MJHIU <Ǿǿ>

ǺǸ
6B;m`2 kXj U7QHHQrBM; T;2V, G`p2 mb2 i2KTQ`H +QKT`BbQMb Q7 HB;?i BMi2MbBiv iQ
BM7Q`K T?QiQitBbX a?/2/ #+F;`QmM/ `2T`2b2Mib HB;?i biBKmHmbX a?/2/ `2b `QmM/
+m`p2b `2T`2b2Mi Yf@ bX2XKX O4MmK#2` 2tT2`BK2Mib UMmK#2` H`p2VX 6Q` /2}MBiBQMb
Q7 HB;?i BMi2MbBiB2b b22 bmTTH2K2Mi`v Ki2`BHbX ǳGQrǴ BMi2MbBiv, X$4, O49 UN3V-
3Iôñ, O49 URyeV- 3Iõð, O4k U9RV- 3Iôñ;3Iõð, O49 URRyVX ǳ>B;?Ǵ BMi2MbBiv, X$4,
O49 URydV- (.3 − IJE, O49 UekV- 3Iôñ;3Iõð, O48 URRNVX UV hm`M `i2 pbX iBK2
bBM+2 HB;?i QMX U"V hm`M bBx2 U`XKXbX◦V pbX iBK2 bBM+2 HB;?i QMX X$4, k3Ny im`Mb- 3Iôñ,
k8eN im`Mb- 3Iõð, Nkd im`Mb- 3Iôñ;3Iõð, jk83 im`MbX U*V SmbBM; `i2 pbX iBK2 bBM+2
HB;?i QzX U.V p2`;2 bT22/ M/ #Q/v #2M/ M;H2 U`XKXbX◦V pbX iBK2 bBM+2 HB;?i QzX
X$4, RkNN Tmb2b- 3Iôñ, 999 Tmb2b- 3Iõð, kRd Tmb2b- 3Iôñ;3Iõð, 3RR Tmb2bX U1V
hm`M `i2 pbX iBK2 bBM+2 HB;?i QMX U6V hm`M bBx2 U`XKXbX◦V pbX iBK2 bBM+2 HB;?i QMX U:V
LQ`KHBx2/ im`MBM; `i2 pbX iBK2 bBM+2 HB;?i QMX U>V p2`;2 bT22/ pbX iBK2 bBM+2
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"U iIJHIw MJHIU JOUFOTJUJFT 	EBSL QIBTF < ï.ïñ 8Nñ  MJHIU QIBTF óï − ðïï 8Nñ  'JH
VSF Ǻǹǹ
 XF GPVOE UIBU MBSWBF MBDLJOH CPUI 3IPEPQTJOT 	3Iôñ;3Iõð
 PS XJUI UIFJS
#PMXJHT 0SHBOT HFOFUJDBMMZ BCMBUFE 	(.3IJE
 SFTQPOE UP MJHIU POTFU CZ JODSFBT
JOH UIFJS UVSOJOH SBUF BOE UVSO TJ[F )PXFWFS X$4 DPOUSPM MBSWBF XJUI GVODUJPO
JOH #PMXJHT 0SHBOT EJTQMBZ B ǹǸGPME IJHIFS UVSOJOH SBUF JO SFTQPOTF UP MJHIU PO
TFU BT DPNQBSFE UP MBSWBF XJUIPVU GVODUJPOJOH #PMXJHT 0SHBOT 	'JHVSF Ǻǻ&
 BOE
GPVSGPME HSFBUFS UIBO UIF iMPXw MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ 	'JHVSF Ǻǻ"
 TVHHFTUJOH UIBU MJHIU
FWPLFE UVSOJOH JT QSJNBSJMZNFEJBUFE CZ #PMXJHT0SHBO FWFO BU IJHI MJHIU JOUFOTJ
UJFT " GVODUJPOJOH #PMXJHT 0SHBO BMTP DPOUSJCVUFT UP UIF NPEVMBUJPO PG UVSO TJ[F
BU IJHI JOUFOTJUJFT 	'JHVSF Ǻǻ'
 "O FYBNJOBUJPO PG UIF LJOFUJDT PG UVSOJOH POTFU
SFWFBMFE UIBU BOJNBMT MBDLJOH GVODUJPOBM #PMXJHT 0SHBO EJTQMBZ BO BQQSPYJNBUF
ǹT EFMBZ UP QFBL UVSOJOH SBUF 	'JHVSF Ǻǻ( )
 SFMBUJWF UP BOJNBMT XJUI GVODUJPOBM
#PMXJHT 0SHBOT BU CPUI IJHI BOE MPX JOUFOTJUJFT ɥVT #PMXJHT 0SHBO NFEJBUFT
SBQJE QIPUPTFOTPSZ SFTQPOTF BDSPTT UIF GVMM SBOHF PG FDPMPHJDBMMZ SFMFWBOU MJHIU JO
UFOTJUJFT
ǺǺǻ -ĚğĖĒģ ĤġĒĥĚĒĝ ĘģĒĕĚĖğĥ ĝĚĘęĥĤĔĒġĖ
5P GVSUIFS QSPCF UIF MBSWBT BCJMJUZ UP TFOTF FOWJSPONFOUBM DIBOHFT JO MJHIU JOUFO
TJUZ XF RVBOUJmFE UIF OBWJHBUJPO PG $4 MBSWBF JO SFTQPOTF UP B EFmOFE MJOFBS TQB
UJBM HSBEJFOU MJHIUTDBQF 	'JHVSF ǺǼ" #
 5P DPODJTFMZ RVBOUJGZ MBSWBM OBWJHBUJPO
XF DPNQVUFE B OBWJHBUJPOBM JOEFY CZ EJWJEJOH UIF NFBO WFMPDJUZ PG BMM MBSWBF JO
UIF Y EJSFDUJPO 〈WY〉 CZ UIF NFBO DSBXMJOH TQFFE 〈T〉 <ǹȁ> ɥF OBWJHBUJPOBM JOEFY
JT ǹ JG MBSWBF BSF VOJGPSNMZ DSBXMJOH GSPN EBSL UP MJHIU ɥF JOEFY JT ǹ JG MBSWBF BSF
VOJGPSNMZ DSBXMJOH GSPN MJHIU UP EBSL *G UIF NPWFNFOU JT VOCJBTFE UIF JOEFY JT
[FSP
"T B DPOUSPM XF BMTP DBMDVMBUFE UIF ZJOEFY 	〈WZ〉 OBWJHBUJPO QFSQFOEJDVMBS UP
UIF EJSFDUJPO PG MJHIU
 XIJDI TIPVME CF [FSP JO BMM DBTFT EVF UP TZNNFUSZ 4VSQSJT
JOHMZ XF GPVOE UIBU MBSWBF XFSF VOBCMF UP OBWJHBUF PO UIF MJOFBS TQBUJBM HSBEJFOU
MJHIUTDBQF 	'JHVSF ǺǼ$
 UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG PSJFOUBUJPO XBT JOEJTUJOHVJTIBCMF GPS
BMM IFBEJOHT 	'JHVSF ǺǼ%
 "O FYBNJOBUJPO PG MBSWBM UVSOT GSPN PSUIPHPOBM IFBE
JOHT BMTP TIPXFE OP FWJEFODF PG OBWJHBUJPO MBSWBF XFSF FRVBMMZ MJLFMZ UP BDDFQU
IFBE TXFFQT UP IJHIFS BOE MPXFS JOUFOTJUZ EJSFDUJPOT 	'JHVSF ǺǼ'
 SFTVMUJOH JO
Ǻǻ
FRVBM UVSO GSFRVFODZ UP UIF CPUI EJSFDUJPOT 	'JHVSF ǺǼ&

ǺǺǼ 5ģĚĒğĘĝĖĨĒħĖ ĥĖĞġĠģĒĝ ĝĚĘęĥĤĔĒġĖ
"OBMZTJT PG MBSWBM CFIBWJPS PO DIFDLFS BOE TRVBSF UFNQPSBM MJHIUTDBQFT SFWFBMFE
UIBU MBSWBF VTF UFNQPSBM DPNQBSJTPOT PG MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ UP FYUSBDU TQBUJBM FOWJSPO
NFOUBM JOGPSNBUJPO UIBU JT VTFE GPS OBWJHBUJPO 8IZ UIFO XFSF MBSWBF VOBCMF UP
OBWJHBUF PO B MJOFBS TQBUJBM HSBEJFOU 8F TQFDVMBUFE UIBU UIF UFNQPSBM EFSJWBUJWF
PG MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ XBT CFMPX UIF UISFTIPME PG EFUFDUJPO GPS UIF MBSWB TVDI UIBU JU
BEBQUFE PWFS UIF DPVSTF PG OBWJHBUJPO 5P UFTU UIJT XF VTFE UIF UFNQPSBM BOBMPH
PG B MJOFBS TQBUJBM HSBEJFOU B USJBOHMFXBWF UFNQPSBM MJHIUTDBQF 5SJBOHVMBS XBWF
GPSNT XJUI EJĊFSFOU SBUFT PG MJOFBSMZ JODSFBTJOH BOE EFDSFBTJOH MJHIU JOUFOTJUJFT
NJNJD UIF UFNQPSBM TUJNVMVT FYQFSJFODFE CZ B MBSWB DSBXMJOH JO B TUSBJHIU MJOF VQ
PS EPXO B MJOFBS TQBUJBM HSBEJFOU
%VSJOH QFSJPET PG JODSFBTJOH MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ MBSWBF SFPSJFOUFE NPSF GSFRVFOUMZ
BOENBEF MBSHFS UVSOT 	'JHVSF Ǻǽ"$
 UIBO QFSJPET PG EFDSFBTJOH JOUFOTJUZ XIJDI
JT DPOTJTUFOU XJUI XIBU XF PCTFSWFE PO UIF DIFDLFS BOE UFNQPSBM TRVBSFXBWF
MJHIUTDBQFT ɥF NBHOJUVEF PG UIF JODSFBTF JO UVSO SBUF BOE TJ[F EFDSFBTFT BT UIF
MJOFBS UFNQPSBM SBUF PG DIBOHFT EFDSFBTFT VOUJM UIF FĊFDU JT NPTUMZ MPTU BU B QF
SJPE PG ȀǸǸ T 	'JHVSF Ǻǽ%
 ɥF UFNQPSBM DIBOHF JO MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ FYQFSJFODFE
CZ B MBSWB DSBXMJOH EJSFDUMZ VQ PS EPXO UIF MJOFBS TQBUJBM HSBEJFOU MJHIUTDBQF 	'JH
VSF ǺǼ
 JT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ IBMG UIF SBUF FYQFSJFODFE CZ B MBSWB JO UIF ȀǸǸ T QFSJPE
USJBOHMFXBWF MJHIUTDBQF UIVT FYQMBJOJOH XIZ MBSWBF XFSF VOBCMF UP OBWJHBUF UIF
MJOFBS HSBEJFOU MJHIUTDBQF
ǺǺǽ %ĚģĖĔĥĚĠğĒĝ ĝĚĘęĥĤĔĒġĖ ğĒħĚĘĒĥĚĠğ
&BSMZ ǺǸUIDFOUVSZ CMPXnZ MBSWBM QIPUPUBYJT FYQFSJNFOUT XFSF DPOEVDUFE VTJOH
TVOMJHIU BT B TUJNVMVT XJUI JUT SBZT JODMJOFE SFMBUJWF UP UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM QMBOF
<Ǽǿ Ǽȁ ǽǺ> BOE GPVOE UIBU UIF EJSFDUJPO PG UIF TUJNVMVT XBTNPSF JNQPSUBOU UIBO
JUT JOUFOTJUZ  MBSWBF XPVME USBWFM UPXBSE BSFBT PG IJHIFS JOUFOTJUZ BT MPOH BT UIFZ
XFSF IFBEFE BXBZ GSPN UIF TPVSDF PG MJHIU 8F BTLFE XIFUIFS %SPTPQIJMB MBS
WBF NJHIU BMTP BWPJE B MJHIU TPVSDF CBTFE TPMFMZ PO EJSFDUJPOBM DVFT 8F QSPKFDUFE
MJHIU SBZT BU Ǽǽ◦ SFMBUJWF UP UIF QMBUF 	'JHVSF ǺǾ" MFGU 7JEFP ǽ
 BOE EJTDPWFSFE
ǺǼ
6B;m`2 kX9 U7QHHQrBM; T;2V, G`p2 /Q MQi T?QiQit QM  b?HHQr HBM2` bTiBH
;`/B2MiX a?/2/ `2b `QmM/ +m`p2b `2T`2b2Mi Yf@ bX2XKX O4MmK#2` 2tT2`BK2Mib
UMmK#2` H`p2VX UV A``/BM+2 KT Q7 HBM2` ;`/B2Mi HB;?ib+T2X U"V A``/BM+2
pbX THi2 /BbiM+2c #Hm2- p2`;2 BMi2MbBiv pbX YX `2/- p2`;2 BMi2MbBiv pbX ZX U*V
$4 H`p2 MpB;iBQMH BM/2t- 〈W〉〈T〉 - +QKTmi2/ 7Q` Y M/ Z /B`2+iBQM QM HBM2` ;`/B@
2Mi HB;?ib+T2X U.V G27i- b+?2KiB+ Q7 HBM2` ;`/B2Mi HB;?ib+T2X GB;?i BM+B/2Mi iQ
THi2 i Ny◦X _B;?i- T`Q##BHBiv Q7 Q`B2MiiBQM pX ?2/BM; BM `mMb 7Q` HBM2` ;`/B2Mi
HB;?ib+T2X U1V SQH` ?BbiQ;`Kb Q7 ?2/BM; +?M;2b +?B2p2/ #v im`Mb- 7Q`  }t2/
BMBiBH `mM ?2/BM; #27Q`2 im`MX AMBiBH ?2/BM; BM/B+i2/ #v ``QrX U6V S`Q##BHBiv Q7
}`bi ?2/@br22T /B`2+iBQM M/ ?2/@br22T ++2TiM+2 iQ H27i M/ `B;?i bQ`i2/ #v BMB@

































prob "rst h.s. is L
prob "rst h.s. is R
prob accept h.s. to L











prob "rst h.s. is L
prob "rst h.s. is R
prob accept h.s. to L




















































































































































































































































A B C D
6B;m`2 kX8, h2KTQ`H MHQ;b Q7 HBM2` ;`/B2Mi HB;?ib+T2b Ui`BM;H2@rp2
HB;?ib+T2bVX a?/2/ `2b `QmM/ +m`p2b `2T`2b2Mi Yf@ bX2XKX O4MmK#2` 2tT2`B@
K2Mib UMmK#2` H`p2VX U@.V aiiBbiB+b Q7 im`MBM; /2+BbBQMb 7Q` HBM2` i2KTQ`H ;`@
/B2Mib /2HBp2`2/ b `2T2iBM; +v+H2b Q7 T2`BQ/b 2[mH iQ UV Ryy b- U"V- kyy b- U*V 9yy
b- U.V 3yy bX 6`QK iQT- QM2 +v+H2 Q7 HBM2` biBKmHmbX hm`MBM; `i2 pbX iBK2X _bi2`
THQib `2T`2b2Mi T2`BQ/b BM r?B+? M BM/BpB/mH H`p rb im`MBM;X 1+? `Qr `2T`2b2Mib
QM2 H`p i`+F2/ +QMiBMmQmbHv i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2 +v+H2X >H7 T2`BQ/ Q7 }`bi +v+H2 /Bb@
+`/2/ 7Q` ++HBKiBQMX "QiiQK- K2M im`M bBx2 pbX iBK2 BM +v+H2X
Ǻǿ
UIBU XJMEUZQF MBSWBF SPCVTUMZ OBWJHBUFE BXBZ GSPN UIF MJHIU TPVSDF 	'JHVSF ǺǾ"
SJHIU
 /BWJHBUJPO PO EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQFT DPVME OPU CF BUUSJCVUFE UP UIF TNBMM
TQBUJBM MVNJOPTJUZ HSBEJFOU HFOFSBUFE CZ UIF EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIU DVF BT MBSWBF GBJMFE
UP OBWJHBUF PO B MJOFBS HSBEJFOU MJHIUTDBQF ǺǽUJNFT BT TUFFQ 	'JHVSF ǺǼ
 5P GBDJMJ
UBUF DPNQBSJTPOT CFUXFFO EJĊFSFOU HFOPUZQFT BOE MJHIU JOUFOTJUJFT XF DPNQVUFE
B OBWJHBUJPOBM JOEFY GPS BMM UFTUFE TUSBJOT 	'JHVSF ǺǾ#
 8F mOE UIBU XJMEUZQF
$4 MBSWBF BSF DBQBCMF PG EJSFDUJPOCBTFE BWPJEBODF BDSPTT B ǺǽǸǸGPME DIBOHF JO
MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ 	ï.ïó 8Nñ UP ðïï
8
Nñ  UIF FDPMPHJDBMMZ SFMFWBOU SBOHF <ǹ Ǻ Ǿǽ> 
 	'JH
VSF ǺǾ#
 #PMXJHT 0SHBO JT TUSJDUMZ SFRVJSFE GPS UIJT CFIBWJPS BU CPUI MPX BOE
IJHI JOUFOTJUJFT BT (.3 − IJE BOE 3Iôñ;3Iõð MBSWBF BSF VOBCMF UP OBWJHBUF BXBZ
GSPN JODJEFOU MJHIU SBZT BU JOUFOTJUJFT UIBU BSF TVċDJFOU UP JOEVDF OPO#PMXJHT
0SHBONFEJBUFE MJHIUFWPLFE UVSOJOH JO UIF UFNQPSBM MJHIUTDBQF 	'JHVSF ǺǾ# 'JH
VSF Ǻǻ$ %
 4JODF EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIU BWPJEBODF SFRVJSFT #PMXJHT 0SHBO JSSFTQFDUJWF
PG MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ XF EFUFSNJOFE XIJDI TVCTFU PG QIPUPSFDFQUPST NFEJBUFT EJSFD
UJPOBM BWPJEBODF CZ FYBNJOJOH UIF CFIBWJPS PG TJOHMF 3IPEPQTJO NVUBOUT JO B MPX
JOUFOTJUZ EJSFDUJPOBM BTTBZ "T XJUI JOUFOTJUZCBTFE QIPUPUBYJT 3Iǽ OFVSPOT CVU
OPU 3IǾ BSF SFRVJSFE GPS EJSFDUJPOCBTFE QIPUPUBYJT 	'JHVSF ǺǾ#

5P EFUFSNJOF UIF DFMMVMBS NFDIBOJTN GPS EJSFDUJPOCBTFE QIPUPUBYJT XF FYBN
JOFE UIFNPSQIPMPHZ BOE TVSSPVOEJOH DFQIBMPQIBSZOHFBM TLFMFUPO PG #PMXJHT 0S
HBO CZ nVPSFTDFODF BOE MJHIU NJDSPTDPQZ #PMXJHT 0SHBO QIPUPSFDFQUPST BSF MP
DBUFE JO B UIJO QPDLFU GPSNFE CZ UIF UIF DPOEZMF TQJOF BOE EPSTBM CSJEHF PG UIF
DFQIBMPQIBSZOHFBM TLFMFUPO #PMXJHT 0SHBO TFOET B TJOHMF OFSWF #PMXJHT OFSWF
QPTUFSJPSMZ BSPVOE UIF NFEJBM SFHJPO PG UIF QIBSZOHFBM TLFMFUPO $POGPDBM NJ
DSPTDPQZ SFWFBMFE UIBU #PMXJHT 0SHBO JT TIBQFE MJLF B UIJO DPOF PSJFOUFE QSJNBS
JMZ BMPOH UIF EPSTPWFOUSBM BYJT BQQFBSJOH BT B TNBMM TMJU XIFO WJFXFE GSPN UIF
UPQ 	'JHVSF ǺǾ$ 7JEFP Ǿ
 8F IZQPUIFTJ[FE UIBU UIF PQBRVF DFQIBMPQIBSZOHFBM
TLFMFUPO SFTUSJDUT UIF BDDFTTJCJMJUZ PG JODJEFOU MJHIU POUP#PMXJHT0SHBO FĊFDUJWFMZ
GPSNJOH B QJHNFOU DVQ FZF <ǻ> TJNJMBSMZ UP XIBU IBT CFFO QSPQPTFE JO $BMMJQIPSB
MBSWBF <ǻǺ> 8IFO BO BOJNBM JT DSBXMJOH XJUI B ǹȀǸ◦ IFBEJOH PS B Ǹ◦ IFBEJOH JU FY
QFSJFODFT B SFMBUJWF NJOJNVN PS NBYJNVN PG BQQBSFOU MVNJOPTJUZ SFTQFDUJWFMZ
	'JHVSF ǺǾ%
 "T UIF BOJNBM SPUBUFT JUT IFBE EVSJOH B IFBETXFFQ JU XJMM FYQFSJ












































































6B;m`2 kXe, .B`2+iBQMH HB;?ib+T2 MpB;iBQM `2[mB`2b i?2 3Iô T?QiQ`2+2TiQ`b Q7 i?2
"QHrB;Ƕb P`;MX O4MmK#2` 2tT2`BK2Mib UMmK#2` H`p2VX UV G27i- b+?2KiB+ Q7 /B@
`2+iBQMH HB;?ib+T2 TT`imbX GB;?i `vb `2 BM+B/2Mi iQ H`p2 i 98◦X _B;?i- i`+Fb
U;`2vV Q7 jy H`p2 `2bmHiBM; 7`QK MpB;iBQM QM i?2 /B`2+iBQMH HB;?ib+T2X p2`;2
i`+F THQii2/ BM #Hm2X U"V LpB;iBQMH BM/2t- 〈W〉〈T〉 - +QKTmi2/ 7Q` Y M/ Z /B`2+iBQMX
 -   `2D2+iBQM Q7 MmHH ?vTQi?2bBb i?i /i b2i ?b bK2 K2M b T`QD2+iQ`@Qz /i
b2i i Q I yXyR- Q I yXyyyR- `2bT2+iBp2Hv- q2H+? k@iBH2/ U@i2biX 6Q` HB;?i BMi2MbB@
iB2b b22 bmTTH2K2Mi`v Ki2`BHbX U*V "QHrB;Ƕb P`;M bBib BM TB;K2Mi +mT 7Q`K2/ #v
+2T?HQT?`vM;2H bF2H2iQMX G27i- ~mQ`2b+2M+2 KB+`Qb+QTv Q7 (.3 − 3'1 K2`;2/
rBi? #`B;?i@}2H/X q?Bi2 /Qii2/ HBM2 BM/B+i2b +2T?HQT?`vM;2H bF2H2iQMX _B;?i-
KtBKmK BMi2MbBiv T`QD2+iBQMb 7`QK j. +QM7Q+H KB+`Qb+QTv Q7 "QHrB;Ƕb P`;M BM
MPOH(.3 > $%÷ :: ('1 H`pX U.V a+?2KiB+ Q7 /Bz2`2MiBH pB2r M;H2 Q7 "QHrB;Ƕb
P`;M +QM72``2/ #v +2T?HQT?`vM;2H bF2H2iQMX
Ǻȁ
WFSUJOH UIF TQBUJBMMZ VOJGPSN TUJNVMVT JOUP B UFNQPSBMMZ WBSZJOH JOUFOTJUZ TJHOBM
UIBU JT EFQFOEFOU PO IFBE SPUBUJPO 	'JHVSF ǺǾ%
 'PS JOTUBODF B MBSWB PSJFOUFE BU
ȁǸ◦XPVME FYQFSJFODF BO BQQBSFOU EFDSFBTF JO MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ PWFS UJNF BT JU TXFFQT
JUT IFBE MFGU BOE BO BQQBSFOU JODSFBTF JO MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ PWFS UJNF BT JU TXFFQT JUT
IFBE SJHIU 	'JHVSF ǺǾ%

*G JOGPSNBUJPO BDRVJTJUJPO EVSJOH EJSFDUJPOCBTFE QIPUPUBYJT JT BDIJFWFE
UISPVHI UFNQPSBM DPNQBSJTPO PG BQQBSFOU MVNJOPTJUJFT EVSJOH IFBETXFFQT
XF XPVME QSFEJDU UIBU UIF CVML PG OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ XPVME CF DPOUBJOFE XJUIJO
UVSOJOH EFDJTJPOT 8F RVBOUJmFE UIF OBWJHBUJPOBM NPWFNFOUT PG XJMEUZQF BOJ
NBMT PO EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQFT UP UFTU UIJT IZQPUIFTJT 0O B EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQF
B MBSWB JT NPSF MJLFMZ UP CF PSJFOUFE BXBZ GSPN UIF MJHIU TPVSDF 	ǹȀǸ◦ IFBEJOH

	'JHVSF Ǻǿ"
 CVU XF GPVOE UIBU UIJT PSJFOUBUJPO CJBT JT OPU BDIJFWFE CZ NPEVMBU
JOH UVSO SBUF BT B GVODUJPO PG IFBEJOH 	'JHVSF Ǻǿ# %
 PS CZ TUFFSJOH XJUIJO SVOT
	'JHVSF Ǻǿ$ (
 "O FYBNJOBUJPO PG IFBEJOH DIBOHFT SFTVMUJOH GSPN UVSOT QJO
QPJOUFE UIF PSJHJO PG UIF PSJFOUBUJPO CJBT MBSWBF PSJFOUFE PSUIPHPOBMMZ UP MJHIU
SBZT PO UIF EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQF BSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP UVSO UPXBSE UIF QSFGFSSFE
IFBEJOH MFGU GPS ȁǸ◦ SJHIU GPS ȁǸ◦ 	'JHVSF Ǻǿ& )
 "EEJUJPOBMMZ XF GPVOE UIBU
MBSWBF NBLF MBSHFS UVSOT XIFO QSFWJPVTMZ QPJOUFE UPXBSET SBUIFS UIBO BXBZ GSPN
UIF JODJEFOU MJHIU SBZT 	'JHVSF Ǻǿ'
 ɥF mSTU IFBETXFFQ EJSFDUJPO JT VOCJBTFE
GPS BMM JOJUJBM IFBEJOHT CVU MBSWBF BSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP BDDFQU IFBETXFFQT UPXBSET
UIF QSFGFSSFE EJSFDUJPO GSPN PSUIPHPOBM IFBEJOHT 	'JHVSF Ǻǿ*
 ɥVT MBSWBF VTF
IFBETXFFQT UP QSPCF UIF EJSFDUJPO PG JODJEFOU MJHIU SBZT JEFOUJGZJOH UIF QSFGFSSFE
EJSFDUJPO PG NPWFNFOU CBTFE PO B UFNQPSBM ESPQ JO BQQBSFOU MVNJOPTJUZ
*G MBSWBF EJSFDUMZ TFOTFE UIF EJSFDUJPO PG MJHIU CZ TQBUJBM DPNQBSJTPOT CFUXFFO
UIFJS #PMXJHT 0SHBOT BT QSFEJDUFE CZ -PFCT USPQJTN UIFPSZ XF XPVME FYQFDU
UIFN UP TUFFS XJUIJO SVOT BOEPS QSFGFSFOUJBMMZ JOJUJBUF IFBE TXFFQT BXBZ GSPN
JODJEFOU MJHIU SBZT ZFU UIFZ EP OPU EJTQMBZ UIFTF CJBTFT 	'JHVSF Ǻǿ$ ( *
 *OTUFBE
MBSWBF BQQFBS UP SFMZ PO UFNQPSBM DPNQBSJTPOT EVSJOH IFBETXFFQT UP BOBMZ[F UIF
EJSFDUJPO PG MJHIU SBZT 5P GVSUIFS UFTU UIF USPQJTNNPEFM XF VTFE MBTFS TVSHFSZ UP
VOJMBUFSBMMZ BCMBUF #PMXJHT 0SHBO JO MBSWBF XIPTF 3IPEPQTJO − ô FYQSFTTJOH QIP
UPSFDFQUPST XFSF WJTVBMJ[FE XJUI ('1 	'JHVSF ǺȀ"
 *G MBSWBF SFMZ PO DPNQBSJTPOT
CFUXFFO UIFJS FZFT UP EJTDFSO UIF EJSFDUJPO PG MJHIU UIFO VOJMBUFSBMMZ BCMBUFE MBS
ǻǸ
6B;m`2 kXd U7QHHQrBM; T;2V, .B`2+iBQMH HB;?ib+T2 MpB;iBQMH bi`i2;vX
O4MmK#2` 2tT2`BK2Mib UMmK#2` H`p2VX a?/2/ `2b `2T`2b2Mi Yf@ bX2XKX hQT-
b+?2KiB+ Q7 ?2/BM;b QM /B`2+iBQMH HB;?ib+T2X "H+F M/ /b?2/ HBM2b `2 i?2 T`2@
/B+iBQM M/ N8W +QM}/2M+2 BMi2`pH Q7  KQ/2H rBi? #Bb2b BM im`M K;MBim/2 M/
?2/ brBM; ++2TiM+2 (RN)X UV S`Q##BHBiv Q7 ?2/BM; /m`BM; `mMbX U"V hm`M `i2 pbX
?2/BM; BM `mMX U*V J2M ?2/BM; +?M;2 +?B2p2/ BM `mM pbX BMBiBH `mM ?2/BM;X U.V
.Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 `mM H2M;i?b 7Q` H`pH ?2/BM;b BMiQ BM+B/2Mi HB;?i `vb U`2/- y◦- mMT`2@
72``2/ ?2/BM;V M/ rv U#Hm2- R3y◦- T`272``2/ ?2/BM;VX U1V J2M ?2/BM; +?M;2
/m`BM; im`M pbX T`2pBQmb `mM ?2/BM;X U6V >2/BM; +?M;2 bBx2 U`XKXb ◦V pbX BMBiBH
?2/BM; U◦VX U:V SQH` ?BbiQ;`Kb Q7 ?2/BM; +?M;2b +?B2p2/ #v `mMb 7Q`  }t2/
BMBiBH ?2/BM;- BM/B+i2/ #v ``QrX LmK#2`b BMb2i QM TQH` ;`B/ `2T`2b2Mi MmK#2` Q7
`mMb mb2/ BM ;`T?X U>V SQH` ?BbiQ;`Kb Q7 ?2/BM; +?M;2b +?B2p2/ #v im`Mb 7Q`
 }t2/ BMBiH ?2/BM; #27Q`2 im`MX AMBiBH ?2/BM; BM/B+i2/ #v ``QrX LmK#2`b BMb2i
QM TQH` ;`B/ `2T`2b2Mi MmK#2` Q7 im`Mb mb2/ BM ;`T?X UAV S`Q##BHBiv Q7 }`bi ?2/@
br22T /B`2+iBQM M/ ++2TiM+2 bQ`i2/ #v BMBiBH ?2/BM;X  `2D2+iBQM Q7 ?vTQi?2bBb
i?i K2M Bb yX8 i Q I yXyR- #BMQKBH biiBbiB+bX   `2D2+iBQM Q7 MmHH ?vTQi?2bBb i?i











Prob "rst h.s. is L
Prob "rst h.s. is R
Prob accept h.s. to L


























































































































































































































6B;m`2 kX3, UV a+?2KiB+ M/ ~mQ`2b+2M+2 KB+`Qb+QTv Q7 3Iô − ('1 H`p #27Q`2
M/ 7i2` Hb2` #HiBQM Q7 QM2 2v2X U"V LpB;iBQMH BM/2tU 〈W〉〈T〉 V +QKTmi2/ 7Q` bBM;H2
"QHrB;Ƕb P`;M #Hi2/ H`p2X  - `2D2+iBQM Q7 MmHH ?vTQi?2bBb i?i 3Iôñ M/ bBM;H2
"QHrB;Ƕb P`;M #Hi2/ MBKHb ?p2 i?2 bK2 K2M i Q I yXyR- q2H+? k iBH2/ U@
i2biX)
WBF TIPVME OPU CF DBQBCMF PG EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQF OBWJHBUJPO )PXFWFS XF GPVOE
UIBU MBSWBF XJUI POF FZF TVDDFTTGVMMZ OBWJHBUFE BXBZ GSPN UIF EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIU




'JHVSF Ǻȁ TVNNBSJ[FT UIF TFOTPSJNPUPS TUSVDUVSF PG MBSWBM QIPUPUBYJT -BSWBF
NPEVMBUF UIFJS GSFRVFODZ PG UVSOJOH CBTFE PO UFNQPSBM DIBOHFT JO MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ
*O DPOUJOVPVTMZ WBSZJOH HSBEJFOUT <ǹȁ Ǻǹ ǼȀ> UIJT SFTVMUT JO MPOHFS SVOT JO GB
WPSBCMF EJSFDUJPOT 	'JHVSF Ǻȁ"
 -BSWBF BMTP CJBT UIFJS UVSO TJ[F FYFDVUJOH MBSHFS
IFBEJOH DIBOHFT GPMMPXJOH SVOT UPXBSE VOQSFGFSSFE EJSFDUJPOT BOE TNBMMFS IFBE
JOH DIBOHFT GPMMPXJOH SVOT JO UIF QSFGFSSFE EJSFDUJPO 	'JHVSF Ǻȁ#
 -BSWBF VTF
UFNQPSBM IFBETXFFQT BT QSPCFT UP FYQMPSF MPDBM MVNJOPTJUZ HSBEJFOUT BOE JEFO
UJGZ UIF QSFGFSSFE EJSFDUJPO GPS TVDDFTTJWF SVOT *OJUJBM IFBE TXFFQ EJSFDUJPO JT
VOCJBTFE CVU MBSWBF BSF NPSF MJLFMZ UP BDDFQU IFBETXFFQT UPXBSE UIF QSFGFSSFE
EJSFDUJPO 	'JHVSF Ǻȁ$

ɥFTF TUSBUFHJFT BMM SFMZ PO EFDPEJOH UFNQPSBM WBSJBUJPO JO UIF BNPVOU PG MJHIU
JODJEFOU PO UIF #PMXJHT 0SHBOT #PMXJHT 0SHBO BOE UIF TVSSPVOEJOH DFQIBMPQIB
SZOHFBM TDMFSJUFT FODPEF EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIU JOGPSNBUJPO JO UFNQPSBM WBSJBUJPOT PG
MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ UIBU BSF DPSSFMBUFE XJUI UIF PSJFOUBUJPO PG UIF IFBE XJUI SFTQFDU
UP MJHIU SBZT 	'JHVSF ǺǾ%

































6B;m`2 kXN, JQ/2Hb 7Q` T?QiQitBb MpB;iBQMH bi`i2;v M/ T?QiQb2MbQ`v T`Q+2bb@
BM;X UV G`p2 mb2 i2KTQ`H +QKT`BbQMb Q7 HB;?i BMi2MbBiv /m`BM; `mMb iQ KQ/mHi2
im`M 7`2[m2M+vX :`/B2Mi `2T`2b2Mib HB;?i BMi2MbBivX U"V G`p2 KF2 H`;2` im`Mb 7`QK
i?2 mMT`272``2/ /B`2+iBQM- bKHH2` im`Mb 7`QK i?2 T`272``2/ /B`2+iBQMX U*V G`p2 mb2
?2/@br22Tb b T`Q#2b iQ 2tTHQ`2 i?2B` HQ+H 2MpB`QMK2Mi M/ iQ B/2MiB7v i?2 T`272``2/
/B`2+iBQM 7Q` bm++2bbBp2 `mMbX hm`M /B`2+iBQM #Bb Bb ;2M2`i2/ #v bvKK2i`B+H ++2T@
iM+2 Q7 ?2/@br22Tb iQr`/ i?2 T`272``2/ /B`2+iBQMX U.V JQ/2H Q7 H`pH T?QiQb2M@
bQ`v T`Q+2bbBM; b /2b+`B#2/ BM i2tiX
ǻǼ
TXFFQT DIBOHF UIF BNPVOU PG MJHIU JODJEFOU PO UIF #PMXJHT 0SHBO XIFSFBT UIF
BQQBSFOU JOUFOTJUZ SFNBJOT DPOTUBOU EVSJOH TUSBJHIU GPSXBSE SVOT IFODF UVSO
NBHOJUVEF BOE EJSFDUJPO BSF CJBTFE 	'JHVSF Ǻȁ# $
 CVU OPU UVSO GSFRVFODZ
ɥF MBSWB DPOUBJOT UXP QIPUPTFOTPSZ TUSVDUVSFT #PMXJHT 0SHBO 	'JHVSF Ǻȁ%
CMVF
 BOE UIF DMBTT *7 NVMUJEFOESJUJD OFVSPOT 	'JHVSF Ǻȁ% QVSQMF
 #PMXJHT 0S
HBO JT UIF NBJO QIPUPTFOTPSZ TUSVDUVSF DPOUSJCVUJOH UP QIPUPUBYJT BDSPTT UIF
GVMM SBOHF PG FDPMPHJDBMMZ SFMFWBOU MJHIU JOUFOTJUJFT BOE JT TQFDJmDBMMZ SFRVJSFE GPS
EJSFDUJPOCBTFE QIPUPUBYJT .VMUJEFOESJUJD OFVSPOT BSF DBQBCMF PG TFOTJOH MJHIU BU
WFSZ IJHI JOUFOTJUJFT BOE DPOUSJCVUF UP MJHIUFWPLFE UVSOT 	'JHVSF Ǻǻ& DPNQBSF
(.3−IJE 3Iôñ;3Iõð UPX$4
 1IPUPTFOTPSZ JOGPSNBUJPO PCUBJOFE GSPN#PMXJHT
0SHBO JT USBOTMBUFE JOUP CFIBWJPS NPSF SBQJEMZ UIBO QIPUPTFOTPSZ JOGPSNBUJPO
PCUBJOFE GSPN NVMUJEFOESJUJD OFVSPOT 	'JHVSF Ǻǻ(
 #FIBWJPSBM TUBUF USBOTJUJPOT
ESJWFO CZ FJUIFS QIPUPTFOTPSZ TUSVDUVSF BSF CBTFE PO UFNQPSBM DPNQBSJTPOT CVU
UIF MPDBUJPO PG #PMXJHT 0SHBO JO UIF iQJHNFOU DVQw GPSNFE CZ UIF DFQIBMPQIBSZO
HFBM TDMFSJUFT VOJRVFMZ BMMPXT EFDPEJOH PG JODJEFOU MJHIU EJSFDUJPO 5BLFO UPHFUIFS
PVS SFTVMUT FTUBCMJTI UIF TFOTPSJNPUPS TUSVDUVSF PG MBSWB QIPUPUBYJT BDSPTT UIF GVMM
SBOHF PG FDPMPHJDBMMZ SFMFWBOU MJHIU JOUFOTJUJFT .PSFPWFS PVS SFTVMUT BQQFBS UP
TFUUMF B MPOHTUBOEJOH DPOUSPWFSTZ JO %SPTPQIJMB MBSWBM QIPUPUBYJT FYQMBJOJOH UIF
BQQBSFOU USPQJTN JO EJSFDUJPOCBTFE QIPUPUBYJT BT B KPJOU QSPEVDU PG UIF BOBUPNZ
PG UIF MJHIUTFOTJOH PSHBO BOE UFNQPSBM DPNQBSJTPOT VTFE EVSJOH JOUFOTJUZCBTFE
QIPUPUBYJT
ǺǼ .ĒĥĖģĚĒĝĤ Ēğĕ .ĖĥęĠĕĤ
ǺǼǹ 4ĥģĒĚğĤ
ɥF GPMMPXJOH nZ TUSBJOT XFSF VTFE $4 X$4 X(.3IJE 	DSFBUFE GSPN #MPPN
JOHUPO TUPDL ǽǿǿǹ
 X;3Iôñ;3Iõð 	HJGU GSPN $MBVEF %FTQMBO
 X;3Iôñ X;3Iõǹ
X;3Iô−('1 	DSFBUFE GSPN#MPPNJOHUPO TUPDL ȀǾǸǸ
X;(.3−NZS−3'1 	#MPPN
JOHUPO TUPDL ǿǹǺǹ
X; MPOH(.3−HBMó 	#MPPNJOHUPO TUPDL ȀǾǸǼ
X;6"4−$%÷ ::




-BSWBM CFIBWJPS XBT SFDPSEFE XJUI B 64# $$% DBNFSB 	.JHIUFY #$&#0ǽ06

mUUFE XJUI B ǾǺǸ ON CBOEQBTT mMUFS 	ɥPSMBCT '#ǾǺǸǹǸ
 BU ǽ GSBNFT Tǹ VTJOH
EBSL mFME JMMVNJOBUJPO XJUI SFE -&%T 	ǾǺǼ ON PVUTJEF SBOHF PG MBSWBM WJTJPO

'PS UIF DIFDLFSCPBSE MJHIUTDBQF 	'JHVSF Ǻǹ BOE 'JHVSF ǺǺ
 BOE MJOFBS JOUFOTJUZ
HSBEJFOU 	'JHVSF ǺǼ#
 POMZ UIF EBSL mFME JMMVNJOBUJPO XBT QSPWJEFE CZ JOGSBSFE
-&%T 	Ȁǿǽ ON
 BOE CFIBWJPS XBT JNBHFE UISPVHI B MPOHQBTT mMUFS
-JHIU TUJNVMJ XFSF EFMJWFSFE CZ FJUIFS BO -$% QSPKFDUPS 	&QTPO 1PXFSMJUF 8Ǿ
iMPXw JOUFOTJUJFT
 PS %-1 QSPKFDUPS 	7JFX4POJD 130ȀǽǸǸ 9("%-1 iIJHIw JOUFOTJ
UJFT
 BOEXFSF FJUIFS QSPKFDUFEEJSFDUMZ POUP UIF BHBS PS SFnFDUFE PĊB GSPOU TVSGBDF
ǹǸw Y ǹǸw NJSSPS 	&ENVOE 0QUJDT /5ǼǾǾǽǻ
  ɥF &QTPO QSPKFDUPS SFE DIBOOFM
XBT EJTBCMFE VTJOH TPGUXBSF UP BWPJE JOUFSGFSFODF XJUI UIF SFE -&% JMMVNJOBUPS
BOE UIF QSPKFDUPS MJHIU XBT BEEJUJPOBMMZ mMUFSFE VTJOH B ǻǻǽǾǹǸ ON CBOEQBTT mM
UFS 	ɥPSMBCT '(#ǻǿ4
ɥF mMUFS XIFFM GSPN UIF 7JFXTPOJD QSPKFDUPS XBT SFNPWFE
UP NBYJNJ[F MJHIU PVUQVU *OTUFBE 7JFXTPOJD QSPKFDUPS MJHIU XBT mMUFSFE UISPVHI
B DZBO EJDISPJD 	ɥPSMBCT '%ǹ$ "OHMF PG *ODJEFODF Ǹ◦
 UP SFNPWF SFE MJHIU UIBU
XPVME JOUFSGFSFXJUI UIF SFE-&% JMMVNJOBUPST ɥFCFIBWJPSBM BSFOBXBT DPOUBJOFE
XJUIJO B MJHIUUJHIU DVTUPN CPY 	ȀǸǺǸ *OD

7JEFP SFDPSEJOH BOE DPOUSPM PG UIF MJHIU TPVSDF XFSF BDDPNQMJTIFE WJB DVTUPN
-BC7JFX TPGUXBSF %VSJOH FYQFSJNFOUT XJUI UFNQPSBMMZ WBSZJOH MJHIUTDBQFT
UIF TPGUXBSF SFDPSEFE UIF MJHIU TUBUF UPHFUIFS XJUI UIF WJEFP GSBNF OVNCFS BOE
FMBQTFE UJNF TP UIBU UIF MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ BOE MBSWBM CFIBWJPS DPVME CF TZODISPOJ[FE
JO BOBMZTJT
ǺǼǻ -ĚĘęĥ ĚğĥĖğĤĚĥĪ ĕĖĥĖģĞĚğĒĥĚĠğ
ɥF JSSBEJBODF PG FBDI MJHIU TPVSDF XBTNFBTVSFE VTJOH B UIFSNPQJMF PQUJDBM QPXFS
NFUFS 	ɥPSMBCT 4ǻǹǸ$
 BOE UIF SFMBUJWF TQFDUSBM JOUFOTJUZ VTJOH B $$%CBTFE TQFD
USPNFUFS 	7FSOJFS64#ǺǸǸǸ
 mCFS DPVQMFE UP B DPTJOF DPSSFDUPS "U UIF TBNF UJNF
UIF MVNJOBODF XBT BMTP NFBTVSFE VTJOH B IBOEIFME MVY NFUFS 	5SBDFBCMF ǻǺǽǹ

#FDBVTF UIF TQFDUSBM EJTUSJCVUJPO PG UIF MJHIU TPVSDFT EJE OPU NBUDI UIF TQFDUSBM
EJTUSJCVUJPO PG UIF UVOHTUFO MBNQXJUI XIJDI UIF MVYNFUFS XBT DBMJCSBUFE UIF MVY
NFUFS EJE OPU SFBE USVF MVNJOBODF CVU UIF NFBTVSFE WBMVF PG UIF MJHIU NFUFS XBT
QSPQPSUJPOBM UP UIF JSSBEJBODF GPS FBDI TPVSDF UIJT DPOTUBOU XBT EFUFSNJOFE CZ
ǻǾ
BEKVTUJOH UIF JOUFOTJUZ PG UIF TPVSDF BOE NFBTVSJOH UIF JSSBEJBODF BOE MVNJOBODF
VTJOH UIF PQUJDBM QPXFS NFUFS BOE MVY NFUFS
"GUFS BOZ BEKVTUNFOUT UP UIF BQQBSBUVT BOE QFSJPEJDBMMZ BGUFSXBSE UIF BQQBSB
UVT XBT DBMJCSBUFE CZ JNBHJOH UIF QSPKFDUPS PVUQVU PO B -BNCFSUJBO TVSGBDF 	QSP
KFDUPS TDSFFO
 VTJOH UIF TBNF DBNFSB VTFE UP SFDPSE MBSWB CFIBWJPS ɥF DBNFSB
HSBZ MFWFM XBT QSPQPSUJPOBM UP UIF JSSBEJBODF BOE XF NFBTVSFE UIF DPOTUBOU PG
QSPQPSUJPOBMJUZ CZ BEKVTUJOH UIF QSPKFDUPS JOUFOTJUZ XIJMF VTJOH UIF MVY NFUFS UP
NFBTVSF UIF JSSBEJBODF BOE SFDPSEJOH UIF DPSSFTQPOEJOH HSBZ WBMVF XJUI UIF DBN
FSB
5P DBMJCSBUF UIF BMJHONFOU PG UIF DBNFSB UP QIZTJDBM TQBDF BOE DPNQFOTBUF GPS
BOZ MFOT EJTUPSUJPOT XF UPPL B QJDUVSF PG B ǹ DN DIFDLFSCPBSE QMBDFE JO UIF TBNF
QMBOF BT UIF BHBS TVSGBDF %VF UP EJTQFSTJPO UIF GPDBM MFOHUI PG UIF MFOT XBT
TMJHIUMZ EJĊFSFOU BU UIF XBWFMFOHUIT JO UIF QSPKFDUFE JNBHF DPNQBSFE UP UIF EBSL
mFME JMMVNJOBUJPO XBWFMFOHUI VTFE UP NFBTVSF CFIBWJPS 5P DPNQFOTBUF GPS UIF
SFTVMUJOH TNBMM TIJGU JO NBHOJmDBUJPO XF QIPUPHSBQIFE UIF TBNF DIFDLFSCPBSE
VOEFS CPUI JMMVNJOBUJPO DPOEJUJPOT
'PS UIF FYQFSJNFOUT PG 'JHVSF ǺǺ XF VTFE UIF DBMJCSBUJPO EBUB UP QSPEVDF BO
JNBHF UIBU XIFO QSPKFDUFE QSPEVDFE B DIFDLFSCPBSE FYBDUMZ ǻ DN PO B TJEF 'PS BMM
FYQFSJNFOUT XF JNBHFE UIF QSPKFDUFE MJHIU TUJNVMVT 	DIFDLFSCPBSE PS DPOTUBOU JM
MVNJOBUJPO GPS EJSFDUJPOBM BOE UFNQPSBM FYQFSJNFOUT
 PO UIF -BNCFSUJBO TVSGBDF
'PS EJSFDUJPOBM FYQFSJNFOUT 	'JHVSF ǺǾ
 XF BMTP UPPL BO JNBHF PG BO BSSBZ PG QPTUT
PG LOPXOIFJHIU UIF MFOHUI PG UIF QPTUT TIBEPXT BMMPXFEVT UP EFUFSNJOF UIF TQB
UJBM EJTUSJCVUJPO PG UIF JODJEFOU MJHIU BOHMF ɥVT XF XFSF BCMF UP EFUFSNJOF XJUI
IJHI BDDVSBDZ UIF FYBDU JSSBEJBODF FYQFSJFODFE CZ B MBSWB CBTFE PO JUT QPTJUJPO PO
UIF DBNFSB JNBHF
1SFDJTF RVBOUJmDBUJPO PG MJHIUTDBQF JOUFOTJUJFT JT DPOUBJOFE XJUIJO 'JHVSFT ǺǹǸ
BOE Ǻǹǹ #SJFnZ GPS UIF DIFDLFS MJHIUTDBQF UIF MJHIU DIFDLFS XBT ðñ 8Nñ  EBSL
DIFDLFS XBT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ < ï.ï÷ 8Nñ  'PS UIF UFNQPSBM MJHIUTDBQF iMPXw JOUFO
TJUZ TRVBSFXBWF MJHIU QIBTF XBT ö − ðò 8Nñ  EBSL QIBTF XBT < ï.ïö 8Nñ  i)JHIw JO
UFOTJUZ TRVBSFXBWF MJHIU QIBTF XBT óï − ðïï 8Nñ  EBSL QIBTF XBT < ï.ïñ 8Nñ  'PS
UIF EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQF iIJHIw JOUFOTJUZ XBT óï − ðïï 8Nñ  iMPXw JOUFOTJUZ XBT
ó− õ 8Nñ  iVMUSBMPXw JOUFOTJUZ XBT ï.ïô 8Nñ  QSPKFDUPS PĊ BTTBZ XBT QFSGPSNFE XJUI
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6B;m`2 kXRy, *?2+F2` HB;?ib+T2 B``/BM+2 U`272`b iQ 6B;m`2 kXkVX UV A``/BM+2 KT
Q7 +?2+F2` HB;?ib+T2X _2/ /b?2/ HBM2 b?Qrb `2;BQM r?2`2 #2?pBQ` rb MHvx2/X
U"V A``/BM+2 pbX /BbiM+2 7`QK +?2+F2` #Q`/2` UKKVX U*V aT2+i`H B``/BM+2 pbX
rp2H2M;i? Q7 T`QD2+iQ` HB;?iX U.V hQiH B``/BM+2 BM BM/B+i2/ rp2H2M;i? #M/ 7Q`
HB;?i M/ /`F +?2+F2`bX
ǻȀ
GSPN ñ− ñô 8Nñ QSPKFDUFE QFSQFOEJDVMBS UP UIF TVSGBDF
ǺǼǼ #ĖęĒħĚĠģ ĖĩġĖģĚĞĖğĥĤ
"MM FYQFSJNFOUT XFSF QFSGPSNFE PO TFDPOEJOTUBS MBSWBF BT WFSJmFE CZ TQJSBDMF
NPSQIPMPHZ "EVMU nJFT XFSF BMMPXFE UP MBZ FHHT PO HSBQFKVJDF TVQQMFNFOUFE
BHBS QMBUFT XJUI ZFBTU GPS ǻ IPVST "GUFS FHH MBZJOH QMBUFT XFSF LFQU JO B ǺǺ◦$
JODVCBUPS PO B ǹǺ IS MJHIUEBSL DZDMF "MM FYQFSJNFOUT XFSF QFSGPSNFE EVSJOH UIF
ǹǺ IPVS EBZ
-BSWBF XFSF TPSUFE CZ TQJSBDMF NPSQIPMPHZ VOEFS B EJTTFDUJOH TDPQF UIFO LFQU
JO UIF EBSL PO GPPE GPS BU MFBTU BO IPVS CFGPSF QIPUPUBYJT FYQFSJNFOUT "GUFS
EBSL USFBUNFOU MBSWBF XFSF XBTIFE VOEFS SFE JMMVNJOBUJPO BU MFBTU UISFF UJNFT JO
QIPTQIBUFCVĊFSFE TBMJOF BOE QMBDFE PO B ǹǸ DN QFUSJ EJTI DPOUBJOJOH ǹǶ #BDUP
BHBS JO UIF EBSL GPS BU MFBTU ǽ NJOVUFT UP BMMPX GPS BEBQUBUJPO UP UIF NFEJVN BOE
SFNPWBM PG BOZ SFTJEVBM GPPE
-BSWBF XFSF UIFO USBOTGFSSFE GSPN UIF ǹǸ DN QFUSJ EJTI UP UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM
BSFOB VTJOH B QBJOU CSVTI -BSWBF XFSF EJTUSJCVUFE FWFOMZ PWFS UIF DFOUFS SFHJPO
PG B Ǽ NN UIJDL 	ǺǼ Y ǺǼ DN
 TRVBSF ǹǶ #BDUP BHBS HFM QPVSFE PO UPQ PG B CMBDL
TRVBSFBOPEJ[FE BMVNJOVN QMBUF 'PS BMM FYQFSJNFOUT UIF TUJNVMVT MJHIU JOUFO
TJUZ XBT LFQU BU JUT MPXFTU MFWFM VOUJM UIF CFHJOOJOH PG SFDPSEJOH 'PS 'JHVSF Ǻǻ
XF EJTDBSEFE UIF mSTU QFSJPE PG TUJNVMVT EVSJOH BOBMZTJT EVSJOH XIJDI UIF MBSWBF
XFSF BDDMJNBUJ[JOH UP UIF BQQBSBUVT BGUFS CFJOH IBOEMFE XJUI B QBJOU CSVTI 'PS
'JHVSFT ǺǾ BOE Ǻǿ XF EJTDBSEFE UIF mSTU UXP NJOVUFT PG SFDPSEFE CFIBWJPS 	BD
DMJNBUJ[BUJPO QFSJPE
 BOE BOBMZ[FE UIF TVCTFRVFOU ǹǽ NJOVUFT 	BGUFS UIJT UJNF
TVDDFTTGVMMZ OBWJHBUJOH MBSWBF CFHBO UP QBTT UIF FEHF PG UIF PCTFSWBUJPO XJOEPX
CJBTJOH UIF TUBUJTUJDT PG UIF QPQVMBUJPO
 'PS 'JHVSFT ǺǺ ǺǾ BOE Ǻǿ FYQFSJNFOU
EVSBUJPO SBOHFE GSPN ǺǽǻǸ NJOVUFT
-BSWBM QPTUVSF XBT BOBMZ[FE XJUI UIF."("5 BOBMZ[FS BT QSFWJPVTMZ EFTDSJCFE
<ǹȁ> #SJFnZ MBSWBM QPTJUJPOT BOE QPTUVSFT XFSF FYUSBDUFE GSPN WJEFP SFDPSET VT
JOH DVTUPN NBDIJOF WJTJPO TPGUXBSF &BDI MBSWB JT USBDLFE UISPVHIPVU UIF BSFOB
XIJMF EFUFSNJOJOH UIF QPTJUJPO PG UIF DFOUFS PG NBTT UIF PVUMJOF PG UIF CPEZ UIF
QPTJUJPO PG UIF IFBE UIF UBJM BOE B NJEMJOF SVOOJOH EPXO UIF DFOUFS PG UIF MBSWB
"GUFS FYUSBDUJPO PG MBSWBM GFBUVSFT EBUB XBT BOBMZ[FE VTJOH TPGUXBSF XSJUUFO JO
ǻȁ
6B;m`2 kXRR U7QHHQrBM; T;2V, h2KTQ`H M/ /B`2+iBQMH HB;?ib+T2 B``/BM+2 U`272`b
iQ 6B;m`2b kXj- kXe- M/kXdV UV @ UAV AK;2b Q7 HB;?ib+T2b mb2/ 7Q` KBM 6B;m`2b
bQ`i2/ #v 2tT2`BK2Mi M/ ;2MQivT2X *QHQ`2/ QmiHBM2 /2MQi2b r?B+? T`QD2+iQ` rb mb2/
7Q` 2tT2`BK2MiX :`22M HBM2 BM/B+i2b T`QD2+iQ` R- #Hm2 HBM2 BM/B+i2b T`QD2+iQ` kX UCV
hQiH B``/BM+2 i +2Mi2` Q7 BK;2 7Q` HB;?ib+T2b /2TB+i2/ BM UV@UAVX UEV aT2+i`H
B``/BM+2 pbX rp2H2M;i? 7Q` T`QD2+iQ`bX
ǼǸ
6B;m`2 kXRR, U+QMiBMm2/V
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“low” temporal square-wave Rh52, Rh61,
Rh52;Rh61
“low” directional CS
“high” directional, all genotypes
directional, Bolwig’s ablation
“high” temporal square-wave wCS
“high” temporal square-wave GMR-hid
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 3VOT XFSF QFSJPET PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU XJUI UIF IFBE
BMJHOFE XJUI UIF CPEZ UVSOT XFSF QFSJPET PG TMPX PS OP GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU BD
DPNQBOJFE CZ CPEZ CFOET 	IFBE TXFFQT
 BOE QBVTFT XFSF QFSJPET PG TMPX PS OP
GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU XIFSF UIF IFBE SFNBJOFE BMJHOFE XJUI UIF CPEZ 5P DBMDVMBUF
TUBOEBSE FSSPS JO 'JHVSF Ǻǿ UIF OVNCFS PG JOEFQFOEFOU NFBTVSFNFOUT XBT FTUJ
NBUFE UP CF UIF PCTFSWBUJPO UJNF EJWJEFE CZ UXJDF UIF BVUPDPSSFMBUJPO UJNF PG UIF
EJSFDUJPO PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU
'PS 'JHVSF ǺǺ UIF EJTUBODF UP UIF CPVOEBSZXBT EFmOFE UP CF UIF EJTUBODF GSPN
UIF MBSWBT IFBE UP UIF OFBSFTU FEHF BOE XBT QPTJUJWF JO MJHIU TRVBSFT BOE OFHBUJWF
JO EBSL TRVBSFT 'PS 'JHVSF ǺǺ POMZ UVSOT XJUIJO ǹǽ NN PG BO FEHF BOE BU MFBTU
ǹǽ NN GSPN B DPSOFS XFSF DPOTJEFSFE
ǺǼǽ -ĒĤĖģ "ēĝĒĥĚĠğ
3Iô− ('1 FBSMZ TFDPOEJOTUBS MBSWBF XFSF JNNPCJMJ[FE CZ DPNQSFTTJPO JO XBUFS
B DPWFSTMJQ NPVOUFE PO B NJDSPNFUFS XBT MPXFSFE PO UPQ PG B MBSWB JO B ESPQMFU PG
XBUFS QMBDFE PO B HMBTT TMJEF VOUJM JUT IFBE XBT FWFSUFE BOE DPVME OP MPOHFS NPWF
8F VTFE B QSFWJPVTMZ EFTDSJCFE GFNUPTFDPOE MBTFS BCMBUJPO UFDIOJRVF BEBQUFE
GSPN VTF PO $.FMFHBOT <ǹǹ> -BTFS MJHIU GSPN BO BNQMJmFE 5JUBOJVNTBQQIJSF MBTFS
TZTUFN XIJDI FNJUT B Ǻ .)[ USBJO PG OFBS JOGSBSFE QVMTFT 	òï O+QVMTF 
 XBT EJSFDUFE
UISPVHI UIF CBDLBQFSUVSF PG B ;FJTT 1MBO "QPDISPNBU ǾǸY ǹǼ/" PJMJNNFSTJPO
PCKFDUJWF ɥF TBNF PCKFDUJWF XBT VTFE UP JNBHF UIF MBSWBM FZF CZ FQJnVPSFTDFODF
NJDSPTDPQZ VTJOH B $PPM4/"1 )2Ǻ $$% DBNFSB 	3PQFS 4DJFOUJmD 1IPUPNFUSJDT

ɥF JNBHF QMBOF PG UIF $$% DBNFSB XBT BEKVTUFE UP UIF MBTFS GPDVT 6TJOH nVPSFT
DFOU NJDSPTDPQZ UIF DFMM CPEJFT BOE BYPOBM QSPKFDUJPOT PG 3Iô − ('1 OFVSPOT JO
B TJOHMF #PMXJHT 0SHBO XFSF QMBDFE BU UIF GPDBM QPJOU PG MBTFS QVMTFT BOE BCMBUFE
"GUFS FZF BCMBUJPO MBSWBF XFSF BMMPXFE UP SFDPWFS GPS ǺǼ IPVST PO B HSBQF KVJDF
QMBUF TVQQMFNFOUFE XJUI ZFBTU QBTUF &BDI MBSWB XBT UIFO FYBNJOFE VTJOH FQJnV
PSFTDFODF NJDSPTDPQZ UP DPOmSN UIBU UIF BCMBUFE #PMXJHT 0SHBO EJE OPU SFHFOFS
BUF *G nVPSFTDFODF JO UIF #PMXJHT 0SHBO XBT PCTFSWFE UIF BOJNBM XBT EJTDBSEFE
ǼǺ
ǺǼǾ .ĚĔģĠĤĔĠġĪ
'MVPSFTDFOU BOE CSJHIUmFME NJDSPTDPQZ PG #PMXJHT 0SHBOT XFSF JNBHFE JO
TFDPOEJOTUBS X;(.3 − NZS − 3'1 MBSWBF &QJMVPSFTDFOU BOE CSJHIU mFME JN
BHFT XFSF UBLFO VTJOH B /JLPO -7ǹǸǸ NJDSPTDPQF B /JLPO ǼǸY BJS PCKFDUJWF 	/"
Ǹȁǽ
 B 1SJPS -VNFOǺǸǸ JMMVNJOBUPS B TUBOEBSE 3'1 EJDISPJD TFU BOE XFSF JN
BHFE PO B $PPM4/"1 &; $$% DBNFSB 	3PQFS 4DJFOUJmD 1IPUPNFUSJDT
 *NBHFT
XFSF BDRVJSFE VTJOH /JLPO &MFNFOUT TPGUXBSF
ǻ% SFDPOTUSVDUJPOT PG #PMXJHT 0SHBOT XFSF DBSSJFE PVU PO MPOH(.3 > $%÷ ::
('1 ǺOEJOTUBS MBSWBF 4QJOOJOHEJTL DPOGPDBM JNBHFT XFSF BDRVJSFE XJUI B /JLPO
-7ǹǸǸNJDSPTDPQF mUUFE XJUI BO "OEPS 3FWPMVUJPO TZTUFN 	JODMVEJOH B :PLPHBXB
$46ǺǺ TQJOOJOHEJTL BO J9POǺ &.$$% DBNFSB BOE B ǼȀȀ ON ('1 FYDJUBUJPO
MBTFS
 VTJOH B/JLPO ǾǸYXBUFSJNNFSTJPO PCKFDUJWF 	/" ǹǺǸ
 4QJOOJOHEJTL DPO
GPDBM JNBHFTXFSF SFDPSEFEXJUI "OEPS J2 TPGUXBSF .BYJNVN JOUFOTJUZ Y Z BOE




7JEFP ǹ &YBNQMF PG SVOT BOE UVSOT UBLFO GSPN B UZQJDBM FYQFSJNFOU PO B DIFDLFS
CPBSE MJHIUTDBQF 	FYQFSJNFOUT EFQJDUFE JO 'JHVSF Ǻǹ BOE 'JHVSF ǺǺ
 7JEFP TIPXT
JO TVDDFTTJPO UIF QSPKFDUFE DIFDLFSCPBSE QBUUFSO 	UJOUFE DZBO
 JOGSBSFE JNBHF PG
BMM MBSWBF CFJOH PCTFSWFE UIFO NBHOJmFE WJFX PG B TJOHMF MBSWB 5SBDL TIPXO JT
DFOUFS PG NBTT QPTJUJPO PG MBSWB PWFS UJNF QFSJPE TIPXO 3VOT BSF OPUFE XJUI
PSBOHF BSSPXT QBSBMMFM UP SVO EJSFDUJPO UVSOT BSF JOEJDBUFE XJUI HSFFO BSSPXT
$IFDLFST BSF ǻ DN PO B TJEF 4DBMF CBS JO MBTU QPSUJPO PG NPWJF JT ǽ NN "U Ǻǽ
GSBNFTQFSTFDPOE 	GQT
 EFGBVMU QMBZCBDL TQFFE WJEFP JT ǽY SFBM UJNF
ǺǽǺ 7ĚĕĖĠ Ǻ
7JEFP Ǻ 7JEFP EFTDSJQUJPO PG IFBEJOH SFMBUJWF UP CPVOEBSZ UVSO EJSFDUJPO BOE
BDDFQUFE BOE SFKFDUFE IFBE TXFFQT PO B DIFDLFSCPBSE MJHIUTDBQF 	FYQFSJNFOUT EF
QJDUFE JO 'JHVSF Ǻǹ BOE 'JHVSF ǺǺ
 7JEFP TIPXT JO TVDDFTTJPO UIF QSPKFDUFE
DIFDLFSCPBSE QBUUFSO 	UJOUFE DZBO
 JOGSBSFE JNBHF PG BMM MBSWBF CFJOH PCTFSWFE
UIFO NBHOJmFE WJFX PG B TJOHMF MBSWB 5SBDL TIPXO JT DFOUFS PG NBTT QPTJUJPO PG
Ǽǻ
MBSWB PWFS UJNFQFSJPE TIPXO ɥFCPSEFS SFHJPOCFUXFFO UXP DIFDLFST JT JOEJDBUFE
JOXIJUF UIF DPSOFS SFHJPO JT JOEJDBUFE JO SFE 	'JHVSF ǺǺ TIPX UIF BOBMZTJT PG UVSOT
PO UIF CPSEFS CVU OPU PO UIF DPSOFS
 &BDI UVSO PO UIF CPSEFS JT BOOPUBUFE JO TF
RVFODFXJUI QSFWJPVT IFBEJOH SFMBUJWF UP UIF CPVOEBSZ OPSNBM 	PSBOHF θ
 XIFUIFS
FBDI IFBE TXFFQ JT BDDFQUFE PS SFKFDUFE BOE UIF IFBEJOH DIBOHF BDIJFWFE CZ UIF
UVSO 	HSFFO ǈθ
 $IFDLFST BSF ǻ DN PO B TJEF 4DBMF CBS JO MBTU QPSUJPO PG NPWJF JT
ǽNN "U ǹǽ GQT EFGBVMU QMBZCBDL TQFFE WJEFP JT ǻY SFBM UJNF 7JEFP QBVTFT CSJFnZ
XJUI FBDI BOOPUBUJPO
Ǻǽǻ 7ĚĕĖĠ ǻ
7JEFP ǻ &YBNQMFT PG MJHIUPO JOEVDFE UVSOT -FGU TJEF TIPXT TFDUJPO PG MBSWBM
USBDL 	XIJUF EPUT
 BOE WJEFP PG MBSWB :FMMPX EPUT JOEJDBUF NJEMJOF PG MBSWB SFE
BSSPX JT MJOF GSPNNJEQPJOU UP IFBE BOE CMVF MJOF SVOT GSPN UBJM UPNJEQPJOU 5FYU
JO VQQFS MFGU DPSOFS JOEJDBUFT UJNF TJODF CFHJOOJOH PG FYQFSJNFOU MJHIU TUBUVT
DVSSFOU CFIBWJPSBM TUBUF 	SVO UVSO IFBE TXFFQ
 BOE NFUSJDT 	SVO EVSBUJPO BOE
EJTUBODF UVSO BOHMF IFBE TXFFQ BDDFQUBODF
 PG CFIBWJPSBM TUBUF $ZBOCBDLHSPVOE
JOEJDBUFT MJHIU JT PO 4DBMF CBS JT ǹ NN 3JHIU TJEF TIPXT NFUSJDT PG OBWJHBUJPO
"MM QMPUT TIBEJOH JOEJDBUFT CFIBWJPSBM TUBUF CMVF  SVO XIJUF  UVSO PS QBVTF SFE
 SFKFDUFE IFBE TXFFQ HSFFO  BDDFQUFE IFBE TXFFQ 6QQFS QMPU DFOUFS PG NBTT
TQFFE SFE BOE HSFFO MJOFT JOEJDBUF UISFTIPMET UP FOE BOE CFHJO B SVO SFTQFDUJWFMZ
$FOUFS QMPU EPU QSPEVDU CFUXFFO NJEIFBE WFDUPS BOE WFMPDJUZ WFDUPS 	ǹ  IFBE
JT BMJHOFE XJUI EJSFDUJPO PG NPUJPO ǹ  MBSWB JT CBDLJOH VQ
 QJOL MJOF JOEJDBUFT
UISFTIPME UP CFHJO PS FOE B SVO #PUUPNQMPU CPEZ CFOE BOHMF SFE BOE HSFFO MJOFT
JOEJDBUF UISFTIPMET UP FOE BOE CFHJO B IFBE TXFFQ SFTQFDUJWFMZ "U ǹǽ GQT EFGBVMU
QMBZCBDL TQFFE WJEFP JT ǻY SFBM UJNF
ǺǽǼ 7ĚĕĖĠ Ǽ
7JEFP Ǽ &YBNQMFT PG MJHIUPĊ JOEVDFE QBVTFT -FGU TJEF TIPXT TFDUJPO PG MBSWBM
USBDL 	XIJUF EPUT
 BOE WJEFP PG MBSWB :FMMPX EPUT JOEJDBUF NJEMJOF PG MBSWB SFE
BSSPX JT MJOF GSPNNJEQPJOU UP IFBE BOE CMVF MJOF SVOT GSPN UBJM UPNJEQPJOU 5FYU
JO VQQFS MFGU DPSOFS JOEJDBUFT UJNF TJODF CFHJOOJOH PG FYQFSJNFOU MJHIU TUBUVT
DVSSFOU CFIBWJPSBM TUBUF 	SVO UVSO IFBE TXFFQ
 BOE NFUSJDT 	SVO EVSBUJPO BOE
EJTUBODF UVSO BOHMF IFBE TXFFQ BDDFQUBODF
 PG CFIBWJPSBM TUBUF $ZBOCBDLHSPVOE
ǼǼ
JOEJDBUFT MJHIU JT PO 4DBMF CBS JT ǹ NN 3JHIU TJEF TIPXT NFUSJDT PG OBWJHBUJPO
"MM QMPUT TIBEJOH JOEJDBUFT CFIBWJPSBM TUBUF CMVF  SVO XIJUF  UVSO PS QBVTF SFE
 SFKFDUFE IFBE TXFFQ HSFFO  BDDFQUFE IFBE TXFFQ 6QQFS QMPU DFOUFS PG NBTT
TQFFE SFE BOE HSFFO MJOFT JOEJDBUF UISFTIPMET UP FOE BOE CFHJO B SVO SFTQFDUJWFMZ
$FOUFS QMPU EPU QSPEVDU CFUXFFO NJEIFBE WFDUPS BOE WFMPDJUZ WFDUPS 	ǹ  IFBE
JT BMJHOFE XJUI EJSFDUJPO PG NPUJPO ǹ  MBSWB JT CBDLJOH VQ
 QJOL MJOF JOEJDBUFT
UISFTIPME UP CFHJO PS FOE B SVO #PUUPNQMPU CPEZ CFOE BOHMF SFE BOE HSFFO MJOFT
JOEJDBUF UISFTIPMET UP FOE BOE CFHJO B IFBE TXFFQ SFTQFDUJWFMZ "U ǹǽ GQT EFGBVMU
QMBZCBDL TQFFE WJEFP JT ǽY SFBM UJNF
Ǻǽǽ 7ĚĕĖĠ ǽ
7JEFP ǽ 7JEFP EFTDSJQUJPO PG EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQF FYQFSJNFOU BOE BOBMZTJT 	FY
QFSJNFOUT EFQJDUFE JO 'JHVSF ǺǾ BOE 'JHVSF Ǻǿ
 7JEFP TIPXT JO TFRVFODF BO
BOJNBUJPO EFTDSJCJOH MJHIU PSJFOUBUJPO BO JNBHF PG NFUBM QPTUT DBTUJOH TIBEPXT
VOEFS EJSFDUJPOBM JMMVNJOBUJPO XJUI EJSFDUJPOBM DPNQBTT WJEFP PG BMM MBSWBF CFJOH
PCTFSWFE UIFO NBHOJmFE WJEFP PG B TJOHMF MBSWB 5SBDL TIPXO JT DFOUFS PG NBTT
QPTJUJPO PG MBSWB PWFS UJNF QFSJPE TIPXO 3VOT BSF OPUFE XJUI PSBOHF BSSPXT QBS
BMMFM UP SVO EJSFDUJPO UVSOT BSF JOEJDBUFE XJUI HSFFO BSSPXT 5VSOT BSF BOOPUBUFE
JO TFRVFODF XJUI QSFWJPVT IFBEJOH 	PSBOHF θ Ǹ◦ JT EJSFDUMZ JOUP UIF MJHIU
 XIFUIFS
FBDI IFBE TXFFQ JT BDDFQUFE PS SFKFDUFE BOE UIF IFBEJOH DIBOHF BDIJFWFE CZ UIF
UVSO 	HSFFO ǈθ
 4DBMF CBS JT ǽ NN "U ǹǽ GQT EFGBVMU QMBZCBDL TQFFE WJEFP JT ǽY
SFBM UJNF 7JEFP QBVTFT CSJFnZ XJUI FBDI BOOPUBUJPO
ǺǽǾ 7ĚĕĖĠ Ǿ
7JEFP Ǿ ǻ% SFDPOTUSVDUJPO PG #PMXJHT 0SHBO " ǻ% TQJOOJOHEJTL DPOGPDBM SFDPO
TUSVDUJPO PG #PMXJHT 0SHBO JO B ǺOEJOTUBS MPOH(.3 > $%÷ :: ('1 MBSWB SPUBUJOH
BCPVU UIF ZBYJT EFmOFE JO 'JHVSF ǺǾ$
ǺǾ "ĔĜğĠĨĝĖĕĘĖĞĖğĥĤ
8F UIBOL 4 8IJUNPSF BOE , )VOUFS GPS IFMQ XJUI FYQFSJNFOUT $ %FTQMBO GPS
USBOTHFOJD nJFT & 4PVDZ BOE + (SFFOXPPE GPS FOHJOFFSJOH BEWJDF BOE BTTJTUBODF
1 (BSSJUZ BOE 4 ,VOFT GPS DSJUJDBM SFBEJOH PG UIF NBOVTDSJQU
Ǽǽ
Ǻǿ "ĦĥęĠģ ĔĠğĥģĚēĦĥĚĠğĤ
&MJ[BCFUI " ,BOF BOE "SBWJOUIBO% 5 4BNVFM DPODFJWFE PG UIF QSPKFDU &MJ[BCFUI
" ,BOF .BSD (FSTIPX BOE "TIMFZ 3 $BSUFS EFTJHOFE UIF QIPUPUBYJT FYQFSJNFO
UBM BQQBSBUVT &MJ[BCFUI " ,BOF .BSD (FSTIPX BOE "SBWJOUIBO % 5 4BNVFM
EFTJHOFE FYQFSJNFOUT &MJ[BCFUI " ,BOF .BSD (FSTIPX BOE .BTPO ,MFJO DBS
SJFE PVU FYQFSJNFOUT .BSD (FSTIPX XSPUF UIF ."("5 BOBMZ[FS TPGUXBSF UIBU
UBLFT WJEFPT PG MBSWBF BOE DPOWFSUT UIFN JOUP TFHNFOUFE CFIBWJPSBM USBDLT <ǹȁ>
&MJ[BCFUI " ,BOF .BSD (FSTIPX BOE .BTPO ,MFJO BOBMZ[FE EBUB BOE BTTFNCMFE
mHVSFT &MJ[BCFUI " ,BOF BOE "TIMFZ 3 $BSUFS EFTJHOFE BOE DBSSJFE PVU QSFMJNJ
OBSZ FYQFSJNFOUT &MJ[BCFUI " ,BOF .BSD (FSTIPX BOE "SBWJOUIBO % 5 4BNVFM
XSPUF UIF QBQFS "SBWJOUIBO % 5 4BNVFM 4JNPO 4QSFDIFS BOE #FOKBNJO - EF
#JWPSU TVQFSWJTFE UIF QSPKFDU
ǺȀ .ĒğĦĤĔģĚġĥ ĚğėĠģĞĒĥĚĠğ
" QSFWJPVT WFSTJPO PG UIJT DIBQUFS XBT QSFQBSFE GPS TVCNJTTJPO BT B QVCMJDBUJPO
XJUI UIF GPMMPXJOH BVUIPS MJTU BOE UJUMF &MJ[BCFUI",BOF.BSD(FSTIPX.BTPO
,MFJO "TIMFZ3 $BSUFS #FOKBNJO- EF#JWPSU 4JNPO( 4QSFDIFS "SBWJOUIBO% 5




" TDSFFO UP JEFOUJGZ QIPUPUBYJT DJSDVJU
DPNQPOFOUT
ǻǹ *ğĥģĠĕĦĔĥĚĠğ
&ĝĦĔĚĕĒĥĚğĘ ĥęĖ ĦğĕĖģĝĪĚğĘ ğĒħĚĘĒĥĚĠğĒĝ ĤĥģĒĥĖĘĪ %SPTPQIJMB MBSWBF VTFUP mOE MPX MVNJOPTJUZ SFHJPOT JT B GPVOEBUJPOBM TUFQ JO FTUBCMJTIJOH UIF MBSWB
BT B NPEFM TZTUFN UP FYQMPSF DJSDVJU BOE HFOFMFWFM HFOFSBUJPO PG CFIBWJPS /PU
VOMJLF &.DPMJ PS $.FMFHBOT MBSWBM MPDPNPUJPO JT BO BMUFSOBUJOH TFRVFODF PG UXP
TUFSFPUZQFE NPUPS QBUUFSOT SVOT 	TUSBJHIU GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU
 BOE UVSOT 	BO
BCSVQU DIBOHF JO UIF EJSFDUJPO PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU
 6OMJLF TNBMMFS PSHBOJTNT
IPXFWFS UIF MBSWB VTFT JOEJWJEVBM UVSOT UP NBLF OBWJHBUJPOBM EFDJTJPOT QBVTJOH
BOE TXFFQJOH JUT IFBE GSPN TJEF UP TJEF UIFSFCZ TBNQMJOH UIF MPDBM FOWJSPONFOU
CFGPSF TFMFDUJOH UIF EJSFDUJPO PG JUT OFYU SVO *O $IBQUFS Ǻ * PVUMJOF UIF UISFF
TFOTPSJNPUPS SVMFT UIBU HPWFSO QIPUPUBYJT OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ 	ǹ
 UVSO NPSF
GSFRVFOUMZ XIFO MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ JT JODSFBTJOH 	Ǻ
 NBLF MBSHFS UVSOT XIFO MJHIU
JOUFOTJUZ JT JODSFBTJOH BOE 	ǻ
 CJBT UIF EJSFDUJPO PG UVSOT UPXBSE EBSLOFTT BGUFS
Ǽǿ
TBNQMJOH UIF FOWJSPONFOU XJUI UFNQPSBM DPNQBSJTPOT EVSJOH IFBETXFFQJOH
ɥFTF EJTDPWFSJFT QSPWJEF UIF JOUFMMFDUVBM GSBNFXPSL UP EJTTFDU TQFDJmD TFOTPSJ
NPUPS USBOTGPSNBUJPOT JO B DPNQBSBUJWFMZ TJNQMF OFSWPVT TZTUFN
ǻǺ 4ĥģĒĥĖĘĪ ėĠģ ĚĕĖğĥĚėĪĚğĘ ġęĠĥĠĥĒĩĚĤ ĔĚģĔĦĚĥ ğĖĦģĠğĤ
ǻǺǹ +ĒğĖĝĚĒ 'ĒģĞ ("-Ǽ ĔĠĝĝĖĔĥĚĠğ
8F IBWF FNCBSLFE PO B MBSHF CFIBWJPSBM TDSFFO JO DPMMBCPSBUJPO XJUI 4JNPO
4QSFDIFST MBC UP JEFOUJGZ OFVSPOT JOWPMWFE JO QIPUPTFOTPSZ QSPDFTTJOH BOE
EFDJTJPONBLJOH BT B TVCQSPKFDU PG UIF MBSHFS -BSWBM 0MZNQJBE BU +BOFMJB 'BSN
8F BSF TJMFODJOH TVCTFUT PG MBSWBM DFOUSBM CSBJO OFVSPOT VUJMJ[JOH UIF QPXFSGVM
("-Ǽ6"4 TZTUFN <ȁ ǻǻ> XJUI JOEVDJCMF PS DPOTUJUVFOU NBOJQVMBUPST PG OFVSBM
BDUJWJUZ BOE PCTFSWJOH UIF SFTVMUJOH FĊFDUT PO QIPUPUBYJT CFIBWJPS VTJOH UIF
QIPUPUBYJT BTTBZT * EFWFMPQFE JO NZ HSBEVBUF XPSL
* XJMM CSJFnZ TVNNBSJ[F IPX UIF ("-Ǽ6"4 TZTUFNXPSLT B UJTTVF TQFDJmD QSP
NPUFS PG JOUFSFTU JT DIPTFO UP ESJWF FYQSFTTJPO PG ("-Ǽ 	TIPSUIBOE JT QSPNPUFS
("-Ǽ
 B ZFBTU USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPS UIBU CJOET UP 6QTUSFBN "DUJWBUJPO 4FRVFODFT
	6"4
 6QPO CJOEJOH ("-Ǽ BDUJWBUFT USBOTDSJQUJPO PG UIF HFOF PS HFOFT UIBU BSF
VOEFS 6"4 QSPNPUFS SFHVMBUJPO 	TIPSUIBOE JT 6"4SFTQPOEFS
 ɥF SFBM QPXFS PG
UIF ("-Ǽ6"4 TZTUFN DPNFT GSPN JUT NPEVMBSJUZ POF DBO IBWF B DPMMFDUJPO PG
nJFT UIBU DPOUBJO EJTUJODU QSPNPUFS TFRVFODFT TQFDJGZJOH VOJRVF FYQSFTTJPO QBU
UFSOT BOE TJNQMZ DSPTT UIFN UP BOZ 6"4SFTQPOEFS MJOF BOE PCUBJO QSPHFOZ UIBU
DPOUBJO BMM PG UIF OFDFTTBSZ HFOFUJD FMFNFOUT UP UJTTVFTQFDJmDBMMZ FYQSFTT UIF SF
TQPOEFS JO UIF DFMMT TQFDJmFE CZ UIF ("-Ǽ QSPNPUFS UIVT FMJNJOBUJOH UIF OFFE
UP NBLF TFQBSBUF USBOTHFOJD nJFT GPS FWFSZ EFTJSFE FYQFSJNFOU $PMMPRVJBMMZ UIF
("-Ǽ MJOF JT LOPXO BT UIF wESJWFSw TJODF JU TQFDJmFT XIFSF B QSPUFJO XJMM CF FY
QSFTTFE XIJMF UIF 6"4 MJOF JT LOPXO BT UIF wSFTQPOEFSw TJODF JU SFTQPOET UP UIF
ESJWFS MJOF CZ TQFDJGZJOH XIBU XJMM CF FYQSFTTFE
(FSSZ 3VCJOT MBC BU +BOFMJB 'BSN IBT NBEF B MBSHF DPMMFDUJPO PG ("-Ǽ MJOFT
	BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ǿǸǸǸ
 UIBU ESJWF FYQSFTTJPO JO EJTUJODU CVU PWFSMBQQJOH TVCTFUT
PG DFOUSBM CSBJO OFVSPOT JO BEVMU nJFT " TVCTFU PG UIF PSJHJOBM DPMMFDUJPO IBWF
CFFO FYBNJOFE GPS FYQSFTTJPO QBUUFSOT JO UIF ǻSEJOTUBS MBSWB CZ UIF 5SVNBO MBC
BOE BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ǿǸǸ MJOFT XFSF TFMFDUFE GPS UIFJS SFMBUJWFMZ TQBSTF FYQSFTTJPO
ǼȀ
QBUUFSOT UP DPOTUJUVUF B MBSWBM DFOUSBM CSBJO ("-Ǽ ESJWFS DPMMFDUJPO
ǻǺǺ %ĖĤĚĘğ Ġė ġģĚĞĒģĪ Ēğĕ ĤĖĔĠğĕĒģĪ ĤĔģĖĖğĤ
5FUBOVT UPYJO 	5F5
 JT B DMPTUSJEJBM OFVSPUPYJO DPNQPTFE PG UXP QPMZQFQUJEF
DIBJOT B IFBWZ DIBJO XIJDI NFEJBUFT TFMFDUJWF CJOEJOH UP OFVSBM UJTTVF BOE
JUT USBOTMPDBUJPO JOUP UIF DZUPTPM BOE B MJHIU DIBJO XIJDI DBUBMZUJDBMMZ JOIJCJUT
TZOBQUJD USBOTNJTTJPO CZ DMFBWJOH UIF FTTFOUJBM TZOBQUJD WFTJDMF SFMFBTF QSPUFJO
TZOBQUPCSFWJO <ǾǼ> &YQSFTTJPO PG POMZ UIF 5F5 MJHIU DIBJO 	5F5Y-$
 JT TVċDJFOU
UP JOIJCJU PS BCPMJTI TZOBQUJD USBOTNJTTJPO <ǺȀ ǽǽ>
'PS UIF QSJNBSZ TDSFFO UIF ǿǸǸ MBSWBM("-Ǽ MJOFTXJMM CF DSPTTFE UP6"45F5Y-$
nJFT UP DPOTUJUVUJWFMZ BCPMJTI TZOBQUJD TJHOBMJOH JO TQFDJmD TVCTFUT PG MBSWBM DFOUSBM
CSBJO OFVSPOT ɥF CFIBWJPS PG UIF SFTVMUJOH 'ǹ QSPHFOZ XJMM CF EFUFSNJOFE JO UXP
QIPUPUBYJT BTTBZT PVUMJOFE JO 4FDUJPO ǻǺǻ *U JT FYQFDUFE UIBU DPOTUJUVUJWF TJMFOD
JOH PG TZOBQUJD GVODUJPO XJMM SFTVMU JO EFWFMPQNFOUBM OFSWPVT TZTUFN EFGFDUT UIBU
NBZ DBVTF OPOTQFDJmD EFDSFNFOUT JO QIPUPUBYJT CFIBWJPS ɥFSFGPSF BT B TFD
POEBSZ TDSFFO XF XJMM VTF UIF JOEVDJCMF UFNQFSBUVSFTFOTJUJWF TJMFODFS PG TZOBQ
UJD USBOTNJTTJPO TIJCJSFUT 	TIJUT
 UP JOIJCJU OFVSPO GVODUJPO <ǻȀ Ǽǹ ǼǺ ǽǻ> ɥF
TIJCJSF HFOF FODPEFT B EZOBNJOMJLF QSPUFJO SFRVJSFE GPS WFTJDMF USBċDLJOH BOE
SFDZDMJOH <ǾǾ> "U UIF SFTUSJDUJWF UFNQFSBUVSF 	òï◦$
 TIJUT QSPUFJO OP MPOHFS GVOD
UJPOT UP DMFBWF FOEPDZUJD WFTJDMFT DPOUBJOJOH SFDZDMFE OFVSPUSBOTNJUUFST SFTVMU
JOH JO TZOBQUJD WFTJDMF EFQMFUJPO ɥJT QIFOPNFOPO JT SFWFSTJCMF BT UIF QSPUFJO
DBO GVODUJPO OPSNBMMZ JG UIF UFNQFSBUVSF JT CSPVHIU EPXO UP UIF QFSNJTTJWF UFN
QFSBUVSF 	ñï◦$
 ɥVT XF DBO PCTFSWF UIF FĊFDU PG SFNPWJOH DJSDVJU DPNQPOFOUT
JOEVDJCMZ EVSJOH UFTUJOH UP EFUFSNJOF JG QIPUPUBYJT QIFOPUZQFT SFTVMUJOH GSPN JO
BDUJWBUJPO PG DBOEJEBUF DJSDVJU OFVSPOT BSF EVF UP DPOGPVOEJOH EFWFMPQNFOUBM EF
GFDUT PS B CPOB mEF SFNPWBM PG DJSDVJU DPNQPOFOUT
ǻǺǻ #ĖęĒħĚĠģĒĝ ĒĤĤĒĪĤ ĥĠ ĕĖĥĖģĞĚğĖ ĕĖėĖĔĥĤ Ěğ ġęĠĥĠĥĒĩĚĤ ĔĚģĔĦĚĥ
ėĦğĔĥĚĠğ
*O PSEFS UP JEFOUJGZ DJSDVJU DPNQPOFOUT PG #PMXJHT0SHBONFEJBUFE QIPUPUBYJT BOE
UP BTDSJCF EFGFDUT UP TQFDJmD DPNQPOFOUT PG OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ XF TFMFDUFE UXP
QIPUPUBYJT CFIBWJPSBM BTTBZT CBTFE PO PVS XPSL PO QIPUPUBYJT OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBU
FHZ PVUMJOFE JO $IBQUFS Ǻ UIF TRVBSFXBWF UFNQPSBM MJHIUTDBQF 	4FDUJPO ǺǺǺ

Ǽȁ
BOE UIF EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQF 	4FDUJPO ǺǺǽ
 &YBNJOJOH UIF CFIBWJPS PG FBDI MJOF
JO CPUI BTTBZT XJMM BMMPX VT UP QBSTF DJSDVJU DPNQPOFOU EFGFDUT JOUP UIF GPMMPXJOH
DBUFHPSJFT
ǹ #PMXJHT 0SHBO W OPO#PMXJHT 0SHBO NFEJBUFE QIPUPUBYJT
*O $IBQUFS Ǻ 4FDUJPO ǺǺǺ XF EFUFSNJOFE UIBU CPUI #PMXJHT 0SHBO BOE UIF DMBTT
*7 NVMUJEFOESJUJD OFVSPOT DBO NFEJBUF UIF OPOEJSFDUJPOBM DPNQPOFOUT PG OBW
JHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ FWPLFE CZ UFNQPSBM DIBOHFT JO MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ ɥFZ XFSF 	ǹ

UVSONPSF GSFRVFOUMZ XIFO MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ JT JODSFBTJOH BOE 	Ǻ
 NBLF MBSHFS UVSOT
XIFO MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ JT JODSFBTJOH "MUIPVHI UIF SFMBUJWF DPOUSJCVUJPO PG #PMXJHT
0SHBONFEJBUJOH QIPUPTFOTPSZ JOGPSNBUJPO UP UVSOJOH GSFRVFODZ JT NVDI HSFBUFS
UIBO UIF DMBTT *7 NVMUJEFOESJUJD OFVSPOT JU XPVME CF EJċDVMU UP QBSTF DJSDVJU QSP
DFTTJOH DPNQPOFOUT UP B QBSUJDVMBS TFOTPSZ TUSVDUVSF GSPN UIJT BTTBZ BMPOF *O
$IBQUFS Ǻ 4FDUJPO ǺǺǽ XF EFUFSNJOFE UIBU POMZ #PMXJHT 0SHBO JT DBQBCMF PG
SFMBZJOH UIF EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUSBZ JOGPSNBUJPO ɥFSFGPSF CZ FYBNJOJOH UIF CFIBW
JPS PG UIF TBNF MJOF PO UIF UFNQPSBM TRVBSFXBWF BOE UIF EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQFT
XF XJMM CF BCMF UP EFUFSNJOF JG EFGFDUT JO QIPUPUBYJT CFIBWJPS BSF EVF UP JOBDUJ
WBUJPO PG QSPDFTTJOH DPNQPOFOUT GPS #PMXJHT 0SHBO NFEJBUFE QIPUPTFOTPSZ JO
GPSNBUJPO 	PCTFSWF DMBTT *7 NVMUJEFOESJUJD OFVSPO NFEJBUFE MFWFM PG UVSOJOH PO
UFNQPSBM TRVBSFXBWF MJHIUTDBQF CVU PCTFSWF EFGFDU JO OBWJHBUJPO PO EJSFDUJPOBM
MJHIUTDBQF
 QSPDFTTJOH GPS DMBTT *7NVMUJEFOESJUJD OFVSPONFEJBUFE QIPUPTFOTPSZ
JOGPSNBUJPO 	TNBMM SFEVDUJPO JO UVSOJOH PO UFNQPSBMTRVBSF XBWF MJHIUTDBQF DPO
TJTUFOU XJUI DPOUSJCVUJPO GSPN DMBTT *7NVMUJEFOESJUJD OFVSPOT CVU OP EFGFDUT PC
TFSWFE PO EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQF
 PS B EFGFDU JO CPUI 	EFGFDU PCTFSWFE PO UFNQPSBM
TRVBSFXBWF MJHIUTDBQF BOE PO EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQF

Ǻ %FGFDUT JO TQFDJmD DPNQPOFOUT PG OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ
*O $IBQUFS Ǻ 4FDUJPO ǺǺǽ XF EFUFSNJOFE UIBU UIF MBSWB DBO TFOTF BOE OBWJHBUF
BXBZ GSPN EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIU SBZT VTJOH JUT #PMXJHT 0SHBO ɥF MBSWB JT BCMF UP FY
USBDU EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIU JOGPSNBUJPO WJB UIF DPVQMJOH PG UIF EJĊFSFOUJBM TIBEJOH PG
UIF #PMXJHT0SHBO CZ UIF DFQIBMPQIBSZOHFBM TLFMFUPO BOE UIF SPUBUJPO PG JUT IFBE
ɥVT BT UIF MBSWB TXFFQT JUT IFBE JO B VOJGPSN JOUFOTJUZ EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQF JU
wTFFTw UFNQPSBM DIBOHFT JO MJHIU JOUFOTJUZ FYQFSJFODJOH UIF CSJHIUFTU MJHIU XIFO
JUT BOUFSJPS FOE JT QPJOUFEEJSFDUMZ JOUP UIF MJHIU SBZT 	'JHVSF ǺǾ$%
 5P FĊFDUJWFMZ
OBWJHBUF BXBZ GSPN MJHIU SBZT MBSWBF VUJMJ[F UXP DPNQPOFOUT PG B CJBTFE SBOEPN
XBML OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ 	ǹ
 NBLF MBSHFS UVSOT XIFO UIF BQQBSFOU MJHIU JOUFO
ǽǸ
TJUZ JT JODSFBTJOH EVSJOH IFBE TXFFQJOH BOE 	Ǻ
 CJBT UIF EJSFDUJPO PG BDDFQUFE IFBE
TXFFQT UPXBSE MPXFS BQQBSFOU MJHIU JOUFOTJUJFT XIJDI JT XIFO UIF MBSWBT IFBE JT
QPJOUFE JO UIF TBNF EJSFDUJPO BT UIF MJHIU SBZT BXBZ GSPN JUT TPVSDF #Z FYBNJO
JOH UIF CFIBWJPS PG TDSFFO MJOFT PO UIF UFNQPSBM TRVBSFXBWF MJHIUTDBQF BOE UIF
EJSFDUJPOBM MJHIUTDBQF XF DBO EFUFSNJOF JG B MJOF IBT B TQFDJmD EFGFDU JO BOZ PG UIF
ǻ DPNQPOFOUT PG OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ 	'JHVSF Ǻȁ" # $

ǻ %FGFDUT JO DFOUSBM OBWJHBUJPOBM EFDJTJPONBLJOH
"T QBSU PG UIF +BOFMJB 'BSN -BSWBM 0MZNQJBE TDSFFOT GPS UIFSNPUBYJT BOE DIFNP
UBYJT EFGFDUT BSF CFJOH DPOEVDUFE PO UIF TBNF ǿǸǸ MBSWBM DFOUSBM CSBJO ("-Ǽ ESJWFS
DPMMFDUJPO ɥF 4BNVFM MBC IBT QSFWJPVTMZ QVCMJTIFE UIBU OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHJFT
VOEFSMZJOH UIFSNPUBYJT <ǼȀ> BOE DIFNPUBYJT <ǹȁ> BSF UIF TBNF BT QIPUPUBYJT ɥJT
SBJTFT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU BMM TFOTPSZ JOGPSNBUJPO NBZ CF JOUFHSBUFE JOUP B NBTUFS
OBWJHBUJPOBM EFDJTJPONBLJOH DJSDVJU *G UIJT XFSF UIF DBTF UIFO POF XPVME FY
QFDU UP mOE MJOFT UIBU EJTQMBZ EFGFDUT JO OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ DPNQPOFOUT BDSPTT
BMM UFTUFE TFOTPSZ NPEBMJUJFT 8F XJMM CF BCMF UP EFUFSNJOF UIJT CZ DPNQBSJOH UIF
OBWJHBUJPO PG B QBSUJDVMBS MJOF BDSPTT BMM UISFF CFIBWJPSBM BTTBZT
ǻǻ 1ģĠĘģĖĤĤ
ɥF TDSFFO BU +BOFMJB 'BSN JT DVSSFOUMZ VOEFSXBZ "T QBSU PG +BOFMJB 'BSNT SF
TFBSDI BHSFFNFOU EBUB GSPN UIF TDSFFO DBOOPU CF JODMVEFE JO BOZ QVCMJTIFE GPS
NBU QSJPS UP BO PċDJBM QVCMJDBUJPO CZ UIF -BSWBM 0MZNQJBE UFBN
ǻǼ $ĠğĥģĚēĦĥĚĠğ ğĠĥĖĤ
&MJ[BCFUI " ,BOF JO DPMMBCPSBUJPO XJUI .BSD (FSTIPX EFTJHOFE UIF QIPUPUBYJT
TDSFFO DVSSFOUMZ VOEFSXBZ BT QBSU PG UIF +BOFMJB 'BSN -BSWBM 0MZNQJBE #SVOP
"GPOTP BOE NFNCFST PG 4JNPO 4QSFDIFST MBC BSF SVOOJOH UIF QIPUPUBYJT FYQFS




<ǹ> .$ "OEFSTPO 4UVEJFT PG UIF XPPEMBOE MJHIU DMJNBUF ** 4FBTPOBM WBSJBUJPO
JO UIF MJHIU DMJNBUF ɥF +PVSOBM PG &DPMPHZ QBHFT ǾǼǻoǾǾǻ ǹȁǾǼ
<Ǻ> .$ "OEFSTPO 4UVEJFT PG UIF XPPEMBOE MJHIU DMJNBUF * ɥF QIPUPHSBQIJD
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UFSNJOBMMZ EJĊFSFOUJBUFE %SPTPQIJMB TFOTPSZ OFVSPOT /BUVSF ǼǽǼ	ǿǺǸǻ

ǽǻǻoǽǻǿ +VMZ ǺǸǸȀ
<Ǿǻ> 4JNPO ( 4QSFDIFS "MCFSU $BSEPOB BOE 7PMLFS )BSUFOTUFJO ɥF %SPTPQIJMB
MBSWBM WJTVBM TZTUFN IJHISFTPMVUJPO BOBMZTJT PG B TJNQMF WJTVBM OFVSPQJM %F
WFMPQNFOUBM CJPMPHZ ǻǽȀ	ǹ
ǻǻoǼǻ 0DUPCFS ǺǸǹǹ
<ǾǼ> 4 5 4XFFOFZ , #SPBEJF + ,FBOF BOE ) /JFNBOO 4DJFODF%JSFDUDPN  /FV
SPO  5BSHFUFE FYQSFTTJPO PG UFUBOVT UPYJO MJHIU DIBJO JO %SPTPQIJMB TQFDJm
DBMMZ FMJNJOBUFT TZOBQUJD USBOTNJTTJPO BOE DBVTFT CFIBWJPSBM EFGFDUT/FVSPO
ǹȁȁǽ
<Ǿǽ> .1 ɥFLBFLBSB 4PMBS SBEJBUJPO NFBTVSFNFOU UFDIOJRVFT BOE JOTUSVNFO
UBUJPO 4PMBS &OFSHZ ǹȀ	Ǽ
ǻǸȁoǻǺǽ ǹȁǿǾ
<ǾǾ> "MFYBOEFS . WBO EFS #MJFL BOE &MMJPU . .FZFSPXSU[ %ZOBNJOMJLF QSPUFJO




<Ǿǿ> :BOH 9JBOH 2VBO :VBO /JOB 7PHU -PSFO - -PPHFS -JMZ :FI +BO
BOE :VI /VOH +BO -JHIUBWPJEBODFNFEJBUJOH QIPUPSFDFQUPST UJMF UIF
%SPTPQIJMB MBSWBM CPEZ XBMM /BUVSF ǼǾȀ	ǿǻǺǾ
ȁǺǹoȁǺǾ %FDFNCFS ǺǸǹǸ
<ǾȀ> -JYJBO ;IPOH 3JDIBSE : )XBOH BOE 8 %BOJFM 5SBDFZ 1JDLQPDLFU JT B
%&(&/B$ QSPUFJO SFRVJSFE GPS NFDIBOJDBM OPDJDFQUJPO JO %SPTPQIJMB MBS




"QQFOEJYǹ 3JDUPS503$Ǻ SFHVMBUFT GBU
NFUBCPMJTN GFFEJOH HSPXUI BOE MJGF TQBO JO
$BOFPSIBCEJUJT FMFHBOT
Ǽǹ "ĦĥęĠģĤ
"MFYBOEFS " 4PVLBT &MJ[BCFUI " ,BOF $ISJTUPQIFS & $BSS +VTUJOF ".FMP BOE
(BSZ 3VWLVO
ǼǺ 1ĦēĝĚĔĒĥĚĠğ ğĠĥĖ
" WFSTJPO PG UIJT BQQFOEJY XBT QVCMJTIFE BT UIF GPMMPXJOH BSUJDMF 4PVLBT ""
,BOF &" $BSS $& .FMP +" 3VWLVO ( 3JDUPS503$Ǻ SFHVMBUFT GBU NFUBCPMJTN





3JDUPS JT B DPNQPOFOU PG UIF UBSHFU PG SBQBNZDJO DPNQMFY Ǻ 	503$Ǻ
 8IJMF
503$ǺIBT CFFO JNQMJDBUFE JO JOTVMJO BOE PUIFS HSPXUI GBDUPS TJHOBMJOH QBUIXBZT
UIF LFZ JOQVUT BOE PVUQVUT PG UIJT LJOBTF DPNQMFY SFNBJO VOLOPXO 8F JEFOUJ
mFENVUBUJPOT JO UIF $BOFPSIBCEJUJT FMFHBOT IPNPMPH PG SJDUPS JO B GPSXBSE HFOFUJD
TDSFFO GPS JODSFBTFE CPEZ GBU %FTQJUF IJHI CPEZ GBU SJDUPS NVUBOUT BSF EFWFMPQ
NFOUBMMZ EFMBZFE TNBMM JO CPEZ TJ[F MBZ BO BUUFOVBUFE CSPPE BOE BSF TIPSUMJWFE
JOEJDBUJOH UIBU 3JDUPS QMBZT B DSJUJDBM SPMF JO BQQSPQSJBUFMZ QBSUJUJPOJOH DBMPSJFT
CFUXFFO MPOHUFSN FOFSHZ TUPSFT BOE WJUBM PSHBOJTNBM QSPDFTTFT 3JDUPS JT BMTP
OFDFTTBSZ UP NBJOUBJO OPSNBM GFFEJOH PO OVUSJFOUSJDI GPPE TPVSDFT *O DPOUSBTU
UP XJMEUZQF BOJNBMT XIJDI HSPX NPSF SBQJEMZ PO OVUSJFOUSJDI CBDUFSJBM TUSBJOT
SJDUPSNVUBOUT EJTQMBZ FWFO TMPXFS HSPXUI B GVSUIFS SFEVDFE CPEZ TJ[F EFDSFBTFE
FOFSHZ FYQFOEJUVSF BOE B ESBNBUJDBMMZ FYUFOEFE MJGF TQBO BQQBSFOUMZ UISPVHI JO
BQQSPQSJBUF EFDSFBTFE DPOTVNQUJPO PG OVUSJFOUSJDI GPPE 3JDUPS BDUT EJSFDUMZ JO
UIF JOUFTUJOF UP SFHVMBUF GBU NBTT BOE XIPMFBOJNBM HSPXUI 'VSUIFS UIF IJHIGBU
QIFOPUZQF PG SJDUPS NVUBOUT JT HFOFUJDBMMZ EFQFOEFOU PO BLUǹ BLUǺ BOE TFSVN
BOE HMVDPDPSUJDPJEJOEVDFE LJOBTFǹ 	THLǹ
 "MUFSOBUJWFMZ UIF MJGF TQBO HSPXUI
BOE SFQSPEVDUJWF QIFOPUZQFT PG SJDUPS NVUBOUT BSF NFEJBUFE QSFEPNJOBOUMZ CZ
THLǹ ɥFTF EBUB JOEJDBUF UIBU 3JDUPS503$Ǻ JT B OVUSJFOUTFOTJUJWF DPNQMFY XJUI
PVUQVUT UP ",5 BOE 4(, UP NPEVMBUF UIF BTTFTTNFOU PG GPPE RVBMJUZ BOE TJHOBM
UP GBU NFUBCPMJTN HSPXUI GFFEJOH CFIBWJPS SFQSPEVDUJPO BOE MJGF TQBO
ǼǼ *ğĥģĠĕĦĔĥĚĠğ
ɥF UBSHFU PG SBQBNZDJO 	UPS
 HFOF JT DPOTFSWFE GSPN TMJNF NPMET UP NBN
NBMT 503 FYJTUT JO UXP TUSVDUVSBMMZ BOE GVODUJPOBMMZ EJTUJODU NVMUJQSPUFJO
DPNQMFYFT XIPTF DPNQPOFOUT BSF IJHIMZ DPOTFSWFE BDSPTT QIZMPHFOZ 503 DPN
QMFY ǹ 	503$ǹ
 BOE 503$Ǻ 	4BSCBTTPW FU BM ǺǸǸǽB #IBTLBS BOE )BZ ǺǸǸǿ

503$ǹ SFHVMBUFT DFMM HSPXUI QSPUFJO TZOUIFTJT BOE BVUPQIBHZ XIFSFBT 503$Ǻ
IBT CFFO JNQMJDBUFE JO DZUPTLFMFUBM SFPSHBOJ[BUJPO JO DFMM MJOFT 	4BSCBTTPW FU BM
ǺǸǸǽC
 #FDBVTF PG UIF FNCSZPOJD MFUIBMJUZ PG 503$Ǻ DPNQPOFOU LOPDLPVU NJDF
	(VFSUJO FU BM ǺǸǸǾ 4IJPUB FU BM ǺǸǸǾ :BOH FU BM ǺǸǸǾ
 JUT JO WJWP SPMF DBO




*O NVMUJDFMMVMBS FVLBSZPUFT 503$Ǻ JT DPNQPTFE PG 503 N-45Ȁ 3JDUPS 4JOǹ
BOE 1SPUPS 	4BSCBTTPW FU BM ǺǸǸǼ 'SJBT FU BM ǺǸǸǾ :BOH FU BM ǺǸǸǾ 1FBSDF FU BM
ǺǸǸǿ
 503$Ǻ XBT SFDFOUMZ JEFOUJmFE BT UIF IZESPQIPCJD NPUJG 	).
 LJOBTF PG
",5 BOE NBZ BMTP SFHVMBUF 1%,ǹNFEJBUFE QIPTQIPSZMBUJPO PG ",5 	)SFTLP BOE
.VFDLMFS ǺǸǸǽ 4BSCBTTPW FU BM ǺǸǸǽC
 1IPTQIPSZMBUJPO PG UIF ). JT JNQPSUBOU
GPS ",5 UP QIPTQIPSZMBUF EPXOTUSFBN UBSHFUT TVDI BT N'090ǻ JO BO JOTVMJO
EFQFOEFOU NBOOFS 	(VFSUJO FU BM ǺǸǸǾ
 )PXFWFS 503$Ǻ NBZ BMTP QIPTQIPSZ
MBUF PUIFS "($ GBNJMZ LJOBTFT TVDI BT QSPUFJO LJOBTF $ 	1,$
 BOE 4(, 	4BSCBTTPW
FU BM ǺǸǸǼ (VFSUJO FU BM ǺǸǸǾ (BSDJB.BSUJOF[ BOE "MFTTJ ǺǸǸȀ

*O 4BDDIBSPNZDFT DFSFWJTJBF 4DIJ[PTBDDIBSPNZDFT QPNCF BOE NBNNBMT HFOFUJD
JOBDUJWBUJPO PG 503$Ǻ JT MFUIBM 	4DINJEU FU BM ǹȁȁǾ ,BNBEB FU BM ǺǸǸǽ
 ɥF
MFUIBMJUZ JO ZFBTU JT EVF UP EFGFDUT JO DZUPTLFMFUBM BSSBOHFNFOU BOE DFSBNJEF TZO
UIFTJT 	4DINJEU FU BM ǹȁȁǾ 5BCVDIJ FU BM ǺǸǸǾ "SPOPWB FU BM ǺǸǸȀ
 (FOFUJD
TDSFFOT JEFOUJmFE HBJOPGGVODUJPO BMMFMFT PG B ZFBTU IPNPMPH PG 4(, :QLǺ BT
TVQQSFTTPST PG UIF MFUIBMJUZ PG 503$Ǻ NVUBUJPOT 	,BNBEB FU BM ǺǸǸǽ
 'VSUIFS
NPSF :QLǺ HBJOPGGVODUJPONVUBUJPOT GVMMZ SFTDVF UIF DFSBNJEF TZOUIFTJT EFGFDUT
PG 503$Ǻ NVUBOUT 	"SPOPWB FU BM ǺǸǸȀ
 JEFOUJGZJOH UIF 4(, IPNPMPH BT B DSJUJ
DBM EPXOTUSFBN FĊFDUPS PG 503$Ǻ JO ZFBTU
*O NBNNBMT 503 3JDUPS 4JOǹ BOE N-45Ȁ BSF BMM OFDFTTBSZ GPS UIF BTTFN
CMZ GVMM BDUJWJUZ BOE TVCTUSBUF TQFDJmDJUZ PG UIF 503$Ǻ DPNQMFY "DUJWBUJPO PG
503$Ǻ LJOBTF BDUJWJUZ CZ HSPXUI GBDUPST PS JOTVMJO JT BCSPHBUFE CZ FMJNJOBUJPO PG
BOZ DPNQPOFOU JONPVTF FNCSZPOJD mCSPCMBTUT 	.&'T
 	'SJBT FU BM ǺǸǸǾ (VFSUJO
FU BM ǺǸǸǾ 4IJPUB FU BM ǺǸǸǾ :BOH FU BM ǺǸǸǾ
 4UVEJFT PG 503$Ǻ DPNQPOFOU
LOPDLPVU NJDF IBWF CFFO MJNJUFE EVF UP EFGFDUT JO QMBDFOUPHFOFTJT BOE FNCSZP
HFOFTJT UIBU SFTVMU JO MFUIBMJUZ CZ FNCSZPOJD EBZ ǹǸǽ 	&ǹǸǽ
 UP &ǹǹǽ 	(VFSUJO FU
BM ǺǸǸǾ 4IJPUB FU BM ǺǸǸǾ
 BMUIPVHI NVTDMFTQFDJmD JOBDUJWBUJPO PG SJDUPS QSP
EVDFT HMVDPTF JOUPMFSBODF BOE JODSFBTFE CBTBM HMZDPHFO TZOUIFTJT 	#FOU[JOHFS FU BM
ǺǸǸȀ ,VNBS FU BM ǺǸǸȀ
 QSFTVNBCMZ WJB EFDSFBTFE ",5 ). QIPTQIPSZMBUJPO
*O $BOFPSIBCEJUJT FMFHBOT BT JONBNNBMT JOTVMJOMJLF TJHOBMJOH UISPVHI 1*ǻ ,J
OBTF SFHVMBUFT GBU NBTT MJGF TQBO BOE XIPMFPSHBOJTN NFUBCPMJTN 	.PSSJT FU BM
ǹȁȁǾ 0HH FU BM ǹȁȁǿ 0HH BOE 3VWLVO ǹȁȁȀ 1BSBEJT BOE 3VWLVO ǹȁȁȀ 1BSBEJT
FU BM ǹȁȁȁ 8PMLPX FU BM ǺǸǸǸ 1PSUF FU BM ǺǸǸǽ
 8IJMF 503$Ǻ IBT CFFO mSNMZ
JNQMJDBUFE JO JOTVMJO TJHOBMJOH 	#IBTLBS BOE)BZ ǺǸǸǿ
 JUT SPMF JO XIPMFPSHBOJTN
ǾǺ
GBU NBTT BOE MJGFTQBO SFHVMBUJPO IBT ZFU UP CF EFUFSNJOFE )FSF XF QSFTFOU FWJ
EFODF UIBU 503$Ǻ GVODUJPOT JO WJWP UP SFHVMBUF UIF NFUBCPMJD TUBUF PG $ FMFHBOT
.VUBUJPOT JO$ FMFHBOT SJDUPS TIPX FMFWBUFE CPEZ GBU DPOUFOU EFGFDUJWF GFFEJOH CF
IBWJPS PO EJĊFSFOU CBDUFSJBM EJFUT BOE TIPSUFOFE MJGF TQBO 'VSUIFSNPSF GPS BMM
QIFOPUZQFT FYDFQU GPS USJHMZDFSJEF BDDVNVMBUJPO THLǹ QIFOPDPQJFT SJDUPS JNQMJ
DBUJOH 4(,ǹ BT UIF DSJUJDBM EPXOTUSFBN LJOBTF PG 503$Ǻ GPS UIFTF QIFOPUZQFT
'PS UIF GVMM IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQF PG SJDUPS NVUBOUT UIF ",5 IPNPMPHT BLUǹ BOE




8F JEFOUJmFE UXP NVUBOUJPOT JO UIF $ FMFHBOT IPNPMPH PG SJDUPS 	'Ǻȁ$ǹǺǻ TVC
TFRVFOUMZ SFGFSSFE UP BT SJDUǹ
 CBTFE PO B DMBTTJDBM GPSXBSE HFOFUJD TDSFFO GPS TVC
TUBOUJBMMZ JODSFBTFE GBU NBTT JO BOJNBMT GFE UIF TUBOEBSE MBCPSBUPSZ CBDUFSJB &T
DIFSJDIJB DPMJ 01ǽǸ 8IJMF $ FMFHBOT XBT OPU JOJUJBMMZ QSFEJDUFE UP DPOUBJO B IP
NPMPH PG 3JDUPS UIJT XBT MJLFMZ EVF UP NJTBOOPUBUJPO PG UIF HFOF UP UXP TFQBSBUF
N3/"T 'Ǻȁ$ǹǺǺ BOE 'Ǻȁ$ǹǺǻ TFQBSBUFE CZ BO JOUSPOJD HFOF JO UIF BOUJTFOTF
EJSFDUJPO QROǻǺ 	'Ǻȁ$ǹǺǹ
 BOE UIBU SJDUPS JT EJWFSHFOU BNPOH FVLBSZPUFT TIBS
JOH POMZ ǼǼǶ TJNJMBSJUZ JO B DPOTFSWFE SFHJPO PG ǺǸǸ BNJOP BDJET 	4BSCBTTPW FU
BM ǺǸǸǼ
 $ FMFHBOT 3*$5ǹ JT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ BT TJNJMBS UP NBNNBMJBO 3JDUPS BT
%SPTPQIJMB 3JDUPS 	ǹǾǶ JEFOUJUZ BOE ǽǸǶ TJNJMBSJUZ BOE ǺǺǶ JEFOUJUZ BOE ǽǿǶ
TJNJMBSJUZ SFTQFDUJWFMZ PWFS UIF FOUJSF DPEJOH SFHJPO
 *O BEEJUJPO #-"451 DPN
QBSJTPO PG $ FMFHBOT 3*$5ǹ WFSTVT UIF IVNBO HFOPNF EBUBCBTF EFUFDUT 3JDUPS BT
UIF UPQ IJU XJUI BO F WBMVF PG Fǻǻ BOE BOE UIF DPOWFSTF TFBSDI EFUFDUT $ FMFHBOT
3*$5ǹ BT UIF POMZ IPNPMPH XJUI BO F WBMVF PG Fǻǽ
ɥF UXP BMMFMFT PG SJDUǹ UIBU FNFSHFE GSPN UIF IJHIGBU HFOFUJD TDSFFO DPOUBJO
FBSMZ TUPQ NVUBUJPOT JO UIF DPEJOH SFHJPO PG SJDUǹ SFNPWJOH ȁǿ 	BMMFMF NHǼǽǸ
 PS
Ǻǹǹ 	BMMFMF NHǼǽǹ
 PG UIF ǹǽȀǸ BNJOP BDJET FODPEFE CZ UIF NBKPS N3/" TQFDJFT
	4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF ǼȀ
 NHǼǽǸ BOENHǼǽǹ BSF QSFEJDUFE UP CF MPTTPGGVODUJPO
NVUBUJPOT CBTFE PO UIF SFNPWBM PG B IJHIMZ DPOTFSWFE $UFSNJOBM SFHJPO 	4VQ
QMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF ǼȀ
 SFDFTTJWF JOIFSJUBODF BOE OPODPNQMFNFOUBUJPO PGNHǼǽǸ
Ǿǻ
BOENHǼǽǹ 'VSUIFSNPSF UIF IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQF JT QIFOPDPQJFE CZ 3/"J PG SJDU
ǹ 	4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF Ǽȁ
 BOE B SJDUǹ QSPNPUFSESJWFO SJDUǹ D%/" USBOTHFOF
SFTDVFT UIF IJHIGBU TNBMM CPEZ TJ[F BOE MJGF TQBO QIFOPUZQFT 	4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JH
VSF ǼǹǸ"
 3/"J PG SJDUǹ EPFT OPU GVSUIFS FOIBODF UIF IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQF PG SJDU
ǹNVUBOUT TVQQPSUJOH UIF QSPCBCMF OVMM OPOTFOTF NVUBUJPOT 	4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JH
VSF Ǽȁ#
 SJDUǹ JT FYQSFTTFE JO UIF OFSWPVT TZTUFN 	IFBE OFVSPOT WFOUSBM OFSWF
DPSE
 JOUFTUJOF CPEZ XBMM NVTDMF QIBSZOY BOE TQFSNBUIFDB BT BTTFTTFE CZ B
QSPNPUFSESJWFO 3'1 SFQPSUFS 	4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF ǼǹǸ#
 *O BEVMU BOJNBMT UIF
NPTU QSPNJOFOU TJUFT PG FYQSFTTJPO BSF IFBE OFVSPOT BOE UIF JOUFTUJOF 	4VQQMF
NFOUBM 'JHVSF ǼǹǸ#
 *O TVQQPSU PG SJDUǹ NVUBUJPOT BDUJOH UP JODSFBTF GBU NBTT
UISPVHI503$Ǻ BOEOPU UISPVHI BTTPDJBUJPOTXJUI PUIFS DFMMVMBS TJHOBMJOH DPNQP
OFOUT 3/"J PG TJOIǹ UIF $ FMFHBOT IPNPMPH PG UIF 503$Ǻ DPNQMFY DPNQPOFOU
N4JOǹ BMTP QSPEVDFT B IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQF 	4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF Ǽȁ

ǼǽǺ 3*$5ǹ ģĖĘĦĝĒĥĖĤ ėĒĥ ĞĒĤĤ Ēğĕ ĥęĖ ģĖĤġĠğĤĖ ĥĠ ĕĚėėĖģĖğĥ ĕĚĖĥĤ
8IJMFXJMEUZQF BOJNBMT JODSFBTF GBUNBTT BT BTTFTTFE CZ MBCFMJOHXJUI UIF nVPSFT
DFOU GBUUZ BDJE BOBMPH $ǹ$ǹǺ#0%*1: XIFO GFE UIF OVUSJFOUSJDI CBDUFSJBM TUSBJO
& DPMJ )#ǹǸǹ BT DPNQBSFE XJUI UIF SFMBUJWFMZ OVUSJFOUQPPS 01ǽǸ 	'JHVSF Ǽǻ"

)#ǹǸǹ JT DPOTJEFSFE UP CF OVUSJFOUSJDI CBTFE PO JUT TVQFSJPS BCJMJUZ UP TVQQPSU
XJMEUZQF $ FMFHBOT HSPXUI XIFO DPNQBSFE XJUI BO 01ǽǸEFSJWFE TUSBJO 	"WFSZ
BOE 4IUPOEB ǺǸǸǻ 4IUPOEB BOE "WFSZ ǺǸǸǾ
 $PNQBSFE XJUI 01ǽǸ XJMEUZQF
$ FMFHBOT GFE )#ǹǸǹ EFWFMPQ GSPN FHH UP SFQSPEVDUJWF BEVMU ǹǸ I GBTUFS 	'JH
VSF Ǽǹ( "WFSZ BOE 4IUPOEB ǺǸǸǻ
 EFNPOTUSBUF JODSFBTFE JOUFTUJOBM #0%*1: GBU
TUBJOJOH BOE JODSFBTF PYZHFO DPOTVNQUJPO 	'JHVSF Ǽǹ"#%

8IFO GFE 01ǽǸ SJDUǹ NVUBOUT EJTQMBZ B ǺǸǸǶǻǸǸǶ JODSFBTF JO #0%*1: GBU
DPOUFOU BT EBZ ǻ BEVMUT 	'JHVSF Ǽǹ"#
 " ǻǸǶǽǸǶ JODSFBTF JT TFFO JO SJDUǹNV
UBOUT BT EBZ ǹ BEVMUT 	'JHVSF Ǽǻ" CFMPX
 JOEJDBUJOH UIBU #0%*1: BDDVNVMBUJPO JT
QSFGFSFOUJBMMZ BDUJWBUFE QPTUEFWFMPQNFOUBMMZ EVSJOH UIF SFQSPEVDUJWF QFSJPE %F
TQJUF IBWJOH ESBNBUJDBMMZ IJHI MJQJE MFWFMT SJDUǹNVUBOUT BSF EFMBZFE ǹǾ I JO SFBDI
JOH SFQSPEVDUJWF NBUVSJUZ 	'JHVSF Ǽǹ(
 BOE NBUVSF BEVMUT NBUDIFE GPS EFWFMPQ
NFOUBM TUBHF BSF TNBMMFS 	'JHVSF Ǽǹ$
ɥJT IJHIMJHIUT B DPOTFSWFE SPMF GPS 503$Ǻ
JO HSPXUI BT SJDUPS BMTP SFHVMBUFT CPEZ TJ[F JO %SPTPQIJMB 	-FF BOE $IVOH ǺǸǸǿ
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M/ i?2`27Q`2 +QMbmK2 H2bb Q7 i?Bb #+i2@
`BX U6V "`QQ/ bBx2 Bb `2/m+2/ 98W@edW BM `B+i@R KmiMib M/ BM i?2 K;98R HH2H2 Bb
`2/m+2/ 7m`i?2` #v >"RyR 722/BM;X U:V 1;;@iQ@2;; iBK2 Bb /2Hv2/ Re ? BM `B+i@R Km@
iMibX 622/BM; >"RyR ++2H2`i2b 2;;@iQ@2;; iBK2 #v Ry ? BM rBH/@ivT2 rQ`Kb M/
T`/QtB+HHv bHQrb i?Bb BMi2`pH #v kX8 ? BM `B+i@R KmiMibX UvV S I yXy8 p2`bmb rBH/@
ivT2c U V S I yXy8 p2`bmb bK2 bi`BM QM PS8y #v irQ@iBH2/- 2[mH p`BM+2 i@i2biX




BOE UIF NVSJOF FNCSZPT PG 503$Ǻ LOPDLPVU DPNQPOFOUT BSF TNBMM 	(VFSUJO FU
BM ǺǸǸǾ

*ODSFBTFE GPPE DPOTVNQUJPO JT OPU SFTQPOTJCMF GPS UIF PCTFSWFE GBUMFWFM EJG
GFSFODFT JO IJHIGBU SJDUǹ BOJNBMT 	'JHVSF Ǽǹ&
 " OPOTJHOJmDBOU USFOE UPXBSE
EFDSFBTFE PYZHFO DPOTVNQUJPO XBT TFFO JO SJDUǹ	NHǼǽǹ
 BOJNBMT <TJHOJmDBOU JO
SJDUǹ	NHǼǽǸ
 BOJNBMT> BOE UIVT EFDSFBTFE FOFSHZ FYQFOEJUVSF NBZ QMBZ TPNF
SPMF JO UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG UIF IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQF PG SJDUǹ NVUBOUT SJDUǹ NV
UBOUT EJTQMBZ BO BUUFOVBUFE CSPPE TJ[F PG ǻǸǶǽǸǶ BT DPNQBSFE XJUI XJME UZQF
	'JHVSF Ǽǹ'
 ɥFSFGPSF TIVOUJOH PG DBMPSJFT BXBZ GSPN SFQSPEVDUJPO PS HSPXUI
PS JOBEFRVBUF VUJMJ[BUJPO PG TUPSFE GBU DPVME BMTP QSPWJEF BO FYQMBOBUJPO GPS UIF
FMFWBUFE GBU DPOUFOU PG SJDUǹNVUBOUT
4VSQSJTJOHMZ SJDUǹ NVUBOUT EJTQMBZFE B QBSBEPYJDBM EFUSJNFOUBM SFTQPOTF UP
)#ǹǸǹ GFFEJOH JO BMM NFUBCPMJD QIFOPUZQFT FYBNJOFE ɥF #0%*1: IJHIGBU QIF
OPUZQF PG UIF SJDUǹ BOJNBMT GFE 01ǽǸ XBT OPU FWJEFOU XIFO GFFEJOH )#ǹǸǹ CBD
UFSJB 	'JHVSF Ǽǹ"#
 CPEZ TJ[F EFDSFBTFE 	'JHVSF Ǽǹ$
 PYZHFO DPOTVNQUJPO EJE
OPU JODSFBTF 	'JHVSF Ǽǹ%
 UPUBM CSPPE TJ[F EFDSFBTFE 	JO UIF TUSPOHFS NHǼǽǹ BM
MFMF
 	'JHVSF Ǽǹ'
 BOE UJNF UP SFQSPEVDUJWF NBUVSJUZ XBT GVSUIFS EFMBZFE CZ Ǻǽ
I 	'JHVSF Ǽǹ(
 ɥJT TVHHFTUT FJUIFS UIBU SJDUǹ BOJNBMT FBU MFTT XIFO GFE )#ǹǸǹ
PS UIBU SJDUǹ NVUBUJPOT QSFWFOU VUJMJ[BUJPO PG OVUSJFOUT QBSUJDVMBS UP UIF )#ǹǸǹ
TUSBJO " EFDSFBTFE QVNQJOH SBUF XBT OPU FWJEFOU JO SJDUǹ BOJNBMT GPVOE PO UIF
MBXO PG CBDUFSJB 	'JHVSF Ǽǹ&
 )PXFWFS XIFO QVU PO B QMBUF XJUI )#ǹǸǹ SJDU
ǹ NVUBOU BOJNBMT EJTQMBZFE EFDSFBTFE SFTJEFODF UJNF PO UIF MBXO PG GPPE 	EBZ ǹ
BEVMU XJMEUZQF XPSNT PĊ )#ǹǸǹ MBXO ǻǹǶ Ǿ ǸȁǶ WT SJDUǹNVUBOUT PĊ )#ǹǸǹ
MBXO ǹǸȀǶ Ǿ ǹǽǶ 1  ǸǸǹ
 TVHHFTUJOH UIBU PWFS UJNF UIFZ NBZ DPOTVNF MFTT
)#ǹǸǹ 8F BMTP PCTFSWFE EFDSFBTFE MBXO SFTJEFODF XIFO 3/"J XBT VTFE UP LOPDL
EPXO SJDUǹ MFBEJOH UP ǺǾǿǶ Ǿ ǿǻǶ BOE ǻǾȁǶ Ǿ ǺǹǶ PG BOJNBMT CFJOH PĊ UIF
MBXO GPS UXP EJĊFSFOU 3/"J DMPOFT UBSHFUJOH SJDUǹ 	WT ǸǶ Ǿ ǸǶ GPS WFDUPS 3/"J
DPOUSPM
 ɥJT JOEJDBUFT UIBU 3JDUPS503$Ǻ JT OFDFTTBSZ GPS QSPQFS GFFEJOH CFIBW
JPS BT XJMEUZQF XPSNT OPSNBMMZ EP OPU EFDSFBTF SFTJEFODF PO UIF MBXO PG GPPE
XIFO GFE )#ǹǸǹ PS UIF & DPMJ TUSBJO )5ǹǹǽ VTFE UP DPOEVDU 3/"J 0G OPUF CPUI
)#ǹǸǹ BOE )5ǹǹǽ BSF DMPTFMZ SFMBUFE UP FBDI PUIFS BOE UP UIF & DPMJ TUSBJO ,ǹǺ
WFSTVT 01ǽǸ XIJDI JT NVDI NPSF DMPTFMZ SFMBUFE UP UIF & DPMJ # TUSBJO 	# 4BNVFM
BOE ( 3VWLJO VOQVCM
 *O JOTVMJO*(' TJHOBMJOH QBUIXBZ NVUBOUT #0%*1: BOE
Ǿǿ
/JMF SFE EP OPU BDDVSBUFMZ JOEJDBUF CPEZ GBU NBTT
*OTVMJOMJLF TJHOBMJOH JONBOZ BOJNBMT JODMVEJOH$ FMFHBOT JT BNBKPS FOEPDSJOF
TJHOBM PG OVUSJFOUT BOE GBU 	1PSUF FU BM ǺǸǸǽ
 4JODF 503$Ǻ IBE CFFO SFQPSUFE
UP BDUJWBUF ",5 WJB ). QIPTQIPSZMBUJPO XF FYBNJOFE UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO
UIF #0%*1: IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQF PG SJDUǹ NVUBOUT BOE UIF JOTVMJO*('",5 TJH
OBMJOH QBUIXBZ 	4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 'JHVSF Ǽǹǹ
 8IFO BTTFTTFE CZ #0%*1:MBCFMFE
GBUUZ BDJET JOBDUJWBUJPO PG EBGǺ JOTVMJOMJLF TJHOBMJOH PS BLUǹ MPTTPGGVODUJPO
NVUBUJPOT 	MG
 JO DPNCJOBUJPO XJUI SJDUǹ SFEVDFE GBU NBTT UP XJMEUZQF PS MPXFS
MFWFMT TVHHFTUJOH UIBU JOTVMJOMJLF TJHOBMJOH UISPVHI BLUǹ JT SFRVJSFE GPS UIF EF
WFMPQNFOU PG UIF IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQF PG SJDUǹ NVUBOUT 	'JHVSF ǼǺ"
 "EEJUJPO
BMMZ EBGǹǾ BOJNBMT BDDVNVMBUFE NPSF #0%*1: BOE SJDUǹEBGǹǾ EPVCMF NVUBOUT
TIPXFE BO FWFO HSFBUFS JODSFBTF UIBO FJUIFS TJOHMFNVUBOU 	'JHVSF ǼǺ#
)PXFWFS
UIF #0%*1: QIFOPUZQF PG EBGǺ NVUBOU BOJNBMT XBT QV[[MJOHMZ DPOUSBEJDUPSZ UP
UIF QSFWJPVTMZ SFQPSUFE IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQFT EFUFSNJOFE CZ 4VEBO CMBDL mYBUJWF
CBTFE TUBJOJOH 	,JNVSB FU BM ǹȁȁǿ 0HH FU BM ǹȁȁǿ
 BOE CJPDIFNJDBM GBU RVBOUJUB
UJPO VTJOH TPMJEQIBTF DISPNBUPHSBQIZ PS UIJOMBZFS DISPNBUPHSBQIZ GPMMPXFE CZ
HBT DISPNBUPHSBQIZNBTT TQFDUSPTDPQZ 	"TISBm FU BM ǺǸǸǻ 1FSF[ BOE 7BO (JMTU
ǺǸǸȀ
 "T #0%*1: GBU NBTT BTTFTTNFOU SFRVJSFT OPSNBM GFFEJOH VQUBLF BOE BD
DVNVMBUJPO UIJT SBJTFT UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU #0%*1: GBU NBTT BTTFTTNFOU NBZ OPU
CF BDDVSBUF XIFO NVUBOUT DPOTVNF NPSF PS MFTT GPPE PS VQUBLF BOE BDDVNVMBUF
UIF EZF XJUI EJĊFSFOU FċDJFODZ
Ǽǽǻ 3*$5ǹġĒģĥĚĒĝĝĪģĖĘĦĝĒĥĖĤėĒĥħĚĒ ĚğĤĦĝĚğĝĚĜĖ ĤĚĘğĒĝĚğĘĥęģĠĦĘę
",5
5PNPSF BDDVSBUFMZ BTTFTT GBU TUPSBHF VTJOH IJTUPDIFNJTUSZ XF mYFE BEVMU BOJNBMT
PG WBSJPVT HFOPUZQFT BOE BTTBZFE TUPSFE OFVUSBM MJQJE VTJOH UIF TUBOEBSE BTTBZ GPS
BEJQPDZUF GBU TUPSBHF UIF EZF 0JM3FE0 	4PVLBT FU BM ǺǸǸǹ
 0JM3FE0 TUBJO
JOH PG SJDUǹ NVUBOUT SFDBQJUVMBUFE UIF IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQF PG SJDUǹ NVUBOUT GFE
#0%*1: MBCFMFE GBUUZ BDJET 	'JHVSF Ǽǻ"
 0JM3FE0 VOMJLF 4VEBO CMBDL TUBJO
JOH JT NVDI NPSF DPOTJTUFOU BDSPTT BOJNBMT PG B HJWFO HFOPUZQF BOE DPSSFMBUFE
XFMM XJUI CJPDIFNJDBM NFBTVSFNFOUT PG USJHMZDFSJEF NBTT 	TFF CFMPX
 BOE XBT
UIVT VTFE QSFGFSFOUJBMMZ UP BTTFTT GBU NBTT ɥF SJDUǹ BMMFMF NHǼǽǹ EFNPOTUSBUFE
ǾȀ
6B;m`2 9Xk U7QHHQrBM; T;2V, "P.ASu@H#2H2/ 7iiv +B/ bb2bb2/ 7i Kbb BMi2`@
+iBQM Q7 `B+i@R rBi? BMbmHBMfA:6 bB;MHBM; +QKTQM2MibX UV `B+i@R "P.ASu 7i Kbb
++mKmHiBQM Bb `2/m+2/ #v +QK#BMiBQM rBi? i?2 BMbmHBMfA:6@R `2+2TiQ` ?vTQKQ`T?B+
KmiiBQM /7@k U2RjdyV Q` Fi@R UK;jyeV@MmHH KmiiBQMX `B+i@R 7i ++mKmHiBQM Bb
MQi z2+i2/ #v i?2 Fi@k UQFjNjV@MmHH KmiiBQMX "P.ASu K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 BM+QM@
bBbi2Mi rBi? T`2pBQmb 2tKBMiBQMb Q7 /7@k KmiMi rQ`Kb /2KQMbi`iBM; BM+`2b2/
7i Kbb #v }tiBp2@#b2/ HBTB/ biBMBM; rBi? am/M #H+F Q` #BQ+?2KB+H K2bm`2@
K2Mi Q7 i`B;Hv+2`B/2 +QMi2MiX J2M Q7 irQ 2tT2`BK2Mib ± a1JX U V Q I yXyRp2`bmb
rBH/ ivT2c U  VQI yXyyR p2`bmb rBH/ ivT2c †† QI ðï−õ p2`bmb `B+i@R bBM;H2 KmiMiX
U"V 6i Kbb Q7 `B+i@Rc /7@Ref6PsPUK;.79dV /Qm#H2 KmiMib Bb bB;MB}+MiHv 2H2@
pi2/ #Qp2 `B+i@R bBM;H2 KmiMib QM PS8yX  bKHH #mi bB;MB}+Mi 2H2piBQM rb HbQ
b22M BM /7@Ref6PsP bBM;H2 KmiMib i?i /B/ MQi T?2MQ+QTv i?2 K;MBim/2 Q7 7i
2H2piBQM BM `B+i@R KmiMibX J2M ± a1JX U  V Q I ðï−õ p2`bmb rBH/ ivT2c U††V Q I




TUSPOHFS TUBJOJOH XJUI 0JM3FE0 UIBO UIF NHǼǽǸ BMMFMF BOE XBT VTFE GPS BMM TVC
TFRVFOU BOBMZTFT #JPDIFNJDBM BTTFTTNFOU PG USJHMZDFSJEF NBTT VTJOH TPMJEQIBTF
DISPNBUPHSBQIZ GPMMPXFE CZ HBT DISPNBUPHSBQIZNBTT TQFDUSPTDPQZ 	1FSF[ BOE
7BO (JMTU ǺǸǸȀ
 JO EBZ ǹ BEVMU SJDUǹNVUBOUT XBT ǻǸǶ FMFWBUFE 	  #
 DPOmSNJOH
UIF SFTVMUT PCUBJOFE XJUI OFVUSBM MJQJE TUBJOJOH XJUI 0JM3FE0 )PXFWFS UIF JO
DSFBTF JO #0%*1: GBU NBTT JO XJMEUZQF XPSNT GFE )#ǹǸǹ XIFO DPNQBSFE XJUI
01ǽǸ XBT OP MPOHFS FWJEFOU XIFO XPSNT XFSF TUBJOFE XJUI 0JM3FE0 JO GBDU
)#ǹǸǹ GFFEJOH MFE UP EFDSFBTFT JO GBU NBTT JO CPUI XJMEUZQF XPSNT BOE JO SJDUǹ
NVUBOUT BT BTTFTTFE CZ 0JM3FE0 BOE CZ CJPDIFNJDBM RVBOUJUBUJPO PG USJHMZDFSJEF
DPOUFOU 	'JHVSF Ǽǻ"#
 SJDUǹNVUBOUT EFTQJUF IBWJOH MPXFS GBU NBTT PO )#ǹǸǹ
UIBO PO 01ǽǸ TUJMM EFNPOTUSBUFE FMFWBUFE USJHMZDFSJEF BDDVNVMBUJPO BCPWF XJME
UZQF )#ǹǸǹ MFWFMT 	'JHVSF Ǽǻ"#
 ɥJT JOEJDBUFT UIBU EFTQJUF EFDSFBTFE MBXO SFT
JEFODF UJNF PO )#ǹǸǹ SJDUǹ BOJNBMT TUJMM BDDVNVMBUF HSFBUFS BNPVOUT PG USJHMZD
FSJEF
0JM3FE0 TUBJOJOH PG EBGǺ NVUBOUT TIPXFE FMFWBUFE GBU NBTT 	'JHVSF Ǽǻ$

BT QSFWJPVTMZ PCTFSWFE XJUI PUIFS mYBUJWF TUBJOT 	,JNVSB FU BM ǹȁȁǿ 0HH FU
BM ǹȁȁǿ
 "EEJUJPOBMMZ BLUǹ NVUBOUT EFNPOTUSBUFE BO JODSFBTF JO 0JM3FE0
TUBJOJOH DPOTJTUFOUXJUI ",5ǹ QBSUJDJQBUJOH JONFUBCPMJD TJHOBMJOH 	'JHVSF Ǽǻ$

ɥFTF SFTVMUT XFSF DPOmSNFE CZ RVBOUJUBUJWF CJPDIFNJDBM BOBMZTJT PG USJHMZDFSJEFT
BOE QIPTQIPMJQJET JO EBGǺ BOE BLUǹ NVUBOUT 	'JHVSF Ǽǻ%
 *OUFSFTUJOHMZ XF
GPVOE SJDUǹEBGǺ BOE SJDUǹBLUǹ EPVCMF NVUBOUT UP IBWF GBU NBTT BCPWF FJUIFS
TJOHMF NVUBOU JOEJDBUJOH UIBU JU JT VOMJLFMZ UIBU SJDUǹ SFHVMBUFT GBU NBTT FYDMV
TJWFMZ UISPVHI JOTVMJOMJLF TJHOBMJOH WJB BLUǹ ɥF JODSFBTF JO GBU NBTT FWJEFOU
JO SJDUǹ NVUBOUT XBT QBSUJBMMZ CMVOUFE JO UIF SJDUǹBLUǺ EPVCMF NVUBOU 	'JHVSF
Ǽǻ$%
 TVHHFTUJOH UIBU BLUǺ QMBZT B QPTJUJWF SPMF JO UIF HFOFSBUJPO PG UIF IJHIGBU
QIFOPUZQF PG SJDUǹNVUBOUT PS UIBU JODSFBTFE BLUǹ TJHOBMJOH JO BO BLUǺNVUBOU
NBZ QBSUJBMMZ TVQQSFTT UIF SJDUǹ QIFOPUZQF
5P FYQMPSF JOUFSBDUJPOTXJUI JOTVMJOMJLF TJHOBMJOH GVSUIFS XF FYBNJOFE JOUFSBD
UJPOT PG SJDUǹ XJUI UIF TJOHMF $ FMFHBOT '090 IPNPMPH EBGǹǾ EBGǹǾ JT FQJTUBUJD
UP UIF MPOHMJWFE EBVFS BOE IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQFT PG JOTVMJOTJHOBMJOH NVUBOU JO
BDUJWBUJPOT 	FH JOTVMJO*(' SFDFQUPSNVUBOU EBGǺ 1*ǻ,IPNPMPHNVUBOUT BHFǹ
PS BLUǹBLUǺ EPVCMF NVUBOUT
 	,JNVSB FU BM ǹȁȁǿ 0HH FU BM ǹȁȁǿ 'JODI BOE
ǿǹ
6B;m`2 9Xj U7QHHQrBM; T;2V, PBH@_2/@P biBMBM; M/ [mMiBiiBp2 HBTB/ #BQ+?2KBbi`v
BM `B+i@RV KmiMibX UV PBH@_2/@P biBMBM; +QM}`Kb 2H2pi2/ 7i Kbb BM `B+i@RV Km@
iMib 72/ 1X +QHB PS8yX GBTB/ Bb 2pB/2Mi BM `2/ /`QTH2ibX 6i Kbb BM rQ`Kb 72/ 1X +QHB
>"RyR- mMHBF2 BM "P.ASu 7iiv +B/ H#2HBM;- Bb HQr2` BM rBH/@ivT2 rQ`Kb M/ `B+i@
RV KmiMib- #mi `B+i@RV KmiMib ?p2 `2HiBp2Hv 2H2pi2/ 7i Kbb QM 2Bi?2` /B2iX U"V
ZmMiBiiBQM Q7 HBTB/ bT2+B2b #v bQHB/T?b2 2ti`+iBQM 7QHHQr2/ #v ;b +?`QKiQ;`@
T?v M/ Kbb bT2+i`Qb+QTv BM /v R /mHi `B+i@RV KmiMib `2p2H2/  jyW BM+`2b2
BM i`B;Hv+2`B/2 Kbb r?2M MQ`KHBx2/ iQ iQiH T?QbT?QHBTB/ +QMi2MiX AM #Qi? rBH/@
ivT2 M/ `B+i@RV KmiMib- HBTB/ Kbb Bb HQr2` r?2M MBKHb `2 72/ >"RyR- bmTTQ`i@
BM; i?2 PBH@ _2/@P biBMBM; Q#b2`piBQMb- BM +QMi`bi iQ r?i Bb b22M rBi? "P.ASu
biBMBM;X U†V Q I yXy8 p2`bmb rBH/ ivT2c U V Q I yXy8 p2`bmb bK2 bi`BM QM PS8y #v
irQ@iBH2/- 2[mH p`BM+2 i@i2biX J2M ± a1J 7Q` 7Qm` #BQHQ;B+H `2THB+i2bX U*-.V
PBH@_2/@P biBMBM; M/ [mMiBiiBp2 HBTB/ #BQ+?2KBbi`v Q7 `B+i@RV /Qm#H2 KmiMib rBi?
/7@kfAMbmHBM_- Fi@R- Fi@k- M/ /7@Ref6PsPX 6i Kbb Q7 `B+i@RV KmiMib Bb /@
/BiBp2 rBi? /7@k- T`iBHHv //BiBp2 rBi? Fi@R- T`iBHHv #HmMi2/ #v Fi@k- M/ mM7@
72+i2/ #v /7@ReX h?2b2 K2i?Q/b +QM}`K i?2 T`2pBQmb Q#b2`piBQMb Q7 /7@k KmiMib





 *G NVUBUJPOT JO SJDUǹ JODSFBTF GBU CZ MPTT PG ",5NFEJBUFE QIPT
QIPSZMBUJPO BOE JOIJCJUJPO PG '090 '090 MPTT PG GVODUJPO TIPVME CF FQJTUBUJD
UP SJDUǹ 	JF UIF IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQF TIPVME CF NJUJHBUFE
 ɥJT XBT OPU UIF DBTF
BT SJDUǹEBGǹǾ EPVCMF NVUBOUT GFE 01ǽǸ TIPX BO JEFOUJDBM JODSFBTF JO GBU NBTT
XIFO DPNQBSFE XJUI SJDUǹ TJOHMF NVUBOUT XIFO BTTFTTFE CZ 0JM3FE0 BOE RVBO
UJUBUJWF MJQJE CJPDIFNJTUSZ 	'JHVSF Ǽǻ$%
ɥJT TVQQPSUT UIF DPODMVTJPO UIBU SJDUǹ
BMTP SFHVMBUFT GBU JO QBSBMMFM UP JOTVMJOMJLF TJHOBMJOH UISPVHI EBGǺ BLUǹ BOE EBG
ǹǾ
ǼǽǼ 3*$5ǹ ģĖĘĦĝĒĥĖĤ ĝĚėĖ ĤġĒğ Ěğ Ē ĕĚĖĥĕĖġĖğĕĖğĥ ĞĒğğĖģ
#FDBVTF OVUSJFOU BWBJMBCJMJUZ JT B DSJUJDBM EFUFSNJOBOU PG MJGF TQBO BOE 503$ǹ DPN
QPOFOU NVUBOUT $F5PS	MFUǻǾǻ
 BOE $F3BQUPS	EBGǹǽ
 IBWF CFFO SFQPSUFE UP CF
MPOHMJWFE PO 01ǽǸ 	7FMMBJ FU BM ǺǸǸǻ +JB FU BM ǺǸǸǼ -POH FU BM ǺǸǸǼ .FJTT
OFS FU BM ǺǸǸǼ
 XF BTTBZFE UIF MPOHFWJUZ PG SJDUǹ NVUBOU BOJNBMT 6OMJLF UPS
BOE $F3BQUPS NVUBOUT SJDUǹNVUBOUT EJTQMBZ BO JODSFBTFE SBUF PG BHJOH BOE XFSF
TIPSUMJWFE PO 01ǽǸ 	'JHT 'JHVSF ǼǺ Ǽ" 4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF Ǽǹǿ
 ɥJT XBT
VOFYQFDUFE HJWFO UIBU 503$Ǻ IBT CFFO SFQPSUFE UP BDUJWBUF UIF JOTVMJO*(' QBUI
XBZ TJHOBMJOH DPNQPOFOU ",5 BOE SFEVDUJPO PG JOTVMJO*(' TJHOBMJOH JO $ FMFHBOT
BOEIJHIFS PSHBOJTNT JODSFBTFT MJGF TQBO 	'JODI BOE3VWLVOǺǸǸǹ8PMĊ BOE%JMMJO
ǺǸǸǾ
 ɥJT TVHHFTUT UIBU 503$Ǻ JT VOMJLFMZ UP SFHVMBUF MJGF TQBO CZ BDUJWBUJOH ",5
JO XPSNT GFE 01ǽǸ 6OMJLF XJMEUZQF BOJNBMT XIJDI EP OPU BQQSFDJBCMZ DIBOHF
	'JHVSF ǼǼ#$
 PS TMJHIUMZ EFDSFBTF MJGF TQBO 	4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF ǼǹǺ"#
 JO SF
TQPOTF UP OVUSJFOUSJDI GPPE 	)#ǹǸǹ
 SJDUǹ NVUBOUT GFFEJOH PO )#ǹǸǹ IBWF B
QSPGPVOEMZ FYUFOEFE MJGF TQBO 	'JHT 'JHVSF ǼǺ 'JHVSF ǼǼ#$ 4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JH
VSF Ǽǹǻ 4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF Ǽǹǿ
 " TJNJMBS PCTFSWBUJPO XBT NBEF XIFO NV
UBOUT XFSF GFE UIF & DPMJ TUSBJO )5ǹǹǽ 	'JHVSF ǼǼ%&
 ɥJT JT DPOTJTUFOU XJUI EF
DSFBTFE DPOTVNQUJPO PG OVUSJFOUSJDI GPPE CZ SJDUǹNVUBOUT BT EFDSFBTFE DBMPSJD
JOUBLF JT XFMM LOPXO UP QSPMPOH MJGF TQBO JO $ FMFHBOT BOE PUIFS PSHBOJTNT 	8PMĊ
BOE %JMMJO ǺǸǸǾ

5P GPSNBMMZ UFTU UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ UIBU SJDUǹNVUBOUT IBWF MJGFTQBO FYUFOTJPO PO
)#ǹǸǹ EVF UP EFDSFBTFE DBMPSJD JOUBLF MJGF TQBO XBT TUVEJFE JO SJDUǹTLOǹ EPV
CMF NVUBOUT GFE )#ǹǸǹ TJODF TLOǹ JT SFRVJSFE GPS EJFUBSZ SFTUSJDUJPOJOEVDFE
ǿǼ
6B;m`2 9X9, h?2 HB72 bTM Q7 `B+i@R KmiMib Bb ?B;?Hv `2bTQMbBp2 iQ /B2i- mMHBF2 rBH/
ivT2X UV J2/BM HB72 bTM Q7 `B+i@R KmiMib Bb `2/m+2/ k9W@9jW QM PS8y `2HiBp2
iQ rBH/ ivT2 ULkVX U"V q?BH2 >"RyR p2`bmb PS8y ?/ K`;BMH URjWV BKT+i QM
rBH/@ivT2 HB72 bTM- >"RyR 2ti2M/2/ `B+i@R UK;98yV HB72 bTM #v d8WX AM  `2T2i 2t@
T2`BK2Mi UamTTH2K2MiH 6B;m`2 9XRkV- HB72 bTM BKT+ib r2`2 RjW M/ 89W- `2bT2+@
iBp2HvX U*V >"RyR p2`bmb PS8y /B2i ?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B+Mi UkWV BKT+i QM rBH/@ivT2 HB72 bTM p2`bmb PS8y- r?2`2b 7Q` `B+i@R UK;98yV
U.V M/ `B+i@R UK;98RV U1V- HB72 bTM BM+`2b2/ #v dRW M/ deW- `2bT2+iBp2HvX U6V
*?M;2b BM /B2i z2+i :QKT2`ix T`K2i2`b 7Q` rBH/ ivT2 #mi MQi HB72 bTM- #2+mb2 
?B;?2` `i2 Q7 ;BM; Bb +QmTH2/ rBi? HQr2` BMBiB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HBivc BM +QMi`bi- `B+i@R KmiMib
?p2 ?B;?2` `i2b Q7 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i +QKT`#H2 BMBiBH KQ`iHBiv QM PS8y p2`bmb >"RyR M/
>hRR8X 1``Q` #`b ± a.X U:`v /B;QMHbV GBM2b Q7 +QMbiMi HB72 bTM +H+mHi2/ b@
bmKBM; x2`Q ++B/2Mi `i2X G2;2M/ 7Q` 6 b BM "@1X
ǿǽ
MPOHFWJUZ 	#JTIPQ BOE (VBSFOUF ǺǸǸǿ
 /P MJGFTQBO FYUFOTJPO XBT TFFO JO SJDU
ǹTLOǹ EPVCMFNVUBOUT GFE)#ǹǸǹ TVQQPSUJOH UIF DPODMVTJPO UIBU EFDSFBTFE DPO
TVNQUJPO PG )#ǹǸǹ JT SFTQPOTJCMF GPS MJGFTQBO FYUFOTJPO JO SJDUǹ XPSNT 	4VQ
QMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF ǼǹǺ$
 *O DPOUSBTU UPS BOE SBQUPS $ FMFHBOT NVUBOUT TIPX JO
DSFBTFE GBU DPOUFOU CVU BSSFTU CFGPSF BEVMUIPPE JO BO JODPNQMFUF EBVFSMJLF TUBUF
	-POH FU BM ǺǸǸǺ +JB FU BM ǺǸǸǼ
 BOE BSF UIVT GVOEBNFOUBMMZ EJĊFSFOU GSPN SJDUǹ
Ǽǽǽ *ğĤĦĝĚğĝĚĜĖ ĤĚĘğĒĝĚğĘ ĥęģĠĦĘę ",5 ĚĤ ğĖĔĖĤĤĒģĪ ēĦĥ ğĠĥ ĤĦėėĚ
ĔĚĖğĥ ėĠģ ĥęĖ ĤęĠģĥ ĝĚėĖ ĤġĒğ Ġė ģĚĔĥǹĞĦĥĒğĥĤ
ɥF TIPSUMJGFTQBO QIFOPUZQF PG SJDUǹNVUBOUT SFRVJSFT EBGǺ BOE BLUǹ TJHOBMJOH
BT SJDUǹBLUǹ EPVCMF NVUBOUT TIJGU UP CFJOH MPOHMJWFE SBUIFS UIBO TIPSUMJWFE
BOE SJDUǹEBGǺ EPVCMF NVUBOUT TIPX B MJGF TQBO OFBSMZ JEFOUJDBM UP EBGǺNVUBOUT
	'JHVSF Ǽǽ"%
 SJDUǹBLUǺ EPVCMF NVUBOUT IBWF MJGF TQBOT TJNJMBS UP SJDUǹ TJOHMF
NVUBOUT 	'JHVSF Ǽǽ&'
ɥFTF EBUB TVHHFTU UIBU B IJHI MFWFM PG JOTVMJOMJLF TJHOBM
JOH WJB UIF EBGǺ BOE BLUǹ QBUIXBZ JT OFDFTTBSZ GPS UIF TIPSU MJGF TQBO PG UIF SJDUǹ
NVUBOU )PXFWFS SJDUǹEBGǹǾEPVCMFNVUBOUT EFNPOTUSBUF TIPSUFS MJGF TQBO UIBO
FJUIFS TJOHMF NVUBOU JOEJDBUJOH UIBU SJDUǹ EPFT OPU TIPSUFO MJGF TQBO POMZ WJB SFH
VMBUJPO PG UIF %"'ǹǾ'090 USBOTDSJQUJPOBM PVUQVUT PG JOTVMJO TJHOBMJOH 	'JHVSF
Ǽǽ() 4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF ǼǹȀ
 'VSUIFSNPSF SJDUǹBLUǹ	HG
 EPVCMFNVUBOUT
BMTP EFNPOTUSBUF B TJHOJmDBOUMZ TIPSUFS MJGF TQBO UIBO FJUIFS TJOHMF NVUBOU 	'JH
VSF Ǽǽ*+
 ɥVT SJDUǹ HFOFSBUFT UIFTF QIFOPUZQFT CZ BMTP TJHOBMJOH JO QBSBMMFM UP
BLUǹ BOE '090
ǼǽǾ .ĦĥĒĥĚĠğĤ Ěğ ĤĘĜǹġęĖğĠĔĠġĪĒğĕĕĠğĠĥĖğęĒğĔĖģĚĔĥǹĘģĠĨĥę
ģĖġģĠĕĦĔĥĚħĖ Ēğĕ ĝĚėĖĤġĒğ ĕĖėĖĔĥĤ
#FDBVTF BLUǹ BOE BLUǺ TJHOBMJOH EP OPU FYQMBJO UIF HSPXUI IJHIGBU SFQSPEVD
UJWF MJGFTQBO BOE GFFEJOH EFGFDUT JO SJDUǹ NVUBOUT XF SFUVSOFE UP UIF NVUBOU
DPMMFDUJPO HFOFSBUFE JO UIF GPSXBSE HFOFUJD TDSFFO GPS FMFWBUFE GBU NBTT &YBNJO
JOH UIFTF NVUBOUT GPS IJHI GBU BOE TNBMM CPEZ TJ[F JOEJDBUFE BO BEEJUJPOBM DPN
QMFNFOUBUJPO HSPVQ EFmOFE CZ UXP NVUBOUT UIBU NBQQFE UP B SFHJPO PO UIF MPOH
BSN PG DISPNPTPNF 9 DPOUBJOJOH UIF "($ GBNJMZ LJOBTF THLǹ ɥF "TISBm MBCP
SBUPSZ IBE JOGPSNFE VT QSFWJPVTMZ UIBU THLǹ BDUT JO UIF TBNF HFOFUJD QBUIXBZ BT
ǿǾ
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SJDUǹ CZ UIFJS BOBMZTFT VTJOH UIF WJUBM EZF /JMF SFE 	, +POFT BOE , "TISBm QFST
DPNN
 BOE JU IBE CFFO TIPXO QSFWJPVTMZ UIBU UIF THLǹ	PLǽǻȀ
 BMMFMF BMTP BĊFDUT
CPEZ TJ[F 	)FSUXFDL FU BM ǺǸǸǼ
 BT EJE PVS UXP NVUBOUT NBQQJOH UP UIJT ǹǸD.
HFOFUJD SFHJPO TP UIJT HFOF XBT MJLFMZ UP CF BĊFDUFE JO UIFTF UXP BMMFMFT 4FRVFOD
JOH PG THLǹ FYPOT JO UIFTF UXP NVUBOUT JEFOUJmFE UXP NVUBUJPOT B OPOTFOTF
NVUBUJPO UIBU SFNPWFT ǹǿȀ SFTJEVFT JODMVEJOH DSJUJDBM DPNQPOFOUT PG UIF LJOBTF
EPNBJO BOE UIF ). QIPTQIPSZMBUJPO TJUF 	NHǼǽǽ
 BOE BNJTTFOTF NVUBUJPO UIBU




&YBNJOBUJPO PG THLǹNVUBOUT JOEJDBUFE BO JEFOUJDBM #0%*1: QIFOPUZQF UP SJDU
ǹ XIFO GFE 01ǽǸ BOE )#ǹǸǹ 	'JHVSF ǼǾ"
 JF FMFWBUFE #0%*1: TUBJOJOH PO
01ǽǸ BOE OPSNBM TUBJOJOH XIFO GFE )#ǹǸǹ "EEJUJPOBMMZ THLǹ NVUBOUT IBWF
EFDSFBTFE CPEZ TJ[F BSF TMPX HSPXJOH BOE IBWF EFDSFBTFE CSPPE TJ[F 	'JHVSF ǼǾ$
&
 ɥFTF QIFOPUZQFT XFSF OFBSMZ JEFOUJDBM XIFO FYBNJOFE JO B SJDUǹTHLǹ EPVCMF
NVUBOU JOEJDBUJOH UIBU UIFTF HFOFT BSF MJLFMZ UP CF JO UIF TBNF HFOFUJD QBUIXBZ
	'JHVSF ǼǾ$&
 ɥF SJDUǹTHLǹ EPVCMF NVUBOU XBT TMJHIUMZ TMPXFS JO SFBDIJOH SF
QSPEVDUJWF NBUVSJUZ 	'JHVSF ǼǾ%
 XIJDI DPVME JOEJDBUF EJWFSHFODF PG BDUJPO PG
SJDUǹ BOE THLǹ JO SFHVMBUJOH EFWFMPQNFOUBM SBUF )PXFWFS UIF GBU NBTT BT BT
TFTTFE CZ 0JM3FE0 TUBJOJOH JO THLǹ	NHǼǽǽ
 XIJDI FODPEFT B QSFEJDUFE OVMM BM
MFMF XBT OPU JODSFBTFE BT HSFBUMZ BT JO SJDUǹ NVUBOUT 	'JHVSF ǼǾ'
 2VBOUJUBUJWF
CJPDIFNJDBM BOBMZTJT DPOmSNFE UIJT PCTFSWBUJPO BOE JOEJDBUFE HSFBUFS GBU NBTT JO
UIF SJDUǹTHLǹ EPVCMF NVUBOU UIBO UIF THLǹ TJOHMF NVUBOU 	'JHVSF ǼǾ(
 ɥJT
TVHHFTUT UIBU PVUQVUT PG 503$Ǻ PUIFS UIBO THLǹ NBZ CF OFDFTTBSZ GPS UIF GVMM
FYUFOU PG UIF IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQF *O DPOUSBTU THLǹNVUBOUT GFE 01ǽǸ EJTQMBZ BO
JEFOUJDBMMZ TIPSUFOFE MJGF TQBO XIFO DPNQBSFE XJUI SJDUǹ BOE SJDUǹTHLǹ EPVCMF
NVUBOUT 	'JHVSF ǼǾ)
 JOEJDBUJOH UIBU UIFTF HFOFT BSF MJLFMZ JO UIF TBNF HFOFUJD
QBUIXBZ SFHVMBUJOH MJGF TQBO ɥVT UIF MJGF TQBO HSPXUI SFQSPEVDUJWF BOE #0%
*1: PS/JMF SFE JODSFBTF QIFOPUZQFT PG SJDUǹNBZ CF FYQMBJOFE CZ THLǹ CVU OPU UIF
GVMM FYUFOU PG USJHMZDFSJEF BDDVNVMBUJPO BTTFTTFE CJPDIFNJDBMMZ BOE CZ 0JM3FE0
TUBJOJOH
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i hP_*k ?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H QmiTmib Qi?2` i?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i2 7i KbbX J2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± a1JX U>V lMHBF2 7i K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M/
i?2 b?Q`i HB72 bTM Q7 b;F@R KmiMib Bb MQi 2M?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Ǽǽǿ 3*$5ǹ503$Ǻ ģĖĘĦĝĒĥĖĤ ėĒĥ ĞĒĤĤ ĥęģĠĦĘę ",5 Ēğĕ 4(,
5P GVSUIFS FYBNJOF UIF NFDIBOJTN CZ XIJDI SJDUǹ QSPEVDFT BO JODSFBTF JO GBU
NBTT XF MPPLFE BU GBU NBTT JO BLUǹ HBJOPGGVODUJPO HFOFUJD NVUBOUT JO USBOT
HFOJD BOJNBMT PWFSFYQSFTTJOH XJMEUZQF THLǹ VOEFS JUT PXO QSPNPUFS BOE JO
USBOTHFOJD BOJNBMT FYQSFTTJOH BDUJWBUFE THLǹ <THLǹ	HG
> VOEFS UIF DPOUSPM PG UIF
SJDUǹ QSPNPUFS 'PS UIF MBUUFS UIF TBNF SJDUǹ QSPNPUFS XBT VTFE UIBU XBT BCMF UP
SFTDVF SJDUǹ NVUBOU MJGF TQBO BOE GBU NBTT CZ ESJWJOH SJDUǹ D%/" CFDBVTF THLǹ
XPVME CF QSFEJDUFE UP BDU JO UIF TBNF DFMMT BT SJDUǹ GPS UIF QIFOPUZQF PCTFSWFE
TJODF 503$Ǻ JT BO VQTUSFBN LJOBTF PG THLǹ JO DFMM MJOFT 	(BSDJB.BSUJOF[ BOE
"MFTTJ ǺǸǸȀ
 8F GPVOE UIBU SJDUǹBLUǹ	HG
 EPVCMF NVUBOUT QBSUJBMMZ TVQQSFTTFE
UIF SJDUǹFMFWBUFE GBU NBTT BT BTTFTTFE CZ 0JM3FE0 BOE RVBOUJUBUJWF MJQJE CJP
DIFNJTUSZ 	'JHVSF Ǽǿ"#
 &YQSFTTJPO PG BDUJWBUFE THLǹ	HG
 VOEFS UIF SJDUǹ QSP
NPUFS POMZ QBSUJBMMZ TVQQSFTTFE UIF IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQF PG SJDUǹ BT BTTFTTFE XJUI
/JMF SFE 	'JHVSF Ǽǿ$
 SJDUǹTHLǹ	HG
 USBOTHFOJD BOJNBMT EJE OPU SFTDVF CPEZ TJ[F
	'JHVSF Ǽǿ%
 'BJMVSF UP SFTDVF DPVME CF EVF UP MBDL PG BQQSPQSJBUF FYQSFTTJPO PG
UIF USBOTHFOF JO OFDFTTBSZ UJTTVFT MBDL PG TVċDJFOU FYQSFTTJPO MFWFM PS BJMVSF PG
HBJOPGGVODUJPO NVUBUJPO PG UIF ). UISFPOJOF UP BTQBSUBUF UP BDUJWBUF 4(,ǹ BT
IBT CFFO EFNPOTUSBUFE QSFWJPVTMZ 	1BSL FU BM ǹȁȁȁ
 4VSQSJTJOHMZ IPXFWFS IJHI
HFOF EPTBHF PG XJMEUZQF THLǹ VOEFS JUT PXO QSPNPUFS XBT BCMF UP DPNQMFUFMZ TVQ
QSFTT /JMF SFE GBU NBTT PG SJDUǹNVUBOUT EFNPOTUSBUJOH UIBU THLǹ DBO BDU EPXO
TUSFBN GSPN SJDUǹ UP SFHVMBUF GBU 	'JHVSF Ǽǿ$
ɥJT TBNF SFTDVJOH USBOTHFOF BMTP
DPNQMFUFMZ SFTDVFE UIF IJHIGBU QIFOPUZQF PG THLǹNVUBOUT 	'JHVSF Ǽǿ%
 )PX
FWFS IJHI HFOF EPTBHF PG XJMEUZQF THLǹ EJE OPU SFTDVF UIF TNBMM CPEZ TJ[F PG
SJDUǹ BOJNBMT 	CVU EJE SFTDVF UIF TNBMM CPEZ TJ[F PG THLǹ NVUBOUT
 TVHHFTUJOH
UIBU GVODUJPOBM 503$Ǻ JT OFDFTTBSZ GPS HSPXUI SFHVMBUJPO 	'JHVSF Ǽǿ%
 PS UIBU
UIFSF BSF BEEJUJPOBM PVUQVUT PG 503$Ǻ UIBU SFHVMBUF CPEZ TJ[F 'JOBMMZ BDUJWBUJPO
PG UIF 1*ǻ LJOBTF DBTDBEF CZ B EBGǹȀ 	15&/ IPNPMPH
OVMM NVUBUJPO SFEVDFE GBU
NBTT JO B XJMEUZQF CBDLHSPVOE CVU SJDUǹEBGǹȀ EPVCMF NVUBOUT TUJMM JODSFBTFE
GBU NBTT BCPWF EBGǹȀ TJOHMF NVUBOUT CZ ǻǻǶ JOEJDBUJOH SFHVMBUJPO PG GBU NBTT JO
SJDUǹ JO QBSBMMFM UP 1*ǻ, 	'JHVSF Ǽǿ"#

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;2 Q7 rBH/@ivT2 b;F@R BM
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i T?2MQivT2 #mi /Q2b MQi `2b+m2 i?2 bK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#Q/v bBx2 U`B+i@Rc1t(b;F@Rh:6S)VX >Qr2p2`- bBM+2 i?Bb Bb p2`v ?B;? +QTv Qp2`2tT`2b@
bBQM- Bi /Q2b MQi KBKB+ T?vbBQHQ;B+ `2;mHiBQM Q7 b;F@R Q` `mH2 Qmi i?i Qi?2` ;2M2b
THv  `QH2 BM i?2 ?B;?@7i T?2MQivT2 Q7 `B+i@RX U V Q I ðï( − õ) p2`bmb rBH/ ivT2c
U†V Q I ðï( − ô) p2`bmb MQM`2b+m2/ KmiMiX U1-6V AMi2biBM2@bT2+B}+ i`Mb;2M2 `2b+m2
Q7 _A*h@R mM/2` 2Bi?2` i?2 B7#@k M/ ;2b@R T`QKQi2`b U`B+i@Rc1t(B7#@kTh_A*h@R) M/
`B+i@Rc1t(;2b@RTh_A*h@R)- `2bT2+iBp2HvV 7mHHv `2b+m2b i?2 bKHH@#Q/v@bBx2 T?2MQivT2X
h?2 B7#@k T`QKQi2` `2b+mBM; i`Mb;2M2 +QKTH2i2Hv `2b+m2b i?2 ?B;?@7i T?2MQivT2
Q7 `B+i@R- r?2`2b  T`iBH `2b+m2 Bb b22M BM i?2 +b2 Q7 i?2 ;2b@RT`QKQi2`@`2b+mBM;
i`Mb;2M2X U V Q I ðï−õ p2`bmb rBH/ ivT2c U†V S I ðï−õ p2`bmb MQM@`2b+m2/ KmiMiX
U:V JQbB+ MHvbBb Q7  a:E@R i`MbHiBQMH 7mbBQM rBi? :6S- r?B+? HHQrb 2tT`2b@
bBQM iQ #2 7QHHQr2/ pBbmHHv- BM/B+i2b i?i BM BMi2biBMH +2HHb 2tT`2bbBM; i?2 a:E@Rh
:6S i`Mb;2M2- LBH2 `2/ 7i Kbb Bb `2/m+2/ bm#biMiBHHv- r?2`2b BM i?Qb2 +2HHb H+F@
BM; i?2 i`Mb;2M2- LBH2 `2/ 7i Kbb Bb bm#biMiBHHv ?B;?2`X h?Bb bmTT`2bbBQM Bb b22M BM




ǼǽȀ 3*$5ǹ ģĖĘĦĝĒĥĖĤ ėĒĥ ĞĒĤĤ Ēğĕ ĨęĠĝĖ ĠģĘĒğĚĤĞ ĘģĠĨĥę ħĚĒ ĥęĖ
ĚğĥĖĤĥĚğĖ
ɥF NFDIBOJTN PG BDUJPO PG SJDUǹ XBT GVSUIFS EJTTFDUFE CZ UJTTVFTQFDJmD SFTDVF
FYQFSJNFOUT JO UIF UXP NBJO TJUFT PG FYQSFTTJPO 	4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF ǼǹǸ#

UIF OFSWPVT TZTUFN BOE UIF JOUFTUJOF XIJDI BSF BMTP LOPXO UP QMBZ B LFZ SPMF
JO GBU TUPSBHF BOE MJGF TQBO 	8PMLPX FU BM ǺǸǸǸ "TISBm FU BM ǺǸǸǻ -JCJOB FU
BM ǺǸǸǻ
 5SBOTHFOJD FYQSFTTJPO PG SJDUǹ JO OFVSPOT EJE OPU SFTDVF UIF IJHI GBU
PS HSPXUI EFGFDUT PG SJDUǹNVUBOUT 	'JHVSF Ǽǿ$%
 "EEJUJPOBMMZ OFVSPOTQFDJmD
SFTDVF GBJMFE UP SFTDVF OPSNBM MJGF TQBO JO SJDUǹ NVUBOUT 	4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF
Ǽǹǽ
 &YQSFTTJPO PG SJDUǹ JO UIF JOUFTUJOF PG SJDUǹ NVUBOUT VOEFS UXP EJĊFSFOU
JOUFTUJOFTQFDJmD QSPNPUFST UIF HFTǹ QSPNPUFS BOE UIF JGCǺ QSPNPUFS SFTDVFT
UIF TNBMMCPEZ TJ[F QIFOPUZQF JO USBOTHFOJD QSPHFOZ JO UIF 'ǹ HFOFSBUJPO 	'JHVSF
Ǽǿ'
 &YBNJOBUJPO PG SJDUǹ&Y<JGCǺQ53*$5ǹ> 'ǹ BOJNBMT SFTDVFE GPS SJDUǹ JO UIF
JOUFTUJOF BMTP SFWFBMFE OPSNBMJ[BUJPO PG /JMF SFE GBU NBTT 	'JHVSF Ǽǿ&
 &YBNJ
OBUJPO PG UIF /JMF SFE QIFOPUZQF PG USBOTHFOJD SJDUǹ&Y<HFTǹQ53*$5ǹ> SFTDVFE
GPS CPEZ TJ[F JOEJDBUFE PO BWFSBHF B ǹǺǶ TJHOJmDBOU SFEVDUJPO JO GBU NBTT GPS
UIF XIPMF QPQVMBUJPO 	'JHVSF Ǽǿ&
 ɥJT XBT BO JODPNQMFUF SFTDVF CFDBVTF POMZ
ǺǸǶ PG TJ[FSFTDVFE NVUBOUT TIPXFE XJMEUZQF /JMF SFE GBU MFWFMT 8F XFSF VO
BCMF UP PCUBJO B TVċDJFOU OVNCFS PG USBOTNJUUJOH MJOFT PG SJDUǹNVUBOUT FYQSFTT
JOH SJDUǹ JO UIF JOUFTUJOF UIJT NBZ CF EVF UP SJDUǹ HFOF EPTBHF PS UP JNCBMBODFT
CFUXFFO UJTTVFT JO SJDUǹ TJHOBMJOH 	*O UIF TJOHMF USBOTHFOJD MJOF PCUBJOFE DBSSZ
JOH BO JOUFTUJOFTQFDJmD SFTDVF DPOTUSVDU OFJUIFS CPEZ TJ[F OPS /JMF SFE GBU NBTT
OPS MJGF TQBO XBT SFTDVFE <4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF Ǽǹǽ> QFSIBQT EVF UP JOTVċDJFOU
SJDUǹ HFOF EPTBHF UP SFTDVF

8F BMTP FYBNJOFE BOJNBMT NPTBJD GPS THLǹ PWFSFYQSFTTJPO JO UIF JOUFTUJOF
ɥFTF TUVEJFT JOEJDBUFE UIBU THLǹ TVQQSFTTFT /JMF SFE GBU NBTT JO UIF JOUFTUJOF
JO B DFMMBVUPOPNPVT NBOOFS 	'JHVSF Ǽǿ(
 *O XJMEUZQF THLǹ	NHǼǽǽ
 BOE
SJDUǹ	NHǼǽǹ
 NVUBOUT BO FYUSBDISPNPTPNBM USBOTHFOF PWFSFYQSFTTJOH BO 4(,
ǹ5('1 USBOTMBUJPOBM GVTJPO TVQQSFTTFE /JMF SFE GBU NBTT JO UIF JOUFTUJOF 	'JHVSF
Ǽǿ(
 *O UIF TVSSPVOEJOH JOUFTUJOBM DFMMT MBDLJOH UIF 4(,ǹ5('1 GVTJPO QSPUFJO
/JMF SFE GBU NBTT XBT IJHIFS UIBO JO USBOTHFOFDPOUBJOJOH JOUFTUJOBM DFMMT 4JODF
Ȁǽ
GBUNBTT JT BMTP TVQQSFTTFE JO XJMEUZQF XPSNT CZ PWFSFYQSFTTJPO PG 4(,ǹ UIFTF
EBUB EP OPU BMMPX UIF DPODMVTJPO UIBU THLǹ JT UIF TPMF PVUQVU PG 503$ǺSFHVMBUJOH
GBU NBTT ɥFTF EBUB JO BHHSFHBUF TVHHFTU UIBU THLǹ BDUT EJSFDUMZ XJUIJO JOUFTUJOBM
DFMMT UIF TBNF TJUF PG SJDUǹ BDUJPO MJLFMZ EPXOTUSFBN GSPN 503$Ǻ UP SFHVMBUF GBU
NBTT
ǼǾ %ĚĤĔĦĤĤĚĠğ
ɥF EBUB QSFTFOUFE IFSF IJHIMJHIU B OFX SPMF GPS 3JDUPS 503$Ǻ JO FOFSHZ
NFUBCPMJTN GFFEJOH CFIBWJPS MJGFTQBO NPEVMBUJPO HSPXUI BOE SFQSPEVDUJPO
8F TVHHFTU UIBU SJDUǹ BDUT BT B DSJUJDBM TFOTPS PG PSHBOJTNBM FOFSHFUJD TUBUVT
BOE JT B NBTUFS SFHVMBUPS PG NFUBCPMJD QSPDFTTFT TVDI BT HSPXUI FOFSHZ TUPSBHF
SFQSPEVDUJPO BOENBJOUFOBODF PG MJGF TQBO 8IFO UIJT QSPDFTT JT EJTBCMFE UIF PS
HBOJTN JT OP MPOHFS BCMF UP BQQSPQSJBUFMZ DIBOOFM DBMPSJFT JOUP FTTFOUJBM NFUBCPMJD
QSPDFTTFT BOE JOBQQSPQSJBUFMZ BDUJWBUFT MPOHUFSN FOFSHZ TUPSBHF JO UIF GPSN PG
USJHMZDFSJEFT ɥFTF EBUB BMTP TIPX UIBU UIF TJUF PG BDUJPO PG SJDUǹ JO SFHVMBUJOH
HSPXUI BOE GBU NBTT JT UIF JOUFTUJOF XIJDI JT UIF LFZ TJUF PG GBU TUPSBHF JO $ FMF
HBOT 	"TISBm FU BM ǺǸǸǻ .BL FU BM ǺǸǸǾ
 (JWFO UIF FWPMVUJPOBSZ DPOTFSWBUJPO
PG 3JDUPS DPNQPOFOUT PG UIF 503$Ǻ DPNQMFY ",5 BOE 4(, UIFTF SFTVMUT TVHHFTU
UIBU UIFTF HFOFT NBZ CF JOWPMWFE JO GBU TUPSBHF BOE MJGF TQBO BDSPTT QIZMPHFOZ
ǼǾǹ 3*$5ǹ ĒĔĥĤ ĥęģĠĦĘę 4(,ǹ ĥĠ ģĖĘĦĝĒĥĖ ĝĚėĖ ĤġĒğ ĘģĠĨĥę ģĖ
ġģĠĕĦĔĥĚĠğ Ēğĕ ēĠĥę 4(,ǹ Ēğĕ ",5 ĥĠ ģĖĘĦĝĒĥĖ ėĒĥ ĞĒĤĤ
.BOZ QIFOPUZQFT JO SJDUǹ NVUBOUT BSF TIBSFE CZ UIF "($ LJOBTF THLǹ UIF TPMF
$ FMFHBOT IPNPMPH PG UIF TFSVN BOE HMVDPDPSUJDPJEJOEVDFE LJOBTF HFOF GBNJMZ
8IJMF UIF MJGFTQBO HSPXUI BOE SFQSPEVDUJWF QIFOPUZQFT PG SJDUǹNVUBOUT DBO CF
FYQMBJOFE CZ THLǹ UIF GVMM FYUFOU PG FYDFTT USJHMZDFSJEF BDDVNVMBUJPO JT EFQFOEFOU
PO UIF BLU LJOBTFT JO BEEJUJPO UP THLǹ &WFO UIPVHI GBU NBTT JO SJDUǹ NVUBOUT
BT BTTFTTFE CZ /JMF SFE DBO CF TVQQSFTTFE CZ PWFSFYQSFTTJPO PG XJMEUZQF 4(,
ǹ CBTFE PO MPTTPGGVODUJPO EBUB JU JT VOMJLFMZ UIBU THLǹ JT UIF POMZ PVUQVU PG
503$Ǻ BĊFDUJOH GBU NBTT 'VSUIFSNPSF JU JT EJċDVMU UP TBZ XIFUIFS 4(,ǹ JT
UIF POMZ EPXOTUSFBN FĊFDUPS PG 503$Ǻ GPS GBU NBTT CFDBVTF PWFSFYQSFTTJPO PG
4(,ǹ TVQQSFTTFT GBU NBTT JO XJMEUZQF XPSNT "EEJUJPOBMMZ B DISPNPTPNBMMZ
MPDBUFE HBJOPGGVODUJPO NVUBUJPO JO BLUǹ 	1BSBEJT BOE 3VWLVO ǹȁȁȀ
 QBSUJBMMZ
ȀǾ
TVQQSFTTFT SJDUǹ GBU NBTT BT BTTFTTFE CJPDIFNJDBMMZ BOE CZ 0JM3FE0 JNQMZJOH
UIBU 503$Ǻ TJHOBMT UP SFHVMBUF GBU CPUI UISPVHI 4(, BOE ",5 ɥVT B NPEFM JT
QSPQPTFE XIFSFCZ 3*$5ǹ503$ǺNPEVMBUFT GBU NBTT BHJOH CSPPE EFMJWFSZ BOE
HSPXUI UISPVHI CPUI 4(, BOE ",5 	4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF ǼǹǾ

ɥFSF BSF FNFSHJOHEBUB UP TVHHFTU UIBU 4(, JT BO JNQPSUBOU EPXOTUSFBNFĊFD
UPS PG 503$Ǻ JO ZFBTU BOE JO NBNNBMT 	,BNBEB FU BM ǺǸǸǽ "SPOPWB FU BM ǺǸǸȀ
(BSDJB.BSUJOF[ BOE"MFTTJ ǺǸǸȀ
 ɥF4(, GBNJMZ IBT CFFO FYUFOTJWFMZ JNQMJDBUFE
JO TPEJVN BOE QPUBTTJVN IPNFPTUBTJT JO NBNNBMT 	-BOH BOE $PIFO ǺǸǸǹ -BOH
FU BM ǺǸǸǾ
 *O NJDF BOE JO IVNBOT 4(,ǹ BOE 4(,ǻ IBWF CFFO MJOLFE UP HMVDPTF
IPNFPTUBTJT TBMU CBMBODF BOE CMPPE QSFTTVSF BOE UIF 4(,ǻ LOPDLPVU NPVTF IBT
B TVCUMF USBOTJFOU HSPXUI EFGFDU 	#VTKBIO FU BM ǺǸǸǺ .D$PSNJDL FU BM ǺǸǸǼ

ɥF 4(,ǹ LOPDLPVU NPVTF IBT OP MJGFTQBO QIFOPUZQF 	-BOH FU BM ǺǸǸǾ
 0VS
EBUB TIPX UIBU 4(, JT B DSJUJDBM NFUBCPMJD PVUQVU PG 503$Ǻ JO SFHVMBUJOH HSPXUI
BOE NFUBCPMJTN *U SFNBJOT UP CF TIPXO XIFUIFS NBNNBMJBO 4(,ǹ 4(,Ǻ PS
4(,ǻ TIBSF UIFTF SPMFT *U JT QPTTJCMF UIBU 4(,Ǻ QMBZT UIJT SPMF UIF LOPDLPVU
GPS XIJDI IBT OPU ZFU CFFO SFQPSUFE PS UIBU GVODUJPOBM SFEVOEBODZ JO UIF 4(,
JTPGPSNT JO NBNNBMT QSFWFOUT EFWFMPQNFOU PG HSPXUI QIFOPUZQFT JO 4(,ǹ BOE
4(,ǻ LOPDLPVUT BOE 4(,ǹ BOE 4(,ǻ EPVCMF LOPDLPVU NJDF
ǼǾǺ 3*$5ǹ Ēğĕ 4(,ǹ ĞĠĕĦĝĒĥĖ ĝĚėĖ ĤġĒğ Ěğ Ē ğĦĥģĚĖğĥĕĖġĖğĕĖğĥ
ĞĒğğĖģ
#BTFE PO UIF SFTVMUT XF QSFTFOU IFSF JO SJDUǹ NVUBOUT BOE JO SJDUǹTHLǹ EPVCMF
NVUBOUT XF DPODMVEF UIBU UIF EFGFDUT FWJEFOU JO THLǹNVUBOUT BSF EVF UP GBJMVSF
UP BDUJWBUF UIF ). CZ 503$Ǻ QIPTQIPSZMBUJPO /VMM EFMFUJPONVUBUJPOT JO $ FMF
HBOT THLǹ	PLǽǻȀ
 IBE CFFPLǽȀǻO QSFWJPVTMZ SFQPSUFE UP TIPX EFGFDUT JO HSPXUI
SFQSPEVDUJPO BOE MJGF TQBO 	)FSUXFDL FU BM ǺǸǸǼ
 0VS MPTTPĊVODUJPO BMMFMF THL
ǹ	NHǼǽǽ
 TIBSFT BMM UIF EFGFDUT JO CSPPE TJ[F HSPXUI SBUF BOE CPEZ TJ[F FWJEFOU
JO UIF EFMFUJPO BMMFMF )PXFWFS XF PCTFSWFE B TIPSUFOFE MJGF TQBO JO THLǹ NV
UBOUT UIBU XBT JEFOUJDBM UP BOE OPU FOIBODFE CZ SJDUǹ MPTT PG GVODUJPO XIFO BOJ
NBMT XFSF GFE 01ǽǸ ɥJT JT JO DPOUSBTU UP QSFWJPVTMZ QVCMJTIFE MJGFTQBO BOBMZTJT
EFNPOTUSBUJOH ESBNBUJD MJGFTQBO FYUFOTJPO JO THLǹ LOPDLEPXO CZ 3/"J 	)FS
UXFDL FU BM ǺǸǸǼ
 *O DPOUSBTU UP PVS TUVEJFT UIFTF QSFWJPVT TUVEJFT XFSF EPOF
XJUIPVU nVPSPEFPYZVSJEJOF 	UP JOIJCJU QSPHFOZ QSPEVDUJPO
 BOE CZ 3/"J BHBJOTU
Ȁǿ
THLǹ 	OPU UIF HFOFUJD NVUBOU
 VTJOH UIF & DPMJ TUSBJO )5ǹǹǽ ɥFTF TUVEJFT VTFE
3/"J CFDBVTF UIF HFOFUJD NVUBOU MJGFTQBO BOBMZTJT XBT OPU QPTTJCMF XJUIPVU nV
PSPEFPYZVSJEJOF EVF UP BO FHHMBZJOH EFGFDU BOE DBVTJOH QSPHFOZ UP IBUDI XJUIJO
UIF QBSFOU 	CBH PG XPSNT QIFOPUZQF
 8F BMTP DPVME OPU BTTFTT UIF MJGF TQBO PG THL
ǹ	NHǼǽǽ
 PS SJDUǹNVUBOUT XJUIPVU '6%3 EVF UP B IJHIMZ QFOFUSBOU CBH PG XPSNT
QIFOPUZQF )FSF VTJOH HFOFUJD NVUBOUT BOE nVPSPEFPYZVSJEJOF XF EFNPOTUSBUF
UIBU SJDUǹ BOJNBMT BOE THLǹ BOJNBMT BSF TIPSUMJWFE XIFO GFE UIF TUBOEBSE MBCP
SBUPSZ EJFU & DPMJ 01ǽǸ 8F BMTP TIPXFE UIBU XIFO SJDUǹ BOJNBMT BSF GFE FJUIFS
& DPMJ )#ǹǸǹ PS )5ǹǹǽ UIFZ TIJGU GSPN CFJOH TIPSUMJWFE UP CFJOH MPOHMJWFE BOE
DPOTVNF MFTT CBDUFSJB UIBO XJME UZQF 'JOBMMZ 3/"J PG SJDUǹ JO PVS IBOET VOEFS
UIF DPOEJUJPOT SFQPSUFE QSFWJPVTMZ 	JF XJUIPVU '6%3 PO )5ǹǹǽ
 BMTP MFBET UP
MJGFTQBO FYUFOTJPO 	EBUB OPU TIPXO
 ɥVT XF DPODMVEF UIBU SBUIFS UIBO TUSJDUMZ
FYUFOEJOH PS TIPSUFOJOH MJGF TQBO SJDUǹ BOE MJLFMZ BMTP THLǹNPEVMBUF MJGF TQBO CZ
BĊFDUJOH GFFEJOH BOE NFUBCPMJTN PO EJĊFSFOU EJFUT
'FFEJOH CFIBWJPS JTNPEVMBUFE CZ SJDUǹ TVDI UIBUNVUBOUT GFFE QBSBEPYJDBMMZ PO
EJFUT PG EJĊFSFOU OVUSJUJPOBM WBMVF 0VS PCTFSWBUJPOT TVHHFTU UIBU SJDUǹNVUBOUT
GFFENPSF SPCVTUMZ PO & DPMJ 01ǽǸ BOE DPOTVNF MFTT & DPMJ )#ǹǸǹ CZ SFTJEJOH MFTT
PO UIF MBXO PG CBDUFSJB ɥJT CFIBWJPS JT OPU PCTFSWFE GPS XJMEUZQF XPSNT XIJDI
SBSFMZ MFBWF B MBXO PG )#ǹǸǹ ɥVT SJDUǹ QBSUJDJQBUFT JO UIF HFOFUJD QBUIXBZ UIBU
SFHVMBUFT GFFEJOH CFIBWJPS JO SFTQPOTF UP GPPET PG EJĊFSFOU RVBMJUZ *U SFNBJOT
UP CF TIPXO XIBU TJHOBM GSPN UIF EJFU JT TFOTFE FJUIFS EJSFDUMZ PS JOEJSFDUMZ CZ
3*$5ǹ503$Ǻ BOE IPX UIJT NPEVMBUFT GFFEJOH CFIBWJPS ɥFSF JT B TUSPOH QSFDF
EFOU GPS 503 DPNQMFY ǹ UP CF OVUSJFOUBOE HSPXUI GBDUPSSFHVMBUFE 	4BSCBTTPW FU
BM ǺǸǸǽB #IBTLBS BOE )BZ ǺǸǸǿ 4BODBL FU BM ǺǸǸȀ
 *O DFMM MJOFT BOE .&'T
503$ǺNFEJBUFE QIPTQIPSZMBUJPO PG UIF ). PG ",5 JT JOTVMJOTFOTJUJWF 	)SFTLP
BOE.VFDLMFS ǺǸǸǽ (VFSUJO FU BM ǺǸǸǾ
 CVU 503$Ǻ JUTFMG JT OPU LOPXO UP EJSFDUMZ
TFOTF OVUSJFOUT *U SFNBJOT UP CF TFFOXIFUIFS UIF OPSNBM SFTQPOTF PG$ FMFHBOT UP
EJĊFSFOU EJFUT EFQFOET PO EJSFDU OVUSJFOUEFQFOEFOU 3JDUPS503$Ǻ NPEVMBUJPO
WFSTVT EFTDFOEJOH JOQVU UP 3JDUPS503$Ǻ GSPN PUIFS TJHOBMJOH QBUIXBZT )PX
FWFS PVS EBUB JOEJDBUF UIBU SJDUǹ BOE THLǹ BSF DSJUJDBM MJOLT CFUXFFO GPPE BOE
NFUBCPMJD PVUQVUT JODMVEJOH GFFEJOH CFIBWJPS GBU NBTT HSPXUI SFQSPEVDUJPO
BOE MJGF TQBO
ȀȀ
ǼǾǻ 'ĚĩĒĥĚħĖēĒĤĖĕ ėĒĥ ĤĥĒĚğĚğĘĕĚėėĖģĤ ėģĠĞĝĒēĖĝĚğĘĨĚĥę#0%*1:
ĝĒēĖĝĖĕ ėĒĥĥĪ ĒĔĚĕĤ Ěğ ĥęĖ ĔĒĤĖ Ġė ĥęĖ ĚğĤĦĝĚğĝĚĜĖ ĤĚĘğĒĝĚğĘ
ġĒĥęĨĒĪ ĞĦĥĒğĥĤ
" QSPUPDPM UP TUBJO OFVUSBM MJQJE VTJOH UIF EZF 0JM3FE0 XBT EFWFMPQFE JO PSEFS
UP CZQBTT UIF OFFE GPS BOJNBMT UP VQUBLF PS BDDVNVMBUF WJUBM EZFT PS nVPSFTDFOUMZ
MBCFMFE GBUUZ BDJET UP JOEJDBUF GBU NBTT 8IJMF GPS UIF DBTF PG UIF SJDUǹNVUBOU BO
JODSFBTF JO #0%*1: BOE /JMF SFE BHSFFE XJUI UIF JODSFBTF JO 0JM3FE0 TUBJOJOH
JO UIF DBTF PG JOTVMJOMJLF TJHOBMJOH NVUBOUT QBSUJDVMBSMZ EBGǺ BOE BLUǹ #0%*1:
TUBJOJOH XBT OPU SFQSFTFOUBUJWF PG USJHMZDFSJEF NBTT BT BTTFTTFE CZ 0JM3FE0 PS
RVBOUJUBUJWF MJQJE CJPDIFNJTUSZ ɥJT JOEJDBUFT JO TPNF 	BOE MJLFMZ UIF NJOPSJUZ
PG
 DBTFT UIBU /JMF SFE PS #0%*1: GBU NBTT NBZ OPU CF JOEJDBUJWF PG UIF USVF MJQJE
TUPSFTXJUIJO UIF BOJNBM 8FEPOPU ZFU LOPXXIZ UIF WJUBM EZFT PS #0%*1:CFIBWF
EJĊFSFOUMZ JO JOTVMJOMJLF TJHOBMJOH NVUBOUT UIBO UIFZ EP JO NPTU PUIFS BOJNBMT
CVU POF QPTTJCMF FYQMBOBUJPO JT UIBU UIFSF JT EFDSFBTFE EZF BCTPSQUJPO WJB UIF IZ
QPEFSNJT PS UIF JOUFTUJOF BT JOTVMJO TJHOBMJOH QBUIXBZ NVUBOUT IBWF B EFDSFBTFE
HVU TVSGBDF BSFB 	"MCFSU BOE 3JEEMF ǹȁȀȀ )V ǺǸǸǿ

ǼǾǼ (ĖğĖĥĚĔ ġĒĥęĨĒĪĤ ĦġĤĥģĖĒĞ Ġė Ēğĕ ĕĠĨğĤĥģĖĒĞ ėģĠĞ 3*$5
ǹ503$Ǻ
0VS SFTVMUT JOEJDBUF UIBU 3*$5ǹ BOE UIF "($ LJOBTFT ",5ǹ ",5Ǻ BOE 4(,
ǹ QBSUJDJQBUF JO B QBUIXBZ SFHVMBUJOH GBU NFUBCPMJTN GFFEJOH HSPXUI SFQSPEVD
UJPO BOE MJGF TQBO )PXFWFS CBTFE PO UIF EBUB UIF VQTUSFBN JOQVUT BOE EPXO
TUSFBN FĊFDUPST PG SJDUǹ BLU BOE THLǹ BSF OPU LOPXO *O NBNNBMT BOE JO $ FMF
HBOT JU IBT CFFO TIPXO QSFWJPVTMZ UIBU 4(,ǹ DPVME CF BDUJWBUFE CZ 1*ǻ, TJHOBMJOH
UISPVHI UIF VQTUSFBN LJOBTF 1%,ǹ NVDI MJLF ",5 	1BSL FU BM ǹȁȁȁ -BOH BOE
$PIFO ǺǸǸǹ )FSUXFDL FU BM ǺǸǸǼ
 *U JT MJLFMZ UIBU 1*ǻ,1%,NFEJBUFE BDUJWB
UJPO PG ",5 BOE 4(, SFHVMBUF GBU EJĊFSFOUMZ GSPN QSPQPTFE ). QIPTQIPSZMBUJPO
PG UIFTF LJOBTFT CZ 503$Ǻ 'VSUIFSNPSF IFSF XF EFNPOTUSBUF UIBU BDUJWBUJPO
PG DBOPOJDBM 1*ǻ, TJHOBMJOH CZ HFOFUJD JOBDUJWBUJPO PG EBGǹȀ 	15&/
 SFHVMBUFT GBU
NBTT JO QBSBMMFM UP SJDUǹ503$Ǻ ɥVT SJDUǹ EPFT OPU BQQFBS UP CF EPXOTUSFBN
GSPN EBGǹȀ 	15&/
 PS UIF TPMF JOTVMJOMJLF SFDFQUPS EBGǺ JO JUT SFHVMBUJPO PG GBU
NBTT ɥVT XF TVHHFTU UIBU QBUIXBZT PUIFS UIBO JOTVMJOMJLF PS 1*1ǻ TJHOBMJOH BSF
VQTUSFBN PG SJDUǹ GPS GBU SFHVMBUJPO 'PS SJDUǹ MJGFTQBO SFHVMBUJPO JOTVMJOMJLF
Ȁȁ
TJHOBMJOH UISPVHI BLUǹ JT SFRVJSFE GPS UIF TIPSU MJGF TQBO )PXFWFS SJDUǹ TIPSU
MJGF TQBO JT NPEVMBUFE CZ BLUǹ BOE OPU TUSJDUMZ DBVTFE CZ BMUFSBUJPOT JO JOTVMJO
MJLF PS BLU TJHOBMJOH 	4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF ǼǹǾ
 ɥVT GPS SJDUǹ NPEVMBUJPO PG
MJGF TQBO UIF VQTUSFBN TJHOBMT BMTP SFNBJO VODMFBS
*O $ FMFHBOT UIF POMZ HFOFUJDBMMZ BOE CJPDIFNJDBMMZ EFmOFE UBSHFU PG UIF ",5
BOE 4(, LJOBTFT IBE CFFO UIF '090 USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPS %"'ǹǾ 	)FSUXFDL FU BM
ǺǸǸǼ
 .PSF SFDFOUMZ ",5ǹ ",5Ǻ BOE 4(,ǹ IBWF CFFO TIPXO UP QIPTQIPSZ
MBUF UIF USBOTDSJQUJPO GBDUPS 4,/ǹ 	5VMMFU FU BM ǺǸǸȀ
 'SPN PVS BOBMZTJT PG MJGF
TQBO BOE PG GBU NBTT UIF QIFOPUZQFT PG SJDUǹ BOJNBMT BSF OPU NFEJBUFE CZ EBG
ǹǾ XIJMF JOUFSBDUJPOT PG SJDUǹ XJUI TLOǹ IBWF ZFU UP CF FYQMPSFE JO NPSF EFUBJM
ɥVT PUIFS UIBO EBGǹǾ BEEJUJPOBM EPXOTUSFBN UBSHFUT PG ",5 BOE 4(, NVTU CF
SFTQPOTJCMF GPS NFEJBUJOH SJDUǹ QIFOPUZQFT "MPOH UIFTF MJOFT JO NBNNBMT ",5
BOE 4(,QIPTQIPSZMBUF TFWFSBM UBSHFUT JO BEEJUJPO UP UIF EBGǹǾ IPNPMPH '090ǻB
	#SVOFU FU BM ǺǸǸǹ -BOH FU BM ǺǸǸǾ
 'JOBMMZ 503$Ǻ BMTP QIPTQIPSZMBUFT UIF
QSPUFJO LJOBTF $ GBNJMZ 	4BSCBTTPW FU BM ǺǸǸǼ (VFSUJO FU BM ǺǸǸǾ 'BDDIJOFUUJ
FU BM ǺǸǸȀ
 8F IBWF KVTU CFHVO UP VOEFSTUBOE UIF SPMF PG SJDUǹ BOE THLǹ JO
NFUBCPMJD SFHVMBUJPO JO $ FMFHBOT BOE GVSUIFS XPSL JT OFFEFE UP FMVDJEBUF UIF VQ
TUSFBN BOE EPXOTUSFBN TJHOBMJOHNPMFDVMFT 0WFSBMM UIFTF PCTFSWBUJPOT JOEJDBUF
UIBU 503$Ǻ SFHVMBUFT NFUBCPMJTN GFFEJOH HSPXUI BOE SFQSPEVDUJPO BOE NPE
VMBUFT MJGF TQBO JO $ FMFHBOT ɥF EPNJOBOU TJUF PG 503$Ǻ BOE THLǹ BDUJPO JT UIF
JOUFTUJOF BOE UIF SPMF PG UIFTF LJOBTFT JO PUIFS UJTTVFT SFNBJOT UP CF NPSF GVMMZ
FYQMPSFE 4JODF UIF JOUFTUJOF JT UIF NBKPS TJUF PG GBU TUPSBHF BOE JT BO FOEPDSJOF
PSHBO SFHVMBUJOH MJGF TQBO 	-JCJOB FU BM ǺǸǸǻ
 JU JT OPU TVSQSJTJOH UIBU TJHOBMT HFO
FSBUFE XJUIJO UIF JOUFTUJOF DPVME IBWF TVDI QMFJPUSPQJD FĊFDUT JO $ FMFHBOT (JWFO
UIF FWPMVUJPOBSZ DPOTFSWBUJPO PG 3JDUPS UIF DPNQPOFOUT PG 503$Ǻ BOE UIF 4(,
GBNJMZ PG LJOBTFT JU XJMM CF JOUFSFTUJOH UP TFF JG DPOEJUJPOBM UJTTVFTQFDJmD JOBDUJ
WBUJPO PG SJDUPS THL JTPGPSNT PS PUIFS 503$Ǻ DPNQPOFOUT JONJDF QSPEVDFT BMUFS
BUJPOT JO CPEZ GBU HSPXUI BOE MJGF TQBO PS QSPUFDUT UIFN GSPN PCFTJUZ JOEVDFE
ȁǸ
CZ OVUSJFOUSJDI GPPE BT EP SJDUǹNVUBUJPOT JO $ FMFHBOT
Ǽǿ .ĒĥĖģĚĒĝĤ Ēğĕ .ĖĥęĠĕĤ 4ĦġġĝĖĞĖğĥĒĝ 'ĚĘĦģĖĤ
Ǽǿǹ 4ĥģĒĚğĤ ĦĤĖĕ








 'PS UJTTVF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG SJDUǹ NH&YǿǼǼ NHǿǼǼ
&Y<'Ǻȁ$ǹǺǻQ5N3'1NZPǺQ5('1> ǹǼ LC PG VQTUSFBN SJDUǹ QSPNPUFS TFRVFODF
XBTVTFE 'PS SFTDVF FYQFSJNFOUTNH&YǿǼǿ &Y<'Ǻȁ$ǹǺǻQ53*$5ǹ D%/"54-Ǻ5('1
NZPǺQ5N$IFSSZ> 'PS OFVSPOBM SFTDVF NH&YǿǽǼ &Y<VODǹǹȁQ53*$5ǹ D%
/"54-Ǻ5('1 NZPǺQ5('1> ǺǺ LC PG VQTUSFBN QSPNPUFS XBT VTFE 'PS JOUFTUJ
OBM SFTDVF &Y<HFTǹQ53*$5ǹ54-Ǻ5('1NZPǺQ5('1> Ǻǹ LC PG VQTUSFBN QSP
NPUFS XBT VTFE 'PS &Y<JGCǺQ53*$5ǹ54-Ǻ5('1NZPǺQ5('1> ǻ LC PG VQTUSFBN
QSPNPUFS XBT VTFE 'PS THLǹ HBJO PG GVODUJPONH&Yǿǽǿ<SJDUǹQ54(,ǹ	%Ǽǽǻ5,

D%/"54-Ǻ5('1NZPǺQ5('1> 'PS THLǹ SFTDVF #3Ǻǿǿǻ	CZ&Y<THLǹ5('1>
 	)FS
UXFDL FU BM ǺǸǸǼ
 XBT DSPTTFE JOUP SJDUǹ	NHǼǽǹ
 BOE THLǹ	NHǼǽǽ
 SJDUǹ D%/"
XBT BNQMJmFE PCUBJOJOH B EPNJOBOU 1$3 QSPEVDU GSPN XJMEUZQF XPSNT BOE
DMPOFE BOE TFWFSBM DMPOFT XFSF TFRVFODFE UP DPOmSN UIF JOUBDU SFBEJOH GSBNF
	4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF ǼȀ
 *TPMBUJPO PG SJDUǹ	'Ǻȁ$ǹǺǻ
 BOE THLǹ NVUBOUT $
FMFHBOT /Ǻ #SJTUPM TUSBJO XBT NVUBHFOJ[FE XJUI &.4 BOE UIF SFTVMUBOU 'Ǻ HFO
FSBUJPO XBT TDSFFOFE GPS JODSFBTFE TUBJOJOH XJUI UIF WJUBM EZF /JMF SFE 	"TISBm FU
BM ǺǸǸǻ .BL FU BM ǺǸǸǾ
 *OEJWJEVBM JTPMBUFT XFSF CBDLDSPTTFE UP /Ǻ #SJTUPM
BOE QPTJUJPOBMMZ DMPOFE CBTFE PO QPMZNPSQIJTNT CFUXFFO /Ǻ BOE UIF NVMUJQMZ
QPMZNPSQIJD $ FMFHBOT TUSBJO $#ǼǽȀǾ
ȁǹ
ǼǿǺ #ĠĕĪ ėĒĥ ĒĤĤĖĤĤĞĖğĥ
#PEZ GBU BOBMZTJT XBT DPOEVDUFE BT EFTDSJCFE QSFWJPVTMZ 	.BL FU BM ǺǸǸǾ
 #SJFnZ
XJMEUZQF PS NVUBOU $ FMFHBOT XBT TFFEFE PO /(. QMBUFT DPOUBJOJOH FJUIFS &
DPMJ 01ǽǸ PS )#ǹǸǹ TVQQMFNFOUFE XJUI ǹ N. UIF nVPSFTDFOU GBUUZ BDJE BOBMPH
$ǹ#0%*1: ǽǸǸǽǹǸ$ǹǺ 	*OWJUSPHFO
 PS /JMF SFE 	*OWJUSPHFO
 GSPN B ǺI TZO
DISPOPVT FHH MBZ PS BT -ǹ GPMMPXJOH PWFSOJHIU IBUDIJOH BOE TZODISPOJ[BUJPO BU
ǺǸ`$ JO NJOJNBM NFEJB *NBHJOH BOE RVBOUJUBUJPO XBT DPOEVDUFE BGUFS HSPXUI BU
ǺǸ`$ BT EBZ ǻ BEVMUT 	'JHT ǹ ǻ#
 PS EBZ ǹǺ BEVMUT 	'JHVSF Ǽǻ"
 VTJOH BO "YJP
QMBONJDSPTDPQF BOE "YJPWJTJPO TPGUXBSF 	;FJTT
 "U MFBTU ǻǸ BOJNBMT XFSF JNBHFE
PO BU MFBTU UISFF TFQBSBUF PDDBTJPOT BOE SFTVMUT XFSF DPOTJTUFOU CFUXFFO FYQFS
JNFOUT ɥF WJUBM EZF /JMF SFE 	*OWJUSPHFO
 XBT VTFE UP DPOmSN QIFOPUZQFT PG
SJDUǹ	NHǼǽǸ
 BOE SJDUǹ	NHǼǽǹ
 PCTFSWFE CZ #0%*1: TUBJOJOH BT EFTDSJCFE 	.BL
FU BM ǺǸǸǾ
 "MM CPEZ GBU BOBMZTFT XFSF DBSSJFE PVU PO BOJNBMT HSPXO BU ǺǸ`$
0JM3FE0 TUBJOJOH XBT DPOEVDUFE CZ XBTIJOH ǺǸǸǻǸǸ EBZ ǹ BEVMU BOJNBMT GSPN
QMBUFT TZODISPOJ[FE BU UIF UJNF PG UIF mSTU QSPHFOZ IBUDIJOH 	ǹǺ I BGUFS UIF mSTU
FHH JT MBJE
 ɥFXPSNTXFSF SFTVTQFOEFE BOEXBTIFE UXJDFXJUI1#4 BOE UIFO TVT
QFOEFE JO ǹǺǸN- PG 1#4 UPXIJDI BO FRVBM WPMVNF PG Ǻǻ.38#CVĊFS DPOUBJOJOH
ǺǶQBSBGPSNBMEFIZEFXBT BEEFE 	DPNQPTJUJPO ǹǾǸN.,$M ǼǸN./B$M ǹǼN.
/BǺ&(5" ǹ N. 4QFSNJEJOF )$M ǸǼ N. 4QFSNJOF ǻǸ N./B 1*1&4 BU Q) ǿǼ
ǸǺǶ #.&
ɥFXPSNT XFSF UBLFO UISPVHI UISFF GSFF[FUIBX DZDMFT CFUXFFO ESZ
JDFFUIBOPM BOE XBSN SVOOJOH UBQ XBUFS GPMMPXFE CZ TQJOOJOH BU ǹǼǸǸǸH XBTI
JOH PODF JO 1#4 UP SFNPWF 1'" SFTVTQFOTJPO JO ǾǸǶ JTPQSPQBOPM UP EFIZESBUF
BOE BEEJUJPO PG ǾǸǶ0JM3FE0 TUBJO 	QSFQBSFE BT GPMMPXT GSPN Ǹǽ HǹǸǸN- JTP
QSPQBOPM TUPDL TPMVUJPO FRVJMJCSBUFE GPS TFWFSBM EBZT GSFTIMZ EJMVUF XJUI ǼǸǶ XB
UFS ǾǸǶ TUPDL BOE BMMPX UP TJU ǹǸNJO BOEmMUFS ǸǺ UP ǸǼNN
 0JM3FE0BOBMZTJT
JO NPTBJD BOJNBMT DPVME OPU CF DPNQMFUFE EVF UP UIF EJTBQQFBSBODF PG ('1 XJUI
UIF mYBUJPO OFDFTTBSZ UP DPNQMFUF 0JM3FE0 TUBJOJOH "MUIPVHI JU JT QPTTJCMF UP
RVBOUJUBUF UIF BNPVOU PG 0JM3FE0 TUBJOJOH JO JOEJWJEVBM BOJNBMT GPS UIF QVS
QPTFT PG UIJT TUVEZ XF SFMJFE PO RVBOUJUBUJWF MJQJE CJPDIFNJTUSZ BOE OPU 0JM3FE0
RVBOUJUBUJPO UP EFUFSNJOF UIF BNPVOU PG TUPSFE USJHMZDFSJEF JO B HJWFO HFOPUZQF
8IFO RVBOUJUBUFE 0JM3FE0 DPSSFMBUFE XFMM XJUI USJHMZDFSJEF NBTT EFUFSNJOFE
CZ RVBOUJUBUJWF MJQJE CJPDIFNJTUSZ 	EBUB OPU TIPXO
 2VBOUJUBUJWF MJQJE CJPDIFN
JTUSZ XBT DPOEVDUFE BT QVCMJTIFE QSFWJPVTMZ 	1FSF[ BOE 7BO (JMTU ǺǸǸȀ
 XJUI UIF
ȁǺ
GPMMPXJOH NPEJmDBUJPOT #SJFnZ ǿǽǸǸ XPSNT BU EBZ ǹ PG BEVMUIPPE XFSF XBTIFE
GSPN UISFF ǹǸDN QMBUFT DPOUBJOJOH UIF JOEJDBUFE GPPE BOE XBTIFE PWFS B ǺǸNN
NFTI 	4NBMM 1BSUT *OD
 XJUI BO FYDFTT PG 4#BTBM NFEJVN UP SFNPWF QSPHFOZ
FHHT BOE CBDUFSJB ɥFTF XFSF BMMPXFE UP TJU PO BO FNQUZ QMBUF GPS ǺǸ NJO UP
FNQUZ CBDUFSJB GSPN UIF HVU "GUFSXBSE XPSNT XFSF SFIBSWFTUFE BOE GSP[FO PO
MJRVJE OJUSPHFO ɥF UPUBM XPSNQFMMFUXBT TPOJDBUFE JO ǸǺǽN-PG 1#4 BGUFSXIJDI
XF BEEFE ǽǸ N- PG USJHMZDFSJEF BOE QIPTQIPMJQJET TUBOEBSET EJTTPMWFE JO DIMP
SPGPSNNFUIBOPM Ǻǹ 	ǹǾǿ ONPM PG USJUSJEFDBOPJO /V$IFL 1SFQ BOE Ǻǽ ONPM
PG ǹǺEJIFQUBEFDBOPZMTOHMZDFSPǻQIPTQIPDIPMJOF .BUSFZB SFTQFDUJWFMZ
 BOE
JNNFEJBUFMZ BEEFE UP ǹǽ N- PG Ǻǹ DIMPSPGPSNNFUIBOPM UP FYUSBDU MJQJET ɥJT
NJYUVSF XBT TQVO EPXO 	ǹǸǸǸH GPS ǹNJO
 BOE UIF MPXFS PSHBOJD QIBTF XBT SFDPW
FSFE XJUIPVU EFCSJT ɥJT XBT XBTIFE XJUI ǻ N- PG ǸȁǶ /B$M BOE TQVO BU ǹǸǸǸH
UP TFQBSBUF QIBTFT ɥF MPXFS PSHBOJD QIBTF XBT FWBQPSBUFE VOEFS OJUSPHFO BOE
MJQJET XFSF SFTVTQFOEFE JO ǹǸǸǶ DIMPSPGPSN UP DPOEVDU TPMJEQIBTF DISPNBUPH
SBQIZ VTJOH QSFQBDLFE TJMJDB HFM DPMVNOT 	ɥFSNP 4DJFOUJmD
 GPMMPXFE CZ ($.4
BT SFQPSUFE QSFWJPVTMZ 	1FSF[ BOE 7BO (JMTU ǺǸǸȀ
 'PS BMM NFBTVSFNFOUT BU MFBTU
UXP CJPMPHJDBM SFQMJDBUFT XFSF QFSGPSNFE XJUI EBUB TIPXO BTNFBO Ǿ 4&.8IFSF
BNJOJNVN PG GPVSNFBTVSFNFOUT XFSF DPOEVDUFE TUBUJTUJDBM BOBMZTJT XBT DBSSJFE
PVU VTJOH QBJSXJTF 4UVEFOUT UUFTUT
Ǽǿǻ 1ęĒģĪğĘĖĒĝ ġĦĞġĚğĘ ģĒĥĖĤ
1VNQJOH SBUF XBT EFUFSNJOFE VTJOH B 4POZ DBNFSB BUUBDIFE UP B ;FJTT NJDSPTDPQF
GPS CFUXFFO ǹǸ BOE ǹǺ TZODISPOJ[FE XFMMGFE EBZ ǹ BEVMU BOJNBMT QFS HFOPUZQF
HSPXO PO UIF TBNF GPPE UIBU QVNQJOH BTTBZT XFSF EFUFSNJOFE PO 1IBSZOHFBM
DPOUSBDUJPOT JO ǺǸUP ǻǸTFD UJNF QFSJPET XFSF DPVOUFE VTJOH J.PWJF 	"QQMF
 BOE
QVNQJOH SBUFT QFS NJOVUF XFSF DBMDVMBUFE
ǼǿǼ 0ĩĪĘĖğ ĔĠğĤĦĞġĥĚĠğ
4ZODISPOJ[FE EBZ ǹ BEVMU XPSNT HSPXO PO FJUIFS 01ǽǸ PS )#ǹǸǹ XFSF XBTIFE
SFQFBUFEMZ PWFS B ǻǽNN OZMPO NFTI 	4NBMM 1BSUT *OD GPS XJME UZQF
 PS B ǺǸ
NN OZMPO NFTI 	GPS SJDUǹNVUBOUT
 UP SFNPWF CBDUFSJB FHHT BOE MBSWBF 0YZHFO
DPOTVNQUJPO PG ǺǽǸǸXPSNTXBT UIFONFBTVSFE JNNFEJBUFMZ JO ǹǽN- PG 4CBTBM
NFEJVN XJUIPVU DIPMFTUFSPM VTJOH B 4USBUILFMWJO ȁǺȀ ǾDIBOOFM $MBSL FMFDUSPEF
ȁǻ
SFTQJSPNFUFS 4JY UP ǹǸ JOEFQFOEFOU NFBTVSFNFOUT XFSF DPOEVDUFE BOE BWFSBHFE
QFS TUSBJO QFS GPPE TPVSDF BOE OPSNBMJ[FE UP UPUBM QSPUFJO DPOUFOU EFUFSNJOFE
VTJOH B #$" BTTBZ 	1JFSDF

Ǽǿǽ #ģĠĠĕ ĤĚīĖ ĕĖĥĖģĞĚğĒĥĚĠğ
5FO UP ǹǺ TZODISPOJ[FE BOJNBMT QFS TUSBJO QFS GPPE TPVSDF XFSF USBOTGFSSFE
EBJMZ UP GSFTI /(. QMBUFT DPOUBJOJOH 01ǽǸ PS )#ǹǸǹ BOE IBUDIFE QSPHFOZ XFSF
DPVOUFE ǻ E MBUFS 5PUBM CSPPE TJ[F XBT EFUFSNJOFE CZ BEEJOH QSPHFOZ QSPEVDFE
BDSPTT BMM EBZT
ǼǿǾ #ĠĕĪ ĤĚīĖ ĕĖĥĖģĞĚğĒĥĚĠğ
.BYJNBM MPOHJUVEJOBM DSPTTTFDUJPOBM BSFB XBT PCUBJOFE CZ RVBOUJUBUJWF NJ
DSPTDPQZ VTJOH ;FJTT BYJPWJTJPO TPGUXBSF BU JEFOUJDBM UJNF QPJOUT UIBU JNBHFT XFSF
UBLFO GPS GBU NBTT EFUFSNJOBUJPO
Ǽǿǿ &ĘĘĥĠĖĘĘ ĥĚĞĖ
&HHT XFSF TZODISPOJ[FE CZ Ǻ I TZODISPOPVT FHH MBZ "U UIF -Ǽ TUBHF ǺǸ BOJNBMT
QFS TUSBJO QFS GPPE TPVSDF XFSF QMBDFE PO BO JOEJWJEVBM QMBUF BOENPOJUPSFE FWFSZ
ǹǺ I VOUJM UIF mSTU FHH XBT MBJE ɥF EBUB XFSF FYQSFTTFE BT UIF NFBO UJNF VOUJM
mSTU FHH MBJE Ǿ4&.
ǼǿȀ 'ĖĖĕĚğĘ 3/"Ě
3/"J DMPOFT XFSF JTPMBUFE GSPN B HFOPNFXJEF & DPMJ GFFEJOH 3/"J MJCSBSZ BOE
GFE UP $ FMFHBOT BT EFTDSJCFE QSFWJPVTMZ 	,BNBUI BOE "ISJOHFS ǺǸǸǻ ,BNBUI FU
BM ǺǸǸǻ
 & DPMJ DMPOFT FYQSFTTJOH ET3/" DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP DPOUSPM WFDUPS -ǼǼǼǸ
SJDUǹ PS TJOIǹ XFSF TVQQMFNFOUFE XJUI $ǹ#0%*1: ǽǸǸǽǹǸ $ǹǺ PS /JMF SFE UP
EFUFSNJOF GBU DPOUFOU BT BCPWF PS QVU PO VOTVQQMFNFOUFE QMBUFT GPS 0JM3FE0
TUBJOJOH 4ZODISPOPVT QPQVMBUJPOT PG XPSNT XFSF PCUBJOFE CZ CMFBDI USFBUNFOU
PG HSBWJE BEVMUT BOE BGUFS POF HFOFSBUJPO PG 3/"J GFFEJOH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MZ[FE CZ VTJOH B USBDLJOH NJDSPTDPQF UP GPMMPX UIF NPWFNFOUT PG JOEJWJEVBM BO
ǹǺǹ
JNBMT SFTQPOEJOH UP EFmOFE UFNQFSBUVSF HSBEJFOUT <Ǽ> *O CSJFG B MBSWBT DSBXM
JOH USBKFDUPSZ DBO CF DIBSBDUFSJ[FE BT B TFRVFODF PG QFSJPET PG QFSTJTUFOU GPSXBSE
NPWFNFOU 	SVOT
 UIBU BSF JOUFSSVQUFE BU SBOEPN CZ SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFST
%VSJOH B SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFS UIF MBSWB QBVTFT BOE TXFFQT JUT IFBE POF PS
NPSF UJNFT VOUJM JU QJDLT B OFX EJSFDUJPO JO XIJDI UP SFTVNF GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU
<ǽ> ɥVT UIF SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFST BMPOH BO BOJNBMT USBKFDUPSZ NBZ CF JO
UFSQSFUFE BT B TFRVFODF PG OBWJHBUJPOBM EFDJTJPOT *O UFNQFSBUVSF HSBEJFOUT UIF
MBSWB CJBTFT UIF TJ[F GSFRVFODZ BOE EJSFDUJPO PG UIFTF SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFST
UP FOIBODF UIF MJLFMJIPPE UIBU JUT PWFSBMM USBKFDUPSZ USFOET UPXBSET GBWPSBCMF UFN
QFSBUVSFT <Ǽ>
$IFNPUBDUJD BOE UIFSNPUBDUJD OBWJHBUJPO JO TJNQMFS PSHBOJTNT MJLF UIF CBD
UFSJVN & DPMJ PS UIF OFNBUPEF $ FMFHBOT BMTP JOWPMWFT BMUFSOBUJOH TFRVFODFT PG
GPSXBSE NPWFNFOUT BOE SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFST <ǾȀ> )PXFWFS CBDUFSJB BOE
OFNBUPEFT POMZ CJBT UIF GSFRVFODZ PG BCSVQU SFPSJFOUBUJPOT JO SFTQPOTF UP DIBOH
JOH DPOEJUJPOT FYIJCJUJOH MPOHFS SVOT XIFO IFBEFE JO GBWPSBCMF EJSFDUJPOT BOE
TIPSUFS SVOT XIFO IFBEFE JO VOGBWPSBCMF EJSFDUJPOT #Z BEEJUJPOBMMZ CJBTJOH UIF
TJ[F BOE EJSFDUJPO PG SFPSJFOUBUJPONBOFVWFST MBSWBF BSF BCMF UP FYIJCJUNPSF SVOT
JO GBWPSBCMF EJSFDUJPO UIFSFCZ JODSFBTJOH UIF SBUF BU XIJDI UIFZ JNQSPWF UIFJS TVS
SPVOEJOHT <Ǽ>
ɥF OBWJHBUJPOBM CFIBWJPST PG UIF %SPTPQIJMB MBSWB BSF FODPEFE JO OFVSBM DJS
DVJUT UIBU BDUJWBUF BQQSPQSJBUF NPUPS QSPHSBNT JO SFTQPOTF UP TFOTPSZ JOQVUT *U
JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE UP FTUJNBUF TFOTPSZ JOQVU EVSJOH MBSWBM UIFSNPUBYJT CZ NFB
TVSJOH UIF QPTJUJPO PG UIF MBSWBT CPEZ JO BNCJFOU TQBUJBM PS UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT *U
JT MFTT FBTZ UP DIBSBDUFSJ[F UIF NPUPS QSPHSBNT UIBU BSF VTFE EVSJOH UIFSNPUBYJT
#FDBVTF FBDI CPEZ TFHNFOU PG UIF%SPTPQIJMB MBSWB DBO DPOUSBDU PS FYQBOE JU JT EJG
mDVMU UP JOGFS NPUPS EZOBNJDT GSPN UIF PVUMJOF PG UIF MBSWBT CPEZ 'MVPSFTDFODF
NJDSPTDPQZ PĊFST B TPMVUJPO JU JT QPTTJCMF UP WJTVBMJ[F UIF NPWFNFOUT PG JOEJWJE
VBM TFHNFOUT XJUIJO USBOTHFOJD BOJNBMT JO XIJDI('1 JT GVTFE UP UIFNZPTJO IFBWZ
DIBJO <ȁǹǸ> )FSF CZ JNBHJOH TFHNFOU EZOBNJDT PG GSFFMZ NPWJOH USBOTHFOJD MBS
WBF XF DIBSBDUFSJ[F UIF NPUPS QSPHSBNT UIBU UIF%SPTPQIJMB MBSWB VTFT UP JOJUJBUF
FYFDVUF BOE DPNQMFUF SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFST EVSJOH OBWJHBUJPO
ǹǺǺ
ǽǽ 3ĖĤĦĝĥĤ
ǽǽǹ 7ĚĤĦĒĝĚīĚğĘ ĞĠĥĠģ ĕĪğĒĞĚĔĤ Ěğ ėģĖĖĝĪ ĞĠħĚğĘ ĝĒģħĒĖ
5SBOTHFOJD %SPTPQIJMB MBSWB XJUI ('1 GVTFE UP UIF NZPTJO IFBWZ DIBJO 	X.ID
('1DǹǹǸ$Z0
 QFSNJU UIF WJTVBMJ[BUJPO PG UIPSBDJD BOE BCEPNJOBM CPEZ TFHNFOUT
JO UIF GSFFMZ NPWJOH BOJNBM VTJOH nVPSFTDFODF NJDSPTDPQZ <ȁǹǸ> 	'JHVSF ǽǹ"

5P GBDJMJUBUF RVBOUJmDBUJPO XF EFWFMPQFE TFNJBVUPNBUFE NBDIJOFWJTJPO TPGU
XBSF UIBU BOBMZ[FT UIF nVPSFTDFOU JNBHFT PG UIFTF DSBXMJOH MBSWBF UP BVUPNBUJ
DBMMZ FYUSBDU UIF PVUFS CPVOEBSZ JEFOUJmFT UIF IFBE BOE UBJM BOE NFBTVSFT UIF
DVSWBUVSF PG UIF CPEZ DFOUFSMJOF UIBU JT BTTPDJBUFE XJUI UVSOJOH EFDJTJPOT 	'JH
VSF ǽǹ#
 8JUIJO UIFTF JNBHF GSBNFT UIF DPPSEJOBUFT PG UIF JOUFSTFDUJPOT PG UIF
CPVOEBSJFT CFUXFFO FBDI TFHNFOU XJUI UIF PVUFS CPVOEBSZ PG UIF BOJNBM DBO CF
QSFDJTFMZ MPDBUFE CZ IBOE 0ODF UIJT DPPSEJOBUF TZTUFN IBT CFFO JNQPTFE PO FBDI
WJEFP GSBNF JU JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE UP RVBOUJGZ UIF DPOUSBDUJMF EZOBNJDT PG FBDI PG
UISFF UIPSBDJD CPEZ TFHNFOUT 	5ǹ5ǻ
 BOE FJHIU BCEPNJOBM TFHNFOUT 	"ǹ"Ȁ

ɥFNPVUI TFHNFOU BOE UIF UFSNJOBM"ȁ TFHNFOU DBOOPU CF EJTUJOHVJTIFE JO UIJT
XBZ EVF UP UIF MBDL PG TIBSQ CPVOEBSJFT JO UIFJS NVTDVMBUVSF 'PSXBSENPWFNFOU
PG UIF%SPTPQIJMB MBSWB BT JO PUIFS %JQUFSB TQFDJFT JT ESJWFO CZXBWFT PG QFSJTUBMTJT
UIBU USBWFM GSPN UBJM UP IFBE <ǹǹ> 8F CFHBO CZ RVBOUJGZJOH CPEZ TFHNFOU EZOBN
JDT EVSJOH GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU VTJOH B USBDLJOH NJDSPTDPQF UIBU DBQUVSFE IJHI
SFTPMVUJPO nVPSFTDFODF WJEFP PG GSFFMZ DSBXMJOH MBSWBF 	'JHVSF ǽǺ 7JEFP ǹ
 $PO
TJTUFOU XJUI QSFWJPVT PCTFSWBUJPOT XBWFT PG DPOUSBDUJPO QSPQBHBUF XJUI OFBSMZ
DPOTUBOU TQFFE GSPN UBJM UP IFBE EVSJOH GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU TUBSUJOH BU UIF SFBS
NPTU BCEPNJOBM TFHNFOUT BOE FOEJOH BU UIF 5Ǻ PS 5ǹ UIPSBDJD TFHNFOU FBDIXBWF
QSPEVDJOH Ǹǹǻ CPEZ MFOHUIT PG GPSXBSE EJTQMBDFNFOU 	'JHVSF ǽǻ"
 <ȁǹǺ>
ǹǺǻ
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`B2b #2ir22M b2;K2Mib 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B/2MiB}2/ #v ?M/ Uv2HHQr /QibVX _B;?i h?2 H2M;i?b Q7 i?2 #QmM/`B2b #2ir22M b2;@
K2Mib Q` ~mQ`2b+2M+2 BMi2MbBiv rBi?BM b2;K2Mib +M #2 mb2/ b K2bm`2b Q7 b2;K2Mi
+QMi`+iBQMX
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b+QT2 bi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`p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+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0OF NFBTVSF PG TFHNFOU EZOBNJDT EVSJOH UIF DPOUSBDUJPO XBWF JT QSPWJEFE JO
UIF MFOHUIT PG UIF MFGU BOE SJHIU CPVOEBSJFT PG FBDI TFHNFOU "OPUIFS NFBTVSF
JT NFBO nVPSFTDFODF JOUFOTJUZ CFDBVTFNVTDMF DPOUSBDUJPO JODSFBTFT UIF MPDBM DPO
DFOUSBUJPO PG ('18BWFT PG DPOUSBDUJPO DBO CF HSBQIJDBMMZ SFQSFTFOUFE FJUIFS XJUI
LZNPHSBQIT UIBU TIPX GSBDUJPOBM DIBOHFT JO UIF MFOHUI PG CPEZ TFHNFOU CPVOE
BSJFT PWFS UJNF PS JO UIF nVPSFTDFODF JOUFOTJUZ PG UIF QJYFMT XJUIJO FBDI CPEZ TFH
NFOU PWFS UJNF 	'JHVSF ǽǻ#

8IFO FBDI CPEZ TFHNFOU JT WJFXFE TFQBSBUFMZ JUT nVPSFTDFODF JOUFOTJUZ PTDJM
MBUFT JO B SIZUINJDNBOOFSXJUI TVDDFTTJWF QFSJTUBMTJTXBWFT ɥF TMJHIU QIBTF TIJGU
JO UIF SIZUINJD PTDJMMBUJPO CFUXFFO BEKBDFOU TFHNFOUT JT EVF UP UIF QSPQBHBUJPO
PG UIF XBWF GSPN UBJM UP IFBE ɥJT SIZUINJD WBSJBUJPO JO nVPSFTDFODF JOUFOTJUZ JT
QSPOPVODFE JO UIF BCEPNJOBM TFHNFOUT BOE UIF 5ǻ UIPSBDJD TFHNFOU CVU CFDPNFT
MFTT OPUJDFBCMF JO UIF 5Ǻ TFHNFOU BOE FTQFDJBMMZ UIF 5ǹ TFHNFOU 	'JHVSF ǽǻ$
 5P
CFUUFS VOEFSTUBOE UIF UXP NFBTVSFT PG TFHNFOU DPOUSBDUJPO XF RVBOUJmFE UIF
ǹǺǽ
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DPSSFMBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF UXP TFUT PG NFBTVSFNFOUT BDSPTT PVS EBUB TFUT 	'JHVSF
ǽǼ
 'PSNPTU TFHNFOUT JODSFBTFT JO nVPSFTDFOU JOUFOTJUZ BSF TUSPOHMZ DPSSFMBUFE
XJUI EFDSFBTFT JO TFHNFOU MFOHUI BT FYQFDUFE )PXFWFS BU UIF GSPOU UIF DPS
SFMBUJPO CFUXFFO nVPSFTDFODF JOUFOTJUZ BOE TFHNFOU MFOHUI CFDPNFT TNBMMFS JO
5Ǻ BOE OFBSMZ WBOJTIFT JO 5ǹ "U UIF SFBS PG UIF BOJNBM UIF DPSSFMBUJPO CFDPNFT
TNBMMFS JO "ǿ BOE JODSFBTFT JO nVPSFTDFOU JOUFOTJUZ CFDPNFXFBLMZ DPSSFMBUFEXJUI
JODSFBTFT JO TFHNFOU MFOHUI JO"Ȁ ɥFEFUBJMFENPUJPOT PG UIF GSPOUNPTU BOE SFBS
NPTU TFHNFOUT DPVME CF NPSF DPNQMJDBUFE UIBO NJEEMF TFHNFOUT 'PS FYBNQMF
UIF MBSWBTNPVUI DBO FYIJCJU GPSBHJOHNPWFNFOUT SBQJE TNBMM BNQMJUVEF TJEFUP
TJEF NPWFNFOUT UIBU TFFN UP CF ESJWFO CZ 5ǹ )PXFWFS UIF MPTT PG DPSSFMBUJPO JO
UIF UXP NFBTVSFT PG TFHNFOU DPOUSBDUJPO BU UIF IFBE BOE UBJM DPVME BMTP CF QBSUMZ
EVF UP NFBTVSFNFOU BSUJGBDU FH PXJOH UP UIF USJBOHVMBS TIBQF PG UIF 5ǹ BOE
"Ȁ TFHNFOUT NFBTVSJOH UIF MFOHUIT PG UIFJS MFGU BOE SJHIU TJEFT XJMM CF TUSPOHMZ
BĊFDUFE CZ FSSPST JO MPDBUJOH UIFJS UJQT
ǽǽǺ .ĠĥĠģ ĕĪğĒĞĚĔĤ ĕĦģĚğĘ ğĒħĚĘĒĥĚĠğĒĝ ĕĖĔĚĤĚĠğĞĒĜĚğĘ
ɥF OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ GPS MBSWB UIFSNPUBYJT JT CBTFE JO UIF SFHVMBUJPO PG IFBE
TXFFQJOH NPWFNFOUT EVSJOH UIF SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFST UIBU TFQBSBUF TVDDFT
TJWF QFSJPET PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU <Ǽ> 'JSTU BOE TFDPOE JOTUBS %SPTPQIJMB MBSWBF
BWPJE UFNQFSBUVSFT CFMPX ǺǺ◦$ 'JSTU XF WFSJmFE UIBU USBOTHFOJD %SPTPQIJMB MBS
WBF 	X.ID('1DǹǹǸ$Z0
 FYIJCJU DPMEBWPJEBODF CFIBWJPS CZ QMBDJOH UIFN PO
TQBUJBM UFNQFSBUVSF HSBEJFOUT 8IFO TUBSUFE BU ǹǿ◦$ PO MJOFBS UFNQFSBUVSF HSB
EJFOUT 	Ǹǻ◦$DN
 CPUI XJMEUZQF 	$BOUPO 4
 BOE USBOTHFOJD MBSWBF DSBXM UPXBSET
XBSNFS UFNQFSBUVSFT BU DPNQBSBCMF SBUFT 	'JHVSF ǽǾ
 ɥF JOTUBOUBOFPVT DSBXM
JOH TQFFET PG CPUI UZQFT PG MBSWBF EVSJOH QFSJPET PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU BSF BMTP
DPNQBSBCMF .PSFPWFS OBWJHBUJPOBM EFDJTJPOT EVSJOH UIFSNPUBYJT BSF JOGPSNFE
CZ UFNQPSBM DPNQBSJTPOT JO UFNQFSBUVSF ɥVT UIF GSFRVFODZ PG UVSOJOHEFDJTJPOT
BOE TJ[F PG IFBE TXFFQT EVSJOH UVSOJOH EFDJTJPOT BSF HSFBUFS GPS DPPMJOH SBNQT
UIBO GPS XBSNJOH SBNQT BU UFNQFSBUVSFT BSPVOE ǺǸ◦$ 	'JHVSF ǽǾ
 8F WFSJmFE
UIBU CPUI XJMEUZQF BOE USBOTHFOJD MBSWB FYIJCJU UIFTF CJBTFT JO CFIBWJPS 	'JHVSF
ǽǾ
 5BLFO UPHFUIFS UIFTF SFTVMUT TVHHFTU UIBU UIF USBOTHFOJD MBSWBF EP OPU TVĊFS
TFWFSF MPDPNPUPS PS OBWJHBUJPOBM JNQBJSNFOUT 8F OPUF UIBU UIF XIJUF NVUBUJPO
ǹǺȀ
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UIBU JT DBSSJFE CZ UIF USBOTHFOJD MBSWBF IBT CFFO SFQPSUFE UP SFEVDF EPQBNJOF BOE
TFSPUPOJO MFWFMT JO UIF MBSWBM DFOUSBM OFSWPVT TZTUFN XIJDI NBZ BDDPVOU GPS EJG
GFSFODFT JO UIF NBHOJUVEF PG UIF UIFSNPTFOTPSZ SFTQPOTF 	'JHVSF ǽǾ
 <ǹǻǹǽ>
5P WJTVBMJ[F NVTDMF EZOBNJDT EVSJOH OBWJHBUJPOBM EFDJTJPOT XF TVCKFDUFE JOEJ
WJEVBM USBOTHFOJD MBSWBF UP TJOVTPJEBM WBSJBUJPOT CFUXFFO ǹǼ◦$ BOE ǹǾ◦$ XJUI Ǻ
NJO QFSJPE XIJMF USBDLJOH UIFJS NPWFNFOUT VTJOH UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM TFUVQ TIPXO
JO 'JHVSF ǽǺ )FSF XF BOBMZ[FE ǼǾ BCSVQU UVSOT FYIJCJUFE CZ ǹǸ USBOTHFOJD MBS
WBF UIBU XFSF JOEJWJEVBMMZ USBDLFE JO UIF OFX TFUVQ ǺǾ UIBU PDDVSSFE EVSJOH UIF
DPPMJOH QIBTF BOE ǺǸ UIBU PDDVSSFE EVSJOH UIF XBSNJOH QIBTF PG UIF TJOVTPJEBM
TUJNVMVT 8F EFTJHOBUFE UVSOT BT MBSHF 	ȁ PG XIJDI PDDVSSFE EVSJOH XBSNJOH BOE
ǹǻ EVSJOH DPPMJOH
 PS TNBMM 	ǹǹ PG XIJDI PDDVSSFE EVSJOH XBSNJOH BOE ǹǻ EVSJOH
DPPMJOH
 XIFO UIF CPEZ CFOE BOHMFT XFSF HSFBUFS PS TNBMMFS UIBO ȁǸV SFTQFDUJWFMZ
7JEFP TFHNFOUT BOE BOBMZTJT PG GPVS FYBNQMF UVSOJOH EFDJTJPOT BSF TIPXO JO
'JHVSFT ǽǽ ǽǿ ǽȀ ǽȁ " SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFS JOWPMWJOH POF TNBMM MFGUXBSE
IFBE TXFFQ EVSJOH XBSNJOH JT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǽǽ 	7JEFP Ǻ
 " UVSOJOH EFDJTJPO
JOWPMWJOH POF TNBMM MFGUXBSE IFBE TXFFQ EVSJOH DPPMJOH JT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǽǿ
	7JEFP ǻ
 " SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFS JOWPMWJOH POF MBSHF SJHIUXBSE IFBE TXFFQ
EVSJOH DPPMJOH JT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǽȀ 	7JEFP Ǽ
 " SFPSJFOUBUJPONBOFVWFS JOWPMW
JOH UXP MBSHF IFBE TXFFQT JO SBQJE TVDDFTTJPO EVSJOH DPPMJOH POF MFGUXBSE BOE
POF SJHIUXBSE JT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǽȁ 	7JEFP ǽ
 #FMPX XF EJTDVTT IPX DPNQBSJ
TPO PG UIF UJNFWBSZJOH QPTUVSF PG FBDI MBSWB XJUI DPSSFTQPOEJOH LZNPHSBQIT PG
TFHNFOU DPOUSBDUJPO XFSF VTFE UP SFWFBM UIF NPUPS TFRVFODFT UIBU DPSSFTQPOE UP
UIF JOJUJBUJPO FYFDVUJPO BOE DPNQMFUJPO PG SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFST
*O FWFSZ DBTF XF GPVOE UIBU UIF POTFU PG IFBE TXFFQJOH EVSJOH SFPSJFOUBUJPO
NBOFVWFST 	JEFOUJmFE BT FWFOUT JO XIJDI UIF CPEZ DFOUFSMJOF CFOET CZ NPSF UIBO
ǼǸV
 PDDVST BGUFS UIF FOE PG UIF QSFWJPVT QFSJTUBMTJT DZDMF 	'JHVSF ǽǽ BOE 7JEFP
Ǻ 'JHVSF ǽǿ BOE 7JEFP ǻ 'JHVSF ǽȀ BOE 7JEFP Ǽ 'JHVSF ǽȁ BOE 7JEFP ǽ
 ɥJT
PCTFSWBUJPO TVHHFTUT B EJTUJODU USBOTJUJPO GSPN UIF QFSJTUBMUJD NPUPS QSPHSBN GPS
GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU UP UIF BTZNNFUSJD DPOUSBDUJPO NPUPS QSPHSBN GPS JOJUJBUJOH
IFBE TXFFQJOH GPS FBDI SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFS
/FYU XF MPPLFE BU IPX CPEZ TFHNFOUT BSF VTFE UP BDUVBUF IFBE TXFFQT 5P
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EP UIJT XF RVBOUJmFE BTZNNFUSJD DPOUSBDUJPO CZ NFBTVSJOH UIF MPHBSJUIN PG UIF
MFOHUI SBUJP CFUXFFO UIF MFGU BOE SJHIU CPVOEBSJFT PG UIF PQQPTJOH RVBESBOUT
XJUIJO FBDI CPEZ TFHNFOU MO(-SJHIU/-MFGU) ɥJT MPHBSJUIN JT SPVHIMZ [FSP EVSJOH
UIF QFSJTUBMTJT UIBU BDDPNQBOJFT GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU CFDBVTF UIF MFGU BOE SJHIU
TJEFT PG FBDI TFHNFOU DPOUSBDU BOE FYQBOE TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ %VSJOH IFBE TXFFQT
UIF MPHBSJUIN PG UIF MFOHUI SBUJP PG UIF CPEZ TFHNFOUT XJUIJO UIF QJWPU XJMM JO
DSFBTF UP QPTJUJWF WBMVFT PS EFDSFBTF UP OFHBUJWF WBMVFT GPS MFGUXBSE BOE SJHIUXBSE
TXFFQT SFTQFDUJWFMZ 8F GPVOE SFNBSLBCMF DPOTJTUFODZ JO UIF VTBHF PG TFHNFOUT
EVSJOH IFBE TXFFQT /FJUIFS UIF BOUFSJPS BOE QPTUFSJPS FYUFOUT PG BTZNNFUSJD
DPOUSBDUJPO OPS UIF DFOUFS PG UIF QJWPU EFQFOEFE PO UIF TJ[F PS EJSFDUJPO PG
IFBE TXFFQT XIFUIFS UIFZ XFSF JOJUJBUFE EVSJOH UIF DPPMJOH PS XBSNJOH QIBTFT
PG UIFSNPTFOTPSZ JOQVU PS XIFUIFS POF PS NPSF IFBE TXFFQT XFSF JOWPMWFE JO
FBDI UVSOJOH EFDJTJPO 	'JHVSF ǽǽ BOE 7JEFP Ǻ 'JHVSF ǽǿ BOE 7JEFP ǻ 'JHVSF ǽȀ
BOE 7JEFP Ǽ 'JHVSF ǽȁ BOE 7JEFP ǽ 'JHVSF ǽǹǸ"
 "MM IFBE TXFFQT BSF DFOUFSFE
PO UIF "ǹ TFHNFOU XIJDI VOEFSHPFT UIF QFBL BTZNNFUSJD DPOUSBDUJPO CFUXFFO
UIF MFGU BOE SJHIU TJEFT ɥF 5ǻ "Ǻ BOE "ǻ TFHNFOU BMUIPVHI FYIJCJUJOH TNBMMFS
BNPVOUT PG BTZNNFUSJD DPOUSBDUJPO UIBO "ǹ BMTP BQQFBS UP DPOUSJCVUF UP UIF
QJWPU 	'JHVSF ǽǹǸ"
 5BLFO UPHFUIFS UIFTF PCTFSWBUJPOT TVHHFTU QBSTJNPOZ JO
UIF IJHIFSPSEFS DPNNBOET UIBU FWPLF IFBE TXFFQT JO UVSOJOH EFDJTJPOT ɥF
CSBJO POMZ OFFET UP UFMM POF HSPVQ PG TFHNFOUT 	5ǻ UISPVHI "ǻ
 IPX NVDI UP
CFOE 8F GPVOE UIBU MBSWBF DPNQMFUF SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFST CZ VTJOH QFSJ
TUBMTJT HSBEVBMMZ TUSBJHIUFOJOH UIFJS CPEJFT BMPOH UIF OFX EJSFDUJPO GPS GPSXBSE
NPWFNFOU 8IFO QFSJTUBMTJT SFTVNFT BGUFS TNBMM IFBE TXFFQT 	CPEZ CFOE BOHMFT
< øï◦
 UIF mSTU XBWF PG DPOUSBDUJPO UFOET UP CF JOJUJBUFE BU UIF UBJM 	'JHVSF ǽǽ
BOE 7JEFP Ǻ 'JHVSF ǽǿ BOE 7JEFP ǻ 'JHVSF ǽǹǸ#
 KVTU BT JO OPSNBM GPSXBSE
NPWFNFOU 	'JHVSF ǽǺ
 8JUI FBDI TVCTFRVFOU XBWF PG DPOUSBDUJPO BMM PG XIJDI
DPOUJOVF UP CF JOJUJBUFE BU UIF UBJM Ǻ BEEJUJPOBM CPEZ TFHNFOUT NBLF UIFJS XBZ
BSPVOE UIF CFOE ɥVT UIF SFHJPO PG BTZNNFUSJD DPOUSBDUJPO HSBEVBMMZ QSPQB
HBUFT QPTUFSJPSMZ TUBSUJOH GSPN UIF JOJUJBM CFOE BU 5ǻ"ǻ BOE NPWJOH UPXBSE UIF
UBJM VOUJM BGUFS ǻǼ QFSJTUBMTJT XBWF UIF FOUJSF MBSWB IBT NBEF JUT XBZ BSPVOE UIF
CFOE 	'JHVSF ǽǽ# 'JHVSF ǽǿ#
 "U UIJT QPJOU UIF TUSBJHIUFOFE MBSWB DPOUJOVFT
GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU JO JUT OFX EJSFDUJPO
8IFO QFSJTUBMTJT SFTVNFT BGUFS MBSHF IFBE TXFFQT UIF mSTU XBWF PG DPOUSBDUJPO
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UFOEFE UP CF JOJUJBUFE OFBS UIF SFHJPO PG BTZNNFUSJD DPOUSBDUJPO 	'JHVSF ǽȀ BOE
7JEFP Ǽ
 ɥVT UIF QFSJTUBMTJT PG UIF QPSUJPO PG UIF MBSWB UIBU JT BOUFSJPS UP UIF
QJWPU BQQFBST UP QVMM QPTUFSJPS TFHNFOUT JOUP UIF SFHJPO PG BTZNNFUSJD DPOUSBD
UJPO &BDI TVCTFRVFOU XBWF PG DPOUSBDUJPO XPSLT UIF TBNF XBZ CFJOH JOJUJBUFE
XJUIJO UIF CFOU QPSUJPO PG UIF MBSWB HSBEVBMMZ QVMMJOH CPEZ TFHNFOUT BSPVOE UIF
PSJHJOBM QJWPU QPJOU "GUFS ǼǾ QFSJTUBMTJT DZDMFT UIF FOUJSF MBSWB NBLFT JUT XBZ
BSPVOE UIF PSJHJOBM QJWPU QPJOU XJUI B OFX EJSFDUJPO GPS GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU XJUI
TUSBJHIUFOFE CPEZ 	'JHVSF ǽȀ BOE 7JEFP Ǽ

"T TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǽȁ BOE 7JEFP ǽ B SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFS DBO CF TBJE UP
JOWPMWF NVMUJQMF IFBE TXFFQT XIFO UIFZ BSF JOJUJBUFE JO SBQJE TVDDFTTJPO XJUIPVU
FOPVHI JOUFSWFOJOH QFSJTUBMTJT XBWFT UP TUSBJHIUFO UIF MBSWB CPEZ ɥVT JO UIF
NBOFVWFS TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǽȁ BOE 7JEFP ǽ JO XIJDI POMZ POF QFSJTUBMTJT XBWF JT
JOJUJBUFE CFUXFFO UIF IFBE TXFFQT UIF EJSFDUJPO DIPTFO CZ UIF mSTU IFBE TXFFQ
XBT iSFKFDUFEw XIFSFBT UIF EJSFDUJPO DIPTFO CZ UIF TFDPOE IFBE TXFFQ XBT iBD
DFQUFEw BOE CFDBNF UIF EJSFDUJPO PG UIF TVCTFRVFOU SVO &BSMJFS JU XBT TIPXO
UIBU UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG SFKFDUJOH B IFBE TXFFQ EVSJOH MBSWBM DPMEBWPJEBODF CFIBW
JPS XBT SBJTFE 	MPXFSFE
 JG UIF MBSWB FYQFSJFODFE DPPMJOH 	XBSNJOH
 EVSJOH UIF
IFBE TXFFQ <Ǽ> #Z FYBNJOJOH UIF SFTVNQUJPO PG QFSJTUBMTJT BGUFS IFBE TXFFQT PG
EJĊFSFOU TJ[F XF GPVOE UIBU UIF mSTU XBWF PG DPOUSBDUJPO XBT BMXBZT JOJUJBUFE FJ
UIFS BU UIF UBJM 	NPSF QSPCBCMF GPS TNBMMFS IFBE TXFFQT
 PS XJUIJO UIF SFHJPO PG
BTZNNFUSJD DPOUSBDUJPO 	NPSF QSPCBCMF GPS MBSHFS IFBE TXFFQT
 	'JHVSF ǽǹǸ#
 *O
BEEJUJPO NPSF QFSJTUBMTJT DZDMFT BSF SFRVJSFE UP TUSBJHIUFO UIF MBSWB BGUFS MBSHFS
IFBE TXFFQT 	'JHVSF ǽǹǸ$

ǽǾ %ĚĤĔĦĤĤĚĠğ
"OJNBMT FYFDVUF DPNQMFY CFIBWJPST CZ CSFBLJOH UBTLT JOUP EJTDSFUF TUFQT UIBU DBO
CF BDDPNQMJTIFE UISPVHI UIF EFQMPZNFOU PG NPUPS QSPHSBNT 6OEFSTUBOEJOH PSJ
FOUBUJPO CFIBWJPS IPX BO BOJNBM TFOTFT BOE NPWFT XJUI SFTQFDU UP TUJNVMVT HSB
EJFOUT JO JUT FOWJSPONFOU IBT MPOH CFFO B DMBTTJD QSPCMFN JO OFVSPFUIPMPHZ <ǹǾ>
$MBTTJD TUVEJFT JO UIF QIPUPUBDUJD CFIBWJPS PG NBHHPU MBSWBF GPS FYBNQMF JEFOUJ
mFE BOE FYQMPSFE IPX NPWFNFOU QBUUFSOT MJLF IFBE TXFFQJOH BMMPX UIFTF TNBMM
BOJNBMT UP DIBOHF UIFJS EJSFDUJPO PG NPWFNFOU XJUI SFTQFDU UP MJHIU TPVSDFT <ǽ>
ǹǻǿ
6B;m`2 8XRy, *QMbBbi2M+v BM b2;K2Mi /vMKB+b /m`BM; im`MBM; /2+BbBQMbX X _2;BQM
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ǹǻȀ
)PXFWFS DPNQSFIFOTJWF VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG UIF OFVSBM CBTJT PG PSJFOUBUJPO CFIBW
JPS OFDFTTJUBUFT VTJOH HFOFUJDBMMZ BOE QIZTJPMPHJDBMMZ USBDUBCMF NPEFM PSHBOJTNT
MJLF %SPTPQIJMB
*O BO FBSMJFS TUVEZ XF TIPXFE UIBU EFDJTJPONBLJOH EVSJOH MBSWB UIFSNPUBYJT
PDDVST EVSJOH UIF SFPSJFOUBUJPONBOFVWFST UIBU TFQBSBUF TVDDFTTJWF QFSJPET PG GPS
XBSE NPWFNFOU <Ǽ> )FSF XF VTFE UIF EJSFDU WJTVBMJ[BUJPO PG TFHNFOU EZOBNJDT
XJUI IJHISFTPMVUJPO nVPSFTDFODFNJDSPTDPQZ UP DIBSBDUFSJ[F UIFNPUPS QSPHSBNT
UIBU ESJWF UIFSNPUBYJT JO USBOTHFOJD %SPTPQIJMB MBSWBF XJUI nVPSFTDFOUMZ MBCFMFE
NVTDMF mCFST 8F TIPX UIBU UIF JOJUJBUJPO FYFDVUJPO BOE DPNQMFUJPO PG UIFTF
SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFST BSF DBSSJFE PVU CZ BMUFSOBUJOH EFQMPZNFOU PG UXP UZQFT
PG NPUPS QSPHSBNT POF GPS BTZNNFUSJD DPOUSBDUJPO UIBU ESJWFT BOUFSJPS CFOEJOH
	IFBE TXFFQJOH
 BOE POF GPS QFSJTUBMTJT UIBU ESJWFT GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU ɥF IJHI
EFHSFF PG TUFSFPUZQZ JO FBDI NPUPS QSPHSBN TVHHFTUT UIBU OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHZ
DBO CF FYFDVUFE XJUI B SFMBUJWFMZ TNBMM TFU PG DPNNBOET UIBU FNBOBUF GSPN UIF
MBSWBM CSBJO 'JSTU UIF CSBJO VTFT UIFSNPTFOTPSZ JOQVU UP USJHHFS UIF USBOTJUJPO
GSPN QFSJTUBMUJD GPSXBSENPWFNFOU UP IFBE TXFFQJOHNPWFNFOU UIBU TJHOJmFT UIF
POTFU PG FBDI SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFS %VSJOH UIF JOJUJBM CFOEJOH NPWFNFOUT PG
B IFBE TXFFQ UIF CSBJO TQFDJmFT UIF BNQMJUVEF PG FBDI IFBE TXFFQ UP CF DBSSJFE
PVU CZ POF HSPVQ PG CPEZ TFHNFOUT 'JOBMMZ UP DPNQMFUF UIF SFPSJFOUBUJPO NB
OFVWFS UIF MBSWB SFUVSOT UP UIF NPUPS QSPHSBN GPS QFSJTUBMTJT UP TUSBJHIUFO UIF
CPEZ BMPOH UIF OFX EJSFDUJPO GPS GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU 8F IBWF BMTP TFFO UIBU UP
DPNQMFUF B UVSO QFSJTUBMTJT DBO SFTVNF GSPN EJĊFSFOU QPTJUJPOT EFQFOEJOH PO UIF
TJ[F PG UIF IFBE TXFFQ *U JT VODMFBS XIZ UIJT IBQQFOT CVU PVS PCTFSWBUJPOT EP
EFNPOTUSBUF UIBU QFSJTUBMTJT DBO CF JOJUJBUFE BU EJĊFSFOU QPJOUT BMPOH UIF CPEZ
0OF SFBTPO NJHIU CF UP BWPJE EJTSVQUJOH UIF BOHMF PG SFPSJFOUBUJPO EFmOFE CZ
UIF BOHVMBS TJ[F PG MBSHF IFBE TXFFQT JG QFSJTUBMTJT XFSF JOJUJBUFE BU UIF UBJM BGUFS B
MBSHF IFBE TXFFQ UIF QPTJUJPO PG UIF QJWPUNJHIU CF QVTIFE GPSXBSEXIFO UIF QFSJ
TUBMTJT SFBDIFT UIF QJWPU QFSIBQT JODSFBTJOH UIF BOHMF PG UIF SFPSJFOUBUJPO CFZPOE
UIF TJ[F PG UIF PSJHJOBM IFBE TXFFQ ɥF BCJMJUZ UP JOJUJBUF QFSJTUBMTJT JO EJĊFSFOU
TFHNFOUT EFQFOEJOH PO UIF EFHSFF PG CPEZ CFOE NJHIU QPJOU UP B SPMF GPS TFOTPSZ
GFFECBDL JO UIFNPUPS DJSDVJU 1SPQSJPDFQUJWF GFFECBDL IBT SFDFOUMZ CFFO TIPXO UP
QMBZ BO FTTFOUJBM SPMF JO HFOFSBUJOH QFSJTUBMTJT JO UIF %SPTPQIJMB MBSWB <ǹǸǹǿǹȀ>
%SPTPQIJMB MBSWBF BMTP FYIJCJU QIPUPUBYJT BOE DIFNPUBYJT CVU UIF OBWJHBUJPOBM
TUSBUFHJFT IBWF ZFU UP CF EFmOFE JO UIF TBNF EFUBJM BT MBSWBM UIFSNPUBYJT <ǹȁǺǺ>
ǹǻȁ
$PNQBSBUJWF BOBMZTJT PG OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHJFT BOE NPUPS QSPHSBNT EVSJOH EJG
GFSFOU NPEFT PG OBWJHBUJPO XPVME JMMVNJOBUF XIFUIFS TIBSFE TFOTPSJNPUPS QBUI
XBZT BSF VTFE EVSJOH EJĊFSFOU OBWJHBUJPOBM NPEFT )FSF XF GPDVTFE PO UIF UXP
NPUPS QSPHSBNT UIBU CVJME UIFSNPUBYJT CVU PUIFS NPUPS QSPHSBNT BQQFBS UP CF
VTFE EVSJOH PUIFS UZQFT PG CFIBWJPSBM SFTQPOTF TVDI BT SFWFSTF DSBXMJOH IVODI
JOH BOE SPMMJOH NPWFNFOUT UIBU BSF VTFE EVSJOH OPDJDFQUJWF BOE SBQJE BWPJEBODF
SFTQPOTFT <Ǻǹ> &MVDJEBUJOH UIF DPNQMFUF TFU PG NPUPS QSPHSBNT UIBU DBO CF DBS
SJFE PVU CZ UIF%SPTPQIJMB MBSWB XJMM ZJFME UIF CVJMEJOHCMPDLT PG JUT UPUBM CFIBWJPSBM
SFQFSUPJSF &MVDJEBUJOH UIF QBUIXBZT CZXIJDI UIFTFNPUPS QSPHSBNT BSF USJHHFSFE
CZ FOWJSPONFOUBM TUJNVMJ XJMM ZJFME B DPNQMFUF VOEFSTUBOEJOH PG CSBJO BOE CFIBW
JPS JO UIJT TNBMM BOJNBM 8F OPUF UIBU UIF QSPHSFTTJPO PG XPSL PO UIFSNPUBDUJD
OBWJHBUJPO JO UIF%SPTPQIJMB MBSWB QBSBMMFMT FBSMJFS TUVEJFT PG CBDUFSJBM DIFNPUBDUJD
OBWJHBUJPO ɥF CJBTFESBOEPN XBML TUSBUFHZ PG CBDUFSJBM DIFNPUBYJT XBT PSJHJ
OBMMZ FTUBCMJTIFE CZ VTJOH B USBDLJOH NJDSPTDPQF UP GPMMPX UIF NPWFNFOUT PG JOEJ
WJEVBM CBDUFSJB BT UIFZ OBWJHBUFE DIFNJDBM HSBEJFOUT & DPMJ TXJNT CZ BMUFSOBUJOH
QFSJPET PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU 	SVOT
 XJUI FSSBUJD SFPSJFOUBUJPO NPWFNFOUT 	UVN
CMFT
 BOE UIF CBDUFSJVN QPTUQPOFT UVNCMFT XIFO JU TFOTFT JODSFBTJOH BNPVOUT
PG DIFNPBUUSBDUBOU JO JUT TVSSPVOEJOHT <Ǿ> " USBDLJOH NJDSPTDPQF XBT BMTP VTFE
UP FTUBCMJTI UIBU UIF MBSWB OBWJHBUFT CZ BMUFSOBUJOH QFSJPET PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU
XJUI UVSOJOH EFDJTJPOT <Ǽ> " SFDFOU TUVEZ PG CBDUFSJBM DIFNPUBYJT XIJDI QBSBMMFMT
UIJT TUVEZ VTFE BEWBODFT JO nVPSFTDFOU MBCFMJOH BOE WJEFP NJDSPTDPQZ UP EJSFDUMZ
WJTVBMJ[F IPX UIF EFUBJMFE NPWFNFOUT PG JOEJWJEVBM CBDUFSJBM nBHFMMB DPOUSJCVUF
UP UIF JOJUJBUJPO FYFDVUJPO BOE DPODMVTJPO PG UVNCMFT <Ǻǻ> #PUI CBDUFSJB BOE
%SPTPQIJMB MBSWB VTF FTTFOUJBMMZ UXP NPUPS QSPHSBNT UP OBWJHBUF #Z SFHVMBUJOH
UIF USBOTJUJPO GSPN GPSXBSENPWFNFOU UP SFPSJFOUBUJPONPWFNFOU JO SFTQPOTF UP
TFOTPSZ DPOEJUJPOT CPUI PSHBOJTNT MFOHUIFO SVOT UIBU IBQQFO UP CF QPJOUFE JO
GBWPSBCMF EJSFDUJPOT ɥF IFBE TXFFQJOH UIBU DIBSBDUFSJ[FT OBWJHBUJPOBM EFDJTJPOT
EVSJOH MBSWBM UIFSNPUBYJT BMMPXT UIF BOJNBM UP FYQMPSF BO BEEJUJPOBM BYJT EVSJOH
SFPSJFOUBUJPO FOBCMJOH JU UP QPJOU NPSF SVOT UPXBSET GBWPSBCMF EJSFDUJPOT ɥF
%SPTPQIJMB MBSWB EPFT OPU JNQSPWF JUT OBWJHBUJPO CFZPOE CBDUFSJBM OBWJHBUJPO CZ
VTJOH B MBSHFS SFQFSUPJSF PG NPUPS QSPHSBNT CVU CZ VTJOH CPUINPUPS QSPHSBNT UP
NPSF FċDJFOUMZ BTTFTT QSFGFSSFE EJSFDUJPOT JO JUT FOWJSPONFOU
ǹǼǸ
ǽǿ .ĒĥĖģĚĒĝĤ Ēğĕ .ĖĥęĠĕĤ
ǽǿǹ 'ĝĪ ĤĥģĒĚğĤ
5P RVBOUJGZ UIF QBSBNFUFST PG UIFSNPUBDUJD TUSBUFHZ BT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǽǾ XF GPM
MPXFENFUIPET EFTDSJCFE JO PVS FBSMJFS TUVEZ <Ǽ> 0VSXJMEUZQF TUSBJOXBT $BOUPO
4 5P RVBOUJGZ NVTDMF EZOBNJDT XF VTFE X.ID('1DǹǹǸ$Z0 TFDPOE JOTUBS MBS
WBF -BSWBF XFSF SBJTFE BU Ǻǽ◦$ PO HSBQF KVJDF QMBUFT XJUI ZFBTU QBTUF *OEJWJEVBM
MBSWBF XFSF SFNPWFE GSPN UIF QMBUFT SJOTFE JO EJTUJMMFE XBUFS BOE USBOTGFSSFE UP
UIF BHBS TVSGBDF PG UIF USBDLJOH BOE JNBHJOH TFUVQ TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǽǺ
ǽǿǺ *ĞĒĘĖ ĒĔĢĦĚĤĚĥĚĠğ Ēğĕ ĥģĒĔĜĚğĘ
*OEJWJEVBM TFDPOE JOTUBS MBSWBF XFSF QMBDFE PO nBU BHBS TVSGBDFT ɥF BHBS 	ǹǶ
BHBSPTF JO EJTUJMMFE XBUFS
 IBE CFFO QPVSFE POUP UIJO CMBDL BOPEJ[FE BMVNJOVN
QMBUFT 	Ȁǻ Y Ȁǻ Y ǸǹǾ DN
 GPSNJOH B MBZFS BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ǺNN UIJDL ɥF TRVBSF
BHBS QMBUFT XFSF QMBDFE VOEFS B NJDSPTDPQF 	&DMJQTF -7ǹǸǸ /JLPO
 BOE CMVF MJHIU
	ǼǽǸǼȁǸ ON
 XBT TIPOF POUP B TJOHMF MBSWB XJUI UIF SFTVMUJOH ('1 TJHOBM 	ǽǸǸ
ǽǽǸ ON
 GSPN MBSWBM NVTDMFT JNBHFE POUP B $$% DBNFSB 	$PPM4/"1 &; 1IPUP
NFUSJDT
 XJUI JNBHFT BDRVJSFE BU Ȁ )[ 6OSFTUSBJOFE MBSWBF XFSF GSFF UP DSBXM
BOE FYIJCJU CFIBWJPS PO UIF BHBS TVSGBDF BOE XFSF LFQU JO UIF mFME PG WJFX PG UIF
DBNFSB WJB GFFECBDL UP B NPUPSJ[FE YZ TUBHF 	."$ǾǸǸǸ -VEM &MFDUSPOJD 1SPE
VDUT
 *NBHF BDRVJTJUJPO NPUPSJ[FE TUBHF GFFECBDL BOE UFNQFSBUVSF DPOUSPM 	TFF
CFMPX
XFSF BMM JOUFHSBUFE JOUP DVTUPNJ[FE TPGUXBSFXSJUUFO JO -BC7*&8 	/BUJPOBM
*OTUSVNFOUT
 'PS FBDI BDRVJSFE JNBHF B CJOBSZUISFTIPMEFE WFSTJPO XBT HFOFS
BUFE XJUI UIF MBSWBM DFOUFS PG NBTT QPTJUJPO SFMBUJWF UP UIF JNBHF DFOUFS VTFE UP
EFUFSNJOF UIF OFDFTTBSZ EJSFDUJPO BOE NBHOJUVEF PG UIF TUBHF NPWFNFOU 3BX
MBSWBM JNBHFT TUBHF QPTJUJPOT BOE GSBNF UJNFT XFSF BMM SFDPSEFE 5FNQFSBUVSF
DPOUSPM "QQSPYJNBUF MBSWBM UFNQFSBUVSF EVSJOH FYQFSJNFOUT XBT NFBTVSFE VTJOH
B ,UZQF UIFSNPDPVQMF FNCFEEFE KVTU VOEFS UIF BHBS TVSGBDF ɥF UFNQFSBUVSF
XBT DPOUSPMMFE XJUI B DVTUPNCVJMU GFFECBDL DJSDVJU DPOTJTUJOH PG B 1*% DPOUSPMMFS
BOE)CSJEHF BNQMJmFS 	'5$ǺǸǸ BOE'59ǿǸǸ 'FSSPUFD
 ESJWJOH B 5&$EFWJDF 	$1ǹ
ǹǺǿǹǸɥFSNBM &OUFSQSJTFT
 ɥF 5&$ QVNQFE IFBU 	JO FJUIFS EJSFDUJPO
 CFUXFFO
B DPQQFS CMPDLXJUI UIF TUBHF BOE BHBS TVSGBDF BUPQ BOE B DJSDVMBUJOH MJRVJE DPPMBOU
SFTFSWPJS ɥJT TFUVQ BMMPXFE SBQJE IFBUJOH BOE DPPMJOH PG UIF MBSWB CFJOH USBDLFE
ǹǼǹ
BOE JUT SFTQPOTF UP UFNQFSBUVSF DIBOHFT DPVME CF SFBEJMZ EJTDFSOFE 5FNQFSBUVSF
XBT TJOFXBWF NPEVMBUFE XJUI ǹ◦$ BNQMJUVEF BOE Ǻ NJO QFSJPE XJUI ǹǽ◦$ PĊ
TFU /PUF UIBU UIF UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT UIBU XF VTFE PO UIF IJHISFTPMVUJPO JNBH
JOH TFUVQ EJĊFSFE GSPN UIF UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT EFTDSJCFE JO 'JHVSF ǽǾ XIFSF XF
VTFE IJHIFS BCTPMVUF UFNQFSBUVSFT BOE TIBMMPXFS HSBEJFOUT UP DPNQBSF UIF DPME
BWPJEBODF SFTQPOTF PG UIF USBOTHFOJD TUSBJO UP PVS XJMEUZQF TUSBJO
ǽǿǻ *ĞĒĘĖ ĒğĒĝĪĤĚĤ
*NBHF BOBMZTJT PQFSBUJPOT JMMVTUSBUFE JO 'JHVSF ǽǹ# XFSF QFSGPSNFE XJUI DVTUPN
TPGUXBSF XSJUUFO JO."5-"# 'PS FBDI WJEFP GSBNF UIF CPVOEBSZ PG UIF MBSWB BOE
QPTJUJPOT PG IFBE BOE UBJM XFSF MPDBUFE BT GPMMPXT 'JSTU UIF JNBHFXBT UISFTIPMEFE
UP QSPEVDF B CJOBSZ JNBHF ɥF CJOBSZ JNBHF XBT TNPPUIFE VTJOH FSPTJPO BOE EJ
MBUJPO JNBHF QSPDFTTJOH mMUFST BWBJMBCMF JO ."5-"# ɥF MBSHFTU CPVOEBSZ JO UIF
CJOBSZ JNBHF DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF QFSJNFUFS PG UIF MBSWB CPEZ XBT EFUFSNJOFE
BOE GVSUIFS TNPPUIFE XJUI B (BVTTJBO mMUFS XJUI XJEUI DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP ǸǽǶ
PG CPVOEBSZ MFOHUI ɥF DVSWBUVSF PG UIF CPVOEBSZ XBT DPNQVUFE XJUI B TMJEJOH
XJOEPX 	ǺǸǶ PG UIF UPUBM CPVOEBSZ MFOHUI
 BOE UIF IFBE BOE UBJM XFSF JEFOUJmFE
BT UIF UXP MPDBM NBYJNB ɥF IFBE BOE UBJM XFSF EJTUJOHVJTIFE GSPN FBDI PUIFS CZ
QSPYJNJUZ UP UIFJS MPDBUJPOT JO UIF QSFWJPVT GSBNF *O UIF mSTU GSBNF PG FBDI WJEFP
UIF EJTUJODUJPO XBT NBEF XJUI VTFS JOQVU /FYU BO PQFSBUJPOBM EFmOJUJPO PG CPEZ
CFOE BOHMF XBT VTFE UP EFUFDU UIF POTFU PG IFBE TXFFQT 'JSTU XF JEFOUJmFE UIF
CPEZ DFOUFSMJOF BT UIF NJEQPJOUT PG UIF MJOFT KPJOJOH DPSSFTQPOEJOH QPJOUT PO UIF
MFGU BOE SJHIU PG UIF MBSWB CPEZ ɥSFF QPJOUT XFSF NBSLFE BMPOH UIF CPEZ DFOUFS
MJOF BU + , BOE - PG UPUBM MFOHUI 	'JHVSF ǽǹ#
 8F RVBOUJmFE CPEZ CFOE BT UIF
BOHMF CFUXFFO UIF MJOF TFHNFOU KPJOJOH UIF UBJM UP UIF NJEQPJOU BOE UIF MJOF TFH
NFOU KPJOJOH UIF IFBE UP UIF -QPJOU 	NBSLFE BT I JO 'JHVSF ǽǹ#
 -FGUXBSE BOE
SJHIUXBSE IFBE TXFFQT BSF JOEJDBUF CZ QPTJUJWF BOE OFHBUJWF BOHMFT SFTQFDUJWFMZ
8F nBHHFE FBDI IFBE TXFFQXIFO UIFNBHOJUVEF PG UIJT BOHMF FYDFFEFE ǼǸV /PUF
UIBU UIJT EFmOJUJPO PG CPEZ CFOE BOHMF XJMM POMZ CF BDDVSBUF XIFO UIF CFOE MJFT CF
UXFFO UIF -QPJOU BOE UIF NJEQPJOU CVU TVċDFT GPS nBHHJOH UIF CFHJOOJOH BOE
FOE PG SFPSJFOUBUJPO NBOFVWFST 'JOBMMZ JO FBDI WJEFP GSBNF UIF VTFS DMJDLFE PO
UIF ǺǸ QPJOUT XIFSF TFHNFOU CPVOEBSJFT JOUFSTFDU UIF CPVOEBSZ PG UIF MBSWB ɥJT
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 SǺ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DPNQVUFE XJUI 0SEJOBSZ -FBTU 4RVBSFT TJNQMF MJOFBS SFHSFTTJPO VTJOH ."5-"#
*O 'JHVSF ǽǹǸ" GPS FBDI IFBE TXFFQ UIF BOUFSJPS BOE QPTUFSJPS FYUFOU PG BTZN
NFUSJD DPOUSBDUJPO BT XFMM BT UIF QPTJUJPO PG QFBL BTZNNFUSZ XFSF SFDPSEFE ɥF
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FBDI IFBE TXFFQ UIF QFBL CPEZ CFOE BOHMF BOE XIFUIFS PS OPU QFSJTUBMTJT SFJOJUJ
BUFE GSPN UIF CFOU SFHJPO XBT SFDPSEFE 8JUIJO FBDI CJO GPS UIF BOHMF UIF UPUBM
OVNCFS PG IFBE TXFFQT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 BOE UIF OVNCFS PG UJNFT QFSJTUBMTJT SFJOJUJBUFE GSPN
UIF CFOU SFHJPO NJ  XFSF VTFE UP DPNQVUF QSPCBCJMJUZ BOE TUBOEBSE FSSPS *O
'JHVSF ǽǹǸ$ GPS FBDI IFBE TXFFQ UIF QFBL CPEZ CFOE BOHMF BOE UIF OVNCFS PG
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BOE TUBOEBSE EFWJBUJPOT XFSF DPNQVUFE VTJOH ."5-"# 'PS 'JHVSF ǽǾ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UBYJT TQFFE PO TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUT XBT DBMDVMBUFE CZ UBLJOH UIF NFBO QPTJUJPO PG UIF
QPQVMBUJPO BT B GVODUJPO PG UJNF BOE QFSGPSNJOH B MJOFBS mU PG UIF SFTVMUJOH EBUB
ɥF QPQVMBUJPO QPTJUJPO TUBCJMJ[FE BT MBSWBF SFBDIFE UIFJS QSFGFSSFE UFNQFSBUVSF
EBUB GPS UJNFT BGUFS UIJT PDDVSSFE XFSF OPU VTFE 'PS NFBO GPSXBSE TQFFE EVSJOH
QFSJTUBMTJT XF BWFSBHFE UIF TQFFE PG MBSWBF BU FBDI BDRVJSFE JNBHF UISPVHIPVU UIF
SFDPSEFE 7JEFP FYDFQUJOH MBSWBF JO UIF NJETU PG UVSOJOH EFDJTJPOT 'PS UFNQPSBM
HSBEJFOU UIFSNPUBYJT XF EFmOFE XBSNJOH 	DPPMJOH
 UP PDDVS XIFO UIF SBUF PG
DIBOHF PG UIF BHBS TVSGBDF UFNQFSBUVSF XBT HSFBUFS 	MFTT
 UIBO ǸǸǸǹ◦$TFD 8F
DPVOUFE UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG SFPSJFOUBUJPOT PDDVSSJOH EVSJOH IFBUJOH BOE DPPMJOH
UIFO EJWJEFE CZ UIF UPUBM UJNF UIBU XBSNJOH BOE DPPMJOH PDDVSSFE EVSJOH BO FYQFS
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3JHIU QBOFM TIPXT WJEFP PG GSFFMZ DSBXMJOH MBSWB DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF WJEFP GSBNFT
TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǽǻ" -FGU QBOFM TIPXT LZNPHSBQI PG GSBDUJPOBM DIBOHFT JO nVP
SFTDFODF JOUFOTJUZ EVSJOH UIF WJEFP BT TIPXO JO MPXFS QBOFM PG 'JHVSF ǽǻ#
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3JHIU QBOFM TIPXT WJEFP PG MBSWB FYIJCJUJOH B TNBMM MFGUXBSE IFBE TXFFQ DPSSF
TQPOEJOH UP UIF WJEFP GSBNFT TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǽǽ" 6QQFS MFGU QBOFM TIPXT LZ
NPHSBQI PG GSBDUJPOBM DIBOHFT JO nVPSFTDFODF JOUFOTJUZ BT TIPXO JO VQQFS QBOFM
PG 'JHVSF ǽǽ# -PXFS MFGU QBOFM TIPXT LZNPHSBQI PG UIF MPHBSJUIN PG UIF SBUJP
CFUXFFO SJHIU BOE MFGU CPVOEBSZ MFOHUIT PG FBDI TFHNFOU BT TIPXO JO UIF NJEEMF
QBOFM PG 'JHVSF ǽǽ#
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UIBOL "TIMFZ $BSUFS GPS IFMQ XJUI QSPHSBNNJOH UIF USBDLJOH TUBHF 8F UIBOL
3JDIB %JYJU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$PODFJWFE BOE EFTJHOFE UIF FYQFSJNFOUT 4-.,1("4&, 1FSGPSNFE UIF FYQFSJ
NFOUT 4-,4"5.,"OBMZ[FE UIFEBUB 4-,4"5$POUSJCVUFE SFBHFOUTNBUFSJBMTBOBMZTJT
UPPMT &, ., .( 8SPUF UIF QBQFS "4
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 FU BM
	ǺǸǸǽ
ɥF %SPTPQIJMB PSUIPMPH PG WFSUFCSBUF 531"ǹ SFHVMBUFT UIFSNPUBYJT
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 ,BOH ,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 %JTUJODU 531 DIBOOFMT BSF SF
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mDBUJPO BOE GVODUJPO PG UIFSNPTFOTPSZ OFVSPOT JO %SPTPQIJMB MBSWBF /BU
/FVSPTDJ Ǿ ǺǾǿǺǿǻ
ǹǼǽ
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 3PTFO[XFJH . ,BOH ,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 FU BM 	ǺǸǹǸ
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JHBUJPOBM EFDJTJPO NBLJOH JO %SPTPQIJMB UIFSNPUBYJT + /FVSPTDJ ǻǸ ǼǺǾǹ
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ɥF TFMFDUJPO PG SBOEPNNPWFNFOUT BT B GBDUPS JO QIPUP
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JOGFS UIF EJSFDUJPO PG GBWPSBCMF BOE OPYJPVT MPDBUJPOT *O UIFTF BOJNBMT UIF TUVEZ
ǹǼȀ
PG OBWJHBUJPOBM CFIBWJPS FWPLFE CZ BJSCPSOF DVFT IBT CFFO MJNJUFE CZ UIF EJċDVMUZ
PG QSFDJTFMZ DPOUSPMMJOH TUJNVMJ 8F QSFTFOU B TZTUFN UIBU DBO CF VTFE UP EFMJWFS
HBTFPVT TUJNVMJ JO EFmOFE TQBUJBM BOE UFNQPSBM QBUUFSOT UP GSFFMZ NPWJOH TNBMM
BOJNBMT 8F VTFE UIJT BQQBSBUVT JO DPNCJOBUJPOXJUINBDIJOFWJTJPO BMHPSJUINT
UP BTTFTT BOE RVBOUJGZ OBWJHBUJPOBM EFDJTJPO NBLJOH PG %SPTPQIJMB NFMBOPHBTUFS
MBSWBF JO SFTQPOTF UP FUIZM BDFUBUF 	B WPMBUJMF BUUSBDUBOU




0MGBDUJPO JT B TPQIJTUJDBUFE TFOTPSZNPEBMJUZ 0EPS QMVNFT GSPN TPVSDFT JO BO BO
JNBMT FOWJSPONFOU BSF DBSSJFE BOE NJYFE CZ DIBPUJD BJS DVSSFOUT CFGPSF SFBDIJOH
BO BOJNBMT PMGBDUPSZ PSHBO 'SPN B DPNQMFY PMGBDUPSZ TJHOBM BOE UIF SFTVMUJOH
UJNFWBSZJOH BDUJWJUZ PG B QBOFM PG PMGBDUPSZ OFVSPOBM UZQFT BO BOJNBM TUSJWFT UP
MPDBUF BOE EJTDSJNJOBUF PEPS TPVSDFT <ǹǻ>
0MGBDUPSZ DPNQVUBUJPONBZCF TUVEJFEVTJOH TNBMM JOWFSUFCSBUFT MJLF$BFOPSIBC
EJUJT FMFHBOT BOE % NFMBOPHBTUFS XIJDI IBWF TNBMM DJSDVJUT BOE TJNQMF CFIBWJPST
BOE BSF BNFOBCMF UP HFOFUJD NBOJQVMBUJPO <Ǽǽ> 2VBOUJUBUJWF CFIBWJPSBM BOBMZ
TJT BO JNQPSUBOU TUFQ JO EFmOJOH PMGBDUPSZ DPNQVUBUJPOT JT DPNQMJDBUFE CZ UIF
EJċDVMUZ PG EFMJWFSJOH QSFDJTF BJSCPSOF TUJNVMJ UP GSFFMZ NPWJOH BOJNBMT $MBTTJ
DBM CFIBWJPSBM BTTBZT GPS UIFTF BOJNBMT RVBOUJGZ NJHSBUJPO UPXBSE PS BXBZ GSPN
ESPQMFUT PG PEPS <Ǿȁ> *O UIFTF BTTBZT FWBQPSBUJPO DPOWFDUJPO BOE EJĊVTJPO
DSFBUF TQBUJBMMZ WBSZJOH DPODFOUSBUJPO HSBEJFOUT UIBU DIBOHF PWFS UJNF EVSJOH
FBDI FYQFSJNFOU %SPQMFUCBTFE BTTBZT DBO CF JNQSPWFE CZ DBMJCSBUJOH UIF PEPS
QSPmMF JO DMPTFE QMBUFT VTJOH JOGSBSFE TQFDUSPTDPQZ <Ȁȁ> IPXFWFS HBTFT TVDI BT
DBSCPO EJPYJEF 	$0ñ
 UIBU BSF OPU MJRVJE BU SPPN UFNQFSBUVSF DBOOPU CF VTFE
TQBUJBM PS UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT DBOOPU CF QSFDJTFMZ EFmOFE UIF PEPS QSPmMF DBOOPU
CF IFME TUBCMF JO UJNF BOE B SFMBUJWFMZ TNBMM FYQFSJNFOUBM BSFOB NVTU CF VTFE
MFBEJOH UP MPXFS UISPVHIQVU "O BMUFSOBUJWF JT UP EFMJWFS XBUFSCPSOF TUJNVMJ
VTJOH NJDSPnVJEJD EFWJDFT FOHJOFFSFE UP UIF TIBQF BOE NPWFNFOUT PG FBDI BO
JNBM 4VDI EFWJDFT DPOTUSBJO CFIBWJPS UP UIFJS TQFDJmD HFPNFUSJFT <ǹǸǹǺ> BOE
EP OPU FBTJMZ BDDPNNPEBUF NBOZ BOJNBMT JODMVEJOH JOTFDU MBSWBF 8F QSFTFOU B
EFWJDF 	'JHVSF Ǿǹ
 UIBU BMMPXT VT UP EFMJWFS BJSCPSOF DVFT JO EFmOFE TQBUJBM BOE
UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT UP GSFFMZ CFIBWJOH BOJNBMT "O BSSBZ PG NJOJBUVSF TPMFOPJE
ǹǼȁ
WBMWFT JOKFDUT PEPSBOU DVFT JOUP B MBNJOBS BJSnPX EJSFDUFE BDSPTT BO FYQFSJNFOUBM
BSFOB ɥF BNPVOU PG BJSCPSOF DVF JOKFDUFE BU FBDI QPJOU DBO CF EZOBNJDBMMZ
SFHVMBUFE EVSJOH FBDI FYQFSJNFOU ɥJT EFWJDF HFOFSBUFE MPOHMBTUJOH TUBCMF
BOE IJHIMZ SFQSPEVDJCMF TQBUJPUFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT PG BOZ HBT JODMVEJOH $0ñ B
TBMJFOU DVF GPS % NFMBOPHBTUFS BOE "OPQIFMFT TQ NPTRVJUP <ǹǻǹǼ> BOE GFBUVSFT
B MBSHF FYQFSJNFOUBM BSFOB UIBU BMMPXT NBOZ TNBMM JOWFSUFCSBUFT UP CF TUVEJFE
TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ GPS FYUFOEFE QFSJPET PG UJNF 6TJOH PVS EFWJDF JO DPNCJOBUJPO
XJUI DVTUPN NBDIJOFWJTJPO TPGUXBSF UIF NVMUJBOJNBM HBJU BOE USBDL 	."("5

BOBMZ[FS 	'JHVSF ǾǺ BOE 4VQQMFNFOUBM 'JHVSF ǾǾ
 XF RVBOUJmFE OBWJHBUJPOBM EF
DJTJPO NBLJOH PG % NFMBOPHBTUFS MBSWBF JO SFTQPOTF UP BJSCPSOF DVFT XJUI IJHIFS
QSFDJTJPO BOE UISPVHIQVU UIBO IBT CFFO QPTTJCMF XJUI FBSMJFS NFUIPET 8F FY
BNJOFE % NFMBOPHBTUFS MBSWB DIFNPUBYJT UP BO BJSCPSOF BUUSBDUBOU 	FUIZM BDFUBUF

BOE SFQFMMBOU 	$0ñ
 BOE EJTDPWFSFE TJNJMBSJUJFT CFUXFFO UIF MBSWBT SFTQPOTF UP
UIFTF HBTFPVT DVFT BOE JUT OBWJHBUJPO PG UIFSNBM HSBEJFOUT
Ǿǽ 3ĖĤĦĝĥĤ
Ǿǽǹ (ģĒĕĚĖğĥ ĘĖğĖģĒĥĚĠğ
0VS EFWJDF DSFBUFT BJSCPSOF HSBEJFOUT JO B TRVBSF BSFOB Ǻǽ DN PO B TJEF BMMPX
JOH FYUFOEFE PCTFSWBUJPO PG NBOZ BOJNBMT QFS FYQFSJNFOU BOE TVSQBTTJOH UIF
UISPVHIQVU PG TJOHMF BOJNBM NFUIPET <Ȁǹǽ> " TMPX MBNJOBS BJSnPX 	ǹǺ DN T−ð

JT EJSFDUFE BMPOH UIF Z BYJT PG UIF BSFOB " SPX PG NJOJBUVSF TPMFOPJE WBMWFT TQBDFE
Ȁ NN BQBSU JT VTFE UP HFOFSBUF HSBEJFOUT BMPOH UIF Y BYJT 8IFO FBDI WBMWF JT
PQFO B EPTF PG HBTFPVT DVF JT JOKFDUFE BU B TQFDJmD QPJOU BMPOH UIF Y BYJT JOUP UIF
BJSnPX ɥF PQFOJOH PG UIF WBMWFT BOE UIF PEPSDBSSZJOH BJSnPX NBZ CF VTFE UP
HFOFSBUF EFmOFE TQBUJBM BOE UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT PG BOZ HBTFPVT DVF 	TFF 4VQQMF
NFOUBSZ .FUIPET

5P DIBSBDUFSJ[F UIF HSBEJFOUT XJUIJO UIF BSFOB XF TVCTUJUVUFE JUT HMBTT MJE XJUI
BO BMVNJOVN QMBUF mUUFE XJUINJOJBUVSF HBT EFUFDUPST 8F JNQPTFE B MJOFBS HSBEJ
FOU CZ QSPHSBNNJOH UIF GSBDUJPO PG UJNF FBDI WBMWF XBT PQFO UP CF JO QSPQPSUJPO
UP JUT QPTJUJPO BMPOH UIF Y BYJT 8JUI FJUIFS FUIZM BDFUBUF PS $0ñ 	'JHVSF ǾǹCD

XF GPVOE UIBU UIF EFWJBUJPO GSPN MJOFBSJUZ XBT ǻǶ PG UIF NFBO DPODFOUSBUJPO JO
UIF SFHJPO JO XIJDI UIF CFIBWJPSBM FYQFSJNFOUT XFSF EPOF
ǹǽǸ
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5P HFOFSBUF UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT XF NJYFE PEPS JOUP UIF BJSTUSFBN CFGPSF JU FO
UFSFE UIF EFWJDF DPOUSPMMJOH UIF PEPS nPX SBUF JOUP UIF BJSTUSFBN XIJMF NPOJUPS
JOH PEPS DPODFOUSBUJPO BU UIF DIBNCFS JOMFU BOE PVUMFU 	4VQQMFNFOUBSZ .FUIPET
BOE 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 'JHVSF   BOE 'JHVSF ǾǹE
 ɥF DPODFOUSBUJPO JT DPOTUBOU
BMPOH UIF Y BYJT BT UIF PEPS JT NJYFE JOUP UIF BJSTUSFBN CFGPSF FOUSZ JOUP UIF
nPX UVCFT UIBU BSF VTFE UP EFmOF B TQBUJBM HSBEJFOU "MPOH UIF Z BYJT UIF DPO
DFOUSBUJPO WBSJFT BT UIF UJNFWBSZJOH PEPS QSPmMF JT QVTIFE BDSPTT UIF DIBNCFS
CZ UIF NPWJOH BJS nPX 8F NFBTVSFE B UJNF MBH CFUXFFO UIF EFUFDUJPO PG BO PEPS
DIBOHF JO UIF JOMFU BOE UIF PVUMFU UIBU DPSSFTQPOET UP UIF nPX SBUF PG UIF HBT JO
UIF DIBNCFS ɥVT UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO BU BOZ QPJOU JO UIF DIBNCFS JT HJWFO CZ
$(Z,U) = $JOMFU(U−UE − Z/WG
 XIFSF WG JT UIF nPX TQFFE JO UIF DIBNCFS BOE UE JT
UIF UJNF JU UBLFT HBT UP nPX GSPN UIF JOMFU UP UIF nPX DIBNCFS FOUSBODF
ǾǽǺ #ĖęĒħĚĠģĒĝ ĒğĒĝĪĤĚĤ
ɥF USBKFDUPSJFT PG DSBXMJOH % NFMBOPHBTUFS MBSWBF BSF DIBSBDUFSJ[FE CZ QFSJPET PG
GPSXBSENPWFNFOU 	SVOT
 UIBU BSF JOUFSSVQUFECZ UVSOT 8FIBWFQSFWJPVTMZ VTFE B
IJHISFTPMVUJPO USBDLJOHNJDSPTDPQF UP GPMMPX JOEJWJEVBM%NFMBOPHBTUFS MBSWBF PO
UFNQFSBUVSF HSBEJFOUT <ǹǽ> 8F IBWF TIPXO UIBU B MBSWB CJBTFT UIF GSFRVFODZ EJ
SFDUJPO BOE TJ[F PG UVSOT UP NPWF UPXBSE GBWPSBCMF UFNQFSBUVSFT )FSF XF TPVHIU
UP BDIJFWF UIF TBNF SFTPMVUJPO PG CFIBWJPSBM BOBMZTJT JO BNVMUJBOJNBM FYQFSJNFOU
5P EP UIJT XF EFWFMPQFE UIF ."("5 BOBMZ[FS TPGUXBSF QBDLBHF UP GPMMPX NBOZ
MBSWBF JO QBSBMMFM 	7JEFP ǹ 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 'JHVSF ǾǾ TPGUXBSF VQEBUFT XJMM CF
BWBJMBCMF BU IUUQTHJUIVCDPNTBNVFMMBC."("5"OBMZ[FS
 BOE EFUFSNJOF UIF
CFIBWJPSBM TUBUF PG FBDI MBSWB 	SVOOJOH UVSOJOH BOE TXFFQJOH UIFIFBE
 BU BMM UJNFT
	'JHVSF ǾǺBC BOE 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ.FUIPET BOE7JEFPT ǺǾ
 ɥF."("5BOBMZ[FS
RVBOUJmFT UIF OBWJHBUJPOBM QFSGPSNBODF PG JOEJWJEVBM % NFMBOPHBTUFS MBSWBF #Z
DPMMFDUJOH OBWJHBUJPOBM TUBUJTUJDT BDSPTT QPQVMBUJPOT PG % NFMBOPHBTUFS MBSWBF XF
VODPWFSFE CFIBWJPSBM TUSBUFHJFT
8F DIBSBDUFSJ[FE UIF OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHJFT PG % NFMBOPHBTUFS MBSWBF JO SF
TQPOTF UP FUIZM BDFUBUF BOE $0ñ VTJOH EFmOFE TQBUJBM BOE UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT
'JSTU XF FYBNJOFE UIF SFTQPOTF UP FUIZM BDFUBUF B WPMBUJMF BUUSBDUBOU <ǹǾ> JO MJO
FBS TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUTXJUI EFmOFE TUFFQOFTT <Ǿ> 8F QMBDFE TFDPOE JOTUBS $BOUPO4
MBSWBF JO UIFNJEEMF PG FBDI HSBEJFOU BOE RVBOUJmFE UIF SFTVMUJOH USBKFDUPSJFT 	'JH
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VSF ǾǺD
 ɥSPVHIPVU UIJT TUVEZ XF VTFE B DPNQBTT JO XIJDI Ǹ◦ JOEJDBUFT NPWF
NFOU VQ UIF HSBEJFOU 	Y EJSFDUJPO
 ǹȀǸ◦ JOEJDBUFT NPWFNFOU EPXO UIF HSBEJFOU
	Y EJSFDUJPO
 ȁǸ◦ JOEJDBUFT NPWFNFOU EPXOXJOE PSUIPHPOBM UP UIF HSBEJFOU
	Z EJSFDUJPO
 BOE ȁǸ◦ JOEJDBUFT NPWFNFOU VQXJOE PSUIPHPOBM UP UIF HSBEJFOU
	Z EJSFDUJPO
 5P RVBOUJGZ UIF PWFSBMM OBWJHBUJPOBM SFTQPOTF JO FBDI MJOFBS TQBUJBM
HSBEJFOU XF DPNQVUFE B OBWJHBUJPOBM JOEFY CZ EJWJEJOH UIF NFBO WFMPDJUZ PG BMM
MBSWBF JO UIF Y EJSFDUJPO 〈WY〉 CZ UIF NFBO DSBXMJOH TQFFE 〈T〉 )FODF UIF OBW
JHBUJPOBM JOEFY XBT ±ǹ JG UIF MBSWBF DSBXMFE VOJGPSNMZ TUSBJHIU VQ PS EPXO UIF
HSBEJFOU BOE Ǹ JG UIFNPWFNFOU XBT VOCJBTFE ɥJT JOEFY 	'JHVSF ǾǺE
 XBT TJHOJG
JDBOUMZ HSFBUFS UIBO [FSP 	1  ǸǸǹ
 BDSPTT UISFF FUIZM BDFUBUF HSBEJFOU TUFFQOFTTFT
UIBU XF TUVEJFE JOEJDBUJOH UIBU DIFNPUBYJT UPXBSE FUIZM BDFUBUF QFSTJTUT PWFS UXP
PSEFST PG NBHOJUVEF JO FUIZM BDFUBUF DPODFOUSBUJPO
8F EJE UXP DPOUSPM FYQFSJNFOUT XJUIPVU PEPSBOU POF JO XIJDI UIF WBMWFT JO
KFDUFE DMFBO BJS JOUP UIF MBNJOBS nPX BOE POF JO XIJDI OP MBNJOBS nPX XBT QSP
WJEFE 	'JHVSF ǾǺE
 *O CPUI DBTFT UIF OBWJHBUJPOBM JOEFY JO UIF Y EJSFDUJPO XBT Ǹ
8F BMTP UFTUFE 0SDPð MBSWBF XIJDI MBDL GVODUJPO JO BMM PMGBDUPSZ OFVSPOT <ǹǾǹǿ>
BOE EJE OPU OBWJHBUF FUIZM BDFUBUF HSBEJFOUT 	'JHVSF ǾǺE

/FYU XF FYBNJOFE UIF SFTQPOTF UP $0ñ BT HBTFPVT SFQFMMBOU <ǹȀ> JO MJOFBS TQB
UJBM HSBEJFOUT XJUI EJĊFSFOU TUFFQOFTTFT ɥF OBWJHBUJPOBM JOEJDFT XFSF OFHBUJWF
	JOEJDBUJOH SFQVMTJPO
 BOE EFQFOEFE TUSPOHMZ PO TUFFQOFTT 	'JHVSF ǾǺE
 3FEVD
JOH UIF TUFFQOFTT CZ ȁǸǶ FTTFOUJBMMZ BCPMJTIFE OBWJHBUJPO BXBZ GSPN $0ñ 8F
WFSJmFE UIBU B MPTTPGGVODUJPO NVUBUJPO JO (SõòB B SFRVJSFE $0ñ DIFNPTFOTPSZ
SFDFQUPS <ǹǻǹȀǹȁ> EJTSVQUT $0ñ BWPJEBODF 	'JHVSF ǾǺE

5P BTTFTT XIFUIFS UIF MBSWBF SFTQPOEFE UP UIF MBNJOBS BJSnPX JUTFMG 	UIBU JT
FYIJCJUFE SIFPUBYJT
 XF DPNQVUFE UIF PSUIPHPOBM OBWJHBUJPOBM JOEFY UIF NFBO
WFMPDJUZ PG BMM MBSWBF JO UIF Z EJSFDUJPO EJWJEFE CZ UIF NFBO DSBXMJOH TQFFE 	'JHVSF
ǾǺE
 *O BMM DBTFT PSUIPHPOBM JOEJDFT XFSF BQQSPYJNBUFMZ Ǹ BOE XFSF OPU DPSSF
MBUFE XJUI OBWJHBUJPOBM JOEJDFT JO UIF HSBEJFOU EJSFDUJPO JOEJDBUJOH UIBU BJSnPX
EPFT OPU EJTSVQU OBWJHBUJPOBM SFTQPOTF UP UIF BJSCPSOF DVF
Ǿǽǻ /ĒħĚĘĒĥĚĠğ Ěğ ĤġĒĥĚĒĝ ĘģĒĕĚĖğĥĤ
8IBU CJBTFT JO UIF TFRVFODF PG SVOT BOE UVSOT BMPOH FBDI USBKFDUPSZ FOBCMF UIF
MBSWBF UP BTDFOE FUIZM BDFUBUF HSBEJFOUT 	'JHVSF Ǿǻ
 BOE EFTDFOE $0ñ HSBEJFOUT
ǹǽǼ
	'JHVSF ǾǼ
 8F EFTDSJCF UIFNPUJPO PG MBSWBF EVSJOH SVOT CZ UIFNBHOJUVEF 	SVO
TQFFE
 BOE EJSFDUJPO 	SVO IFBEJOH
 PG UIF WFMPDJUZ WFDUPS 8F DBMDVMBUFE UIF GSBD
UJPO PG UJNF UIBU MBSWBF TQFOU DSBXMJOH JO EJĊFSFOU EJSFDUJPOT PO MJOFBS TQBUJBM HSB
EJFOUT CZNBLJOH BIJTUPHSBNPG SVOIFBEJOH BOE GPVOE UIBU MBSWBF TQFOU UIFNPTU
UJNF NPWJOH VQ FUIZM BDFUBUF HSBEJFOUT BOE EPXO $0ñ HSBEJFOUT 	'JHVSF ǾǻC BOE
'JHVSF ǾǼC
 -BSWBF BMTP DSBXMFE TMJHIUMZ GBTUFS XIFO IFBEJOH VQ FUIZM BDFUBUF
HSBEJFOUT UIBO EPXO BOE DSBXMFE TMJHIUMZ TMPXFS XIFO IFBEJOH VQ $0ñ HSBEJFOUT
UIBO EPXO 	'JHVSF ǾǻD BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼD

8F FYBNJOFE UIF SBUF BU XIJDI MBSWBF JOJUJBUFE UVSOT BT B GVODUJPO PG IFBEJOH
PO MJOFBS TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUT BOE GPVOE UIBU UIF QSPCBCJMJUZ PG MBSWBF JOJUJBUJOH B
UVSO QFS VOJU UJNF PO MJOFBS HSBEJFOUT PG FUIZM BDFUBUF PS $0ñ 	'JHVSF ǾǻE BOE
'JHVSF ǾǼE
XBT B TNPPUIMZ WBSZJOH GVODUJPO PG IFBEJOHXJUINBYJNVNBU ǹȀǸ◦ PS
Ǹ◦ SFTQFDUJWFMZ ɥVT MBSWBF FYUFOEFE SVOT JO GBWPSBCMF EJSFDUJPOT VQ HSBEJFOUT
PG FUIZM BDFUBUF BOE EPXO HSBEJFOUT PG $0ñ 	'JHVSF ǾǻF BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼF
 ɥJT
TUSBUFHZ UFSNFE UIF CJBTFE SBOEPN XBML JT BMTP FYIJCJUFE EVSJOH &TDIFSJDIJB DPMJ
DIFNPUBYJT <ǺǸ>
% NFMBOPHBTUFS MBSWBF IBWF CFFO QSPQPTFE UP EJSFDUMZ PSJFOU UPXBSE IJHIFS BU
USBDUBOU DPODFOUSBUJPOT EVSJOH QFSJPET PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU <Ȁ> 5P JOWFTUJHBUF
XIFUIFS MBSWBF TUFFS XJUIJO SVOT XF DPNQBSFE IFBEJOHT BU UIF FOE BOE CFHJOOJOH
PG FBDI SVO *G MBSWBF XFSF TUFFSJOH UPXBSE NPSF GBWPSBCMF EJSFDUJPOT EVSJOH SVOT
XF XPVME FYQFDU UIBU PO BWFSBHF SVOT XPVME FOE XJUI NPSF GBWPSBCMF IFBEJOHT
UIBO UIFZ CFHBO 8F FYBNJOFE UIF BOHMF DIBOHF EVSJOH SVOT 	mOBM IFBEJOHNJOVT
JOJUJBM IFBEJOH
 BT B GVODUJPO PG JOJUJBM IFBEJOHT 	'JHVSF ǾǻG BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼG
 ɥF
NFBO IFBEJOH DIBOHF 	'JHVSF ǾǻI BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼI
 EVSJOH SVOT XBT OFBSMZ [FSP
SFHBSEMFTT PG JOJUJBM IFBEJOH TP MBSWBF EJE OPU TFFN UP PSJFOU UIFNTFMWFT EVSJOH
SVOT
5P FYBNJOFXIFUIFS MBSWBFNPEVMBUF UIF TJ[F BOE EJSFDUJPO PG UVSOT UP BVHNFOU
UIF OVNCFS PG SVOT JO B GBWPSBCMF EJSFDUJPO XF FYBNJOFE UIF IFBEJOH DIBOHF FG
GFDUFE CZ FBDI UVSO 	7JEFP ǽ
 8IFO MBSWBF UVSOFE BGUFS B SVO VQ PS EPXO FJUIFS
FUIZM BDFUBUF PS $0ñ HSBEJFOUT 	'JHVSF ǾǻH BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼH
 UIF IFBEJOH DIBOHF
EJTUSJCVUJPOTXFSF CJNPEBM BOE SPVHIMZ TZNNFUSJD CVU OBSSPXFSXIFO MBSWBFXFSF
JOJUJBMMZ IFBEFE JO UIF GBWPSBCMF EJSFDUJPO 8IFO MBSWBF UVSOFE BGUFS B SVOPSJFOUFE
ǹǽǽ
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iBQM ;`/B2MiX
UV a+?2KiB+ Q7 ?2/BM; M;H2bc y◦ Bb iQr`/ ?B;?2` +QM+2Mi`iBQMX 6Q` /i BM i?Bb
};m`2- i2M 2tT2`BK2Mib- kyk .X K2HMQ;bi2` H`p M/ kN ? Q7 #2?pBQ` r2`2 M@
Hvx2/X U#V _2HiBp2 T`Q##BHBiv Q7 ?2/BM;b /m`BM; `mMbX U+V aT22/ p2`bmb ?2/BM;
/m`BM; `mMbX U/V hm`M `i2 p2`bmb ?2/BM;X U2V .m`iBQMb Q7 `mMb ?2/2/ mT UR-8jd
`mMbV Q` /QrM UR-yNR `mMbV ;`/B2MibX U7V >2/BM; +?M;2b /m`BM; `mMb bQ`i2/ #v BMB@
iBH ?2/BM;, mT ;`/B2Mib U`2/- R-9NN `mMbV- Q`i?Q;QMH rBi? ?B;?2` +QM+2Mi`iBQM
iQ `B;?i U;QH/- R-j89 `mMbV- /QrM ;`/B2Mib U#Hm2- R-yek `mMbV M/ Q`i?Q;QMH rBi?
?B;?2` +QM+2Mi`iBQM iQ H27i U+vM- R-R39 `mMbVX U;V >2/BM; +?M;2b +?B2p2/ #v
im`Mb- bQ`i2/ b BM 7 QM i?2 #bBb Q7 ?2/BM; BKK2/Bi2Hv #27Q`2 i?2 im`M Uy◦- R-kyR
`2Q`B2MiiBQMbc Ny◦- R-kR9 `2Q`B2MiiBQMbc R3y◦- R-Ry8 `2Q`B2MiiBQMbc @Ny◦- R-y9N `2@
Q`B2MiiBQMbVX U?V J2M ?2/BM; +?M;2 +?B2p2/ #v `mMb U#H+F HBM2V p2`bmb BMBiBH
?2/BM; M/ im`Mb U+QHQ`2/ HBM2V p2`bmb ?2/BM; #27Q`2 im`MX a?/2/ `2;BQMb BM/B+i2
± bX2XKX UBV `XKXbX im`M M;H2 p2`bmb `mM ?2/BM; #27Q`2 im`MX .b?2/ M/ /Qii2/
HBM2b BM ?-B `2T`2b2Mi T`2/B+iBQM M/ N8W +QM}/2M+2 BMi2`pH Q7 KQ/2H UamTTH2K2Mi`v
J2i?Q/bVX UD-FV aiiBbiB+b Q7 ?2/ br22Tb /m`BM; im`Mb 7i2` `mMb ?2/2/ Q`i?Q;QMH
iQ +QM+2Mi`iBQM ;`/B2MiX S`Q##BHBiv Q7 /B`2+iBQM Q7 }`bi ?2/ br22T UDc R-Ned ?2/
br22TbV M/ T`Q##BHBiv i?i H`p BMBiBi2b  M2r `mM /m`BM; ?2/ br22Tb UFc k-j9R
?2/ br22TbVX bi2`BbF- `2D2+iBQM Q7 ?vTQi?2bBb i?i T`Q##BHBiB2b `2 i?2 bK2 i 1 I
yXyR Uq2H+?Ƕb U@i2biVX J2M ± bX2XKX +H+mHi2/ b /2b+`B#2/ BM amTTH2K2Mi`v J2i?@
Q/b U#-+V- K2M ± bX2XKX /2`Bp2/ 7`QK +QmMiBM; biiBbiB+b U/@;-D-FV M/ K2M ± bX2XK
U?-BVX
ǹǽǾ
6B;m`2 eX9, LpB;iBQM Q7  k-8yy TXTXKX +K−ð *Pñ +QM+2Mi`iBQM ;`/B2MiX UV
a+?2KiB+ Q7 ?2/BM; M;H2bc y◦ Bb iQr`/ ?B;?2` +QM+2Mi`iBQMX 6Q` /i BM i?Bb
};m`2- kR 2tT2`BK2Mib- Re3 .X K2HMQ;bi2` H`p M/ jR ? Q7 #2?pBQ` r2`2 M@
Hvx2/X U#V _2HiBp2 T`Q##BHBiv Q7 ?2/BM;b /m`BM; `mMbX U+V aT22/ p2`bmb ?2/BM;
/m`BM; `mMbX U/V hm`M `i2 p2`bmb ?2/BM;X U2V .m`iBQMb Q7 `mMb ?2/2/ mT UR-9N9
`mMbV Q` /QrM UR-3ee `mMbV ;`/B2MibX U7V >2/BM; +?M;2b /m`BM; `mMb bQ`i2/ #v BMB@
iBH ?2/BM;, mT U`2/- R-939 `mMbV- /QrM ;`/B2Mib U#Hm2- R-399 `mMbV- Q`i?Q;QMH rBi?
?B;?2` +QM+2Mi`iBQM iQ `B;?i U;QH/- R-e8R `mMbV M/ Q`i?Q;QMH rBi? ?B;?2` +QM+2M@
i`iBQM iQ H27i U+vM- R-ee9 `mMbVX U;V >2/BM; +?M;2b +?B2p2/ #v im`Mb- bQ`i2/ b BM
7 QM i?2 #bBb Q7 ?2/BM; BKK2/Bi2Hv #27Q`2 i?2 im`M Uy◦- R-RNe `2Q`B2MiiBQMbc R3y◦-
R-jje `2Q`B2MiiBQMbc Ny◦- R-jye `2Q`B2MiiBQMbc @Ny◦- R-jd8 `2Q`B2MiiBQMbVX U?V J2M
?2/BM; +?M;2 +?B2p2/ #v `mMb U#H+F HBM2V p2`bmb BMBiBH ?2/BM; M/ im`Mb U+QHQ`2/
HBM2V p2`bmb ?2/BM; #27Q`2 im`MX UBV `XKXbX im`M M;H2 p2`bmb `mM ?2/BM; #27Q`2 im`MX
.b?2/ M/ /Qii2/ HBM2b BM ?-B- T`2/B+iBQM M/ N8W +QM}/2M+2 BMi2`pH- `2bT2+iBp2Hv-
Q7 KQ/2H /2b+`B#2/ BM amTTH2K2Mi`v J2i?Q/bX UD-FV aiiBbiB+b Q7 ?2/ br22Tb /m`BM;
im`Mb 7i2` `mMb ?2/2/ Q`i?Q;QMH iQ +QM+2Mi`iBQM ;`/B2MiX S`Q##BHBiv Q7 /B`2+iBQM
Q7 }`bi ?2/ br22T UDc k-9Nd ?2/ br22TbV M/ T`Q##BHBiv i?i i?2 H`p BMBiBi2b 
M2r `mM /m`BM; ?2/ br22Tb UFc j-k89 ?2/ br22TbVX bi2`BbF- `2D2+iBQM Q7 ?vTQi?2@
bBb i?i T`Q##BHBiB2b `2 i?2 bK2 i 1 I yXyR Uq2H+?Ƕb U@i2biVX J2M ± bX2XKX +H@
+mHi2/ b /2b+`B#2/ BM amTTH2K2Mi`v J2i?Q/b U#-+V- K2M ± bX2XKX /2`Bp2/ 7`QK
+QmMiBM; biiBbiB+b U/@;-D-FV M/ K2M ± bX2XKX U?-BVX
ǹǽǿ
QFSQFOEJDVMBS UP UIF HSBEJFOU UIFZ EJE TP XJUI UIF TBNF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG BOHVMBS
TJ[FT UP UIF MFGU PS SJHIU CVU NBEF NPSF UVSOT UPXBSE UIF GBWPSBCMF EJSFDUJPO 'PS
BOZ HJWFO JOJUJBM IFBEJOH UIF BOHVMBS EJTUSJCVUJPO PG IFBEJOH DIBOHFT BGUFS UVSOT
DPVME CF NPEFMFE BT UIF TVN PG UXP TLFXOPSNBM EJTUSJCVUJPOT 	TFF 4VQQMFNFO
UBSZ .FUIPET

5P RVBOUJGZ IPX UVSOT FOIBODF PSJFOUBUJPO EVSJOH OBWJHBUJPO XFNFBTVSFE UIF
NPNFOUT PG IFBEJOHDIBOHF EJTUSJCVUJPOT BT GVODUJPOT PG JOJUJBM IFBEJOH *O DPO
USBTU UP UIF NFBO [FSP IFBEJOH DIBOHF BDIJFWFE EVSJOH SVOT UIF NFBO IFBEJOH
DIBOHF BGUFS UVSOT 	'JHVSFT ǾǻI BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼI
 TIPXFE TJHOJmDBOU CJBTFT 	1 
ǸǸǹ VTJOH UIF NPEFM EFTDSJCFE JO 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ .FUIPET
 UP PSJFOU UIF MBSWBF
UPXBSE IJHIFS DPODFOUSBUJPO PG FUIZM BDFUBUF PS MPXFS DPODFOUSBUJPO PG $0ñ BGUFS
PSUIPHPOBM SVOT ɥF SNT IFBEJOH DIBOHF 	'JHVSFT ǾǻJ BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼJ
 TIPXFE
MBSHFS IFBEJOH DIBOHFT JO UVSOT BGUFS SVOT QPJOUFE UPXBSE MPXFS FUIZM BDFUBUF DPO
DFOUSBUJPO PS UPXBSE IJHIFS $0ñ DPODFOUSBUJPO
%VSJOH B UVSO B MBSWB TXFFQT JUT IFBE UP POF TJEF BGUFS XIJDI JU FJUIFS TUBSUT B
OFX SVO PS JOJUJBUFT B OFX IFBE TXFFQ 	'JHVSF ǾǺ BOE 7JEFP Ǿ
 5P VODPWFS CJBT
JO UIFTF EFUBJMFE IFBE TXFFQJOH NPWFNFOUT XF BOBMZ[FE UIF TUBUJTUJDT PG BMM IFBE
TXFFQT JOJUJBUFE CZ MBSWBF BGUFS SVOT QPJOUFE PSUIPHPOBM UP FUIZM BDFUBUF PS $0ñ
HSBEJFOUT *O DPOUSBTU UP B SFDFOU SFQPSU <ȁ> XF GPVOE UIBU UIF EJSFDUJPO PG UIF
JOJUJBM IFBE TXFFQ JO FBDI UVSO XBT VOCJBTFE CZ HSBEJFOU EJSFDUJPO 	'JHVSFT ǾǻK
BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼK
 )PXFWFS UIF MBSWB NPSF PGUFO JOJUJBUFE OFX SVOT EVSJOH IFBE
TXFFQT UIBU QPJOUFE JO UIF GBWPSBCMF EJSFDUJPO 	'JHVSFT ǾǻL BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼL

ǾǽǼ /ĒħĚĘĒĥĚĠğ Ěğ ĥĖĞġĠģĒĝ ĘģĒĕĚĖğĥĤ
ɥF MBSWB EFUFDUT PEPST WJB UIF EPSTBM PSHBO BOE $0ñ WJB UIF UFSNJOBM PSHBO <Ǻǹ>
#FDBVTF SJHIU BOE MFGU EPSTBM BOE UFSNJOBM PSHBOT BSF TFQBSBUFE CZ POMZ BQQSPY
JNBUFMZ ǹǸ N UIF MBSWB QSPCBCMZ EFUFDUT TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUT CZ NBLJOH UFNQPSBM
DPNQBSJTPOT EVSJOH JUT NPWFNFOUT SBUIFS UIBO CZ EJSFDUMZ DPNQBSJOH UIF BDUJWJUZ
PG UIF UXP TFOTPSZ PSHBOT *OEFFE MBSWBF XJUI VOJMBUFSBM PMGBDUPSZ GVODUJPO FYIJC
JUFE DIFNPUBYJT UPXBSE WPMBUJMF BUUSBDUBOUTȀ OFBSMZ BT XFMM BT MBSWBF XJUI CJMBUFSBM
PMGBDUPSZ GVODUJPO 8F VTFE PVS TZTUFN UP EFUFSNJOF XIFUIFS QBUUFSOT PG CFIBW
JPS FYIJCJUFE PO TQBUJBM HBT HSBEJFOUT DPVME CF ESJWFO XJUI UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT PG
FUIZM BDFUBUF PS $0ñ DPODFOUSBUJPO UIBU XFSF TQBUJBMMZ VOJGPSN BMPOH UIF Y BYJT
ǹǽȀ
	4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 'JHVSF Ǿǿ BOE 'JHVSF ǾǹE
 5SJBOHVMBS XBWFGPSNT XJUI MJOFBSMZ
JODSFBTJOH BOE EFDSFBTJOH HBT DPODFOUSBUJPOT PWFS UJNF NJNJD UIF UFNQPSBM TUJN
VMVT FYQFSJFODFE CZ B MBSWB DSBXMJOH JO B TUSBJHIU MJOF VQ PS EPXO B MJOFBS TQBUJBM
HSBEJFOU 8IFO TVCKFDUFE UP JODSFBTJOH DPODFOUSBUJPO PG $0ñ PWFS UJNF MBSWBF
SFPSJFOUFE NPSF GSFRVFOUMZ DSBXMFE NPSF TMPXMZ BOE UVSOFE XJUI MBSHFS BOHMFT
	'JHVSF ǾǽB
 UIBO XIFO UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO XBT EFDSFBTJOH DPOTJTUFOU XJUI PVS
PCTFSWBUJPOT PG MBSWBF PO TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUT 	'JHVSF ǾǼDE

8F BMTP FYQMPSFE TFOTPSJNPUPS SFTQPOTF UP $0ñ VTJOH TUFQ TUJNVMJ 	'JHVSF
ǾǽCD
 8F GPVOE UIBU B TNBMM UFNQPSBM TUFQ DIBOHF 	JODSFBTF PS EFDSFBTF
 JO
$0ñ DPODFOUSBUJPO QSPEVDFE B USBOTJFOU JODSFBTF PS EFDSFBTF SFTQFDUJWFMZ JO
UVSOJOH SBUF -BSHF TUFQT JO $0ñ DPODFOUSBUJPO XFSF MFTT BEBQUJWF QSPEVDJOH
B TVTUBJOFE DIBOHF JO UIF UVSOJOH SBUF 7FSZ TNBMM DPODFOUSBUJPO DIBOHF 	UP
ǸǺǽǶ
 EJE OPU BĊFDU UVSOJOH SBUF CVU NPEVMBUFE DSBXMJOH TQFFE $SBXMJOH TQFFE
XBT TMPX UP BEBQU GPS TNBMM DPODFOUSBUJPO DIBOHFT BOE EJE OPU BEBQU BU BMM GPS
MBSHF DPODFOUSBUJPO DIBOHFT ɥF GBDU UIBU UVSOJOH SBUF BEBQUFE EJĊFSFOUMZ UIBO
DSBXMJOH TQFFE NJHIU JOEJDBUF EJĊFSFODFT JO UIF TFOTPSJNPUPS QBUIXBZT CFUXFFO
$0ñ EFUFDUJPO BOE UIF DJSDVJUT UIBU SFHVMBUF DSBXMJOH TQFFE BOE UVSO JOJUJBUJPO
5P WFSJGZ MBDL PG BEBQUBUJPO UP DIBOHFT JO $0ñ XF FYUFOEFE UIF TUFQ XBWFGPSN
QFSJPE UP ǼȀǸ T BOE TUJMM TBX OP FWJEFODF GPS BEBQUBUJPO JO SFTQPOTF QBSBNFUFST
	'JHVSF ǾǽD
 .VUBOUT MBDLJOH UIF(SõòB TFOTPS GPS $0ñNPEVMBUFE UIFJS CFIBWJPS
NJOJNBMMZ JO SFTQPOTF UP UFNQPSBM DIBOHFT JO $0ñ DPODFOUSBUJPO 	'JHVSF ǾǽD

ɥVT $0ñFWPLFE DIBOHFT JO UVSOJOH CFIBWJPS BOE DSBXMJOH TQFFE XFSF EVF UP
BDUJWF TFOTPSJNPUPS SFTQPOTFT BOE OPU B NFUBCPMJD DPOTFRVFODF PG IJHIFS $0ñ
DPODFOUSBUJPO
8F FYBNJOFE MBSWB CFIBWJPS JO UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT PG FUIZM BDFUBUF 8IFO MBS
WBFXFSF TVCKFDUFE UP B DPOUJOVPVTMZ JODSFBTJOH DPODFOUSBUJPO PG FUIZM BDFUBUF PWFS
UJNF UIFZ SFPSJFOUFE MFTT GSFRVFOUMZ BOE UVSOFEXJUI TNBMMFS BOHMFT 	'JHVSF ǾǽE

DPOTJTUFOU XJUI UIFJS CFIBWJPS PO TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUT 	'JHVSF ǾǻDE
 $IBOHFT JO
DSBXMJOH TQFFE JOEVDFE CZ MJOFBS SBNQT PG FUIZM BDFUBUF XFSF OPU BQQBSFOU 	'JH
VSF ǾǽE
 *O DPOUSBTU UP UIF SFTQPOTF UP TUFQ DIBOHFT JO $0ñ 	'JHVSF ǾǽCD
 UIF
SFTQPOTF UP TUFQ DIBOHFT JO FUIZM BDFUBUF XBT BEBQUJWF BDSPTT B XJEF SBOHF PG DPO
DFOUSBUJPOT 	'JHVSF ǾǽF
 " UFNQPSBM TUFQ JODSFBTF PS EFDSFBTF JO FUIZM BDFUBUF
DPODFOUSBUJPO QSPEVDFE SFTQFDUJWFMZ B USBOTJFOU EFDSFBTF PS JODSFBTF JO UIF SBUF
ǹǽȁ
6B;m`2 eX8, h2KTQ`H *Pñ M/ 2i?vH +2ii2 ;`/B2MibX U@2V aiiBbiB+b Q7 im`MBM; /2@
+BbBQMb Q7 H`p2 bm#D2+i2/ iQ bTiBHHv mMB7Q`K i2KTQ`H ;`/B2Mib Q7 *Pñ /2HBp2`2/ b
`2T2iBM; +v+H2b Q7 i`BM;H2 rp2b UV M/ bi2Tb U#-+V M/ Q7 2i?vH +2ii2 /2HBp2`2/ b
i`BM;H2 rp2b U/V M/ bi2Tb U2VX hQT- QM2 +v+H2 Q7 biBKmHmb rp27Q`KX _bi2` THQib-
T2`BQ/b BM r?B+? M BM/BpB/mH H`p rb im`MBM; /m`BM; i?2 +v+H2c 2+? `Qr `2T`2b2Mib
QM2 H`p i`+F2/ +QMiBMmQmbHv i?`Qm;?  +v+H2 U- M 4 e8c #- M 4 Ryy 7Q` 2+? +QM/B@
iBQMc +- M 4 8y 7Q` 2+? +QM/BiBQMc /-2- M 4 Ryy 7Q` 2+? +QM/BiBQMVX "QiiQK- im`MBM;
`i2 UK2M ± bX2XKXV /2`Bp2/ 7`QK +QmMiBM; biiBbiB+b- K2M +`rHBM; bT22/b ± bX2XKX
+H+mHi2/ b /2b+`B#2/ BM amTTH2K2Mi`v J2i?Q/b M/ `QQi K2M b[m`2 ?2/BM;
+?M;2 7i2` im`Mb ± bX2XKX p2`bmb iBK2 rBi?BM 2+? +v+H2X .i 7`QK rBH/@ivT2 H`p2
U*aV `2 BM -#-/-2X ai2T `2bTQMb2 Q7 rBH/@ivT2 H`p2 M/ :`ejR KmiMi H`p2 `2
+QKT`2/ BM +X
ǹǾǸ
PG UVSO JOJUJBUJPO TMJHIUMZ IJHIFS PS MPXFS DSBXMJOH TQFFET BOE B USBOTJFOU EFDSFBTF
PS JODSFBTF JO UIF TJ[F PG UVSOT 	'JHVSF ǾǽF

ǾǾ %ĚĤĔĦĤĤĚĠğ
"OJNBMT NBZ TFOTF UIF EJSFDUJPO PG B MPDBM HSBEJFOU FJUIFS EJSFDUMZ GPS FYBNQMF
CZ JOTUBOUBOFPVTMZ DPNQBSJOH UIF BDUJWJUZ PG CJMBUFSBM TFOTPSZ PSHBOT PS CZ EF
DPEJOH UFNQPSBM TJHOBMT HFOFSBUFE CZ NPWJOH UIFJS TFOTPSZ PSHBOT UISPVHI UIF
HSBEJFOU )FSF XF GPVOE FWJEFODF GPS UIF MBUUFS GPS CPUI PEPS BOE $0ñ HSBEJFOUT
MBSWBF JOJUJBUFE UVSOT NPSF PGUFO XIFO UIFJS GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU DBVTFE BO VOGB
WPSBCMF DIBOHF JO DPODFOUSBUJPO BOE MBSWBF CBTFE UIFJS UVSOJOH EFDJTJPOT PO UIF
GBWPSBCJMJUZ PG DIBOHFT FODPVOUFSFE EVSJOH IFBE TXFFQT TJNJMBS UP PVS SFTVMUT JO
UIFSNPUBYJT <ǹǻ> "T JO PVS TUVEJFT PG UIFSNPUBYJT XF VTFE UJNFWBSZJOH TQBUJBMMZ
VOJGPSN TJHOBMT UP FWPLF CFIBWJPST PCTFSWFE JO TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUT 8F EJE OPU TFF
TJHOT PG EJSFDU HSBEJFOUNFBTVSFNFOU TQFDJmDBMMZ MBSWBF EJE OPU TUFFS EVSJOH SVOT
BOE EJE OPU GBWPS UIF QSFGFSSFE EJSFDUJPO JO UIF mSTU IFBE TXFFQ PG B UVSO *O FY
QFSJNFOUT JOWPMWJOH PEPS BOE BHBS TVCTUSBUFT TPNF PEPSBOU DBO CF BCTPSCFE JOUP
UIF HFM 4VCTUBOUJBM PEPSBOU BCTPSQUJPO JOUP UIF TVCTUSBUF DPVME BĊFDU TUJNVMVT
QSFTFOUBUJPO EVSJOH UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT CVU BT % NFMBOPHBTUFS MBSWB SFTQPOEFE
DPOTJTUFOUMZ UP BCSVQU DIBOHFT JO PEPS DPODFOUSBUJPO PWFS UIF DPVSTF PG PVS FY
QFSJNFOUT BOZ FĊFDU PG PEPSBOU BCTPSQUJPO XBT NPEFTU 0VS BCJMJUZ UP QSFTFOU
SBQJE DIBOHFT JO PEPS DPODFOUSBUJPO XBT TMJHIUMZ DPNQSPNJTFE CZ UIF EFTJHO PG
UIF SFTFSWPJST JO UIF BQQBSBUVT CVU UIF ǹǸȁǸǶ SJTF UJNF GPS B TUFQ DIBOHF 	ǺǸȀ
T
 XBT TNBMMFS UIBO UIF CJO TJ[FT JO 'JHVSF Ǿǽ ɥF SJTF UJNF DBO CF EFDSFBTFE CZ
SFEFTJHOJOH UIF SFTFSWPJST PS JODSFBTJOH UIF nPX SBUF *O FYQFSJNFOUT JO XIJDI
XF TVEEFOMZ SFWFSTFE UIF EJSFDUJPO PG UIF HSBEJFOU 	EBUB OPU TIPXO
 MBSWBF GPM
MPXFE UIF OFX HSBEJFOU EJSFDUJPO SBUIFS UIBO UIF PME BMTP JOEJDBUJOH UIBU PEPSBOU
BCTPSQUJPO EPFT OPU DPOGPVOE BJSCPSOF OBWJHBUJPO
*O OBWJHBUJPO FYQFSJNFOUT BTZNNFUSZ XJUI SFTQFDU UP UIF BSFOB CPVOEBSZ DBO
DPOGPVOE UIF SFTVMUT 'PS FYBNQMF XJUIPVU TUJNVMVT MBSWBF QMBDFE BU UIF MFGU FEHF
PG B QMBUF XJMM TIPX B OBWJHBUJPOBM CJBT UP UIF SJHIU CFDBVTF UIFZ BSF QIZTJDBMMZ
DPOTUSBJOFE GSPN NPWJOH MFGU 'PS UIJT SFBTPO XF CFHBO FBDI FYQFSJNFOU XJUI
UIF MBSWBF QMBDFE SPVHIMZ JO UIF DFOUFS PG UIF BSFOB 0UIFSXJTF BT UIF TQBUJBM PEPS
HSBEJFOU JO PVS BQQBSBUVT JT MJOFBS JO UIF Y EJSFDUJPO DPOTUBOU JO UIF ZEJSFDUJPO BOE
ǹǾǹ
TUFBEZ JO UJNF FYQFSJNFOUT JO PVS BQQBSBUVT BSF MFTT TFOTJUJWF UP JOJUJBM QMBDFNFOU
PG UIF MBSWBF UIBO ESPQMFUCBTFE BTTBZT
0VS BQQBSBUVT nFYJCMZ BOE BDDVSBUFMZ QSPWJEFE BJSCPSOF TUJNVMBOUT UP GSFFMZ
NPWJOH MBSWB 6TJOH UIJT BQQBSBUVT BOE NBDIJOFWJTJPO BOBMZTJT UIBU JT TFOTJUJWF
UP UJNFWBSZJOH QPTJUJPO BOE QPTUVSF PG FBDI MBSWB XF BOBMZ[FE UIF BMHPSJUINJD
TUSVDUVSF PG OBWJHBUJPOBM CFIBWJPSXJUI QSFDJTJPO 8FEFUFSNJOFE UIFOBWJHBUJPOBM
TUSBUFHJFT PG MBSWBF JO SFTQPOTF UP FUIZM BDFUBUF BOE $0ñ TIPXFE JOUFSOBM DPOTJT
UFODZ CFUXFFO UIFJS CFIBWJPSBM SFTQPOTF UP TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUT BOE UFNQPSBM HSBEJ
FOUT BOE VODPWFSFE B OPOBEBQUJWF SFTQPOTF GPS UFNQPSBM DIBOHFT JO $0ñ ɥF
NBSLFE TJNJMBSJUJFT CFUXFFO UIF BMHPSJUINJD TUSVDUVSF PG OBWJHBUJPOBM TUSBUFHJFT
EVSJOH DIFNPUBYJT BOE UIFSNPUBYJT TVHHFTU UIBU IPNPMPHPVT TFOTPSJNPUPS DJS




8JMEUZQF MBSWBF XFSF $BOUPO4 	$4
 (SõòB 	#MPPNJOHUPO TUPDL ȁȁǼǹ
 BOE 0SDPð
	#MPPNJOHUPO TUPDL ǺǻǹǺȁ
 nJFT XFSF PCUBJOFE GSPN UIF #MPPNJOHUPO TUPDL DFO
UFS 0SDP SFQSFTFOUT UIF OFX HFOF OBNF GPS 0S÷òC <ǹǿ> "MM CFIBWJPSBM FYQFSJ
NFOUT XFSF EPOF PO TFDPOE JOTUBS MBSWBF "EVMU nJFT XFSF BMMPXFE UP MBZ FHHT PO
HSBQFKVJDF BHBS HSPXUI QMBUFT XJUI ZFBTU GPS ǻ I "GUFS FHH MBZJOH QMBUFT XFSF LFQU
BU ǺǺ◦$ PO B ǹǺ I EBZOJHIU DZDMF &YQFSJNFOUT XFSF DBSSJFE PVU BU ǺǺ◦$ EVSJOH
UIF EBZ DZDMF PS FBSMZ IPVST PG UIF OJHIU DZDMF 5JNF TJODF FHH MBZJOH XBT VTFE UP
SPVHIMZ TUBHF MBSWBF BOE BDUVBM TUBHF XBT WFSJmFE CZ FYBNJOJOH TQJSBDMF NPSQIPM
PHZ
ǾǿǺ 0ĕĠģ ĘģĒĕĚĖğĥ ĒġġĒģĒĥĦĤ
ɥF PEPS HSBEJFOU BQQBSBUVT 	'JHVSF ǾǹB
 DPNQSJTFT B DPOUSPMMFE DMFBO BJS TPVSDF
BO PEPS TPVSDF BO BSSBZ PG NJDSPDPOUSPMMFSBDUJWBUFE WBMWFT B NJYJOH nPX CMPDL
BOE B MBNJOBS nPX DIBNCFS $PNQSFTTFE BJS XBT SFHVMBUFE UP ǹǼǸ L1B BOE DMFBOFE
XJUI B DIBSDPBM mMUFS 	"HJMFOU)5ǺǸǸǼ
 CFGPSF EFMJWFSZ UP B DPNQVUFSDPOUSPMMBCMF
NBTTnPX DPOUSPMMFS 	.'$ "BMCPSH('$ ǹǿ
 " TFDPOE.'$XBT VTFE UP JOKFDU BJS
ǹǾǺ
CPSOF DIFNJDBM TUJNVMBOUT JOUP UIF MBNJOBS BJSnPX 'PS FUIZM BDFUBUF FYQFSJNFOUT
UIF TFDPOE.'$ JOKFDUFE BJS JOUP B CVCCMFS NBEF VQ PG B ǺǽǸNM HMBTT CPUUMF XJUI B
TUBJOMFTT TUFFM DBQ BOE GSJU DPOUBJOJOH FUIZM BDFUBUF 	.BMMJODLSPEU
 FJUIFS QVSF PS
EJMVUFE JO EFJPOJ[FEXBUFS ɥJT HFOFSBUFE BO PEPSJ[FE BJS TUSFBNXJUI UIF DPODFO
USBUJPO PG FUIZM BDFUBUF JO UIF BJS EFUFSNJOFE CZ UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO PG FUIZM BDFUBUF
JO UIF CVCCMFS ɥF XBUFSFUIZM BDFUBUF NJYUVSF EPFT OPU PCFZ 3BPVMUT -BX TP UIF
FUIZM BDFUBUF WBQPS QSFTTVSF PG UIF NJYUVSF XBT NFBTVSFE EJSFDUMZ VTJOH B QIP
UPJPOJ[BUJPO EFUFDUPS 	1*% #BTFMJOF.PDPO 1JEUFDI 1MVT
 'PS $0ñ FYQFSJNFOUT
QVSF $0ñ XBT NFUFSFE VTJOH BO .'$ DBMJCSBUFE GPS $0ñ
ɥF DBSSJFS BJS XBT JOKFDUFE JOUP UIF SFBS PG UIF NJYJOH nPX CMPDL 'PS UFN
QPSBMMZ WBSZJOH TQBUJBMMZ VOJGPSN TUJNVMJ 	'JHVSF ǾǹE BOE 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 'JHVSF
Ǿǿ
 UIF PVUMFU PG UIF PEPS TPVSDF XBT DPOOFDUFE UP UIF JOMFU PG UIF NJYJOH CMPDL
BU UIF TBNF MPDBUJPO BT UIF DBSSJFS BJS ɥF UPUBM BNPVOU PG PEPS JO UIF DIBN
CFS XBT TFU CZ BEKVTUJOH UIF nPX SBUF PG PEPS XIJMF IPMEJOH UIF DBSSJFS nPX SBUF
DPOTUBOU 	HFOFSBMMZ Ǻ NJO−ð
 ɥF PEPS DPODFOUSBUJPO XBT NPOJUPSFE EVSJOH FBDI
FYQFSJNFOU BU UIF JOMFU VTJOH FJUIFS B 1*% PS B OPOEJTQFSTJWF JOGSBSFE $0ñ TFOTPS
	IUUQXXX$0ǺNFUFS DPN (44 $ǺǸ

'PS TQBUJBMMZ WBSZJOH UFNQPSBMMZ VOJGPSN TUJNVMJ 	'JHVSF ǾǹCD
 UIF PVUMFU
PG UIF PEPS TPVSDF XBT DPOOFDUFE UP UIF JOMFU PG UIF WBMWF NBOJGPME $PNQBDU
TPMFOPJE WBMWFT 	-FF -)%"ǹǺǺǹǹǹǹ)
 XFSF VTFE UPNFUFS PEPS UISPVHI B TFDUJPO
PG UFnPO UVCJOH JOUP FBDI nPX UVCF JO UIFNJYJOH CMPDL ɥF WBMWFT XFSF DPOUSPMMFE
CZ B DVTUPN DJSDVJU CPBSE CBTFE PO 4QPLF107 	"EBGSVJU *OEVTUSJFT
 BOE XFSF QSP
HSBNNFE UP PQFO GPS MJOFBSMZ JODSFBTJOH BNPVOUT PG UJNF PWFS B QFSJPE PG BQQSPY
JNBUFMZ ǹǽ T ɥF WBMWFT XFSF PQFSBUFE JO B QBUUFSO UIBU LFQU FYBDUMZ IBMG PQFO
BU BOZ UJNF QSFTFOUJOH B DPOTUBOU JNQFEBODF UP UIF .'$ 	4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 'JHVSF
ǾȀ
 ɥF NJOJNVN DPOUJOVPVT UJNF B WBMWF XBT PQFOFE PS DMPTFE XBT UIFSFGPSF
BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ǽǸ NT XIFSFBT UIF WBMWF TXJUDIJOH UJNF XBT ǻ NT ɥF NFBO DPO
DFOUSBUJPO PG UIF HSBEJFOU XBT TFU CZ WBSZJOH UIF SBUJP PG PEPS nPX UP DBSSJFS BJS
nPX BOE XBT NPOJUPSFE BU UIF PVUMFU PG UIF nPX DIBNCFS CZ UIF BQQSPQSJBUF HBT
TFOTPS %JĊVTJPO TNPPUIT PEPS QSPmMFT HFOFSBUFE CZ UIF WBMWFT #FUXFFO UIF PVU
MFU PG UIF NJYJOH CMPDL BOE UIF TUBSU PG UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM BSFOB EJĊVTJPO TNPPUIT
UIF QSPmMF XJUI B MFOHUI TDBMF PG ǹǺ DN GPS FUIZM BDFUBUF BOE ǹǿ DN GPS $0ñ #Z
UIF GBS FEHF PG UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM BSFOB UIF TNPPUIJOH MFOHUI TDBMF JT ǹȀ DN BOE
Ǻǽ DN GPS FUIZM BDFUBUF BOE $0ñ SFTQFDUJWFMZ ɥVT TQBUJBM JSSFHVMBSJUJFT PXJOH UP
ǹǾǻ
UIF EJTDSFUF JOKFDUJPO QPJOUT BSF SFMBYFE CZ UIF UJNF UIF MBNJOBS BJSnPX FOUFST UIF
BSFOB CVU UIF HSBEJFOU JUTFMG JT OPU EJTTJQBUFE CFGPSF UIF BJSnPX FYJUT UIF BSFOB
ɥF MBNJOBS BJSnPX DPOUBJOJOH TQBUJBM PS UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT PG FUIZM BDFUBUF
PS $0ñ QBTTFE UISPVHI BO FYQFSJNFOUBM BSFOB NBEF GSPN B TPMJE QJFDF PG CMBDL
BOPEJ[FE BMVNJOVN " HMBTT MJE QSPWJEFE B WJFXJOH XJOEPX GPS PCTFSWJOH CFIBW
JPS " IJOHFE QOFVNBUJD DPNQSFTTPS XBT VTFE UP QSFTT UIF HMBTT SJOH BHBJOTU BO
0SJOH DSFBUJOH B SFMJBCMF TFBM ɥF JOUFHSJUZ PG BMM 0SJOH TFBMT 	BU UIF JOMFU PVU
MFU BOE HMBTT MJE
 XBT DPOUJOVPVTMZ WFSJmFE CZ NPOJUPSJOH UIF BJSnPX SBUF BU UIF
PVUMFU 7JEFP NJDSPTDPQZ PG MBSWBF XJUIJO UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM BSFOB XBT EPOF VTJOH
EBSLmFME JMMVNJOBUJPO XJUI SFE -&%T 	ǾǺǼ ON PVUTJEF UIF SBOHF PG MBSWBM QIPUP
UBYJT
 UIBU XFSF NPVOUFE BU UIF QFSJNFUFS PG UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM BSFOB 7JEFP XBT
SFDPSEFE BU ǽ GSBNFT Tǹ VTJOH B ǽNFHBQJYFM 64# DBNFSB 	.JHIUFY #$&#ǸǽǸ6

BOE BO ǹȀNN GPDBMMFOHUI $NPVOU MFOT 	&ENVOE 0QUJDT /5ǽǼȀǽǿ
 &BDI QJYFM
JO UIF DBQUVSFE JNBHFT DPSSFTQPOEFE UP B ǸǸǾǻ NN Y ǸǸǾǻ NN TRVBSF PG UIF
FYQFSJNFOUBM BSFOB
Ǿǿǻ #ĖęĒħĚĠģ ĖĩġĖģĚĞĖğĥĤ
#FGPSF FBDI FYQFSJNFOU MBSWBF XFSF TUBHFE XBTIFE JO QIPTQIBUFCVĊFSFE TBMJOF
BOE QMBDFE PO ǹǸDN 1FUSJ EJTI DPOUBJOJOH DMFBO ǹǶ 	XUWPM
 #BDUP BHBS NFEJVN
GPS BU MFBTU ǽ NJO UP BMMPX UIF MBSWBF UP BEBQU UP UIF NFEJVN VTFE JO UIF FYQFS
JNFOUT BOE TIFE BOZ SFTJEVBM PEPSPVT DPOUBNJOBOUT "GUFS FBDI CFIBWJPSBM FY
QFSJNFOU BMM MBSWBF XFSF EJTDBSEFE ɥF TVCTUSBUF GPS UIF CFIBWJPSBM FYQFSJNFOUT
XBT B BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ǼNNUIJDL #BDUP BHBS HFM 	ǹǶ XUWPM
 PO UPQ PG TRVBSF nBU
CMBDL BOPEJ[FE BMVNJOVN QMBUFT 	ǺǼ DN Y ǺǼ DN
 &BDI QMBUF XJUI UIF HFM PO UPQ
DPVME CF QMBDFE JO UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM BSFOB QSPWJEJOH B MBSHF VOJGPSN TVCTUSBUF GPS
UIF MBSWBF UP OBWJHBUF XJUIPVU FEHFT UP JNQFEF PS EJTUPSU BJSnPX -BSWBF XFSF
USBOTGFSSFE GSPN ǹǸDN 1FUSJ EJTIFT UP FYQFSJNFOUBM BSFOB VTJOH B QBJOUCSVTI
UIF DIBNCFS XBT QOFVNBUJDBMMZ TFBMFE BOE UIF FOUJSF BQQBSBUVT XBT FODMPTFE JO B
MJHIUUJHIU CPY "GUFS UIF DIBNCFSXBT QOFVNBUJDBMMZ TFBMFE JU UPPL BQQSPYJNBUFMZ
ǻǸ T GPS UIF MBNJOBS BJSnPX UP GVMMZ QVSHF UIF DIBNCFS BOE FTUBCMJTI B EFmOFE TQB
UJBM HSBEJFOU 8F EJTDBSEFE UIF mSTU Ǻ NJO PG SFDPSEFE CFIBWJPS EVSJOH BOBMZTJT
8F SFDPSEFE CFIBWJPS GPS ǺǽǻǸ NJO QFS FYQFSJNFOU GPS FYQFSJNFOUT JOWPMWJOH
TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUT XF BOBMZ[FE UIF mSTU ǹǽ NJO 	BGUFS UIF EJTDBSEFE Ǻ NJO
 BGUFS
ǹǾǼ
XIJDI MBSWBF TUBSUFE OFBSJOH UIF FEHFT PG UIF HSBEJFOUT
ǾǿǼ #ĖęĒħĚĠģĒĝ ĒğĒĝĪĤĚĤ
ɥF."("5BOBMZ[FS TPGUXBSF QBDLBHF JT BWBJMBCMF BU IUUQTHJUIVCDPN TBNVFMMBC."("5"OBMZ[FS
-BSWBM QPTJUJPOT BOE QPTUVSFT XFSF FYUSBDUFE GSPN WJEFP SFDPSET VTJOH DVTUPN
NBDIJOF WJTJPO TPGUXBSF XSJUUFO JO $ BOE CBTFE PO 0QFO$7 BO PQFOTPVSDF
DPNQVUFS WJTJPO TPGUXBSF TVJUF 8JUI TJNJMBS GFBUVSFT UP TPGUXBSF UIBU IBT CFFO
XSJUUFO UP BVUPNBUJDBMMZ GPMMPX $ FMFHBOT CFIBWJPSǺǺǺǽ PVS TPGUXBSF USBDLT FBDI
MBSWB UISPVHIPVU UIF BSFOB BOE SFDPSET BO JNBHF PG UIF MBSWB UIF QPTJUJPO PG
DFOUFS PG NBTT UIF PVUMJOF PG UIF CPEZ UIF QPTJUJPO PG UIF IFBE BOE UBJM BOE B
NJEMJOF SVOOJOH EPXO UIF DFOUFS PG UIF MBSWB 	'JHVSF ǾǺB BOE 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ
'JHVSF ǾǾ
 6TJOH EBUB BOBMZTJT TPGUXBSF XSJUUFO JO ."5-"# 	.BUI8PSLT
XF
BOBMZ[FE OBWJHBUJPOBM TUBUJTUJDT TVDI BT QBUI DVSWBUVSF TQFFE IFBEJOH BOE BOHMF
PG IFBE SFMBUJWF UP CPEZ 	'JHVSF ǾǺC
 ɥFTF XFSF VTFE UP TFHNFOU USBKFDUPSJFT
JOUP BO BMUFSOBUJOH TFRVFODF PG SVOT BOE UVSOT 5P DBMDVMBUF TUBUJTUJDT JOWPMWJOH
DFOUFSPGNBTT NPWFNFOU BMPOH MBSWBM USBKFDUPSJFT 	GPS FYBNQMF EJTUSJCVUJPOT PG
JOTUBOUBOFPVT IFBEJOH BOE TQFFE JO 'JHVSF ǾǻCD BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼCD BOE OBWJHB
UJPOBM JOEJDFT JO 'JHVSF ǾǺE
 XF OFFEFE UP FTUJNBUF UIF OVNCFS PG JOEFQFOEFOU
PCTFSWBUJPOT PG RVBOUJUJFT PG DFOUFSPGNBTT NPWFNFOU BMPOH FBDI MBSWBM USBKFD
UPSZ 5P EP UIJT XF DBMDVMBUFE UIF BVUPDPSSFMBUJPO GVODUJPO PG UIF EJSFDUJPO PG
NPUJPO
BOE FYUSBDUFE UIF UJNF DPOTUBOU 5 PG JUT DPNQPOFOU PG FYQPOFOUJBM EFDBZ

ɥJT DPSSFMBUJPO UJNF DPOTUBOU XBT UZQJDBMMZ BQQSPYJNBUFMZ ǺǸ T 5P DBMDVMBUF
UIF TFN PG DFOUFSPGNBTT NPUJPO TUBUJTUJDT XF FTUJNBUFE UIF OVNCFS PG JOEF
QFOEFOU PCTFSWBUJPOT BT UIF UPUBM PCTFSWBUJPO UJNF GPS FBDINFBTVSFNFOU EJWJEFE
CZ UXJDF UIF DPSSFMBUJPO UJNF DPOTUBOU <Ǻǻ>
5P DBMDVMBUF TUBUJTUJDT PG EFDJTJPO NBLJOH BMPOH USBKFDUPSJFT USBKFDUPSJFT XFSF
TFHNFOUFE JOUP B TFRVFODF PG BMUFSOBUJOH SVOT BOE UVSOT 3VOT 	7JEFP Ǽ
 XFSF
EFmOFE BT DPOUJOVPVT QFSJPET PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU XJUI IFBE EJSFDUJPO BMJHOFE
ǹǾǽ
XJUI EJSFDUJPO PG GPSXBSE USBWFM 	'JHVSF ǾǺC
 " IZTUFSFUJD UISFTIPME GPS SVO TQFFE
XBT EFUFSNJOFE PO BO JOEJWJEVBM % NFMBOPHBTUFS MBSWB CBTJT CZ FYBNJOJOH UIF
TQFFE OFBS QPJOUT PG IJHI DVSWBUVSF JO UIF QBUI UIF TQFFE UP CFHJO B SVO XBT
IJHIFS UIBO UIF TQFFE UP FOE POF ɥF IFBE XBT DPOTJEFSFE BMJHOFE XJUI UIF EJSFD
UJPO PG GPSXBSE NPUJPO JG UIF BOHMF CFUXFFO UIF NJEIFBE WFDUPS BOE UIF IFBEJOH
XBT ǻǿ◦ 5VSOT TFQBSBUFE TVDDFTTJWF SVOT ɥF JOJUJBUJPO PG FBDI IFBE TXFFQ
	7JEFP Ǿ
 EVSJOH B UVSO XBT nBHHFE XIFO UIF CPEZ CFOE BOHMF CFUXFFO UIF BOUF
SJPS BOE QPTUFSJPS PG UIF % NFMBOPHBTUFS MBSWB XBT ǺǸ◦ 	'JHVSF ǾǺC
 &BDI IFBE
TXFFQ FOEFE XIFO UIF CPEZ CFOE BOHMF XBT ǹǸ◦ PS DIBOHFE TJHO 	IFBE TXFQU UP
PUIFS TJEF PG CPEZ
 PS XIFO B OFX SVO CFHBO &BDI UVSO FOEFE BU UIF TUBSU PG B
OFX SVO ɥVT FBDI UVSO DPVME JOWPMWF [FSP PS NPSF IFBE TXFFQT 5VSOT XJUI
[FSP IFBE TXFFQT 	QBVTFT
 XFSF FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF TUBUJTUJDT PG SFPSJFOUBUJPO BG
UFS UVSOT 3BSF IFBE TXFFQT JO XIJDI UIF CPEZ CFOE BOHMF XBT TP FYUSFNF UIBU
UIF IFBE UPVDIFE UIF UBJM DSFBUFE EJċDVMUZ EVSJOH GFBUVSF FYUSBDUJPO CFDBVTF UIF
USBDLFS DPVME OP MPOHFS FĊFDUJWFMZ EJTUJOHVJTI IFBE GSPN UBJM ɥFTF IFBE TXFFQT
XFSF BMTP FYDMVEFE GSPN TUBUJTUJDBM BOBMZTJT
7JEFP SFDPSET PG FBDI MBSWB BMPOH JUT USBKFDUPSZ DPVME CF QMBZFE CBDL PWFSMBJE
CZ FYUSBDUFE DPOUPVS IFBE BOE UBJM MPDBUJPOT BOE QBUI XJUI BOOPUBUJPOT OPUJOH
SVOT UVSOT BOE IFBE TXFFQT 	7JEFPT Ǻ BOE ǻ
 " TVCTFU PG UIFTF WJEFPT XBT FYBN
JOFE WJTVBMMZ UP WFSJGZ UIF QFSGPSNBODF PG BVUPNBUFE TFHNFOUBUJPO BOE BOBMZTJT
PG MBSWBM USBKFDUPSJFT
Ǿǿǽ 4ĥĒĥĚĤĥĚĔĒĝ ĞĠĕĖĝ ėĠģ ęĖĒĕĚğĘ ĔęĒğĘĖ ĕĚĤĥģĚēĦĥĚĠğĤ ĒėĥĖģ
ĥĦģğĤ
5P EFTDSJCF UIF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG IFBEJOH DIBOHFT BGUFS UVSOT XF EFWFMPQFE B TUB
UJTUJDBM NPEFM UP SFQSFTFOU PVS PCTFSWBUJPO UIBU IFBEJOH DIBOHFT ǈθ BSF CJBTFE
JO TJ[F BOE EJSFDUJPO CZ IFBE TXFFQJOH NPWFNFOUT BOE DPOUJOHFOU PO UIF JOJUJBM
IFBEJOH PO TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUT CFGPSF FBDI UVSO θJ  *O UIJT NPEFM UIF NBHOJUVEF PG
IFBEJOH DIBOHF JT ESBXO GSPN TLFXOPSNBM EJTUSJCVUJPOT XIPTF NFBO BOE TLFX
OFTT EFQFOE PO θJ UIFSFCZ BMMPXJOH UIF TJ[F PG UVSOT UP EFQFOE PO JOJUJBM IFBEJOH
PO TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUT BT PCTFSWFE ɥF EJSFDUJPO PG IFBEJOH DIBOHF 	UP UIF MFGU 	ǈθ
Ǹ
 PS SJHIU 	ǈθ Ǹ

 JT EFUFSNJOFE CZ B CJBTFE DPJOnJQ EJTUSJCVUJPO XIPTF NFBO
EFQFOET PO θJ UIVT CJBTJOH UIF MJLFMJIPPE PG JOJUJBUJOH OFX SVOT UP UIF MFGU PS SJHIU
ǹǾǾ
XIFSF
8F BEKVTUFE UIF QBSBNFUFST PG UIF NPEFM 	" # $  σ α BOE θï
 UP NBYJNJ[F UIF
MJLFMJIPPE PG UIF PCTFSWFE JOJUJBM IFBEJOHIFBEJOH DIBOHF QBJST ɥF TPMJE MJOFT
PWFSMBZJOH UIF IJTUPHSBNT JO 'JHVSF ǾǻI BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼI BOE EBTIFE MJOFT PWFSMBZ
JOH UIF QMPUT PG IFBEJOH DIBOHF NBHOJUVEF BOE EJSFDUJPO JO 'JHVSF ǾǻFG BOE 'JH
VSF ǾǼFG SFQSFTFOU QSFEJDUJPOT PG UIFNPEFM mU UP UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM EBUB 'PS CPUI
FUIZM BDFUBUF BOE $0ñ XF BTTFTTFE UIF TUBUJTUJDBM NPEFM SFQSFTFOUFE CZ UIF BCPWF
FRVBUJPOT CZ BMTP DBMDVMBUJOH UIF NBYJNVN MJLFMJIPPE PG PCTFSWFE EBUB HJWFO OVMM
NPEFMT UIBU FMJNJOBUFE DFSUBJO GFBUVSFT GSPN UIF GVMM TUBUJTUJDBM NPEFM CZ TFUUJOH
POF PS NPSF QBSBNFUFST UP [FSP 8F DPNQVUFE UIF MPHBSJUIN PG UIF SBUJPT PG NBY
JNVN MJLFMJIPPE GPS UIF OVMM NPEFM BOE GVMM TUBUJTUJDBM NPEFM ɥFTF SFTVMUT BSF
TVNNBSJ[FE JO 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 'JHVSF ǾǹǸ "MM OVMM NPEFMT DPVME CF SFKFDUFE JO
GBWPS PG UIF GVMM TUBUJTUJDBM NPEFM BU 1  ǸǸǹ
ǾǿǾ 4ĦġġĝĖĞĖğĥĒģĪ .ĖĥęĠĕĤ
$ĠğĤĥģĦĔĥĚĠğ %ĖĥĒĚĝĤ Ēğĕ -ĠĘĚĤĥĚĔĤ
ɥF MJOFBS BOE EZOBNJD HBTFPVT HSBEJFOU BQQBSBUVT DPOTJTUT PG UIFTF NBKPS DPN
QPOFOUT B DPNQVUFS DPOUSPMMBCMF TPVSDF PG DBSCPO EJPYJEF PS PEPSBOU BNJDSPDPO
USPMMFS BDUVBUFE WBMWF BSSBZ GPS HFOFSBUJOH B TUFQXJTF MJOFBS HSBEJFOU B MJOFBS nPX
DIBNCFSXIFSF FYQFSJNFOUT BSF DBSSJFE PVU DBNFSB BOE MJHIUJOH GPS PCTFSWJOH BOE
SFDPSEJOH CFIBWJPS BOE BODJMMBSZ TUSVDUVSFT GPS TVQQPSU MJHIU NBOBHFNFOU BOE
HBT IBOEMJOH
ǹǾǿ
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$ĠĞġĦĥĖģ ĔĠğĥģĠĝĝĖĕ ĠĕĠģĔĒģēĠğ ĕĚĠĩĚĕĖ ĤĠĦģĔĖ
ɥF PEPS TPVSDF JT CBTFE BSPVOE BO ""-#03( NBTT nPX DPOUSPMMFS 	.'$
 BOE
JOUFSGBDFT UP UIF DPNQVUFS WJB B -BC+BDL 64# EBUB BDRVJTJUJPO EFWJDF 8F VTF -BC
WJFX UP DPOUSPM UIF -BC+BDL CVU ESJWFST BSF BWBJMBCMF GPS B OVNCFS PG QSPHSBN
NJOH MBOHVBHFT 'PS DBSCPO EJPYJEF EFMJWFSZ UIF .'$ JT DBMJCSBUFE GPS $0ñ BOE
VTFE UP NFUFS HBT EJSFDUMZ UP UIF WBMWF BSSBZ EFWJDF 	GPS TQBUJBM HSBEJFOUT
 PS UP
UIF nPX DIBNCFS JOMFU 	GPS UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT
 'PS PEPS EFMJWFSZ UIF .'$ JT
DBMJCSBUFE GPS BOE VTFE UP NFUFS DMFBO BJS JOUP B CVCCMFS XIJDI UIFO DPOOFDUT UP
UIF WBMWF BSSBZ PS UIF nPX DIBNCFS JOMFU " TFDPOE .'$ DPOUSPMMFE CZ UIF TBNF
-BC+BDL JT VTFE UP QSPWJEF DBSSJFS BJS nPX ɥF PEPS TPVSDF DBO CF NBEF GSPN PĊ
UIFTIFMG DPNQPOFOUT JO MFTT UIBO POF EBZ 'BNJMJBSJUZ XJUI DPNQSFTTJPO mUUJOHT
	FH 4XBHFMPL
 JT SFRVJSFE BT JT TPNF CBTJD DPNQVUFS QSPHSBNNJOH
.ĚĔģĠĔĠğĥģĠĝĝĖģ ĒĔĥĦĒĥĖĕ ħĒĝħĖ ĒģģĒĪ
ɥF WBMWF BSSBZ DPOTJTUT PG Ǻȁ -FF DPNQBOZ -)% 4FSJFT NJOJBUVSF TPMFOPJE WBMWFT
NPVOUFE PO B DVTUPNNBDIJOFE HBT IBOEMJOHNBOJGPME B DVTUPN EFTJHOFE DJSDVJU
CPBSE BOE B nPX CMPDL UPNJY UIF PVUQVU PG UIF WBMWFT XJUI BJS QSJPS UP EFMJWFSZ UP
UIF nPX DIBNCFS ɥF WBMWF NBOJGPME JT DPOOFDUFE UP UIF NJYJOH CMPDL WJB 5FnPO
UVCJOH BOE TFDVSFE VTJOH ǹǸǻǺ nBU CPUUPN mUUJOHT CPUI GSPN 6QDIVSDI 4DJFO
UJmD
8F FTUJNBUF UIBU NBDIJOJOH PG UIF NBOJGPME NJYJOH CMPDL PVUMFU BOE BDDFT
TPSJFT XJMM SFRVJSF ǺǸǻǸ IPVST PG NBDIJOF TIPQ UJNF ɥF DJSDVJU CPBSE DBO CF
PSEFSFE GSPN B 1$# NBOVGBDUVSJOH DPNQBOZ 	XF GBWPS "EWBODFE $JSDVJUT
 XJUI B
MFBE UJNF PG ǽ EBZT BOE SFRVJSFT B GFX IPVST PG TPMEFSJOH UP BTTFNCMF 4PVSDF DPEF
UP QSPHSBN UIF NJDSPDPOUSPMMFS JT JODMVEFE PO UIF XFCTJUF
ɥF WBMWF BSSBZ BT XF DPOTUSVDUFE JU SFRVJSFT B HPPE EFBM PG DVTUPN XPSL )PX
FWFS UIFSF BSF PQQPSUVOJUJFT GPS MBUFS JUFSBUJPOT UP VTF NPSF PĊUIFTIFMG PS VTFS
GSJFOEMZ DPNQPOFOUT *O QBSUJDVMBS POF NJHIU UBLF BEWBOUBHF PG UIF JODSFBTJOH
BWBJMBCJMJUZ PG 64#QSPHSBNNBCMF NJDSPDPOUSPMMFS EFWFMPQNFOU CPBSET 	FH UIF
"SEVJOP BOE UIF 5FFOTZ
 BOE BMTP PG UIF OVNCFS PG NBOJGPMET UIF MFF DPNQBOZ
NBLFT UP mU JUT -)% 4FSJFT TPMFOPJE WBMWFT
"TTFNCMZ PG UIF DPNQPOFOUT JOUP UIF DPNQMFUFE WBMWF BSSBZXJMM SFRVJSF B EBZ PG
XPSL XJUI BO IPVS PS UXP EFWPUFE UP DVUUJOH UIF UVCJOH UP MFOHUI BOE BUUBDIJOH
ǹǿǸ
UIF mUUJOHT TFDVSFMZ JO B TPNFXIBU DPOmOFE TQBDF 4PNF TPMEFSJOH NJDSPDPO
USPMMFS QSPHSBNNJOH BOE NFDIBOJDBM BTTFNCMZ BSF SFRVJSFE
7ĒĝħĖ ĥĚĞĚğĘ ĒĝĘĠģĚĥęĞ
ɥF WBMWFT BSF UJNFE TP UIBU FBDI WBMWF JT PQFO GPS POF DPOUJOVPVT CMPDL PG UJNF
EVSJOH FBDI EVUZ DZDMF 	ǹ TFDPOE
 5P DSFBUF B MJOFBS HSBEJFOU UIF MFOHUI PG UJNF
FBDI WBMWF JT PQFO JT MJOFBSMZ QSPQPSUJPOBM UP JUT QPTJUJPO JO UIF BSSBZ ɥF WBMWFT
BSF PQFOFE BOE DMPTFE BU TQFDJmD UJNFT EVSJOH UIF EVUZ DZDMF TP UIBU FYBDUMZ IBMG
BSF PQFO BU BOZ POF QPJOU " TJNQMF HSBQIJDBM BMHPSJUIN GPS HFOFSBUJOH B WBMWF
UJNJOH TFRVFODF UIBU BDIJFWFT UIFTF HPBMT GPS / WBMWFT JT BT GPMMPXT 5BLF B TIFFU
PG HSBQI QBQFS BOE NBSL PĊ BO /Y/ CMPDL PG TRVBSFT &BDI DPMVNO SFQSFTFOUT B
WBMWF BOE FBDI SPX SFQSFTFOUT B GSBDUJPO 	ǹ/
 PG UIF EVUZ DZDMF 1MBDF B TJOHMF Y
JO UIF VQQFS MFGU CPY ɥJT JOEJDBUFT WBMWF ǹ JT PQFO GPS UIF mSTU GSBDUJPO PG UIF
EVUZ DZDMF POMZ /PX NPWF EPXO BOE UP UIF SJHIU POF CPY BOE QMBDF UXP 9T JO
UIF TFDPOE DPMVNO JO SPXT UXP BOE UISFF JOEJDBUJOH UIBU WBMWF Ǻ JT PQFO GPS UIF
TFDPOE BOE UIJSE GSBDUJPOT PG UIF EVUZ DZDMF 3FQFBU UIJT QSPDFTT NBSLJOH.CPYFT
JO DPMVNO . CFHJOOJOH XJUI UIF CPY UP UIF MPXFS SJHIU PG UIF MBTU CPY NBSLFE
JO DPMVNO .ǹ 8IFO ZPV SFBDI UIF CPUUPN SPX XSBQ CBDL UP UIF UPQ SPX BOE
DPOUJOVF NBSLJOH ɥF mOJTIFE HSBQI QBQFS JT B WBMWF UJNJOH EJBHSBN FBDI WBMWF
JT PQFO GPS UIF QPSUJPO PG UIF EVUZ DZDMFNBSLFEXJUI 9T "O FYBNQMF PG UIJT UJNJOH
EJBHSBN GPS Ǻȁ WBMWFT JT TIPXO JO 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 'JHVSF ǾȀ
'ĝĠĨ0ēĤĖģħĒĥĚĠğ $ęĒĞēĖģ
ɥFnPX DIBNCFS JTNBDIJOFE GSPNB TPMJE CMPDL PG BMVNJOVNBOE BOPEJ[FE 1MBOT
BSF BWBJMBCMF PO UIF XFCTJUF 8F FTUJNBUF ǹǸ IPVST PG TIPQ UJNF UP NBDIJOF UIF
nPX CMPDL " HMBTT MJE 	BWBJMBCMF GSPN BOZ HMBTT TIPQ
 JT TFBMFE UP UIF SPPG PG UIF
nPX DIBNCFS VTJOH BO PSJOH TFBM 5P DPNQSFTT UIF HMBTT BHBJOTU UIF PSJOH XF
CVJMU B DVTUPN QOFVNBUJD IJOHF GSPN ȀǸǺǸ UTMPU FYUSVTJPO "TTFNCMZ PG UIF
QOFVNBUJD IJOHF BOE DPOOFDUJPO PG UIF nPX DFMM UP UIF NJYJOH CMPDL BOE PVUMFU
XJMM UBLF MFTT UIBO IBMG B EBZ BOE SFRVJSFT OP TQFDJBM FYQFSUJTF
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Ǿǿǿ $ĒĞĖģĒ Ēğĕ -ĚĘęĥĚğĘ
-JHIUJOH JT QSPWJEFE CZ B TFU PG SFE -&%T 	ǾǺǼ ON ǻǸ EFHSFF $3&& $ǽǸǻ#
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 NPVOUFE PO UIF QOFVNBUJD IJOHF 8F XFSF VOTBUJTmFE XJUI
DPNNFSDJBMMZ BWBJMBCMF MFE MJHIU TPVSDFT TP XF GBCSJDBUFE PVS PXO 8F VTFE B
ǽ NFHBQJYFM 64# ǺǸ DBNFSB GSPN .JHIUFY CVU BOZ IJHI QJYFM EFOTJUZ DBNFSB
UIBU TVQQPSUT B GSBNF SBUF PG BU MFBTU ǽ )[ NBZ CF VTFE 8F GBWPSFE UIF .JHIUFY
DBNFSB GPS JUT MPX DPTU CVU PUIFST NJHIU DIPPTF B NPSF VTFS GSJFOEMZ DBNFSB UIBU
GFBUVSFT CFUUFS JOUFHSBUJPO XJUI UIJSE QBSUZ TPGUXBSF "TTFNCMZ PG UIF MJHIU CBST
SFRVJSFT DVUUJOH UIF 1$# BOE TQFOEJOH B GFX IPVST TPMEFSJOH .PVOUJOH UIF MJHIU
CBST BOE UIF DBNFSB UP UIF TFUVQ SFRVJSFT MFTT UIBO BO IPVS
4ĦġġĠģĥ 4ĥģĦĔĥĦģĖ
5P FYDMVEF MJHIU BOE QSPWJEF SJHJE TVQQPSU GPS UIF DBNFSB BOE BQQBSBUVT XF DPO
TUSVDUFE BO FODMPTVSF GSPNȀǸǺǸ UTMPUUFE FYUSVTJPO BOE "#4 QBOFMJOH 1MBOT BOE
B MJTU PG NBUFSJBMT GPS UIJT FODMPTVSF BSF JODMVEFE JO UIF 4VQQMFNFOUBSZ .FUIPET
ɥF DBNFSB XBT DPOOFDUFE UP UIF FODMPTVSF VTJOH TUBOEBSE PQUJDBM NPVOUJOH DPN
QPOFOUT GSPN ɥPSMBCT 8F GPVOE UIBU B CMBDLPVU DVSUBJO BUUBDIFE UP UIF GSPOU
PG UIF FODMPTVSF XJUI 7FMDSP XBT UIF NPTU DPOWFOJFOU XBZ UP CMPDL MJHIU GSPN UIF
FYQFSJNFOU XIJMF NBJOUBJOJOH FBTF PG BDDFTT %FQFOEJOH PO POFT GBNJMJBSJUZ XJUI
UTMPU FYUSVTJPO BTTFNCMZ PG UIF FODMPTVSF XJMM UBLF CFUXFFO BO IPVS BOE IBMG B
EBZ
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iBbiB+H KQ/2H iQ `2Q`B2Mi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(ĒĤ ęĒğĕĝĚğĘ Ēğĕ ĒĕĕĚĥĚĠğĒĝ ĞĒĥĖģĚĒĝĤ
ɥF BQQBSBUVT SFRVJSFT BU B NJOJNVN B TPVSDF PG DMFBO DPNQSFTTFE BJS BU BQQSPY
JNBUFMZ ǺǸ QTJ "EEJUJPOBMMZ GPS DBSCPO EJPYJEF FYQFSJNFOUT B TPVSDF PG DPN
QSFTTFE DBSCPO EJPYJEF BU TJNJMBS QSFTTVSF JT SFRVJSFE 'PS DBSCPO EJPYJEF FYQFSJ
NFOUT OP TQFDJBM IBOEMJOH PG UIF FYIBVTU JT SFRVJSFE CVU GPS FUIZM BDFUBUF PS PUIFS
WPMBUJMF PEPSBOUT JU NBZ CF EFTJSBCMF UP WFOU UIF FYIBVTU PVUTJEF UIF MBC UP BWPJE
EJTUVSCJOH PUIFS FYQFSJNFOUT *G UPYJD PEPSBOUT BSF VTFE TQFDJBM IBOEMJOH JT SF
RVJSFE QSPCBCMZ JOWPMWJOH QMBDJOH UIF BQQBSBUVT JO B GVNF IPPE *O BEEJUJPO UP
UIF NBUFSJBMT NFOUJPOFE JO UIF QSFDFEJOH TFDUJPO BTTFNCMZ PG UIF BQQBSBUVT XJMM
SFRVJSF B TUBOEBSE BTTPSUNFOU PG mUUJOHT WBMWFT UVCJOH BOE IBSEXBSF -PX QSFT
TVSF SFHVMBUPST DBO CF EFTJSBCMF FTQFDJBMMZ BT CVJMEJOH DPNQSFTTFE BJS BOE DBSCPO
EJPYJEF BSF PGUFO EFMJWFSFE BU IJHIFS QSFTTVSFT UIBO EFTJSBCMF 8F mMUFS PVS CVJME
JOHT DPNQSFTTFE BJS XJUI BO BDUJWBUFE DIBSDPBM mMUFS BOE VTF B QIPUPJPOJ[BUJPO
EFUFDUPS UP WFSJGZ JU JT GSFF PG WPMBUJMF PSHBOJD DPNQPVOET 'JOBMMZ B nPX NFUFS
PO UIF PVUMFU PG UIF PCTFSWBUJPO DIBNCFS JT FTTFOUJBM GPS WFSJGZJOH B QSPQFS TFBM
BOE PUIFS nPX NFUFST NBZ CF VTFGVM EVSJOH TFUVQ 'JOBM BTTFNCMZ BOE UFTUJOH PG
UIF BQQBSBUVT DBO CF DPNQMFUFE JO POF UP UXP EBZT EFQFOEJOH PO UIF OVNCFS PG
QSPCMFNT 	FH MFBLZ DPOOFDUJPOT
 SFWFBMFE CZ UFTUJOH
ǹǿǼ
ǾǿȀ $ĒĝĚēģĒĥĚĠğ Ġė 5ĖĞġĠģĒĝ (ģĒĕĚĖğĥĤ
ɥF NFBTVSFNFOU TDIFNF VTFE UP DBMJCSBUF UIF TQBUJBM HSBEJFOU DBOOPU CF VTFE
UP NFBTVSF UIF UFNQPSBM HSBEJFOUT BT UIF FRVJMJCSBUJPO UJNF PG EFUFDUPST QMBDFE JO
UIF DFJMJOH PG UIF nPX DIBNCFS JT SPVHIMZ POFNJOVUF TJHOJmDBOUMZ MPOHFS UIBO UIF
UJNF JU UBLFT UP DIBOHF PEPS DPODFOUSBUJPO JO UIF nPX DIBNCFS )PXFWFS UIF EF
UFDUPST JOUFHSBUFE EJSFDUMZ JOUP UIF nPX TUSFBN BU UIF JOMFU BOE PVUMFU DBO BDIJFWF
GBTU SFTQPOTF UJNFT 'PS BMM UFNQPSBM FYQFSJNFOUT XF DPOUJOVPVTMZ NPOJUPSFE
UIF PEPS DPODFOUSBUJPO BU UIF JOMFU ɥFTF NFBTVSFNFOUT BSF TIPXO 	BWFSBHFE
PWFS SFQFBUFE USJBMT
 BT UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO JO 'JHVSF Ǿǽ
5P DBMJCSBUF UIF FĊFDUT PG EJĊVTJPO BOE NJYJOH JO UIF DIBNCFS XF VTFE DBSCPO
EJPYJEF BOE QMBDFE B TFDPOE EFUFDUPS PO UIF PVUMFU PG UIF DIBNCFS 8F QSPWJEFE
B TRVBSF XBWF PG DBSCPO EJPYJEF WBSZJOH GSPN Ǹ UP ǺǽǶ XJUI B ǺǼǸ TFDPOE QFSJPE
	4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 'JHVSF ǾǿD UIF DPOEJUJPOT PG 'JHVSF ǾǽC
 "U UIF JOMFU UP UIF
DIBNCFS XF NFBTVSFE B ǹǸȁǸǶ SJTF UJNF PG ǹǼ TFDPOET BOE B ȁǸǹǸǶ GBMM UJNF
PG ǺǺ TFDPOET 	CPUI PG UIFTF NFBTVSFNFOUT MJLFMZ BMTP SFnFDU UIF SFTQPOTF UJNFT
PG UIF /%*3 EFUFDUPS XIJDI JT OPU EFTJHOFE UP PQFSBUF BU IJHI TQFFET
 #BTFE PO
UIF WPMVNF PG UIF DIBNCFS CFUXFFO UIF JOMFU BOE PVUMFU BOE UIF TFU nPX SBUF XF
XPVME FYQFDU Ǽǹǻ TFDPOET UP QBTT CFUXFFO EFUFDUJPO PG UIF DBSCPO EJPYJEF TUFQ
BU UIF JOMFU BOE PVUMFU EFUFDUPST 8F NFBTVSF UIJT UJNF UP CF Ǽǹǹ TFDPOET #BTFE
PO UIF DPODFOUSBUJPO BU UIF JOMFU UIF nPX TQFFE PG HBT JO UIF DIBNCFS BOE UIF
EJĊVTJPO DPOTUBOU PG DBSCPO EJPYJEF XF XPVME FYQFDU B SJTF UJNF PG ǿǻ TFDPOET
BU UIF PVUMFU BOE B GBMM UJNF PG ȁǸ TFDPOET *O GBDU XF NFBTVSF UIFTF UJNFT UP
CF ǺǸȀ TFDPOET BOE ǻǻǽ TFDPOET ɥJT MJLFMZ SFnFDUT UIF QSFTFODF PG VOTXFQU
	EFBE
 WPMVNFT JO UIF JOMFU BOE PVUMFU SFTFSWPJST 'VUVSF JUFSBUJPOT PG -BEZ (BHB
XJMM SFNPWF UIJT EFBE WPMVNF UP FMJNJOBUF UIFTF MBHT *O BOZ DBTF UIF SJTF UJNF BU
UIF PVUMFU JT HSFBUFS UIBO UIF SJTF UJNF JO UIF nPX DIBNCFS BT UIF MBUUFS JOWPMWFT
POMZ UIF EFBE WPMVNF JO UIF JOMFU DIBNCFS ɥF EBUB QSFTFOUFE JO 'JHVSF Ǿǽ IBT B
NJOJNVN UFNQPSBM CJO TJ[F PG ǺǼ TFDPOET TP UIF CJO TJ[F JT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ FRVBM
UP PS HSFBUFS UIBO UIF SJTF UJNF XJUIJO UIF nPX DIBNCFS
8F BMTP QSPEVDFE B ǹǸ NJO USJBOHMF XBWF PG DBSCPO EJPYJEF XJUI B QFBL DPO
DFOUSBUJPO PG ǽǶ 	UIF DPOEJUJPOT PG 'JHVSF ǾǽB
 ɥF DPODFOUSBUJPO BU UIF PVUMFU
SFHJTUFSFE XJUI UIF TBNF EFMBZ BT GPS UIF TRVBSF XBWF BOE XF DPVME TFF OP EJT




Ǿǿȁ ."("5 ĒğĒĝĪīĖģ ĒĝĘĠģĚĥęĞĤ
"OBMZTJT PG MBSWBM CFIBWJPS QSPDFFET JO UXP TUBHFT *O UIF mSTU UIF MBSWBT QPTJ
UJPO BOE QPTUVSF BSF FYUSBDUFE GSPN WJEFP SFDPSET CZ B GFBUVSF FYUSBDUPS XSJUUFO JO
$ VTJOH UIF PQFO$7 MJCSBSZ *O UIF TFDPOE EFTDSJQUJPOT PG UIF QBUIT JODMVEJOH
TQFFE QPTUVSF IFBEJOH BOHMF BOE TFHNFOUBUJPO JOUP SVOT BOE UVSOT BSF EPOF VT
JOH DVTUPN ."5-"# TDSJQUT 4FQBSBUJOH UIF UBTLT JO UIJT GBTIJPO BMMPXT UIF NPTU
DPNQVUBUJPOBMMZ JOUFOTJWF UBTLT UP SVO RVJDLMZ BT DPNQJMFE TPGUXBSF XIJMF BMMPX
JOH SBQJE EFWFMPQNFOU BOE nFYJCMF BDDFTT VTJOH UIF TDSJQUFE ."5-"# MBOHVBHF
.ĒĔęĚğĖ 7ĚĤĚĠğ "ĝĘĠģĚĥęĞ 	$

3BX EBUB JT TVQQMJFE UP UIF GFBUVSF FYUSBDUJPO TPGUXBSF BT B TFRVFODF PG TUJMM JN
BHFT *O UIF FYQFSJNFOUT EFTDSJCFE IFSF GSBNFT XFSF BDRVJSFE BU B SBUF PG ǽ )[
CVU CFDBVTF BOBMZTJT UBLFT QMBDF PČJOF BOZ GSBNF SBUF JT TVQQPSUFE
ɥF GFBUVSF FYUSBDUPS BTTVNFT EBSL mFME JMMVNJOBUJPO  MBSWBF BSF BMXBZT
CSJHIUFS UIBO UIF TVSGBDF PO XIJDI UIFZ USBWFM ɥVT UIF mSTU TUFQ PG GFBUVSF
FYUSBDUJPO JT UP EFUFSNJOF B CBDLHSPVOE CZ UBLJOH UIF NJOJNVN WBMVF PG FBDI
QJYFM PWFS B TFRVFODF PG JNBHFT ɥJT TFRVFODF DPVME CF UIF FOUJSF SFDPSEJOH CVU
UP BWPJE FSSPST GSPN HSBEVBM TIJGUT JO MJHIU MFWFMT XF SFDBMDVMBUF UIF CBDLHSPVOE
FWFSZ ǼǸ TFDPOET 	ǺǸǸ GSBNFT
 0ODF UIF CBDLHSPVOE JT EFUFSNJOFE XF TVCUSBDU
JU GSPN FBDI JNBHF JO UIF TFRVFODF
*O UIF mSTU QBTT PG GFBUVSF FYUSBDUJPO CSJHIU TQPUT JO UIF CBDLHSPVOE TVCUSBDUFE
JNBHF BSF BTTFNCMFE JOUP JOEJWJEVBM BOJNBM USBDLT *O FWFSZ GSBNF FBDI TQPU
XIPTF CSJHIUOFTT BOE BSFB FYDFFE VTFS EFmOFE UISFTIPMET JT FJUIFS BEEFE UP BO FY
JTUJOH USBDL PS GPSNT UIF TUBSU PG B OFX USBDL " CSJHIU TQPU JT BEEFE UP BO FYJTUJOH
USBDL JG UIBU USBDLT UFSNJOVT BU UIF QSFWJPVT GSBNFXBT DMPTFS UP UIJT QPJOU UIBO BOZ
PUIFS BOE JG UIBU EJTUBODF JT CFMPX B VTFSEFmOFE UISFTIPME 	UIJT QSFWFOUT USBDLT
UIBU FOE GSPN KVNQJOH UP OFX VOSFMBUFE QPJOUT
 *O UIF DBTFXIFSF UXP USBDLT DPO
WFSHF UP UIF TBNF CSJHIU TQPU XF BUUFNQU UP SFUISFTIPME UIF TJOHMF CSJHIU TQPU UP
QSPEVDF UXP JOEFQFOEFOU TQPUT 8IFO UIJT DBO CF EPOF CPUI USBDLT DPOUJOVF UP
UIFJS SFTQFDUJWF TQPUT 8IFO UIJT QSPWFT JNQPTTJCMF CPUI USBDLT BSF UFSNJOBUFE
"GUFS UIJT TFRVFODF BOZ SFNBJOJOH CSJHIU TQPUT CFHJO UIFJS PXO USBDLT &BDI USBDL
ǹǿǾ
DPOTJTUT PG B TFRVFODF PG QPJOUT SFQSFTFOUJOH UIF DFOUFS PG NBTT PG UIF TQPU BOE B
TFRVFODF PG JNBHFT PG UIF CSJHIU TQPU BOE TVSSPVOEJOH SFHJPO
*O UIF TFDPOE QBTT PG GFBUVSF FYUSBDUJPO XF EFUFSNJOF UIF PVUFS DPOUPVS NJE
MJOF BOE IFBE BOE UBJM MPDBUJPOT GPS FBDI USBDLFE MBSWB 1SPDFFEJOH JO UXP TUFQT
BMMPXT VT UP VTF UIF FOUJSF TFRVFODF PG JNBHFT UP EFUFSNJOF GFBUVSFT UIBU BSF DPN
NPO UP BMM JNBHFT JO UIF TFRVFODF FH UIF TJ[F PG UIF BOJNBM ɥJT BMTP BMMPXT
nFYJCJMJUZ JO EFWFMPQNFOU 5P BOBMZ[F UIF QPTUVSF PG B EJĊFSFOU BOJNBM FH $
FMFHBOT XF POMZ OFFE UP NPEJGZ UIJT QPSUJPO PG UIF DPEF BT UIF mSTUQBTT USBDL
FYUSBDUJPO JT JOEJĊFSFOU UP UIF UZQF PG BOJNBM ɥF mSTU TUFQ PG MBSWBM QPTUVSF BOBM
ZTJT JT UP VTF UIF FOUJSF TFU PG JNBHFT UP EFUFSNJOF UIF TJ[F PG UIF MBSWB 	JO QJYFMT

4VCTFRVFOUMZ FBDI JNBHF JO UIF USBDL JT UISFTIPMEFE UP QSPEVDF B XIJUF SFHJPO PG
UIF BQQSPQSJBUF TJ[F PO B CMBDL CBDLHSPVOE 	4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 'JHVSF ǾǾC
 ɥVT
UIF BOBMZTJT JT JOTFOTJUJWF UP DIBOHFT JO PWFSBMM JMMVNJOBUJPO UIBU NBZ PDDVS BT UIF
MBSWB FYQMPSFT B MBSHF TVSGBDF ɥF CPSEFS PG UIF XIJUF UISFTIPMEFE SFHJPO JT UIF
DPOUPVS PG UIF MBSWB 8F EFUFSNJOF UIF IFBE BOE UBJM MPDBUJPOT CZ mOEJOH UIF UXP
iQPJOUJFTUw SFHJPOT PO UIF DPOUPVS TFQBSBUFE CZ BU MFBTU ǹǼ UIF UPUBM QFSJNFUFS
PG UIF DPOUPVS 	4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 'JHVSF ǾǾD
 *G UIF USBDLFS DBOOPU mOE FYBDUMZ
UXP TFQBSBUFE QPJOUZ SFHJPOT 	BT GPS JOTUBODF JG UIF MBSWB UPVDIFT JUT IFBE UP JUT
UBJM GPSNJOH B DJSDMF
 UIF QPJOU JT nBHHFE ɥF NJEMJOF JT EFUFSNJOFE CZ EJWJEJOH
UIF DPOUPVS VQ JOUP UXP TFHNFOUT XJUI BO FRVBM OVNCFS PG QPJOUT CFUXFFO UIF
IFBE BOE UBJM BOE UIFO UBLJOH UIF QPJOUCZQPJOU BWFSBHF PG UIFTF UXP TFHNFOUT
	4VQQMFNFOUBSZ 'JHVSF ǾǾE
 )FBEUBJM JEFOUJUZ JT EFUFSNJOFE CZ NJOJNJ[JOH UIF
EJTUBODF CFUXFFO DPSSFTQPOEJOHNJEMJOF QPJOUT GSPNPOF GSBNF UP UIF OFYU BOE CZ
UIF SVMF UIBU UIF UBJM UP IFBE EJSFDUJPO JT HFOFSBMMZ QBSBMMFM UP UIF EJSFDUJPO PG NP
UJPO JHOPSJOH IFBEUBJM JOEFUFSNJOBUF JNBHFT ɥF CPEZ CFOE BOHMF JT DBMDVMBUFE





8IFO FYQFSJNFOUBM EBUB JT MPBEFE JOUP."5-"# XF TVQQMZ B DBMJCSBUJPO mMF 	HFO
FSBUFE CZ UBLJOH BO JNBHF PG B ǹ DN DIFDLFSCPBSE JO UIF CFIBWJPSBM BSFOB
 UP UVSO
QJYFM MPDBUJPOT JO UIF JNBHF JOUP SFBM VOJUT SFNPWJOH MFOT EJTUPSUJPO JO UIF QSPDFTT
8F BMTP TVQQMZ B NFUBEBUB mMF DPOUBJOJOH JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU FYUFSOBMMZ TVQQMJFE
ǹǿǿ
TUJNVMJ FH XIFO PEPS DPODFOUSBUJPO WBSJFT UFNQPSBMMZ PWFS UIF DPVSTF PG BO FY
QFSJNFOU
&YQFSJNFOUBM EBUB JT MPBEFE JOUP ."5-"# BT B TFRVFODF PG USBDLT &BDI USBDL
IBT B TFRVFODF PG QPJOUT &BDI QPJOU EFTDSJCFT UIF QPTJUJPO BOE QPTUVSF PG B MBSWB
BU B TJOHMF QPJOU JO UJNF ɥF ."5-"# BOBMZTJT TDSJQUT VTF UIFTF TFRVFODFT PG
QPJOUT UP HFOFSBUF UJNF WBSZJOH EFTDSJQUJPOT PG UIF BOJNBMT CFIBWJPS ɥF WFMPDJUZ
WFDUPS JT B MPXQBTTFE EFSJWBUJWF PG UIF NJEQPJOU QPTJUJPO UIF IFBEJOH BOHMF JT UIF
GPVS RVBESBOU BSDUBOHFOU PG UIF WFMPDJUZ WFDUPS UIF CPEZ CFOE BOHMF JT UIF BOHMF
CFUXFFO UIF UBJMNJE BOE NJEIFBE MJOFT BOE TP PO
0QUJPOBMMZ XF EJTDBSE USBDLT UIBU MJLFMZ DPOUBJO JOWBMJE EBUB 'PS JOTUBODF
USBDLT XJUI OFBS [FSP TQFFE BOE GSFRVFOUMZ JOEFUFSNJOBUF IFBEUBJM QPTJUJPOT NBZ
SFQSFTFOU EVTU UIBU IBT GBMMFO PO UIF BSFOB MJE PS B MBSWB UIBU IBT GPVOE B DSFWJDF
JO UIF BHBS JOUP XIJDI JU DBO CVSSPX "OJNBMT UIBU DPOUJOVPVTMZ DJSDMF JO POF EJ
SFDUJPO NBZ IBWF NPUPS EFGFDUT UIBU JOUFSGFSF XJUI UIFJS BCJMJUZ UP OBWJHBUF
'JOBMMZ UIF TFRVFODF PG CFIBWJPSBM EBUB JT UVSOFE JOUP B TFRVFODF PG CFIBWJPST
CZ TFHNFOUJOH UIF USBDLT JOUP SVOT BOE UVSOT 3VOT BSF EFmOFE BT DPOUJOVPVT
QFSJPET PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU XJUI UIF IFBE EJSFDUJPO BMJHOFE XJUI UIF EJSFDUJPO
PG GPSXBSE USBWFM 5VSOT TFQBSBUF TVDDFTTJWF SVOT ɥF JOJUJBUJPO PG FBDI IFBE
TXFFQ EVSJOH B UVSO JT nBHHFE XIFO UIF CPEZ CFOE BOHMF CFUXFFO UIF BOUFSJPS
BOE QPTUFSJPS PG UIF BOJNBM FYDFFET ǺǸ◦ &BDI IFBE TXFFQ FOET XIFO UIF CPEZ
CFOE BOHMF ESPQT CFMPX ǹǸ◦ DIBOHFT TJHO 	UIF IFBE TXFQU UP UIF PUIFS TJEF PG UIF
CPEZ
 PS B OFX SVO CFHJOT &BDI UVSO FOET BU UIF TUBSU PG B OFX SVO ɥVT FBDI
UVSO DBO JOWPMWF [FSP PS NPSF IFBE TXFFQT )FBE TXFFQT UIBU CFHJO B OFX SVO BSF
UFSNFE iBDDFQUFEw )FBE TXFFQT UIBU BSF GPMMPXFE CZ BOPUIFS IFBE TXFFQ PS CZ UIF
TUSBJHIUFOJOH PG UIF CPEZ XJUIPVU GPSXBSENPWFNFOU BSF iSFKFDUFEwɥF."5-"#
TDSJQU LFFQT USBDL PG UIF UJNF JOEJDFT EFmOJOH FBDI SVO UVSO BOE IFBETXFFQ BOE
DBMDVMBUFT NFUSJDT MJLF SVO MFOHUI NFBO SVO IFBEJOH BOE OVNCFS PG IFBE TXFFQT
BOE DIBOHF JO BOHMF BDIJFWFE CZ B UVSO ɥVT XF DBO EFUFSNJOF UIF BOTXFST UP
RVFTUJPOT MJLF iXIBU JT UIF NFBO TQFFE PG SVOT IFBEFE QFSQFOEJDVMBS UP UIF HSBEJ
FOU BOE MBTUJOH BU MFBTU ǹǽ TFDPOET w PS iIPX MJLFMZ JT B IFBE TXFFQ UP UIF MFGU UP
CF BDDFQUFE HJWFO UIF MBSWB XBT QSFWJPVTMZ IFBEFE BU ǻǸ EFHSFFT UP UIF HSBEJFOU
EJSFDUJPO w 8F DBO BMTP SFUVSO UP UIF PSJHJOBM TFRVFODF PG JNBHFT UIBU EFUFSNJOF
B QBSUJDVMBS USBDL BOE QMBZ CBDL BMM PS QBSU PG UIF JNBHF TFRVFODF PWFSMBJE CZ PVS
BOBMZTJT SFTVMUT ɥF TPGUXBSF JT DBQBCMF PG BSCJUSBSZ QMBZCBDL  UIVT XF DBO BTL
ǹǿȀ
UP TFF BMM SFKFDUFE IFBETXFFQT UP UIF MFGU BOE UIF ǻ TFDPOET QSFDFEJOH UIFN PS BMM
QPJOUT BU XIJDI UIF USBDLFS UIJOLT UIF MBSWB FYFDVUFE B UVSO XJUI OP IFBETXFFQT
ɥJT GFBUVSF BMMPXTVT UPNBLF TVSF UIBU PVS BOBMZTJT IBT QSPEVDFE SFTVMUT UIBU BMJHO
XJUI XIBU XF XPVME QSPEVDF XFSF XF UP TDPSF UIF CFIBWJPS CZ IBOE 	BO JNQPTTJCMF




0WFSWJFX PG WJEFP BOBMZTJT TUFQT 7JEFP TIPXT JO TFRVFODF 	ǹ
 SBX JNBHF PG MBSWBF
JO B ǺQQN DN−ð &U"D HSBEJFOU 	HSBEJFOU JODSFBTFT JO DPODFOUSBUJPO UP UIF SJHIU

	Ǻ
 JOEJWJEVBM MBSWBF BSF BMM USBDLFE TFQBSBUFMZ 	DPMPSFE USBDLT TIPXNPWFNFOU IJT
UPSZ DJSDMFT JOEJDBUF DVSSFOU QPTJUJPO
 	ǻ
 GPS FBDI MBSWB XF mOE B DPOUPVS NJE
MJOF IFBE BOE UBJM 	Ǽ MBSWBF TIPXO BT FYBNQMFT
 	Ǽ
 GSPN FYUSBDUFE QPTJUJPO BOE
QPTUVSBM GFBUVSFT XF EFSJWF NFUSJDT 	TQFFE CPEZ CFOE BOHMF TIPXO IFSF
 BOE CF
IBWJPSBM TUBUFT 	ǹ MBSWB TIPXO BT BO FYBNQMF
 "U EFGBVMU QMBZCBDL TQFFE PG ǻǸ
GSBNFT QFS TFDPOE 	GQT
 WJEFP JT Ǿ Y SFBM UJNF
ǾȀǺ 7ĚĕĖĠ Ǻ
7JEFP DPNQMFNFOU UP 'JHVSF ǾǺBC 7JEFP TFRVFODF PG TUJMM JNBHFT EFQJDUFE JO
'JHVSF ǾǺB BDDPNQBOJFE CZ OBWJHBUJPOBM NFUSJDT 	TQFFE EPU QSPEVDU CFUXFFO
IFBE EJSFDUJPO BOE EJSFDUJPO PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU CPEZ CFOE BOHMF
 QSFTFOUFE
JO 'JHVSF ǾǺC $ZBO EPU PO FBDI EBUB QMPU TIPXT WBMVF BTTPDJBUFE XJUI DVSSFOU
GSBNF 5FYU PWFSMBZ PO WJEFP TIPXT FMBQTFE UJNF 	UJNF NBUDIFT UIBU TIPXO JO
'JHVSF ǾǺBC
 BOE CFIBWJPSBM TUBUF "T JO 'JHVSF ǾǺC DPMPSFE SFHJPOT VOEFS EBUB
QMPUT JOEJDBUF CFIBWJPSBM TUBUF "U EFGBVMU QMBZCBDL TQFFE PG ǹǸ GQT WJEFP JT Ǻ Y
SFBM UJNF
ǾȀǻ 7ĚĕĖĠ ǻ
&YUFOEFE QMBZCBDL PG USBDL FYDFSQUFE JO 7JEFP Ǻ 7JEFP TFRVFODF BDDPNQBOJFE
CZ OBWJHBUJPOBM NFUSJDT 	TQFFE EPU QSPEVDU CFUXFFO IFBE EJSFDUJPO BOE EJSFDUJPO
PG GPSXBSE NPWFNFOU CPEZ CFOE BOHMF
 $ZBO EPU PO FBDI EBUB QMPU TIPXT WBMVF
BTTPDJBUFE XJUI DVSSFOU GSBNF 5FYU PWFSMBZ PO WJEFP TIPXT FMBQTFE UJNF 	UJNF
ǹǿȁ
NBUDIFT UIBU TIPXO JO 'JHVSF ǾǺBC
 BOE CFIBWJPSBM TUBUF "T JO 'JHVSF ǾǺC DPM
PSFE SFHJPOT VOEFS EBUB QMPUT JOEJDBUF CFIBWJPSBM TUBUF "U EFGBVMU QMBZCBDL TQFFE
PG Ǻǽ GQT WJEFP JT ǽ Y SFBM UJNF
ǾȀǼ 7ĚĕĖĠ Ǽ
&YBNQMF PG SVOT BOE UVSOT -BSWBT USBDL PWFS WJEFP QFSJPE JOEJDBUFE CZ XIJUF
EPUT "T UIF WJEFP TIPX UIF MBSWB NPWJOH BMPOH UIF USBDL QPSUJPOT PG UIF USBKFD
UPSZ DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP SVOT BOE UVSOT BSF JOEJDBUFE "U EFGBVMU QMBZCBDL TQFFE PG
Ǻǽ GQT WJEFP JT ǽ Y SFBM UJNF
ǾȀǽ 7ĚĕĖĠ ǽ
%FTDSJQUJPO PG UVSO BOHMFT ɥF TBNF MBSWB BOE USBDL GSPN 7JEFP Ǽ BSF TIPXO
"T UIF WJEFP QMBZT UIF QSJPS IFBEJOH BOHMF 	PSBOHF θ
 BOE IFBEJOH BOHMF DIBOHF
	HSFFO ǈθ
 BSF HSBQIJDBMMZ JOEJDBUFE GPS FBDI UVSO 'JHVSF ǾǻH BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼH
TIPX EJTUSJCVUJPOT PG ǈθ TPSUFE BDDPSEJOH UP θ 'JHVSF ǾǻI BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼI TIPX
UIF NFBO PG ǈθ WFSTVT θ 'JHVSF ǾǻJ BOE 'JHVSF ǾǼJ TIPX UIF SPPU NFBO TRVBSF
PG ǈθ WFSTVT θ "U EFGBVMU QMBZCBDL TQFFE PG Ǻǽ GQT WJEFP JT ǽ Y SFBM UJNF 	FYDFQU
GPS QBVTFT UP IJHIMJHIU UVSO BOHMFT

ǾȀǾ 7ĚĕĖĠ Ǿ
&YBNQMF PG SFKFDUFE BOE BDDFQUFE IFBE TXFFQT " QPSUJPO PG UIF WJEFP BOE USBDL
TIPXO JO 7JEFPT Ǽ ǽ UIF MBSWB FYFDVUFT BU SFKFDUFE IFBE TXFFQ UP JUT MFGU GPMMPXFE
CZ BO BDDFQUFE IFBE TXFFQ UP JUT SJHIU "U EFGBVMU QMBZCBDL TQFFE PG ǹǸ GQT WJEFP
JT Ǻ Y SFBM UJNF 	FYDFQU GPS QBVTFT UP IJHIMJHIU IFBE TXFFQT

Ǿȁ "ĔĜğĠĨĝĖĕĘĖĞĖğĥĤ
8F UIBOL & 4PVDZ BOE + (SFFOXPPE GPS FOHJOFFSJOH BEWJDF BOE TVHHFTUJPOT ɥJT
XPSL XBT TVQQPSUFE CZ B 64 /BUJPOBM *OTUJUVUFT PG )FBMUI 	/*)
 1JPOFFS BXBSE




.( EFTJHOFE BOE DPOTUSVDUFE UIF MJOFBS BOE EZOBNJD HBTFPVT HSBEJFOU BQQBSB
UVT EFTJHOFE BOE XSPUF ."("5 BOBMZ[FS TPGUXBSF EFTJHOFE BOE DBSSJFE PVU FY
QFSJNFOUT BOBMZ[FE BMM EBUB BOE BTTFNCMFE mHVSFT .# EFTJHOFE BOE DBSSJFE PVU
FYQFSJNFOUT %. BOE -- EFTJHOFE BOE DBSSJFE PVU QSFMJNJOBSZ FYQFSJNFOUT
&", EFTJHOFE FYQFSJNFOUT +3$ BOE "%54 TVQFSWJTFE UIF QSPKFDU BOE EF
TJHOFE FYQFSJNFOUT .( &", BOE "%54 XSPUF UIF NBOVTDSJQU
Ǿǹǹ 3ĖėĖģĖğĔĖĤ
ǹ #SPEZ $% )PQmFME ++ 4JNQMF OFUXPSLT GPS TQJLFUJNJOHCBTFE DPNQVUB
UJPO XJUI BQQMJDBUJPO UP PMGBDUPSZ QSPDFTTJOH /FVSPO ǻǿ ȀǼǻȀǽǺ 	ǺǸǸǻ

Ǻ $MFMBOE 5" -JOTUFS $ $PNQVUBUJPO JO UIF PMGBDUPSZ TZTUFN $IFN
4FOTFT ǻǸ ȀǸǹȀǹǻ 	ǺǸǸǽ

ǻ )PQmFME ++ 0MGBDUPSZ DPNQVUBUJPO BOE PCKFDU QFSDFQUJPO 1SPD /BUM
"DBE 4DJ 64" ȀȀ ǾǼǾǺǾǼǾǾ 	ǹȁȁǹ

Ǽ $IBMBTBOJ 4) FU BM %JTTFDUJOH B DJSDVJU GPS PMGBDUPSZ CFIBWJPVS JO
$BFOPSIBCEJUJT FMFHBOT /BUVSF ǼǽǸ ǾǻǿǸ 	ǺǸǸǿ

ǽ .BTTF /: 5VSOFS ($ +FĊFSJT (4 0MGBDUPSZ JOGPSNBUJPO QSPDFTTJOH JO
%SPTPQIJMB $VSS #JPM ǹȁ 3ǿǸǸ3ǿǹǻ 	ǺǸǸȁ

Ǿ #BSHNBOO $* )BSUXJFH & )PSWJU[ )3 0EPSBOUTFMFDUJWF HFOFT BOE
OFVSPOT NFEJBUF PMGBDUJPO JO $ FMFHBOT $FMM ǿǼ ǽǹǽǽǺǿ 	ǹȁȁǻ

ǿ ,SFIFS 4" .BUIFX % ,JN + $BSMTPO +3 5SBOTMBUJPO PG TFOTPSZ JOQVU
JOUP CFIBWJPSBM PVUQVU WJB BO PMGBDUPSZ TZTUFN /FVSPO ǽȁ ǹǹǸǹǺǼ 	ǺǸǸȀ

Ȁ -PVJT . )VCFS 5 #FOUPO 3 4BLNBS 51 7PTTIBMM -# #JMBUFSBM PM
GBDUPSZ TFOTPSZ JOQVU FOIBODFT DIFNPUBYJT CFIBWJPS /BU /FVSPTDJ ǹǹ
ǹȀǿǹȁȁ 	ǺǸǸȀ

ȁ (PNF[.BSJO " 4UFQIFOT (+ -PVJT . "DUJWF TBNQMJOH BOE EFDJTJPO
NBLJOH JO %SPTPQIJMB DIFNPUBYJT /BU $PNNVO Ǻ ǼǼǹ 	ǺǸǹǹ

ǹȀǹ
ǹǸ $ISPOJT / ;JNNFS . #BSHNBOO $* .JDSPnVJEJDT GPS JO WJWP JNBHJOH
PG OFVSPOBM BOE CFIBWJPSBM BDUJWJUZ JO $BFOPSIBCEJUJT FMFHBOT /BU .FUIPET
Ǽ ǿǺǿǿǻǹ 	ǺǸǸǿ

ǹǹ -PDLFSZ 43 FU BM "SUJmDJBM EJSU NJDSPnVJEJD TVCTUSBUFT GPS OFNBUPEF OFV
SPCJPMPHZ BOE CFIBWJPS + /FVSPQIZTJPM ȁȁ ǻǹǻǾǻǹǼǻ 	ǺǸǸȀ

ǹǺ "MCSFDIU %3 #BSHNBOO $*)JHIDPOUFOU CFIBWJPSBM BOBMZTJT PG$BFOPSIBC
EJUJT FMFHBOT JO QSFDJTF TQBUJPUFNQPSBM DIFNJDBM FOWJSPONFOUT /BU .FUI
PET Ȁ ǽȁȁǾǸǽ 	ǺǸǹǹ

ǹǻ +POFT 8% $BZJSMJPHMV 1 ,BEPX *( 7PTTIBMM -# 5XP DIFNPTFOTP
SZSFDFQUPST UPHFUIFS NFEJBUF DBSCPO EJPYJEF EFUFDUJPO JO %SPTPQIJMB /B
UVSF ǼǼǽ ȀǾȁǸ 	ǺǸǸǿ

ǹǼ $BZJSMJPHMV 1 FU BM )ZCSJE OFVSPOT JO BNJDSP3/"NVUBOU BSF QVUBUJWF FWP
MVUJPOBSZ JOUFSNFEJBUFT JO JOTFDU $0ñ TFOTPSZ TZTUFNT 4DJFODF ǻǹȁ ǹǺǽǾ
ǹǺǾǸ 	ǺǸǸȀ

ǹǽ -VP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